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Dear reader,
you are reading proceedings from the 1st year of the conference Decision Making for Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises 2017 (DEMSME 2017) that took place in the Czech Republic,
town Ostrava at the Mercure Hotel in May 2017. The 2-day conference was organized by
Department of Business Economics and Management and Department of Informatics and
Mathematics of Silesian University in Opava, School of Business Administration in Karvina.
DEMSME 2017 is a meeting of experts from universities and businesses interested in the
theory and application of decision-making in research using the knowledge of computer
science, mathematics, enterprise economics, management and marketing approaches in the
practice of Small and Medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
We are very pleased that we have selected a total amount of 33 original contributions after
rigorous double-blind review process. The authors gathered from 5 countries, namely the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Denmark and Lithuania. Total number of papers from
herein above mentioned areas indicates that these areas are very interesting from
a scientific point of view and in general, there is a number of problems that require a specific
scientific approach to solving them.
The papers link scientific activities with up-to-date practice dedicated to SMEs and beyond.
The emphasis was given, e.g., to the business excellence and technology acceptance models,
knowledge management, internet services, online marketing and CRM studies, customer
services, ICT tools and techniques, mathematical models, international trade and product
introduction, start-ups, profit accumulation, employees quality and performance
management. Most of the papers came up with innovative case studies, which could be
helpful in realizing particular methods immediately into SMEs practice.
Great thanks to the program committee of the conference, its organizers and, last but not
least, its partners and sponsors, alongside the Silesian University in Opava, School of
Business Administration in Karvina, also Veolia company, city of Karvina, IT Cluster of
Moravia-Silesian Region and European Council for Small Business and Entrepreneurship
(ECSB). We consider the first year of the DEMSME 2017 conference to be very successful and
we look forward to its repetition in two-year cycles and thus to its inclusion in the traditional
conferences organized at the Silesian University in Opava, School of Business Administration
in Karvina.
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Abstract
The growing interest in total quality management as strategic support to obtain a sustainable competitive
advantage is enabling organizations to achieve superior performance. The critical factors of business
excellence models are management value, principles, and techniques necessary to yield the desired effects on
the company´s performance. The paper focuses on decision making on a strategy of Czech SMEs in the
context of business excellence models. The objective of the paper is to specify the relationship between
strategy and performance (improvements) of Czech SMEs in the context of business excellence models. The
enterprises included in the study are those enterprises that are incorporated in the Czech Republic. A total of
490 enterprises participated in the study, and the main primary data collection instrument was a
questionnaire-interview. The findings of the statistical analysis show the influence of selected internal
variables on the decision-making the process of Czech SMEs on strategy and relationship between strategy
and performance.
Keywords: business excellence model, decision making, performance, strategy
JEL codes: F23, M16
1. Introduction
Organizations everywhere, of all types and sizes, are under constant pressure to improve their
business performance. It can be used to assess and improve any aspect of an organization, including
leadership, strategy and planning, people, information and knowledge and other aspects. To help in this
process, many are turning to business excellence models, such as the EFQM Excellence Model. The business
excellence models can be used as a business-wide framework in a holistic, focused and practical way.
Business excellence models are frameworks that when applied within an organization can help to focus
thought and action in a more systematic and structured way that should lead to increased performance. The
models are holistic in that they focus on all areas and dimensions of an organization, and in particular,
factors that drive performance. These models are internationally recognized as both providing a framework
to assist the adoption of business excellence principles, and an effective way of measuring how thoroughly
this adoption has been incorporated. One of the fundamental questions in the field of business performance is
how companies achieve and sustain competitive advantages and pursue business excellence. The company
chooses markets and strategies that maximize its core competencies. It makes choices between competing
opportunities based on knowledge of the market and the business environment in which it operates, now and
into the future. The internationalization of entrepreneurship activities ranks among long-lasting strategic
decisions; these decisions result in significant changes, running the company being the most relevant.
Company strategy is an effective tool in improving company performance not only in the domestic market
but also in foreign markets. The strategy is a process that can allow an organization to concentrate its
resources on the optimal opportunities with the objectives of increasing sales and achieving a sustainable
competitive advantage (Kotler, 2012). If the market in which the company operates is foreign, its business
strategy will be an international business strategy that defines the way to compete across the word (Lasserre,
2007).
Various empirical studies have been done to investigate the relationship between strategy and
company performance with varied conclusions. The objective of this paper is to determine the relationship
between business strategy and international performance of Czech small and medium-sized enterprises in
international markets. In this research study, strategy and other internal factors (managers´ abilities,
resources, company size, company age, industry) were investigated as factors influencing the success of
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international activities. The study is based on primary data collected from a recent survey of Czech SMEs.
The relationships are analyzed using relevant regression techniques. The paper is organized into three parts.
The first part of the paper outlines selected theories dealing with the business strategy and international
performance, and business excellence models. The second part of the paper aims to present and then interpret
results of the survey carried out among Czech SMEs. Finally, the last section provides the conclusion of the
research and offers a discussion of the most important implications. The results of the analysis are discussed,
and further recommendations are provided for managers in the last section.
This paper offers several contributions to international business research and attempts to answer calls
for studies that span across the disciplines. In particular, the paper pays attention to the key role of selected
factors for the development of international activities. Therefore we extend international entrepreneurship
studies by suggesting that the international performance is depending not only on their investment in
research and development but also on strategy and other factors. Although we use a single small country, the
Czech Republic, as a laboratory to test our theoretical propositions, our study is clearly situated within the
domain of business studies, since its focus is on the effects of strategy on the success of international
activities. We offer a new angle on a business theory by focusing on the effects of the company strategy on
the performance of international activities in international markets. Our study helps to advance the
theoretical development of the role of company strategy in international activities.
2. Theoretical Framework and Research Hypotheses
Truly excellent organizations are those organizations that strive to satisfy their owners by what they
achieve, the way they achieve it, as well as by what they can reach, and by the certainty that the obtained
results will be maintained in the future. To achieve business excellence, equal importance should be
attributed both to the non-financial and financial measuring of success, instead of focusing on the financial
perspective only. Generally speaking, excellence means that what we are doing well today should be done
even better and more wisely tomorrow, especially compared to the competition, to fully satisfy all interest
groups. Business excellence frameworks can be described as an integrated set of proven business practices
designed to increase business performance across a broad range of organizations (Gloet and Samson, 2017).
Certainly, the concept of business excellence has, for at least three decades, been at the center stage of
management theory and practices. Business Excellence is defined as a high level of maturity of a
company/organization regarding management and result achievement (Zdrilić and Dulčić, 2016). Business
excellence is about developing and strengthening the management systems and processes of an organization
to improve performance and create value for stakeholders. Business Excellence is much more than having a
quality system in place. It is about achieving excellence in everything that an organization does (including
leadership, strategy, customer focus, information management, people, and processes) and most importantly
achieving superior business results. Business Excellence is often described as outstanding practices in
managing the organization and achieving results, all based on a set of fundamental concepts or values.
According to Bandyopadhyay and Nair (2015), the findings suggested organizations that
successfully implement business excellence develop the ability to respond to change, a capability that was
becoming more critical as the pace of change increases. This capability leads to benefits for many of the
organization’s stakeholders. For an organization, excellence should mean clear dedication of leaders and
managers to continuous improvement of all key processes, creativity and innovation, work conditions,
teamwork, motivation level and general organizational culture (Zdrilić and Dulčić, 2016). At the employee
level, excellence starts with their commitment to achieving results without re-work, readiness to take on
responsibility, continuous learning, improvement, and simplicity in everything they do. The fundamental
thought, underlying business excellence is the idea that quality should not be focused only on products and
services produced by the organization (Evans, 2008). It should be actually embedded in the practice of
organization management, or, in other words, quality should be the fundamental value of the organization’s
management. If good management principles are designed and implemented, the consequence should be
good results. This idea leads us to the term of performance excellence that can be considered a synonym for
business excellence. Performance excellence is associated with the integrated approach to management of
organizational performances resulting in the delivery of continuously improved values to customers and
stakeholders, thus contributing to organizational sustainability, increase in the overall organizational
efficiency and capacity, as well as organizational and personal learning.
There are different views on how to measure organizational performance. According to Kanji (2007)
understanding that excellence refers to organizational outcomes and achievements, whereas TQM is a set of
principles and practices that guide the organization. Viewed through this lens, quality enables or drives
organizational excellence and organizational excellence results – at least in part – from quality. Excellence
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comes from habit, not singular events or activities. The key is defining the habits that support continual
growth and development instead of a particular set of performance metrics. These habits include (and you
may have others to add): strategy, structure, processes, people, recognized, results, customer loyalty, and
leadership. Successful organizations can make judgments about the ‘balance’ of outcomes to be achieved
across their key stakeholder groups and reflect that balance in developing and monitoring the value delivered
by their corporate strategies.
The organization sets eﬀective strategies by considering where the organization has come from, what
it has learned, and where it is going. This includes consideration of the context in which it operates,
knowledge of customer groups and market segments, past performance, discharge of legal responsibilities
and minimisation of harm. Companies practically apply the strategy seriously as a tool that can be utilized to
fast track their performances. The strategy is a process that can allow an organization to concentrate its
resources on the optimal opportunities with the objectives of increasing sales and achieving a sustainable
competitive advantage (Kotler, 2012). Greenley (1986) noted that strategic planning has potential advantages
and intrinsic values that eventually, translate into improved company performance. According to Kotter
(1996), the strategy can be used as a means of repositioning and transforming the organization. The essence
of optimal strategy making is to build a market position strong enough and an organization capable enough
to produce successful performance despite potent competition and internal difficulties. Porter (1996) has
defined strategy as a creation of a unique and vulnerable position of trade-offs in competing, involving a set
of activities that neatly fit together, that are simply consistent, reinforce each other and ensure optimization
of effort. Company performance refers to the metrics relating to how a particular request is handled, or the
act of performing; of doing something successfully; using knowledge as distinguished from merely
possessing it. It is the outcome of all of the company´s operations and strategies (Aaltonen and Ikåvalko,
2002).
If the company operates internationally, the corporate strategy will be an international corporate
strategy which will incorporate the choice of regions and countries in the company portfolio (Lasserre,
2007). A business strategy is then used as an umbrella term to denote the broad range of strategic options
open to the company, including both organizational and functional management strategy, product/market
strategies, and diversification strategies (Barringer and Greening, 1998). It consists of integrated decisions,
actions or plans that will help to achieve target goals. Thus, the following hypothesis is formulated.
HYPOTHESIS 1: BUSINESS STRATEGY IS POSITIVELY RELATED TO THE INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE.
Knowledge transfer in a company can define as the process by which one unit of knowledge is
influenced by the experience. Experience are built through shared hands-on experience amongst the
members of the organization and between the members of the organization and its customers, suppliers and
affiliated companies. Skills and know-how are acquired and accumulated by individuals through experience
at work. International experience makes necessary resources for enhancing the international competitiveness
of companies. International experiences are important resources for enhancing the international
competitiveness of companies. Experiences are built through shared hands-on experience amongst the
members of the organization. Skills and know-how are acquired and accumulated by individuals through
experiences at work. Filatotchev et al. (2009) proved that international performance depends significantly on
managers´ international experience. This international business experience may have involved working in
multinational companies, or previous involvement in the business strategy of the local company (Filatotchev
et al. 2009). Hence:
HYPOTHESIS 2: MANAGER´S INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE IS POSITIVELY RELATED TO THE BUSINESS
STRATEGY.
Company throughout the world strive to develop and retain high caliber staff who drives companies
performance to greater heights.The importance of human resources has thus got the central position in the
strategy of the company. The company maximizes its strategic advantage by harnessing the knowledge and
expertise of its people (particularly managers) and the knowledge embedded in the organizational systems.
According to North and Kumta (2014), the knowledge retains rationalization potentials (through the transfer
best practices) and differentiation potentials (through the combination knowledge). International activities
may require specific knowledge of the internationalization process. Managers with previous experiences,
capabilities, knowledge and learning may lead to the creation, discovery, and exploitation of opportunities in
international markets, and thus positively affect international performance. Hence we proposed:
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HYPOTHESIS 3: MANAGER´S BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE IS POSITIVELY RELATED TO THE BUSINESS STRATEGY.
Capability to resource such work is sustained through a system of development designed to provide
varying levels of skills and experience to deliver process improvement projects in the company. It
determines how resources and assets will be developed, valued, used and managed to support the deployment
of the strategy. The lack of resources, according to Potinggia and Vescovi (2012), is for many companies the
obstacle to develop and to implement business strategies in international markets. Resource availability can
define as the level of resources available to companies from the environment (Sharfman and Dean, 1991).
Since the resources are limited, companies often have to fight for these resources with their competitors.
Resource limits bring two important aspects: the availability of resources and the competition for resources.
According to Manev et al. (2015), the strategic role of resource commitments is explored in various
economic models. When a company has a permanent competitive advantage, its resources and capabilities
are durable, hard to identify and hard to copy. Hence we proposed:
HYPOTHESIS 4: AVAILABLE COMPANY RESOURCES IS POSITIVELY RELATED TO THE BUSINESS STRATEGY.
In explaining how selected factors influence the business strategy and international performance, we
have developed a conceptual model and hypotheses. Each of the model´s components and relationships is
illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Conceptual Model

Source: own research
3. Methodology
3.1 Sample and Procedure
The analysis is based on data from an empirical standardized study, which comprises of many
questions on entrepreneurial activities of Czech enterprises in international markets. For the purpose of the
analysis of business strategy and performance of entrepreneurial activities, some questions on the success of
international activities in international markets and factors affected the success we asked in the survey. As
this, paper is concentrated on the aspect of company strategy and the performance of the small and mediumsized enterprises, only a few questions from the survey we analyzed. The paper raises the question of if and
how company strategy impacts on the company performance. The objective of the research study is to
investigate the effect of business strategy on the success of international activities of Czech SMEs in the
context of business excellence models. The data on strategy and on the performance we collected in an onsite survey of 490 Czech SMEs in period 05/2015 – 05/2016.
The sample consists of the internationally experienced small and medium-sized enterprises in the
Czech Republic. Selection of enterprises under research was based on the method of non-probability
purposive sampling, by assumption and occasional selection. The researched companies have already started
their internationalization operations, all of them were founded in the Czech Republic, and all of them are
private subjects. This delimitation on companies with the international experience was made to enable onsite data collection.
First, telephone calls were made with general managers or CEOs of the Czech enterprises to explain
the purpose of the study and to ask for their participation. A high level of personal involvement consisting of
telephone calls and personal delivery and pickup of questionnaires was necessary because of the relatively
low response rate in mail surveys in the Czech Republic, and sensitivity to Czech managers’ concerns about
industrial espionage. Moreover, by the first telephone, we excluded those no representative of the population,
such as sister companies within their own corporations. After the step, the sample in the Czech Republic
fulfilling the selection criteria consisted of 800 companies. In a second step, we hand-distributed
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questionnaires to the top managers and CEOs. Trained research assistants helped the top managers and CEOs
complete the questionnaire, and explained any items that the respondents wished to have clarified. This
procedure resulted in 600 matched questionnaires, out of which 110 we eliminated due to the incompleteness
of responses. Thus 490 (a response rate of 81.7%) questionnaires were used in the subsequent data analysis
and statistical processing. The final sample consisted of companies with an average age of 22 years
(minimum one; maximum 188), an average size of 54 employees (minimum one; maximum 27000). The
sample comes from a variety of industries: about 57.2% in manufacturing, and 60.3% in services.
The method of the oral questioning and a questionnaire as the principal instrument applied for
researching the relationship between strategy and performance of entrepreneurial activities. The instrument
used in the survey, a structured questionnaire, contains five fields of varying degrees of complexity relating
to the area of entrepreneurial activities. The questionnaire consists of closed, semi-closed and opened
questions. The questions were designed while based on the information gained from experts from business
and universities and previous research. In some questions, particularly those related to the entry mode choice
and market choice, simple and complex scales were used, mostly the Likert-type scale (5 = strongly agree to
1 = strongly disagree). Also, the questionnaire also included four questions related to the company
background (the type of a business sector; the size of the company measured by the number of employees;
the year of company foundation;). The questionnaire was pre-tested for the instrument validity by 20
managers. In interviews, the managers were asked to respond to the items measuring the theoretical
construct. They were also asked to identify any ambiguities revealed in the questionnaire draft. Based on the
feedback some minor changes of wording were made.
3.2 Variables and Measurement
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
The international performance and business strategy are our dependent variables. International
PERFORMANCE comprises traditional measures of the money-making activities of the company.
Consistent with previous research (e.g. Uhlenbruck and DeCastro 2000; Wales et al. 2013; Keupp and
Gassmann 2009; Onkelinx et al. 2016) we used as the indicator of the international performance financial
indicator. As the financial indicator of the performance of international activities, we used foreign turnover
(as the proportion of turnover outside of the Czech Republic in the company´s total turnover). The
interviewed CEOs were asked to state their foreign turnover to total turnover of the previous year. In a
comparison of different measures, Weinzimmer et al. (1998) recommend this as the most appropriate
indicator. We can see, in Table 1, that the mean foreign turnover is 51.63 percent. Business strategies can be
classified according to their level and types. There are various business strategy typologies. This research
study focuses on Porter's typology of business strategies.A business STRATEGY is a set of fundamental
choices which define its long-term objectives, its value proposition to the market, how it intends to build and
sustain a competitive business system and how it organizes itself. These competitive advantages lead to three
generic competitive strategies: cost leadership strategy, differentiation strategy, and focus strategy.
Interviewers presented to respondents a list of nine possible strategic approaches to establishing the business
strategy in international markets. Respondents indicated their approach used. Questions on business strategy
were presented in the form of five-point scales (5 = strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = disagree, and 1
= strongly disagree) to ensure maximal respondent specificity. All multi-item measures achieved superior or
adequate reliability scores in tests using Cronbach´s alpha. The alpha values range from 0.73 to 0.80.The
majority of respondents used the strategic differentiation approach.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Our explanatory variables are managers´ abilities (international experience and business knowledge),
strategy, and resources. The selected areas were modified based on interviews to reflect the context of family
businesses. International EXPERIENCE with international activities we measured at the company level
using of prior work international experiences (by years), in keeping with prior management research
(Beckman and Burton, 2008; Walske and Zacharakis, 2009). International experience includes prior work in
a company with international entrepreneurial activities. The average rate of international experience as
measured by the number of years was seven years (minimum 0 years, maximum 60 years). Business
KNOWLEDGE measures knowledge of international markets and knowledge of practices in international
markets by company management. The knowledge of international markets plays in the process of the
realization of international entrepreneurial activities key role. Knowledge contributes to increased
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competitiveness of entrepreneurial subjects in international markets. Questions on business knowledge of
managers were presented in the form of five-point scales (5 = strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral, 2 =
disagree, and 1 = strongly disagree) to ensure maximal respondent specificity. All multi-item measures
achieved superior or adequate reliability scores in tests using Cronbach´s alpha. The alpha values range from
0.74 to 0.82. RESOURCES were measured via the list of eight the most significant available resources
(tangible and intangible resources) for international activities. Respondents indicated the most valuable
resources that have been available for international activities. Most of the resources among sampled
companies was international contacts and specialized knowledge. Questions on company resources were
presented in the form of five-point scales (5 = strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = disagree, and 1 =
strongly disagree) to ensure maximal respondent specificity. All multi-item measures achieved superior or
adequate reliability scores in tests using Cronbach´s alpha. The alpha values range from 0.80 to 0.84.
CONTROL VARIABLES
Guided by previous literature and empirical evidence, we have included several control variables.
Among the company-level determinants of company performance, the company´s size and company age are
the two widely used demographic characteristics of companies. Therefore, we include company SIZE
(natural logarithm of the number of employees) and company AGE (in years). In addition to the companylevel determinants, we also include INDUSTRY level of the company: whether the company operates in the
manufacturing or service sector. We included a dummy variable for industry level, as Acquaah and YasaiArdekani (2007), did because the distinction between manufacturing and services obviously has a
considerable effect on company performance.
3.3 Data Analysis
To test the theoretically derived model, the data we processed in the SPSS. The descriptive statistics
we described in Table 1. Table 1 illustrated the intercorrelations among the variables were obtained from the
Pearson Correlations Matrix. The values indicating intercorrelations among the predictor's variables were
low, ranging from 0.19 to 0.38 (p < 0.01), thus indicating the independence of the variables used for
measuring the predictors. As the descriptive data revealed a promising variation as well as correlation among
the variables included in the model, we have reason to believe that it would find support for the hypotheses.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Correlation
Performance
Strategy
Size
Age
Industry
Experience
Knowledge
Resources

Mean
51.63
2.38
53.98
21.53
2.26
6.40
3.88
2.21

SD
28.52
0.78
60.53
27.86
1.64
8.54
0.86
0.46

1
1
-0.023
0.272**
0.326**
-0.209**
0.186**
0.373**
0.057

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1
-0.109*
0.064
-0.050
0.062
-0.039
-0.035

1
0.388**
-0.121*
0.091
0.305**
0.065

1
-0.106*
0.074
0.187**
-0.036

1
-0.021
-0.064
0.028

1
0.161**
-0.031

1
0.107*

1

Significance level: *p<0.05; **p<0.01
Source: own research
We used hierarchical moderated regression analysis (ordinary least-square OLS regression
techniques) to test hypotheses. Before testing the hypotheses, multicollinearity in the dataset we controlled.
For this purpose, the VIF values for the independent variables we calculated. In our analysis, the VIF values
were all below 1.4, which is a relatively low and acceptable level. Consequently, there is no reason to believe
that there is any major multicollinearity in the regression that could lead to misinterpreting or overestimating
the final model and its predictive ability. Table 2 present results.

4. Results
The first model in each series (Model 1 and Model 3 in Table 2) is a baseline model that shows the
effects of control variables on the business strategy and performance. In the second model in each series
(Model 2 and Model 4 in Table 2) the main terms of the independent variables are entered into the
regression.
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Table 2: Determinants of Business Strategy

Size
Age
Industry
Strategy H1
Experience H2
Knowledge H3
Resources H4
R2
Δ R2
Adj. R2
F

Determinants of Business Strategy
Dependent Variables
(standardized regression coefficients)
Model 1
Model 2
0.168**
0.110*
-0.025
-0.032
0.001
0.002

0.26
0.17
0.26
3.076*

-0.054
0.198**
0.094*
0.74
0.58
0.48
4.609**

Effects of Business Strategy on Performance
Dependent Variables
(standardized regression coefficients)
Model 3
Model 4
0.156**
0.141**
0.248**
0.250**
-0.164**
-0.164**
0.094*

0.16
0.15
0.16
21.85

0.17
0.16
0.01
17.41

Significance level: *p<0.05; **p<0.01
Source: own research
Overall, the control variables explain little of the variance. Model 1 and Model 2 indicate that SIZE
has a positive and significant effect on the business strategy, while AGE and INDUSTRY has an
insignificant effect on business strategy.
International EXPERIENCE in Model 2 has a negative and insignificant effect on business strategy.
The Hypothesis 2 is not supported. The business KNOWLEDGE variable as indicates the Model 2 has a
positive and significance effect on business strategy, in line with Hypothesis 3. The variable RESOURCES
in Model 2 is positive and significant; Hypothesis 4 is supported.
Model 3 and Model 4 shows that SIZE, AGE and INDUSTRY have a significant effect on the
performance. As indicated in Model 4, business strategy positive influenced performance, supporting
Hypothesis 1.
3. Conclusion
Internationalization is the most complex strategy that any company can undertake. This strategy is
likely to become increasingly necessary.There is no single set of criteria that defines excellence for the
individual or business. Business excellence models represent a systematic, integrated and more permanent
approach to improvement, i.e. an integrated strategy for gradual achievement of business excellence (Zdrilić
and Dulčić, 2016). They make it possible to objectively determine the position of a company on the scale of
excellence, but also to reveal the company’s weaknesses or strengths. The discovered weaknesses are a
precious potential for improvement, and this should be used as a driving force for the next level of
organization advancement. In the business strategy framework, a successful business is one which sustains
an attractive relative position for the company. The success of the process of internationalization of company
depends in large part on the formulation and implementation of the business strategy.
This paper examines the effects of business strategy on the performance of international activities of
Czech SMEs. The primary objective of the paper was to investigate the effect business strategy on the
performance of international activities of Czech small and medium-sized enterprises, namely the effect of
international experience, business knowledge of managers, and resources on business strategy. The results
show that the business knowledge of managers (Hypothesis 3), and company resources (Hypothesis 4) are
significantly associated with the business strategy of Czech SMEs in international markets. Also, the results
show that the business strategy of Czech enterprises in international markets (Hypothesis 1) has positively
effect on the performance of companies in international markets. All business strategies in themselves appear
to be sensible, logical and coherent, highlighting the advantages and benefits that a company could gain by
using either approach.
This study has some contributions, including theoretical contributions and managerial implications.
This study has provided some theoretical contributions as follows: It gives additional insight into the
relationship between business strategy and performance of international activities. Furthermore, we also
provide some implications for managers and owners of Czech enterprises. This study helps the managers to
understand how the business strategy affect the performance of international activities. Managers and owners
should give more attention to the development of business knowledge and international experience of own
managers and employees.
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This study also has some limitations. First, this study has been conducted only in one small country,
in the Czech Republic. Indeed, this will affect the generalizability issue. This study only examined the
relationship between selected characteristics of business strategy and performance of international activities.
Hence, the researcher cannot justify it as a generalization for all European countries. Due to time and cost
limitations, this study employed a cross-sectional study. Thus, it only portrays the phenomena at a single
point in time, and it will not be able to reflect the long-term effects of the change.
This research study suggests several recommendations for future study. The study might be extended
to multiple countries in Europe. The future study might use the longitudinal study which describes
phenomena in the long-term. The longitudinal study may lead practitioners and academicians to understand
the causal relationship between business strategy and performance of international activities.
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Abstract
In recent years´ large number of consumers in the Czech Republic frequently shop on the Internet, if we
focus on Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG), there are an increase of online purchases. For research on
what drives consumers to shop online, the Technology acceptance models can be utilised. Technology
acceptance model (TAM) was introduced by Davis in 1986 as a theory for describing an individual´s
acceptance of information systems. In these days, the TAM is considered the most influential and commonly
employed theory in that area. This study aims to provide a coherent view of literature about Technology
acceptance model in online shopping. Therefore, it summarises development of TAM to increase the
understanding of consumer attitudes towards online shopping and their intention to buy on the Internet. This
article will contribute significantly to possible modifications of TAM for FMCG area. The search strategy
for the review model is primarily directed towards finding published papers from the contents of EBSCO,
ScienceDirect and Google Scholar database.
Keywords: E-consumer behaviour, e-shopping, literature review, Technology acceptance model
JEL codes: M310
1. Introduction
Today's environment is undergoing a rapid change that we can talk about the turbulent changes in
connection with the development of information and communication technologies (Zamazalová, 2009). Sale
through the Internet, which was named E-business, began to be used entering into the 21st century (Amit and
Zott, 2001). Concepts of E-business and E-commerce have formed with this context, which can be further
divided into E-marketing and E-Purchasing (Kotler, Armstrong, 2004). Established firms have created a new
online business, while new businesses exploit the opportunities that the internet offers (Amit and Zott, 2001).
Retail organisations based on the physical store are afraid that because of the Internet "become obsolete," but
the study published in 2004 showed that consumers still prefer retailing before the e-tailing. With this study
corresponds to an article E-tailing versus physical retailing, which had the hypothesis that a significantly
higher level of usefulness, perceived customer's in-store retailing, rather than e-tailing, and this hypothesis
was confirmed (Lee and Tan, 2003). That is due to force retail format, but there is also a market segment of
customers who preferred e-tailing (Keen et al., 2004). The Internet has improved customers' ability to find
products that had better meet their needs, but still, in the e-tail, there is a limitation. This limitation prevents
buyers use the web efficiently meet their requirements, and the evidence of this limitation is some complaints
that the products purchased online have reached a level 22%, while retail claims are above 8.1 to 8.7% (Rao
et al., 2014). These limits, however, are gradually diminishing with the ever-increasing turnover of electronic
commerce. Electronic commerce contributed with almost $0.32 trillion to the world GDP in 2009, and its
share will increase to $1.28 trillion by 2018 (Moagăr-Poladian et al., 2017). The development of e-tail is
linked with the development of the Internet and its ease of use through various technological devices for
online shopping. Marketing research shows that beliefs about trust and benefits are the key factors
influencing consumers' acceptance of online shopping (Bruner and Kumar, 2005). Studying consumer
behaviour is gaining in importance due to the spread of online shopping (Dennis et al., 2004). For this
reason, the literature review on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), especially given the factors that
influence the intention to purchase on the internet, is required. TAM is a model belongs to Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA). The models based on the TRA have been used for exploring and better explaining
the behaviour of online customers using e-tail (Cheaung et al., 2005). We include into TRA three theories:
Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989) and unified
theory of acceptance and use of technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The aim of this paper is to provide a
coherent view of literature about TAM in online shopping. The paper summarises development of TAM to
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increase the general understanding of consumer attitudes towards online shopping and their intention of
buying on the Internet. The review is undertaken to highlight the importance of this emerging area of
interest. Finally, this article will contribute to the future construct of a modification of TAM for FMCG area
and propose future research. The structure of the paper is as follows. The first section presents the research
method used for the literature review. The second section summarises the main assumptions of TAM and
contains a conceptual framework of this model. The following section provides the substantive literature
review, structured according to the framework. Finally, the paper ends with a summary of the conclusions
that can be drawn from the review and makes proposals for further research.
2. Research Method
A systematic review of TAM literature was chosen as a research method. A review questions were
identified:
1. Is there any extended TAM suitable as a base for future research in online shopping?
2. What are the main external variables influencing the intention to purchase on the Internet in
the technology acceptance model?
Search terms included Technology acceptance model, online shopping, online purchase, e-consumer
behaviour, customer experience, online behaviour, consumer attitudes, and intention to purchase, external
variables in TAM. The review was limited to peer-reviewed journal papers from international sources, using
ScienceDirect, EBSCO, and Google Scholar. The papers were analysed according to inclusion criteria
involving exploring the theme of the paper as expressed in both the title and the abstract of the paper. The
content analysis was done manually, and a data extraction form was used to summarise critical data such as
key findings and methodological features. This procedure enables the researcher to identify the overall nature
of existing research quickly. Thirty-four papers were identified as relevant to the study´s review question.
The dates of the studies range across almost 30-year period from 1989 to 2017.
3. The Concept of TAM
TAM was a model of the effect of system characteristics on user acceptance of computer-based
information systems (Davis, 1989). He suggested that user’s motivation could be explained by three factors:
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived Usefulness (PU), and Attitude toward using the system. He
defined Design features (External variables) as direct influences of PU and PEOU. Davis (1989) argued that
design features are not theorised to have any direct effect on attitude or behaviour, instead of affecting these
variables only indirectly through PU and PEOU. He developed and validated new scales for two specific
variables, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use as fundamental determinants of user acceptance.
One of the most significant findings in his research was the relative strength of the usefulness-usage
relationship compared to the ease of use-usage relationship. Many other scholars acknowledged these
findings (Shih, 2004, Stoel, 2009, Faqih, 2013, Ashraf et al., 2014). He further explained that users are
driven to adopt an application primarily because of the functions it performs for them, and secondarily for
how easy or hard it is to get the system to perform those functions. Venkatesh and Davis (2000) defined that
TAM theorises that two beliefs determine an individual's behavioural intention to use a system: perceived
usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU). PU they defined as the extent to which a person believes
that using the system will enhance his or her job performance. PEOU they defined as the extent to which a
person believes that using the system will be free of effort. The effects of external variables on intention to
use are mediated by perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU). However, there is a link
between PU and PEOU because PU is also influenced by PEOU (Davis, 1989, Venkatesh and Davis, 2000).
TAM has gradually evolved. This model has been applied to different technologies (e.g. word
processors, e-mail, WWW, Smart in-store technology, smartphone usage, health information technology,
RFID, Facebook) under different situations (e.g., time and culture) with different control factors (e.g.,
gender, organizational type and size) and different subjects (e.g. undergraduate students, MBAs, knowledge
workers, e-consumer´s). Lee et al. (2003) investigated how TAM has made progress by dividing the years
1986-2003 for four periods. First period Model Introduction called, falls within the period 1989-1995. In this
period was found that TAM could successfully predict IS acceptance behaviour under different technologies
and different situations. In the second period Model Validation called (1992-1996), studies during this period
extensively investigated whether TAM instruments were powerful, consistent, reliable, and valid and they
found these properties to hold. Another period Model Extension called (1994-2003); studies during this
period made tremendous strides to develop a greater understanding may be garnered in explicating the causal
relationships among beliefs and their antecedent factors. Next period Model Elaboration called (2000-2003),
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was characterised as the elaboration of TAM in two key ways. The first way is to develop the next
generation TAM that synthesises the previous effects and second way is to resolve the limitations raised by
previous studies. In this period was created a TAM2 that identifying and theorising about the general
determinants of perceived usefulness (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). This period is still ongoing and has been
proposed and investigated many modifications of TAM such as:
• TAM3 – combine TAM2 and the model of the determinants of perceived ease of use, and
develop an integrated model of technology acceptance. TAM3 in presents a complete
nomological network of the determinants of individual´s IT adoption and use. (Venkatesh
and Bala, 2008)
• Model of TAM extension and antecedents – study integrates e-shopping quality, enjoyment,
and trust into a technology acceptance model to understand consumer acceptance of eshopping. (Ha and Stoel, 2009)
• Extending the TAM to explore the factors that affect Intention to Use an Online Learning
Community – extend the external variables as online Course Design, User Interface Design,
and Previous Online Learning Experience. (Liu et al., 2010)
• An integrated model of TAM for smartphone usage – study integrates motivation for
ritualised use and motivation for instrumental use. (Joo and Sang, 2013)
• An extended TAM – the moderating effect of individual-level cultural values on user´s
acceptance of E-learning in developing countries. Extend TAM include subjective norms
and quality of work life and four cultural dimensions. (Tarhini et al., 2017)
4. Technology Acceptance Model in Online Shopping
TAM is used in online shopping area for explaining consumer behaviour and their attention to buy.
Understanding consumers’ motivations and limitations to shop online are a major importance in e-tailing for
making adequate strategic, technological, and marketing decisions to increase customer satisfaction, as well
as improving website design of virtual stores (Monsuwe´ et al. 2004). Empirical results from a study of
online consumers behaviour predicting by TAM support that classic theories on TAM are still valid in
explaining and predicting user behaviour in the B2C context. The results also support that compatibility, PU
and PEOU are the primary determinants of consumer attitude towards using virtual stores (Chen et al., 2002,
Lim and Ting, 2012,). Many studies confirm that PU, PEOU and trust are factors that influence consumers´
attitude to do online shopping positively (Renny et al., 2013, Ha and Stoel, 2009). However, empirical
support for PU and PEOU like the primary determinants of consumer attitude is not universal. Turner et al.
(2010) argue, the TAM variables PEU and PU are less likely to be correlated with actual usage. Also, the
result of the impact of enjoyment in TAM model study found that PEOU and perceived enjoyment are the
factors that affect online shopping intention. Surprisingly, the effect of PU was not significant on online
shopping intentions in their study (Cheema et al., 2013). The results of this study also correspond to the
following study. Ashraf et al. (2014) found that PEOU is more important than PU in motivating users to
accept a technology at the early adoption stage, and its importance diminishes as users become familiar with
the system. In 2015 was proposed another extended TAM for e-shopping by a qualitative and meta-analytic
review methods. As you can see in figure 1, this model includes the intention to shop online (BI), attitude
toward shopping online (ATT), PU, PEOU, trust, perceived risk, enjoyment (ENJ) and social influence (SI)
as main factors influencing consumer behaviour.
Figure 1: An Extended TAM for E-shopping

Source: Ingham et al., 2015
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Scholars suggest that TAM with attitude is preferable to basic TAM when studying e-shopping
because TAM with attitude explains 45% of the variation in e-shopping intention, which is almost 9% higher
than for basic TAM. They believe that their extended version of TAM that includes trust, perceived risk,
enjoyment (PE), and social influence may serve as a good intermediate dispositional model between the
properties of the web platform for buying online, of the customer and the e-merchant and the other online
purchase behaviour (Ingham et al., 2015). With this study corresponding a conclusion of the online shopping
behaviour model integrating personality traits, perceived risk and technology acceptance study. Scholars in
this study tested an integrated model and found that both attitude and trust acted as significant mediators
(Wann-Yih and Ching-Ching, 2015). Scholars also focused on the link between e-satisfaction and e-trust and
found that e-satisfaction has a more significant impact on repeat online shopper´s loyalty (Moriuchi and
Takahashi, 2016). In contrast to these views, other researchers think that perceived enjoyment is overlooked
in many contexts especially the lack of presence of alternatives justified this disregard of the importance of
enjoyment. For example, Shamy and Hassanein (2017) support that higher PE will positively influence
behavioural intention (BI) to use technology, but their hypothesis about the stronger relation between PE and
BI for conventional technologies was not confirmed. In corresponding with this view, it is very important to
understand the behaviour of the customer making purchases online. A well-chosen modification of the TAM
can be useful for understanding customer needs and then overall positive consumer rating.
4.1. The Main External Variables Influencing E-consumer Behaviour in TAM Elaboration Period
The following studies include consumer-oriented research examines psychological characteristics,
and technology-focused research has explored the technical specifications of the internet business. The study
on what drives consumers to shop online claims that there should be exogenous factors in TAM framework
(Monsuwe´ et al., 2004). That study shows that attitude toward online shopping and intention to shop online
are not only affected by ease of use, usefulness and enjoyment, but also by exogenous factors like “consumer
traits”, “situational factors”, “product characteristics”, “previous online shopping experiences”, and “trust in
online shopping” (Gefen et al., 2003, Monsuwe´ et al., 2004, Wu, 2013). Empirical results from consumer
traits classifies as demographic factors – “age”, “gender”, “education”, and “income” (Burke, 2002) and as
personality characteristics – “expertise” (Ratchford et al., 2001), “self-efficacy” (Eastin and LaRose, 2000,
Faqih, 2013) and “need for interaction” (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002). In contrast to these views,
Hernandez et al. (2011) analysed whether individuals´ socioeconomic characteristics (age, gender and
income) influence their online shopping behaviour. They analysed individuals who often make purchases on
the internet. The results of their research show that socioeconomic variables moderate neither the influence
of the previous use of the internet nor the perceptions of e-commerce. Deductive research state “time
pressure”, “lack of mobility”, “geographical distance”, “need for special items” and “attractiveness of
alternatives” as situational factors (Monsuwe´ et al. 2004). In addition, the other study suggests that “website
quality” (consists of four dimensions: “website design”, “customer service”, “privacy/security”, and
“atmospheric/experiential”) is another variable factor (Ha and Stoel, 2009). They by modifying TAM found
that the most important factor influencing the customer's behaviour is a website design. Their study provides
important implications for e-tailers whose website developers must keep in mind that customers are not only
web users with trust/safety and information needs, but also shoppers with service and experiential needs.
Most scholars acknowledge that usefulness and ease of use significantly determine individual attitudes
toward e-shopping (Ha and Stoel, 2009, Yulihasri et al., 2011, Shih, 2004, Monsuwe´ et al., 2004). The result
of Factors that Influence Customer´s Buying Intention on Shopping Online (FICBISO) study claims that
compatibility and security are other important factors toward attitude in online shopping (Yulihasri et al.,
2011). Empirical results from consumer acceptance of e-shopping in Turkey added other factors influencing
PEOU that has an impact on consumer behaviour in TAM. They added “perceived information quality”,
“perceived service quality” and “perceived system quality” as e-quality-related factors (Çelik and Yilmaz,
2011). Study of exploring the influence of “perceived risk” as another external variable and “internet selfefficacy” on consumer online shopping intentions. The study demonstrated that perceived risk negatively
influences the behavioural intention to use online shopping for purchase in Jordan and internet self-efficacy
has a positive influence on PEOU and PU (Faqih, 2013). However, this study has empirically revealed that
perceived risk does not influence both PEOU to shop online and PU toward online shopping. The next study
examined the blog reader´s trusting belief in the blogger is significant about the perceived usefulness of the
blogger´s recommendations and how the blog reader´s perceptions influence his/her attitude and purchasing
behaviour online. Researchers found that PU of “blogger´s recommendations and trust” had a significant
influential effect on blog users´ attitude towards and intention to shop online (Chin‐Lung et al., 2013). We
can add another external factor (blogger´s recommendations and trust) affecting customer behaviour based
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on the results of this study. In 2016 was tested seven types of perceived risks in online shopping, including
the following: “social risk”, “financial risk”, privacy risk”, “supply risk”, “quality risk”, “health risk” and
“after sale risk” (Almatarneh, 2016). The study acknowledges that all types of perceived risks influence the
consumers purchasing behaviour negatively. The main external variables discussed, and their effects are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1: The Main External Variables

Source: author´s summary
5. Conclusions
This paper provides a coherent view of technology acceptance model from the past to present
focused on online shopping area. The review helps researchers understand which modification of TAM is
adequate to choose as well as which external factors are good to choose for creating extended TAM in the
online shopping area. If we choose a modification of TAM and external variables well, then it can be useful
for prediction of e-consumer behaviour, knowing what drives consumers to shop online, understanding econsumer needs and customising the online interface. This research is especially helpful to those researchers
who want to apply TAM in their research. It has been found that in the models under consideration in the
online shopping area, the results of the significance of basic factors (PU, PEOU) are different. Some studies
state that PU and PEOU do not have such a meaning in influencing customer attitudes. These suggest the
importance of looking for other factors that are significant in influencing customer attitudes online. Of
course, there are also studies in which the influence of PU and PEOU as the basic determinants has been
confirmed. The demographic structure (Hwang and Lee, 2012, Ashraf et al., 2014) of the respondents, as
well as the technological maturity or the geographical and cultural aspects, can influence the differences in
the results of the individual models. Another reason for the different results can be the structure of
respondents surveyed. Most of the studies in the online shopping area examined a homogeneous group as
students. In contrast to this view, King and He (2006) confirmed the value of using students as surrogates for
professionals in some TAM studies. However, selecting only one customer segment may affect the results of
the examined models.
One of the questions asked was to find out if there is any extended TAM suitable as a base for future
research in online shopping. There is a lot of research about TAM in online shopping, but in 2015 was
proposed extended TAM for online shopping. This extended TAM is suitable as a basis for future research in
online shopping. This model differs from the original Technology Acceptance Model by focusing on the
specifics of online trading and the added attitude factor. Due to the attitude factor, the model´s ability to
increase by 9%. Variable factors (risk, enjoyment, social influence and trust) have been added to the model,
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which has delayed researcher´s significant influence on behaviour and purchasing decisions. However, these
variables are not the only ones found in the research.
The second question was to find the main external variables influencing the intention to purchase on
the Internet in the Technology Acceptance Model. Main variables have been identified that statistically
significantly affect the attitude of the behaviour of the customer. These variable factors are characterised by a
certain homogeneity and can thus be divided into three groups. The first group consumer traits called include
demographic factors (age, gender, education, income) and personality characteristics (expertise, selfefficacy, the degree of influencing by blogger´s recommendations and trust, need for interaction). The
second group, called situational factors (time pressure, lack of mobility, geographical distance, need for
special items and attractiveness of alternatives), is characterised by focusing on the facts that are associated
with the benefits of making online purchases. The last group includes factors (product characteristics,
previous online shopping experiences, perceived information, perceived service quality and system quality)
which are related to the technological aspects of online purchasing and the product itself.
Regarding further research, we think that we can add appropriately selected external variables to this
extended TAM for e-shopping with attitude to construct a suitable TAM modification for the Fast Moving
Consumer Goods (FMCG) area. This area is specific both to the goods themselves (products are sold
quickly, at a low price, have a limited consumption time and are quickly consumed) and to the perception of
the online purchase of these goods. Therefore, quality of information, quality of services and website design
could be added as variable factors influencing the attitude of the customer. The quality of the information
factor has been chosen because it is important for the customer to know about this product type, for example,
when it is the date of consumption of the purchased product, product composition, possible allergens, weight,
and other important information needed to make a purchase decision. The quality of information is important
given that the customer can not physically view the goods before buying and so it is important that the goods
can bring the customer closer enough to minimise this disadvantage. Service quality has been chosen
because it is very important for this type of product to store and logistics because it can have a great impact
on durability of the product itself. Quality of service is also an important factor in the claim system, which
can be very demanding and costly for this type of product when selling goods online. As FMCG are often
purchased repeatedly, the quality of services is also important regarding saving marketing costs for acquiring
new customers. Website quality has been selected because FMCG is a huge variety of product variations that
need to be broken down so that customers can quickly navigate and switch to the products they need. On the
basis of the above, a proposal for modifying the technology acceptance model for FMCG has been prepared.
The graphical visualisation of the proposed model is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Modification of TAM for FMCG

Source: author's proposal
The model will be tested by exploratory factor analysis to determine the group of variables behind
the common factor (latent variable). Confirmatory factor analysis will then be used for verification. Based on
these two analyses should be TAM for FMCG accepted as a statistically significant model for explaining
consumer behaviour and their attention to buy, or rejected.
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Abstract
Knowledge is one of the basic resources of modern enterprises operating in a competitive market. Thanks to
knowledge an enterprise can quickly adapt to changes in the environment, improve its market position or the
level of product innovativeness.
The article attempts to explore how and with what tools SME enterprises participating in a very competitive
market of public procurement manage their knowledge. The results were obtained based on a questionnaire
conducted electronically among 270 entities of various industries located in Poland, and which have
participated in tender procedures at least once. The scope of the study covered the second half of 2016.
The analysis of the results indicates underutilization of the opportunities stemming from knowledge
management in SMEs participating in the public procurement market. It also points to the possibility of
developing recommendations for business entities in order to effectively navigate the public procurement
market and to improve statistics on acquiring orders in this manner.
Keywords: management of knowledge, public procurement, small and medium companies
JEL codes: D83, K00, K29
1. Introduction
In 2015 there were 117990 public procurement notices (UZP, 2016) published in the Polish Public
Procurement Bulletin. The value of the public procurement market reached PLN 116.3M1, making it one of
the largest markets in Poland's national economy. This trend is consistent with the size of the EU’s
procurement market where it is currently estimated to be worth EUR 2100 billion, representing 19% of the
Community's GDP (EC, 2014).
This market is governed by a series of laws and procedures. Companies acting as contractors and
public bodies awarding public contracts shall be familiar with them. Moreover, the rules governing this area
are among the most frequently revised legal norms2. It is enough to emphasize that the Polish public
procurement system in 2015, apart from the Act on Public Procurement Law, also consisted of the following:
20 executive acts, 18 ordinances and 13 legal acts at Community level.
Being up to date with these rules requires business owners to keep acquiring knowledge constantly
and keep improving their skills in this field. This is especially important for SMEs, where quantitative and
qualitative features can make this process more difficult. According to Kozioł, M. the factors hindering the
development of companies include, among others, a limited access to business information, inability to
acquire, collect and use information from the environment, low level Internet resources utilization, gaps in
qualification potential due to low employee competency and low ability and willingness to learn (Kozioł,
2013).
These facts indicate a need for a proper management of knowledge about public procurement
market, in particular regarding SMEs, which participate in contracting procedures or intend to do so. Both
foreign and domestic literature on the subject is full of knowledge on management in enterprises of the SME
sector. A similar conclusion concerns publications on public procurement. In this case, however, the legal
developments concerning the presentation or interpretation of existing legislation are predominant.
Therefore, it is difficult to come across publications that would combine knowledge management with public
procurement.

1
2

1 EURO amounts to approximately 4.2 PLN (as of 1.05.2017)
In 2015 they were amended four times.
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Thus, the existing research gap has become an inspiration for conducting empirical research on
knowledge management in the SMEs sector entities participating in the public procurement market. The
article attempts to explore how and with what tools SME enterprises participating in a very competitive
market of public procurement manage their knowledge. The results were obtained from a questionnaire
conducted electronically among 270 entities of various industries located in Poland, and which have
participated in tender procedures at least once. The scope of the study covered the second half of 2016. The
purposeful selection of the sample aimed at obtaining professional and reliable replies to the questions.
Among enterprises 60% are micro enterprises, 23% are small companies, 16% medium and 1% large
entities. This paper hypothesizes that the owners of SMEs do not fully utilize the knowledge management
capabilities of the public procurement market.
2. Knowledge Management and the Concept of Knowledge in the Light of Subject Literature
According to Bukowitz, W.R. and Williams, R.L., knowledge management is a process by which an
organization generates wealth based on its intellectual or organizational knowledge (Bukowitz, Williams,
1999). Skryme, D.J. argues, on the other hand, that it is a systematic management of organization-relevant
knowledge and the processes involved in creating, collecting, organizing, diffusing, utilizing, and exploiting
the organization's goals (Skryme, 1999).
Drucker, P. was one of the precursors of knowledge management, who introduced the concepts of
"knowledge work" and "knowledge worker" in the early sixties (Drucker, 2011). Multiple definitions of the
notions of knowledge management stress that the subject of management refers to knowledge already
possessed or needed to be acquired in the future. It is also believed that the notion of knowledge management
serves the implementation of an organization's strategy and should be subordinated to the goals of this
strategy. As Kisielnicki, J. notes, knowledge management is a process in which one can do the following to
achieve their goals (Kisielnicki, 2004):
− Use knowledge resources present within the enterprise,
− Seek and absorb external knowledge,
− Create favorable conditions where all the participants of the decision-making process would
feel obliged to share and develop their knowledge.
The concept of knowledge should not be confused with information that may act as its source. In
broad terms knowledge is a collection of related pieces of information that people acquire through various
forms of cognitive activity (experiences, observations, experiments, speculation, faith, introspection,
intuition, will, etc.) (Materska, 2007). Information is some sort of knowledge but it remains unstructured and
unprocessed. Knowledge is structured and usually takes an explicit form. Such knowledge is most often
governed by simple rules (Malara, 2006).
Data also constitutes knowledge. Data consists of characters, images, or facts taken out of context.
Pieces of data presented in context represent information. Knowledge, however, is understood as information
in context along with the understanding of it. Knowledge, in turn, leads to wisdom, understood as both
knowledge and skills regarding its implementation (Dolińska, 2010).
As mentioned before, knowledge can be overt. It is usually readily available and transferred, which
makes it similar to information. The other kind of knowledge is hidden. Its origins are defined by Polanyi,
M. who suggested that it is a greater source of information than we are able to express in words. The more
hidden knowledge in a company the harder it is to use it for its own good. Moreover, it is highly
individualized and difficult to formalize. It is also deeply rooted both in individual actions and experience as
well as in individual ideals, values or emotions (Nonaka, Takeuchi, 2000).
In 1967 Polanyi initiated a division of knowledge into procedural (know how) and declarative (know
what) (Jashapara, 2006), both flowing smoothly into one another. There are also other variations of
knowledge, namely recommended, relational, procedural and axiomatic (Malara, 2006).
The benefits of knowledge management can be seen in many areas. From an enterprise point of view
they are of both internal and external nature. Internal benefits relate to the development of employees whose
knowledge, both hidden and open remains a valuable asset. On the other hand, the external ones are reduced
to defending or developing a market position. On staffing level, knowledge management promotes actions
characterized by co-operation by eliminating unhealthy competition (Bałaszczuk, 2004). On the market level,
an enterprise exchanges knowledge and experience with its direct trading partners.
Knowledge management also encounters numerous barriers on its way. The most frequently
mentioned ones include the following: poor communication, resistance to knowledge sharing, inadequate
management style, lack of financial resources, and lack of measurable benefits from knowledge management
implementation, fluctuations of specialists and weak IT infrastructure (Bałaszczuk et al., 2004).
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2. Knowledge Management in SME Sector Companies Participating in Public Procurement in the
Light of Empirical Research
Enterprises participating in the public procurement market all participate in a competitive market that
often requires competing with other players in a ruthless manner. In the process of applying for public
contracts knowledge is related to an efficient search for tenders, preparing attractive offers and estimating
opportunities for participation in tenders, correct interpretation of changing legislation, effectively preparing
appeals from the contracting authorities' decisions or deciding whether to distinguish a public procurement
unit within the business structure.
It is worth managing the aforementioned problems in terms of effectiveness of participation in public
procurement, and thus company development (Borowiec, 2008). The owners of 270 entities of various
branches located in Poland were asked about it. In order to be able to make comparisons, the survey included
companies from the SME sector and large enterprises. The data in this regard is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Percentage of Companies Participating in the Study by Size
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Source: own study
Of the surveyed companies 25% represented construction industry, 17% transport, 14% food, 9%
electronic, 9% education, 8% chemical, 5% printing, 4% metal, 4% automotive, 3% clothing, 2% telecom.
Companies from Greater Poland (14%) and Masovia (13%) were predominant. Opole (3%) and Subcarpathia
(2%) were represented by the lowest number of entities.
As it turns out, the companies that were subjected to the study very rarely use the notion of
knowledge management. Only in 8% of micro-enterprises, 9% of small firms and 13% of medium-sized
entities participating in the public procurement market this term has been used sporadically. In large
companies, 67% of the respondents positively responded to the question of using the term. In the context of
winning tenders, such responses are not surprising, as the majority of large companies often dominate the
market after subcontracting a part of the work to the SME sector. The replies also suggest that in the case of
the overwhelming majority of SMEs the concept of knowledge management is never used.
On the other hand, it is worth noting the responses of business owners to the question of possesing
knowledge of the public procurement market for gaining competitive advantage. Figure 2 illustrates the
responses in this respect considering company size.
Figure 2: Percentage of Companies Recognizing Knowledge Management in the Area of Public Procurement
as Valid
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Source: own study
The research suggests that, from the point of view of the importance of knowledge management in
the public procurement market, most businesses regardless of their size state that it helps to gain competitive
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advantage. Therefore, they perceive opportunities for development and expansion by using their knowledge
of the market.
Thus, it is important for companies to obtain information on public tenders. In the public
procurement system such information can be derived in several ways. The first one involves the Public
Procurement Bulletin, published electronically by the President of the Public Procurement Office. The
second one involves the websites of contracting authorities, and the third one concerns public places at the
premises of contracting authorities. In this light, it is surprising that in particular micro and small enterprises
indicated completely different sources of information regarding the subject. Replies in this regard are shown
in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Sources of Information on Public Tenders in Enterprises by Size
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The obtained results indicate various sources of knowledge related to obtaining information on
tenders in which the examined entrepreneurs participate. Micro-entrepreneurs most often obtain their
knowledge about potential contracts directly from ordering parties themselves. Large companies, on the
other hand, mostly rely on the aforementioned Public Procurement Bulletin. Such responses are surprising as
they may suggest that, contrary to the generally applicable rules, information on tenders reaches the smallest
entities in an informal manner. On the other hand, such a solution is also available on the basis of the
provisions of the Public Procurement Law, but only in the case of open-ended procedures. It is also worth
noting that the data contained in the notices published in the Public Procurement Bulletin shows that the
average number of tenders submitted in the proceedings below the thresholds of the EU in 2015 amounted to
2.90. This result justifies the actions of the awarding entities, which are very often familiar with companies
from their environment and want to ensure that their conduct is more competitive by informing them about
their intention to hold a tender3. On the other hand, the results point to greater knowledge of larger entities in
acquiring information about the planned tenders.
However, this fact can be easily justified since there was a public procurement unit in all large
companies. For comparison, such a unit was present in 33% of medium size enterprises and 12% of small
ones. Its lack in microenterprises can be easily justified. In the case of employing just a few staff members, it
is difficult for the owners to assign one of them solely to the public procurement market.
Interesting results were also obtained regarding the issue of offer preparation and estimating the
chances of success in the tendering procedure. None of the micro and small enterprises has benefited from
the knowledge of third parties during the preparation of tenders. The knowledge they need is derived directly
from the terms of reference of the contract and the current legal acts. They also do not see any need to
acquire additional information on the subject, as only 5% of micro and 7% of small entrepreneurs emphasize
the importance of participating in trainings, courses or postgraduate studies. The owners of large and
medium-sized companies believe differently as 100% and 75% respectively declare that they have participated
in one of the mentioned forms of knowledge acquisition last year. Figure 4 presents the percentage of business
owners preparing their tender offers themselves.

3

It is worth noting that if the mode of contract awarding did not concern an open tender we would deal with a
phenomenon of unequal treatment of contractors on the part of the contracting authorities. This problem, however, has
not been examined due to the article's framework.
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Figure 4. Percentage of Companies whose Owners Prepare Tender Offers Themselves
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It can be concluded that the smaller the company, the more often the tender is prepared by its owner.
Such results are not surprising, especially in the context of the larger firms' organizational structure and the
presence of a public procurement unit, which deals exclusively with the preparation of tender documentation.
An important question from the knowledge management point of view is the problem of correct
interpretation of legal regulations. Publications of the National Chamber of Appeal seem to be fundamental
in this regard. The publication is entitled "Public procurement in case law." Figure 5 shows the percentage of
positive responses on the knowledge of this source.
Figure 5: The Knowledge of Case Books by the Surveyed Companies by Size
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The results show a growing awareness of the case books of the National Chamber of Appeal,
depending on the size of the company. This fact suggests that smaller entities do not always fully understand
changing interpretations of laws and regulations.
This finding also leads to another conclusion related to the public procurement market. Micro and
small businesses do not know how to properly interpret law and they are less and less effective in their
appeal procedures. Their participation in these proceedings is more difficult due to financial burden that
accompanies them, but it is difficult to protest without any basic knowledge of interpretation.
It is interesting in what resources the knowledge about participation in tendering procedures is kept
taking into consideration company size. According to the results, in case of micro and small enterprises, this
knowledge is most often accumulated in the minds of employees (75% and 73% respectively). In medium
sized companies, it is in paper documents (45%), and in large entities in databases and electronic documents
(36% and 34% respectively). The results show that hidden knowledge is predominant among the smallest
companies, while in the larger ones, more employees have access to knowledge due to its codification.
In the case of public procurement tasks, all entrepreneurs are mostly guided by common procedures.
Such a response is not surprising, as tenders are held in accordance with the rules in force. However,
differentiation can be observed for other responses. Micro and small entrepreneurs tend to follow intuition
and common sense, while medium and large ones follow professional experience and ethics.
Interesting results appeared in response to a question about elements that favor the creation and
implementation of new public procurement projects. In this case, the respondents could mark any number of
indications. Figure 6 shows the most frequently repeated responses received from companies of different
sizes.
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Figure 6: Elements Conducive to the Creation of New Public Procurement Projects
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On the basis of the respondents' suggestions it can be concluded that the smallest entities take part in
tendering procedures in most cases utilizing their knowledge of previous tenders. Large companies are
engaged in new projects as a result of teamwork. It is also worth noting that some elements in the surveyed
enterprises of different sizes are approached in a comparatively similar manner. Activities on the public
procurement market are often inspired by competition and informal meetings.
In the process of managing knowledge about public procurement market, it is important to share it
with the participants of organizations. Organizations of all sizes use quite similar incentives in this regard.
As the response rate was similar across all surveyed companies, Figure 7 presents the most frequently
repeated indications of employee motivation for sharing knowledge.
Figure 7: Instruments to Encourage Employees to Share Knowledge in the Surveyed Companies
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The motivation tools used by the surveyed companies for knowledge sharing predominantly include
the non-wage ones. Other instruments indicated by the respondents include the following: referral for
training, flexible working time and promotion. Relatively many respondents stated that they did not intend to
reward their employees in any way, as generating ideas and sharing knowledge belong to their duties.
3. Conclusion
The public procurement market is a place where extensive knowledge is required to win a contract.
This poses major challenges for business owners in managing knowledge and exploiting their employees'
potential. The analysis of the results indicates underutilization of the opportunities stemming from
knowledge management in SMEs participating in the public procurement market.
As the survey results show, the majority of SMEs entering the public procurement market recognize
the knowledge management process as important. In order to utilize it better, however, the following
recommendations can be formulated:
• Owners of SMEs should be more aware of the benefits of knowledge management in the
area of public procurement by participating in courses and trainings on this issue,
• Employees should also be trained to a greater extent,
• It is worth considering more frequent codification of knowledge on public procurement in
those SMEs, where the rotation of employees can result in accelerated learning of staff,
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•
•
•
•

Wherever possible (especially in the case of entities employing more than one person), one
should also consider creating a public procurement unit within a company,
The knowledge management process should place greater emphasis on the processes of selflearning of the owners in this field, and the acquisition of information by specialist
publications from the Public Procurement Office,
Various incentives should be implemented for employees who share their knowledge,
especially when this contributes to winning a public contract,
It may also be worth considering (with respect to existing financial possibilities) the
possibility of preparing tender dossiers by third parties.
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Abstract
Companies in small and medium segment practically cannot exist without the intensive support of Internet
services nowadays. These services offer a variety of options how to use content on the Internet to increase
profits. We can use for monetization of content a variety of methods and models, including various options of
paywall, sale of advertising or so-called rotators which are intentionally directing the selected pages. Not all
methods are suitable for monetization company website. It can be stated that during the process of creating
business strategies related to the Internet environment it is necessary to think in this area on profitability.
The aim of this paper is to summarize knowledge about monetizing of the website, analyze which tools are
appropriate for small and medium business and recommend specific procedures.
Keywords: internet services, monetization, small and medium enterprises
JEL codes: G17, G32, E51, L86, M39
1. Introduction
New technologies and digital systems in interface of internet services create business channels which
both support and provide new forms of information and content monetization. Due to mass usage of mobile
information technologies, we can definitely notice the increase of provided paid services and more
importantly, the forming of brand new categories which probably would not exist without the whole
monetization model. Original tools of monetization (e-shops, ad revenue) are gradually changing into less
obvious forms based on trading user data (there are many forms including users’ behavioral analysis). At the
same time, we can notice the inevitable transition of information streams into digital, mostly internet form.
Miguel and Abarca (2016) even mention the “…new contextual paradigm of the Periodismo”.
Another affected category are payment methods – ranging from classic physical currency for product
exchange to personal information exchange, microtransactions and payment forms like crypto currency
which should bring up more security and variety. With no need of registration or paying for services, users
can simply agree with microtransactions (Karame et al, 2014). With the whole process of internet
monetization, new terms like “e-marketplace” have been defined (Ghose, Yang, 2009). E-marketplaces are
not just about trading like the general e-business idea but they also include sponsored process of searching
among them. Primitive forms of empirical analysis of advertisement have evolved into empirical analysis of
user needs and user data as sourcesof monetization. Last but not least, it is important to mention targeted
advertising based on content relevancy for the audience (target group)1.
In relation to the mentioned “evolution” of monetization, some basic metrics like clickthrough rate,
conversion rate and cost per click have started to show up. Perspective of data and information is being
further changed by continuous social network development where a term “monetization of User-Generated
Content” was created (Zajc, 2015).
All of these facts combined together with dynamic development of the internet services2 show us
wide range of possibilities in the monetization field but also the new forms of business in relation to personal
data of clients using these services which are most definitely useful in the environment of small and medium
business.
Because the scope of the paper is limited, pictures and tables are placed on www pages
http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277.
1

Google AdSense program provides “target oriented” advertisement to registered users based upon characteristic
keywords for the website. Currently, there are almost 50 certified partners [online]. [vid 1. 4. 2017]. Available:
https://www.google.com/adsense.
2
Mostly services provided on application layer of TCP/IP protocol
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2. Methodology and Theoretical Framework
There were used two different methods for the research – the description and the comparison of basic
monetization methods including direct and indirect forms.
Both terms monetization and monetization of the internet (services) do not have an exact definition and are
mostly based on the basic methodology of monetization with some specifics. Probably, the most general
definition would be “transformation process of anything into the legal currency or the right of acquisition of
finance for any values3 respectively”. Another definition would be “process which makes the activity
earning, prospering4”
Regarding internet, monetization is understood as a value of the internet project, e-shop, web or
domain expressed in some form of currency. So, monetization is a process which should create profitable
internet project or web5. Simplified, it is a state of converting non-profitable websites into profitable ones.
According to a comprehensive study of Sdružení pro internetový rozvoj (SPIR) titled “Monetizace obsahu na
internetu” from 2014, the dominant model of monetizing online services in the Czech Republic is still selling
the ad space. There are always some exceptions (e.g. Motejlek.com, Patria Online) but generally, advertising
is the only way to have stable income for complete financing of medial projects6. The study also shows an
asymmetry of the digital market where most of the money goes to big non-medial players like Google,
Seznam or Facebook which forces smaller digital subjects to find another source of income like direct
content selling.
3. Theory, Metrics, Description
Even though it is possible to acquire the metrics in the theory of monetization, it is important to
stress out that the metrics will not always be sufficient and accepted. Croll, Yoskovitz (2016) recommend to
differentiate the initial metric versus performance, qualitative versus quantitative, predictive versus reactive
etc. They also do not strongly recommend using metrics like “total number of registered users7”, “number of
accessed clients”, “page view count”, “like count”, “download count”, “mail count” etc. especially because
they are all more quantitative than qualitative. There is a standard metrics used for the purpose of this paper
which may be against the principles of the characteristics mentioned above (like the clickthrough rate,
number of visits etc.)8.
3.1 Monetization
Monetization is process of converting internet services into (ideally) substantial revenue. All related
activities must be, of course, legal. We can classify two types of monetization:
• direct,
• indirect.
3.2 Direct Monetization
By direct monetization we understand that users always have to pay money (in most cases upfront)
in order to start using the service or application. Typical forms of indirect monetization are:
• selling digital content,
• premium membership,
• microtransactions.
Using combinations of annual, upfront or other type of discounts may often lead to extra income
generation. Advantages of direct monetization are that people can earn money by themselves and do not have
to depend on anyone. Disadvantages of this are that many possible customers may automatically be
discouraged due to need of paying for something.
3

Meaning of a word. [online]. [vid 1. 4. 2017]. Available: http://www.vyznam-slova.com/Monetizace
Meaning of a word. [online]. [vid 1. 4. 2017]. Available:http://www.vyznam-slova.com/Monetizace
5
Actual net. [online]. [vid 1. 4. 2017], Available:http://www.actual-net.cz/seo-slovnik/
6
Monetizace obsahu na internetu – studie [online]. 07- 2014 [vid 1. 4. 2017], Available:
http://www.monetizaceobsahu.cz/studie.pdf
7
They recommend using total number of active users or percentage of active users instead
8
Croll, Yoskovitz (2016) cover even more not-recommanded metrics, commonly used in monetization of Internet
content such as "number of accesses", "pageviews," "traffic, number of „likes“ ", "number of downloads", "number of
mails", etc. These metrics are based on quantitative rather than qualitative character of information.
4
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3.2.1 Digital Content
Digital content is basically any content existing in form of data – meaning it has a huge area of
possible business opportunities. Digital content may by classified in two categories:
• directly selling or reselling digital products,
• licensing.
DIRECTLY SELLING OR RESELLING DIGITAL PRODUCTS
There are many products or services which can be sold or resold. As typical examples, we can
imagine e-books, music, art (like digital pictures) etc.
LICENSING
In terms of internet services, licensing is the most common form of generating revenue from digital
content.
Software as a service (SaaS) is cloud-based solution giving users choice not to purchase software as
usual (paying for lifetime license) and instead just buy license for whatever they need for chosen period of
time. Currently working paid solution is for instance Microsoft Office 365 – office bundle accessed from any
modern internet browser. Not only it does not take any space on a hard drive but also can be accessed from
operating systems without direct Microsoft support. Software as a Service opens a lot of new opportunities
for content creators without need of optimization for different operating systems.
3.2.2 Premium Membership
Premium membership or also paid membership is a form of direct monetization where users have to
pay subscription fee in order to see the “unique” content behind a paywall – content which normally cannot
be accessed from the same website or application. Premium membership is often offered for free 30-day
trial, but usage of credit card is necessary to prevent users from creating multiple email addresses and
abusing the system. A lot of premium membership websites charge new clients immediately after trial period
ends unless manually.
Many online newspaper companies including Wall Street Journal have been successfully using a
paywall. It is also very popular model in academic purposes – users are paying fee to see research papers
which helps their authors to passively earn money. Another good example is Netflix – one of the biggest
online media streaming companies providing audiovisual content of all kinds. The company buys streaming
rights from content providers which allows them to legally distribute the content among millions of users
(estimated count of subscribers in 2016 was 80 million).
As a last crucial step of this solution is uniqueness of the content and/or constant updates – they are
necessary to maintain the clients and ideally keep getting new ones.
3.2.3 Microtransactions
Microtransactions are part of the freemium model – which is combination of words free and
premium. Users do not have to pay any money but the actual content may be limited and can start forcing
users to pay. One of the biggest advantages is that the model itself has very indirect feeling from users’
perspectives when balanced right. According to Mureta (2012) “It’s easy to act on impulse if instant
gratification is only 99 cents and five-second download away”. Microtransactions can be used in:
• mobile applications,
• PC or console games,
• websites.
MICROTRANSACTIONS IN MOBILE APPLICATIONS
Many application developers are using lite or trial versions of applications instead of directly
offering paid solution. There are many reasons to do so and one of the biggest is that users would not
probably pay for something they cannot at least try using with certain limitations.
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According to recode.com – in 2014 freemium applications represented 92 % of Apple’s App Store
and 98 % of Google’s Play Store. Total revenue of both stores for year 2016 is estimated at 36 billion
dollars.
MICROTRANSACTIONS IN PC OR CONSOLE GAMES
Usage of microtransactions in pc or console free-to-play games is usually classified by two types.
Game affecting special items and premium content which often leads to pay-to-win situation and overall
disappointment or users. And the second type – skins or “vanity” items which are not affecting gameplay and
do only visual changes.
MICROTRANSACTIONS IN WEBSITES
Using Microtransactions on websites is not that popular yet but we might see this strategy more often
in future. Twitch.tv owned by Amazon has recently deployed a feature called “Cheering” where viewers can
purchase “bits” (virtual currency) and can send them in a form of donation message to the streamer they
would like to support.
3.3 Indirect Monetization
By indirect monetization we understand that people are paying in forms other than money. Typical
forms of indirect monetization are:
• display advertising,
• affiliate marketing,
• link building.
Advantages of this solution are that it basically does not cost anything other than website and domain
fees. Disadvantages are that it is harder to target right customers and excessive ad space may discourage
users from revising the content.
3.3.1 Display Advertising
Display advertising includes basically every website of application containing ads in banner form.
While the normal user is somewhere in between, terms advertiser and publisher should be explained. The
person who pays for ad space is called advertiser and his strategy is ROI (return on investment) by selling the
advertised product. The person who sells ad space is called publisher. There are two ways of renting out
advertising space:
• via another company,
• by direct deal.
RENTING OUT AD SPACE VIA ANOTHER COMPANY
Renting out ad space via another company is easier since publisher does not need to keep looking for
someone interested in displaying their ads. Companies such as Google with their AdSense program or
OpenX are providing user-friendly interface where you can monitor how many people clicked on the ad etc.
Another disadvantage is that each of this “middlemen” companies take their cut which is somehow balanced
by the service they offer.
RENTING OUT AD SPACE BY DIRECT DEAL
As a direct deal, we can imagine some advertiser – person or company in need of propagation of
their product directly dealing with publisher without any third party as described in section 0.
This solution typically brings up smaller revenue for publisher but the ad may be much more
relevant compared to first solution leading to better customer relationship and long term success (for instance
having a website about cars and placing ads for BMW car parts is much more relevant than placing ads for
homemade cookies. The example is, of course, exaggerated since specialized companies are using their
algorithms to place ads fitting the content but by direct deal with a company you only display exactly what
you agreed on).
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REVENUE MODELS OF DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Depending on website or application traffic and interface, both publishers and advertisers can choose
the revenue model which determines their total income. Most popular revenue calculation methods are:
• Cost per click (CPC) – publisher gets paid certain amount of money every time someone
clicks on the ad.
• Cost per mille (CPM) – also called cost per thousand impressions (CPI), is a model mostly
used for ads in videos and live streams (like YouTube and Twitch.tv) where Publisher gets
revenue for 1000 estimated views.
• Cost per action (CPA) – is a type of model often used in mobile apps and websites for
surveys, polls etc.
3.3.2 Affiliate Marketing
Affiliate marketing is similar to display advertising with one key difference – publisher getsa cut from
sold product via advert placed on his website or application rather than only for clicking or visiting. This
type of indirect monetization is used by many companies including Amazon offering up to 10 % of product
price which opens possible revenue for small and medium businesses.
3.3.3 Link Building
Type of advertising for increasing website traffic and ranking. By ranking we understand the position
the website is shown in one of the search engines like Google, Yahoo etc.
The whole model works by placing links on other websites leading back to the original site. This
basically does two things at once. By increasing traffic on website, ranking goes higher and at the same time,
thanks to the link leading from another website, relevance of the content also increases which is one of the
ranking criteria so after proper implementation the ranking is increased even more.
3.3.4 Ad Blocking
Ad blocking definitely affects indirect monetization. Companies are able to know whether the user
saw the ad or not, therefore the actions with ad block do not count towards content creator’s revenue. On the
other hand, ad blocking prevents users from being tracked and visiting malicious content meaning
applications and websites are less likely to track users’ activity or infect their device. That is why it is still
very controversial topic and it is very hard to pick a side to completely agree with. Fortunately, there is a
feature in all modern ad blocking software called whitelisting where users can turn off blocking for content
they actually want to support. The ad blocking process in 2009-2016 shows the Figure 1 (placed on www
pages http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277).
4. Comparison
For the comparison of monetization tools, multiple web projects dealing with the monetization of the
web content were compared. Specific projects were chosen based on SEO9 and the ranking in search engines
(Google, Seznam, Bing) with the phrases “Monetization of the Internet”, “Web site monetization”, “Content
monetization”, “Monetization of Internet content”. Based on the results from the top 20 links, it was
necessary to exclude 9 of them since they were mostly about statistics.
Table 1 (placed on www pages http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277 too) shows the frequency of
recommendation for the used monetizing tools. Rows show each one of the tools and columns the
compatibility with the websites 1-11 (their links are shown in Table 2, placed on www pages
http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277).

9

Search Engine Optimization, optimization for search engines or in different words optimization for automatized
processing v in search engines.
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Table 1 Monetization Methods
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Method
Google AdSense
Infolinks, Revenue from CPC advertising on site
Affiliate Offers
Create & Sell Your Own Digital Product
Direct Ad Space
Sponsored Posts & Reviews
Gate Premium Content
Generate & Sell Leads
Related Posts
Paid Private Forum
Revenue from subscription access to content
Revenue from Pay Per View access to document
Revenue from CPM display advertising on site
Revenue from Sponsorship of site sections/content types
Subscriber data access for e-mail marketing
Access to customers for online research
Accept Donations from visitors, crowdfunding
Build an ‘Email List’
Set up an e-commerce site
Flip Your Websites (Create -> Sell -> Reinvest)
Use monetization widgets
Set up RSS feed ads
Create a job board
Offer consulting
Add “hire me” page on your website
Sell or rent internal pages
Display pop-ups advertisements
Set up a teaching program
Create a membership site
Offer coupons
Host polls on your website
Video Advertising
Paywall
Freemium
Impressions
Click-Through Rate CTR
Click Rate CR
Physical Product Sales/ SAAS
Banner Advertising
The Internet of Things
Pick Your Keyword
Addressing the target group
Mobile-First and Omni-Channel

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1

Resources
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Source: own processing
There were 44 identified tools where some of them was very problematic to distinguish, because it
could have been the same tools just differently interpreted by different by various analytics. Last four tools
(41-44) can be understood as a recommendation of the eligible segment of monetization rather than the
complete tool.
Table 1 clearly shows that the frequency of tools usage was in the interval 1-6 (red colour), which is
also graphically displayed below on Figure 2 (placed on www pages http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277). The
most frequent methods are clickthrough ads in text form and partnership deals of the topics of interest
(methods 2 and 3), where the frequency was the highest (6) followed by the Google AdSense (method 1)
with the frequency 5.
Figure 3 (placed on www pages http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277) displays frequency of the
appearance of various methods. Most frequent scenario (18 cases) was a method used by 2 sources followed
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by 17 cases used only for 1 source. Average is 7, median 3 – implying that the different sources take
different approach and do not use and indicate the methods the same way.
By comparing the frequency of the links with all sources, which is displayed on the Figure 4 (placed on
www pages http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277) below, the most of the methods are used by source 3 (16
methods). Average is 8, median 7.
Acquired tools were statistically compared with business models recommended on website called
“Blog o podnikání na internetu”. According to Kvasnicová’s analysis (2015) displayed on the websites, basic
business models are:
1. Franchise (MC Donald’s etc.),
2. distribution of the one free or cheap product with the other expensive complementary
products (Gillette, Canon, HP – cheap printers with expensive toners),
3. advertising formats – banners, PPC, news portals,
4. brokerage/marketplace model – e.g. App Store – percentage cut of sales, eBay – selling
products;
5. AirBnB – accommodations, Apple store – selling digital content with no shipping,
6. multilevel marketing – converting part of the customers to the manufacturer – Oriflame,
Avon, Tupperware, FM Cosmetics, Lyoness;
7. service providing – physical or virtual, direct sales or wholesale;
8. distribution of goods and services – retail chains (Tesco, Lidl, Kaufland), targeting specific
segment – DM drug store, private shopping clubs (Big Brands, Fashion Days),
9. renting out physical goods, services or virtual goods – hotels, music, books, Spotify, Scribd;
10. providing free services – with the paid premium additions, freemium models for userbase,
11. selling user data to the third parties – target oriented ads on Facebook,
12. win-win-win or Groupon models – traffic for provider, sales for user;
13. crowd funding model – Kickstarter etc.;
14. in-app commerce – paid plugins, motives etc.;
15. payments for boosting the ranking or ad space,
16. paywall – Piano,
17. open Source systems – free but for instance helpdesk will cost money,
18. no-frills models – very cheap flights (Ryanair),
19. feels for certification or verification – e.g. www.nakupujbezpecne.sk,
20. affiliate marketing – provision for services,
21. subscription based model – Windows Azure.
It is possible to identify the similarity between basic business model and monetization model based
on the comparison. Table 3 (placed on www pages http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277) displays the crosswise
comparison of monetization methods (columns) and general models (rows), similarity is display by value
“1”. Due to subjective understanding and evaluating of monetization methods by different sources, this table
is also partially affected and subjective. For example, the distribution of one product for low price or for free,
and existence of other complementary product for high price can be understood as a premium content on
www but also as income from the “pre-paid” access to the content. Individual access to comparison is open
to discussion.
The subjectivity is also being reflected by the sums in the Table 3 (placed on www pages
http://pracres.eu/?page_id=277) where some of the general methods do not have any similar monetization
method, and some of them have more than 1 method to be compared with. The most of the variants are
offered by “service providing”, “production of physical or virtual content” which alternatively has 9
monetization methods. On the contrary, “a premium content” as a monetization method may be understood
as a distribution of one free product with another complementary expensive one, as a providing functional
service for free but with some missing, premium paid functions, as In-app commerce or as “unlocking” the
content via subscription (monthly fee).
Because of the reasons mentioned above and relatively large dependencies on the subject rating, the
recommendations for the monetization models are reduced and simplified (some of the methods are used
above in most popular revenue calculation methods):
1. cost per action (CPA),
2. cost per like (CPL),
3. cost per impression (CPI),
4. cost per click (CPL),
5. cost per visit (CPV),
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

cost per certain period of time,
cost per sent email,
cost for position (rank),
cost for reading email,
cost for enlisting,
cost per views10.

5. Discussion
Monetization of internet services is a process, which hides many risk factors. One of the main
problems is access to client data. From this perspective, most important for the provider is marginal utility
rate given by the ratio of usage of the client personal data in the process of monetization to the amount of
provided services. In this sense, monetization could be viewed from two different perspectives – provider
and client. Those two sides can may find themselves in directly or indirectly proportional relations. Directly
proportional context maximizes utility for the client while provider maximizes revenue. Indirect proportion
leads to maximizing of provider’s revenue at the expense of the client who might be secretly or forcibly led
to personal information11 abuse which of course causes client dissatisfaction, followed by leaving the whole
service and less revenue for the provider. The magnitude of this effect is being analyzed in many studies
including the one from Bondia-Barcelo et al. (2016) – analyzing sensitive data theft based on records in
forms12 and requests of web search engines (WSE) 13 and then trading/selling them. Those companies
offering WSE are selling the personal data even further to earn more money.
There is also appearance of concepts of the heterogenous channels of content (Li Yung-Ming, 2012)
where monetization is realized asymmetrically by separating of the data and specifications of the different
structures of ownership of the channel and content. This principle opens possibility of monetizing user data
and their parallel distributions, which restricts or even prevents the user control over the spreading of
sensitive data.
Current state of computing resources, technologies and development of very powerful analytics tools
in field of “Big Data” processing opens up new possibilities of advanced analysis regarding dislocation,
social interaction and user behavior. Study of Cao et al. (2014) published in IBM’s Journal of research and
development describes algorithms and technologies for Data Mining of users using social networks and
analysis of usage of mobile technologies.
While discussing monetization, it is necessary to mention its development predictions – according to
Bowden (2014) some authors predict that the future development of online monetization will be connected
more and more with internet of things (IoT). This will provide new strategies and opportunities of
monetization, especially business intelligence mapping, online diversification of sources of income etc.
The orientation on mobile information and communication technologies is also very popular last few
years, which confirms for example Nielsen company study14 which specifies following areas of
monetization:
• communications,
• shopping/commerce,
• news/info,
• productivity/function,
• entertainment,
• games, social.
We cannot forget to mention the massive segment of online video games and applications.
6. Conclusion
Sometimes it might be very hard to find a fitting model because every company offers different
service or product and attracts different groups of consumers that is why there is not a global solution that we
10

Association for Internet Development, source: http://www.spir.cz/obchodni-modely
E.g. Google and their agreement with data collection and processing unfavorable to users
12
This type of data is mostly being used for “improving user experience” by adapting the results of the search,
automatic finishing words or grammatical repairs.
13
Google has approximately 40 000 queries per second (Bondia-Barcelo, 2016)
14
How Smartphones are Changing Consumers’ Daily Routines Around the Globe, [online]. 2014 [vid 1. 4. 2017],
Available:http://www.nielsen.com/content/corporate/us/en/insights/news/2014/how-smartphones-are-changingconsumers-daily-routines-around-the-globe.html
11
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could apply to every single website, application or service. However, there are some general advice. Using
banner ads and affiliate marketing is the easiest way since it does not basically cost any money but unless the
website or application has very big number of daily users, the generated revenue would not be that big.
As highlighted in section 0, mobile apps and games have generated over 90 % of both Apple’s App
Store and Google’s Play store revenue, so generally, using Microtransactions for this type of business is a
way to go.
According to Cox’s research (2014) in relationship with online news and journal companies “the
significance of the paywall in present era as well as the future must not be missed”. But there is one really
important thing – the content must be worth paying from users’ perspective which includes being one of the
first to publish current events while maintaining high reliability.
Using combination of both direct and indirect methods of monetization also possible, in fact, it is
effective and safe solution. If a small company sells e-books on their website, there is not any barrier of
placing decent amount of ads. Another good example are Free applications with Microtransactions. They can
also contain ads, meaning even a regular user still generates money. However, ads should be removed for
customer who has already paid.
To sum up – for a long-term success, the website or application must contain high quality content,
even the best monetization model with poor quality content would not be successful. However, combination
of too many ads and signs of monetization despite high quality content may cause the same effect. And as
the last step I would definitely recommend using combination of at least two different forms (for example
Display advertising with Link building) in case one them, for some reason, did not work out.
It is possible to tell that the next recommendations can be also confronted with the results of the
SPIR where was noted that the key to the success of the paid project are three factors in particular:
• high specialization (very specific target group),
• unique content,
• focusing on activities with non-existent competition.
Based on performed description and comparison, final recommendations for the segment of small
and medium businesses can be finally made: prioritizing segment of mobile and communication
technologies, purposefully using metadata, user data and data mining, definitely consider focusing on data
mining in internet of things segment and increasing the potential of monetizing gaming platforms even
further with as lowest negative impact on the gameplay itself as possible.
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Abstract
In today's consumer times, marketing is not focused just on marketing issues, but it is part of wider context of
enterprises and strategic, tactical and operational management of companies, regions and other
organizations. Marketing has basis in many models, starting with marketing mix. The traditional approach
of seeing the marketing mix from the producer point of view has now changed to the customer´s perspective.
There is a need of customer oriented marketing mix to satisfy the customers. So, the aim of this paper is to
investigate impact of tactical marketing in the concept of 5C on consumer perceptions and behaviour. The
analysis of primary marketing research data was based on the number of 412 respondents. The consumers
were questioned about their behaviour within the topic of customer value, costs to the customer,
convenience, communication and customer approach. When deciding about the selection of financial
institutions and financial products as fundamental criteria are said to be costs to the customer - pricing
policy, convenience - physical availability of branches and their physical evidence.
Keywords: financial services, marketing, marketing mix “5C”, primary marketing research
JEL codes: M31
1. Introduction
Nowadays, companies are faced with scientific, technological, social, cultural and variations
changes. Beyond these, efficient and successful comapnies are those who can predict the future risks and
degradations to redirect these changes to the desired condition and make future better, besides their adaption
to today’s changes. But, changes occur in comapnies can be discriminated from changes which company
members plan. (Mansouri et al., 2015)
Today's successful companies at all levels have one thing in common: They have a strong customer
focus and seriously believe to marketing. They have a high sense of commitment in understanding
customers' needs and their situation. They know the target market very well. In such companies, each person
is encouraged to provide higher value to the customer and seeks customer satisfaction. Marketing more than
anything else is dealing with customers. Understanding of what is valuable to customers and generates and
delivers it to the customer and keeping him/her satisfied is right at the heart of marketing. Attaining the
objective of the marketing that is delivering value to the customer with profitability can be achieved with
marketing management that means establish and maintain beneficial exchanges with target buyers with the
aim of achieving the company's objectives. Thus marketing management includes demand management
which in turn is customer relationship management. When a company decides that be higher than their
competitors to be successful should have marketing appropriate tools. Speaking of marketing tools a
company getting ready to plan the details of the marketing mix that is a set of elements and tactics controlled
and a company by combining them responds to a target market wants. (Gilaninia, Taleghani and Azizi, 2013)
The aim of this paper is to investigate impact of tactical marketing in the concept of 5C on consumer
perceptions and behaviour.
The classic marketing mix in the form of “4P” is based on the philosophy of selling the already
produced goods rather than how to produce the desired goods. Shortly after the 2. World War, demand
exceeded or equaled supply, and it was not a problem to sell almost anything. No internet, no free trade, no
informed customer - from today's point of view the ideal environment. But current marketing needs to be
more and more involved in what the customer wants. The task of marketing is thus to identify the individual
needs of each customer and to present products or services that are as specific as possible to his or her needs.
The so-called customization, or adaptation to individual needs, also plays a major role. These new conditions
are based on the “4C” concept that was created by Bob Lauterborn, professor of advertising at the University
of North Carolina. The essence of the 4C philosophy is: 1) Not the product but the value for the customer 2)
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The price is not as the price 3) Promotion or communication with the customer? 4) Distribution or comfort
for customer? There is the fifth “C” added in the area of services which means people as personal and human
contact and attitude to the customer.
2. Tools of Financial Services Marketing
The competition among companies has been shifted from local to global with the globalization that
quick development caused at communication technology. Companies have been using the last technology
and marketing applications to reach the consumers. Companies try to direct the consumers towards their own
products and brands with the advertising messages. (Geçti and Gümüş, 2013)
2.1 General Approach to Marketing Mix
One of the main areas focused on organisations is how to satisfy customers, because of the
organizational benefit of customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is linked to customer loyalty (Fornell,
1992). Customer satisfaction is also associated with building and maintaining strong customer relationship
(Blattberg, Malthouse and Neslin, 2009). Customer satisfaction can be viewed as a relationship of perceived
value of service and the expected value by customers. If the perceived value of services matches customer
perceived expected value, then customer is said to be satisfied. (Mohammad, 2015) The traditional approach
of seeing the marketing mix from the producer point of view has now changed to the customer´s perspective
(Nezakati, Abu and Toh, 2011). There is a need of customer oriented marketing mix to satisfy the customers
(Paul, 2014). Lauterborn (1990) suggested that the marketers should think in terms of 4Cs concept rather
than 4Ps i.e. – customer solution (instead of product), customer cost (instead of price), customer convenience
(instead of place) and customer communication (instead of promotion). Thus, the 4C concept is reformation
of traditional marketing mix (4P) which is more relevant in the current scenario. (Paul, 2014)
Establishing, developing and maintaining buyer/seller relationships has been central to marketing
theory and practice and to corporate strategy (Lopez et al., 2006). Customer loyalty is important, particularly
in the service sector, because it results in increased profits through repeat patronage, lower price sensitivity
and positive word of mouth (Foscht et al., 2009). (Lymperopoulos, Chaniotakis and Soureli, 2013)
Particularly in the highly complex and dynamic environment of the banking industry, customer loyalty has
become an important goal of retail banks. Fostering meaningful long-term relationships with customers
promotes competitiveness, provides sustainable success and offers reliable sources of funding through core
deposits (Mertayak, 2012). In fact, never before than today, has it been so crucial for retail banks to
concentrate loyalty building exercises on customers that count and prevent attrition (Ernst and Young, 2010).
Customer orientation has replaced the traditional product orientation, as a result of the radical changes in the
market, with respect to consumer behaviour and a lack of differentiation between financial products and
services (Beerli et al., 2004). Customers become more price-sensitive and less loyal, encouraged by the price
transparency provided by the internet (Low, 2012). In addition to this, the financial crisis appears to have
raised customers’ demands in relation to banks’ performance across several variables such as relationship
services, value-added services and product innovation (Lassignardie, 2012). Customers are taking control of
their banking relationships and ask for more power, showing an increasing desire to make their own,
informed decisions about products and pricing (Ernst and Young, 2010). Customers’ information seeking
behaviour, which has been extremely facilitated by the clarity demanded by regulators and investors, has
been stimulated, with customers actively searching for the best rate from various sources of information
(Ernst and Young, 2010). (Lymperopoulos, Chaniotakis and Soureli, 2013)
Following this, bank executives worry about losing customers to another bank (Lees et al., 2007) and
have to seek alternatives that yield competitive advantages (Foscht et al., 2009). They must develop
customer-oriented strategies in order to compete successfully in the globalised retail banking environment,
retain their customers, and maximise the associated revenues and cost savings (Clemes et al., 2010).
2.2 Marketing Mix in Financial Services
Marketing mix elements are means to an end, they pave way for marketing managers to achieve
organizational goals and objectives through proper planning. McCarthy (1964) defined marketing mix as
controllable variables used by organisations to satisfy target market. Kotler and Armstrong (1989) define
marketing mix as “the set of controllable marketing variables that the company blends to produce the
response of wants in the target market.” The two definitions above are closely related. They both agreed
marketing mix are controllable tools that should be used towards satisfying target market. The major
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disagreement in literature is what consists of controllable variables or tools as pointed by Rafiq and Ahmed
(1995).
Financial product (service) defines the core offering of a business. In banking industry, managers
must strive to satisfy customers as customers are after value and benefits. Kotler and Armstrong (2011)
define product as anything tangible or intangible offered to a market for attention, use and consumption with
aim of satisfying needs and wants of customers. In this definition, they consider product to include services.
Products in banks includes different accounts for customers to use for example current accounts, savings
accounts, save for children, other products are investment advice, loans and agencies. (Mohammad, 2015)
Price in financial area is one of the ways marketers communicate with customers. Price is seen as
revenue oriented been the only marketing mix element that produces revenue. Price is defined as the amount
of money which is sacrificed to obtain something. Varki and Colgate (2001) studied customer perceptions of
value (Price) in the banking industry in the U. S. and New Zealand. The authors’ result showed that value
(price) perceptions directly influence customer satisfaction. Leverin and LiLjander (2006) suggest that bank
customer satisfaction is influenced by factors such as the price of services, or the number and severity of
negative critical incidents. A study by Leversques and McDogall (1996) revealed that bank charges and
interest rates determined the overall satisfaction level of customers. However, Nasser, Jamal and Al-Khatib
(1999) and Chen and Chang (2005) suggest value (price) is perceived to have a small impact on bank
customer satisfaction, but should not be neglected since value plays a role in enhancing the level of customer
satisfaction in retail banking. (Mohammad, 2015)
Distribution of financial services is consider to cover distributional activities of organisations. Kotler
(1976) indicates that distribution involves the distribution channel, distribution coverage, outlet locations,
inventory levels and location. Related studies have shown that elements of distribution like internet banking,
Automated Teller Machines, bank branches, etc. influence customer satisfaction.
Marketing communication is sending a persuasive message about a particular product to customers.
Mylonakis (2009), surveyed bank customers on bank satisfaction factors and loyalty and the findings point
out that advertising (the humorous method) is generally accepted by people. But Bena (2010), in a research
on evaluation of customer satisfaction in banking services, found customers are dissatisfied with promotion.
Management should involve in promotional messages that educate and enlighten customers. Bank should
also use sales promotion that gives incentives such as discounts to customers to lower cost of banking and
capital.
However, the distinctive characteristics of financial services require the addition of three more Ps –
people (the appearance and behaviour of financial service personnel), physical evidence (everything from the
appearance, design, layout of the service setting, equipment etc.) and process (how the financial service is
delivered, the actual procedures and flow of activities). The need for the extension is due to the high degree
of direct contact between the company and the customer, the highly visible nature of the financial service
assembly process, and the simultaneity of production and consumption (Pirrie and Mudie, 2006).
2.3 The Marketing Mix “5C”
The marketing mix is one of the central tenets of marketing literature – particularly the concept of
the “4P” (product, price, place and promotion) and the role these play in creating a successful approach to
the marketplace. Initially, research concentrated on the 4 P’s – and even today, many authors do not consider
the fact that marketing has to develop new concepts, or at least new variations of the marketing mix as a
result of the introduction of the Internet. Lautenborn (1990), who developed the 4 C’s, was the first author to
become aware of this necessity; and some years later Kotler (1999) took this approach and redefined it.
There are still Success factors for online music marketing – eTransformation: from the “4P” to “4C” many
authors who do not recognize the potential of the “4C” for successful marketing but, as Table 1 shows – in
an overview of some of the best-known literature relating to the marketing mix – an increasing number of
authors are including this concept in their principles of successful marketing for the 21st century. (Krueger,
Lu and Swatman, 2003)
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Table 1: Marketing Mix Literature
Author
Lautenborn (1990)

“4P”
Product, Price, Place, Promotion

Bovée et al. (1995)

Product, Price, Place, Promotion

Kotler et al. (1999)

Product, Price, Place, Promotion

Chaffey et al. (2000)
Strauss and Frost
(2001)
Keegan and
Schlegelmilch (2001)

Product, Price, Place, Promotion
Product, Price, Distribution,
Marketing Communication
Product, Price, Place, Promotion

“4C”
Customer needs and wants, Cost to satisfy,
Convenience, to buy Communication
Communication, Convenience, Customer
needs
Customer needs and wants, Cost to the
customer, Convenience, Communication
Communication,
Convenience, Communication
Communication, Customer needs

Source: Krueger, Lu and Swatman, 2003, p. 4
Rotschedl (2010) modifies model “4C” to model “5C” when adding tool access to the client –
customer approach, which corresponds to two tools from the “7P” model, namely physical evidence and
people, so that model “5C” better matches the specific features of service marketing.
3. Analysis of the Marketing Mix “5C” in Financial Services
The primary marketing research was conducted for the purpose of practical evaluation of examined
issue. The objective of this research was to analyse the tools of the marketing mix 5C in financial services.
The following three research questions were defined for the purpose of marketing research:
• RQ1: Is financial literacy in selected financial terms assessed more favourably among male
respondents?
• RQ2: Are more than 50% of respondents dissatisfied with the current pricing policy of their
financial institutions?
• RQ3: Is BTL communication more preferred than ATL communication among respondents?
Due to the type of requested information and examined topic, the personal interview as the primary
research method was chosen. The analysis was based on the number of 412 respondents. As a technique of
selecting a sample of respondents was used semi-representative technique of choice (non-exhaustive survey),
which consists of selecting respondents based on the assumption (judgment) that these respondents meet
certain requirements. The choice of respondents was also restricted to people at age of 18 – 75+. There was
no limitation regarding marital status, the level of incomes and education, gender, place of living and other
demographic characteristics. The survey was distributed in the spring 2016. We questioned consumers about
their behaviour within the topic of financial products consumption, the financial terminology knowledge,
customer value, cost to the customer, convenience, communication and value and form of contact with the
front-office staff.
The structure of the sample is 43.0 % male and 57.0 % female, dominated by unmarried people. The
largest group of respondents represents people at the age of 25 – 49 years (see Figure 1 below). The largest
income group (38.6 %) is surprisingly in the category 50 000 Czech crowns and more, up to 10 000 Czech
crowns (1.2 % respondents), 11.7 % respondents belong to the income category 10 001 – 20 000 Czech
crowns. 5.8 % respondents have incomes 20 001 – 50 000 Czech crowns.
The intention of the primary investigation was also to determine the degree of financial literacy
among respondents. Financial literacy can be seen as a set of knowledge and skills that enable us to
understand finance, and properly deal with them in different situations. However, this file is not tightly
defined and specific definition of financial literacy varies in the world. Financial literacy as the management
of personal or family finances includes three components - financial, cost and budget literacy.
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Figure 1: The Structure of Respondents According to Their Age
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18-24
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27,9%

50-74
75+

54,4%

Source: own marketing research
Respondents were asked to select the financial terms they understand well. Financial literacy of
Czech population compared with developed countries is assessed in general way as average which is also
confirmed by our research outputs. Figures No. 2 and 3 present respondents´ knowledge of financial
concepts according to demographic criteria such as gender and age. It can be concluded that financial literacy
is better among females and among population aged 18 - 49 years. The youngest are still in the process of
experience gathering and older people lose interest in this area of education. Parents are still the main source
of information in the field of finance but the school education becomes significantly important. In the recent
past, and currently a number of effective educational projects and professional publications for students and
teachers come into existence supported by the government and financial institutions. Level of financial
literacy is also strongly affected with reached education level, large differences can be seen between college
students and people with basic education.
Figure 2: Awareness of Selected Financial Terms According to Gender
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Source: own marketing research
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Figure 3: Awareness of Selected Financial Terms According to Age

Source: own marketing research
When deciding about the selection of financial institutions and financial products as fundamental
criteria are said to be costs to the customer - pricing policy, convenience - physical availability of branches
and their physical evidence, then customer approach, product policy and communication (see Figure 4).
Despite the fact that the use of intensive marketing communication is necessary in a strong competitive
environment, the use of ATL communication is the least popular and has a minimal influence on the
respondents´ purchasing decisions. It is evident from the text above that the effect of the reference groups is
quite substantial, there is opportunity to use the very topical Word-of-Mouth communications (in general
way with support of electronic means we can say viral marketing). Fill (2011) has characterized the Wordof-Mouth communications as informal, unplanned, unsolicited, interactive and bidirectional conversations.
These recommendations provide information and purchasing support and serve to reinforce and individual´s
purchasing decisions. Personal influence is important and can enrich the communication process.
Figure 4: Decisive Factors in the Selection Process of Financial Institutions and Financial Products
(1= the lowest importance, 5= the highest importance)
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Source: own marketing research
CUSTOMER VALUE

A key element of the marketing mix is the customer value that is taken from the purchase of
a financial product. A company will only sell what the consumer specifically wants to buy. So, marketers
should study consumer wants and needs in order to attract them one by one with something he/she wants to
purchase. Detection of customer value can have a radical effect on the characteristics of the financial

product.
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The current account is included, as expected, among the most frequently used financial products
(94.2 %). The following financial products also dominate - pension schemes (57.3 %), building savings
(50 %), life insurance (44.7 %), non-life insurance (44.2 %) and accident insurance (37.6 %). Within the
short-term and long-term credit products, there are mentioned products as the mortgage loan (18.2 %), shortterm consumer loans (10 %), leasing loans (2.9 %). 29.6 % of respondents use a credit card that belongs to
the category of credit products. Overall, respondents tend rather to savings products and life insurances than
to credit products. This approach is based on higher public awareness in the area of Czech financial literacy,
as well as changing customer access to debt, when caution, rationality and responsibility prevail. 37.9 % of
respondents argue that they have never had any credit product. 31.8 % say that a credit product have only
because of necessary living expenses.
COSTS TO THE CUSTOMER
Price is only a part of the total cost to satisfy a want or a need. The total cost will consider for
example the cost of time in acquiring a good or a service. It reflects the total cost of ownership. Many factors
affect cost, including but not limited to the customer's cost to change or implement the new product or
service and the customer's cost for not selecting a competitor's product or service. Currently, customers are

increasingly confronted with complex of products which require considerable care and investments.
Therefore the experienced managers use rather than prices so called TCO or the total cost of
ownership.
Figure 5 shows that half of the respondents assessed the costs incurred for the purchase of financial
products as adequate, 39 % of respondents are not satisfied, but for various reasons they do not want to
change the financial institution (financial products). 13% of respondents are not satisfied with price policy
and they are in the process of transition to the different financial institutions which offer better price
conditions.
Figure 5: Satisfaction with Pricing Policy of Financial Institution
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Source: own marketing research
CONVENIENCE
Marketers should know how the target market prefers to buy, how to be there and be ubiquitous, in
order to guarantee convenience to buy. With the rise of Internet and hybrid models of purchasing, generally
the place is becoming less relevant. But direct distribution channels still play and will play important role in
financial services, which is also indicated in Figure No. 6. Convenience takes into account the ease of buying
the product, finding the product, finding information about the product, and several other factors. The third

C is the name of convenience or comfort, it gives to distribution a new dimension in comparison
with original P – place. Application of marketing approaches such as merchandising, the use of
POP/POS displays, sensory marketing are nowadays indispensable.
Currently, we can notice new trends in financial services distribution as mini-branches, banking
kiosks, mobile branches and more. The aim is to bring banking environment to customers, this phenomenon
is called the humanization of space. There is an alternative approach to marketing that is gaining traction —
minimalist marketing. Minimalist marketing isn’t another technique to throw into the mix. Instead, it is an
attempt to eliminate unnecessary marketing practices and focus on the essentials. Minimalist marketing
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techniques are modern and progressive trend for the expression of creative marketing ideas with
strong emotional emphasis on populations of customers in all categories and forms of sales. The
minimalist marketing states three basic categories: competitive advantage, cost, benefits for the
buyer.
Figure 6: Distribution Forms Preferences
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Source: own marketing research
COMMUNICATION
While classical commercial promotion is manipulative and from the seller´s direction,
communication is based on corporation and from the buyer´s direction with the aim to create a dialogue with
the current and potential customers based on their needs and lifestyles. Today the forms of communications
can include personal selling, viral marketing, direct marketing, communication on Internet and social
networks and so on. Nowadays it is important to understand the communication as a two-way process
between the customer and the retailer. Although short-term one-way communication concept - especially the
massive presentation work (consumer loans) but it is not possible to run business without direct
communication with the customer in the long period of time. Additionally, the migration of customers to
competitors is very easy, there are direct substitutes and sophisticated communication concepts of
competitors in the financial services market.
Although the survey results show that marketing communication as a source of information and
motivation incentive is understood by respondents as the least important, it cannot be eliminated in the area
of the external marketing. According to research outputs, it seems effective to use BTL communication than
massive advertising (see Figure 7), i.e. pricing strategies - such as individual pricing, segmentation pricing,
flexible pricing. Within the sales promotion there is a big potential of tools such as free product testing, price
incentives a 1 + 1, competitions. Within the direct marketing respondents prefer surprisingly personified
written communication (direct mail) than electronical communication contact. Commercial offerings in the
form of telemarketing can be described as the least acceptable.
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Figure 7: Selected ATL and BTL Communication Tools in Financial Services
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CUSTOMER APPROACH
Personal selling is the bidirectional communication that results in both parties obtaining value. In
most cases the “value” for the salesperson is realized through the financial rewards of the sale while the
customer’s “value” is realized from the benefits obtained by consuming the product. However, getting a
customer to purchase a product is not always the objective of personal selling. From a marketing
communication point of view the crucial influence of personal selling cannot be ignored. Thanks to the
dynamic and continuous development of information technology and the phenomenon of time, more and
more financial services are provided through the so-called technology distribution (internet banking,
telephone banking, mobile banking, ATM services etc.). The trend is to accelerate and cheapen the process
of financial services providing using technology distribution, but personal meetings face to face will have an
irreplaceable role in future. Demands on financial institutions front-office employees have been still
increased, both from the side of individual institutions as well as from customers´ point of view. Only 1.7 %
of respondents state that the impression of banker is irrelevant. This is most important to put emphasis on
professionalism (60.4 %), today customers also expect a quick solution of their problem and acceptable soft
skills, clothing (dress code) is not so significant (13.6 %) but it can also affect the overall perception of
financial institution.
4. Conclusion
The tactical marketing is constantly changing. The most important fact is that the customer is in the
center of attention. The current customers have access to all necessary information and is capable of
independent qualified decisions. Currently, the concept of marketing mix 4Ps doesn´t fully reflect the
customers´ orientation. The task of marketing is to determine individual needs of each customer and adapt
offer of products that correspond as closely as possible to their needs. A major role in marketing currently
plays also customization, humanization and minimalism.
Due to the type of requested information and examined topic, the personal interview as the primary
research method was chosen. The analysis was based on the number of 412 respondents. It can be concluded
that financial literacy is better among females and among population aged 18 - 49 years. The current account
is included, as expected, among the most frequently used financial products (94.2 %). The following
financial products also dominate - pension schemes (57.3 %), building savings (50 %), life insurance
(44.7 %), non-life insurance (44.2 %) and accident insurance (37.6 %). Overall, respondents tend rather to
savings products and life insurances than to credit products. 48 % of the respondents assessed the costs
incurred for the purchase of financial products as adequate, 39 % of respondents are not satisfied, but for
various reasons they do not want to change the financial institution (financial products). 13% of respondents
are not satisfied with price policy and they are in the process of transition to the different financial
institutions which offer better price conditions. Direct distribution channels (57 % of respondents) still play
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and will play important role in financial services. According to research outputs, it seems effective to use
BTL communication than massive advertising, i.e. pricing strategies - such as individual pricing,
segmentation pricing, flexible pricing. Within the sales promotion there is a big potential of tools such as free
product testing, price incentives a 1 + 1, competitions. Demands on financial institutions front-office
employees have been still increased, both from the side of individual institutions as well as from customers´
point of view. Only 1.7 % of respondents state that the impression of banker is irrelevant. This is most
important to put emphasis on professionalism (60.4 %), today customers also expect a quick solution of their
problem and acceptable soft skills, clothing (dress code) is not so significant (13.6 %) but it can also affect
the overall perception of financial institution.
Three research questions have been established in the preparatory phase of the primary marketing
investigation. The research question No. 1 is answered in the negative because better financial literacy in the
framework of selected financial terms can be stated among female respondents. Research question No. 2 has
a positive response because 52% of respondents are fully dissatisfied with the pricing policy of their own
financial institutions. The last research question No. 3 can be confirmed because BTL communications of
financial services is more positively perceived by the respondents than ATL communications.
From the practical point of view, a significant synergy effect can be achieved by linking customer
and company marketing mix and looking at both from the position of the company (what it can, it knows, it
wants to produce) and also from the customer point of view (what he/she can, she/he wants to buy). Today,
focus is no longer on business itself, but on customers. When selling different products, company needs to
concentrate itself on communication that allows it to estimate the settings of other mixes. When selling the
same products, then comfort can be decided as important as the communication. Companies that create
strategies based on a customer-oriented “5C” model achieve much greater success on the markets.
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Abstract
The goods blocked in virtual shopping cart in an online shop may cause a few complications. On one hand,
the goods become unavailable for other customers and on the other, it may cause loss of interest in finishing
a deal and the damage of the company’s brand. Leading a customer in putting the goods into the cart creates
the costs, which may be unnecessary if the purchase is not finished. To arrange better quality of customer
service, companies must keep more stored goods, which again brings increasing the costs. The aim of the
article is to propose a decision-making model, which the company should follow in case of blocking the
goods in the shopping cart in an online shop. The article is divided into two main parts. The first part deals
with the research of available literature in this field. In the second part, a process map of the decisionmaking process will be created, based on experience from a real company. This map can serve as general
instructions to follow in case of blocking the goods in the cart and it can reduce negative effects of
company’s decisions in dealing with the particular problem.
Keywords: customer service, decision making, processes, blocked goods, costs
JEL codes: L26, M10, M21, M31
1. Introduction
The current period is characterized by turbulent hyper-competitive environment. Many businesses
offer similar or even the same products in terms of utility, quality and price. Even promotional activities of
the competition can be easily imitated. But there are differences in customer service that can bring a
significant competitive edge over the business (Saruc et al., 2013.) Thanks to their customer service, the
business can be different, exceptional in the eyes of customers.
The level of service provided to external customers determines whether an organization will keep its
current customers and how many new customers it attracts because the level of service it provides to its
customers has a direct impact on its market share, its overall logistics costs and ultimately to its
profitability(Lambert, 2000), (Sixta and Mačát, 2005). More and more companies are aware of this fact and
pay due attention to the correct setting of the provided customer service.
Determining the level of stocks of finished products and their exhaustion in continuity of customer
responses is one of the basic pillars of development of customer service strategy (Pernica, 2005). In today's
electronic era, customers are optimistic of access to all information related to their order, and pay increased
attention to all issues related to delivery.
The aim of the article is to propose a decision-making model, which the company should follow in
case of blocking the goods in the shopping, cart in an online shop. To formulate and then solve the problem
connected with blocked goods during the customer journey in e-shop data from a real small business have
been used. The chosen company is international small size enterprise (25 -30 employees) focused on
production and distribution of men and women clothing. The distribution their products is realized by shops
and internet e-shops. Company's turnover is about 20 million CZK per year with circa 70 000 units of sold
goods (20 000 through the internet e-shop).
2. Importance of Customer Service
Customer service can be defined as the process between buyer, seller and third party. The result of
this process is the benefit that increases the value of the product or service that is subject to shift. This benefit
needs to be provided in a cost-effective way (Lamber, 2000). Customer service can be divided into 3 basic
groups:
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• Pre-sales activities.
• Sales activities,
• After-sales activities,
Pre-sales activities must be formulated and available to customers before the business begins to
realize sales activities. This includes, among other things, the determination of the standards and benchmarks
by which the service will be assessed and the determination of the way by witch the customer should proceed
in the event that the expected customer service level is not respected by the company.
Sales items include accurate customer information about warehouse status, delivery date and order
status. Ease of ordering through user-friendly interfaces is one of the factors on witch customers are during
purchase very sensitive. Information quality and service quality are important antecedents of customer
satisfaction (Bačík et al., 2014).
After-sales items provide support for a product or service after the customer has already purchased it.
In other words, customer service is the support you offer your customers – both before and during and after
they buy your product.
Well-delivered
customer
service
is
a
prerequisite
for
customer
satisfaction.
It is a key link between marketing and logistics and plays an important role in creating and maintaining of
customer loyalty.
Nowadays, the marketing costs of getting a new customer are extremely high. Keeping existing
customers by providing of quality customer service is for businesses much less expensive. In addition,
negative promotion due to unfulfilled expectations means the loss of not only this unsatisfied customer, but
also a whole host of others.
In terms of customer service quality, supplies play a key role. Sufficient inventory level reduces the
probability of exhaustion due to demand variability. Increased inventory level means higher inventory
availability for the customer and thus a higher level of customer service, as this increases the order
fulfillment rate, i.e. the percentage of units available to the customer at the time they are requested.
Availability is a comprehensive statement of the nature of the problem (Horáková and Kubát, 1999).
Perceived performance on logistics attributes significantly affects customer satisfaction (Leuschner et al.,
2012).
On the other hand, stocks are very problematic (Emmet, 2008). It is a large and costly investment
that eventually does not have to be meaningfully used (Drahotský and Řezníček, 2003). Excluding funds for
the acquisition of inventories, the enterprise spends more money on storing and eventually liquidating them
if the stocks are out of date and customers are no longer interested in them. Although all organizations keep
inventories (Müller, 2011), setting the right level of inventory is a great skill.
High-quality inventory management is an important task for all types of businesses, including eshops. These types of shops show an increase in sales volume each year. More and more customers, whose
purchasing decisions depend not only on the price, but also on the overall sales experience, which is
conditioned by the availability of the product, visit their website. If the product is not in the stock, few
customers are willing to wait. In such a situation, the customer buys goods at the competition. There is a
waste of many costs. The task of remarketing is then to get customers back, but this again represents
additional costs for making a sale.
Customers usually buy multiple items in the e-shop, which they are gradually loading and unloading
from the shopping cart. With this their activity, a number of logistics operations are linked in the e-shop
(Lukoszová, 2004). The key is to connect the customer with the product, i.e. blocking it for other customers.
In case of dissatisfaction, customers who try to correct the situation give the seller the opportunity to
solve the problem. The major factor that determines why some dissatisfied consumers seek redress and give
the seller a chance to remedy the problem, while others exit and engage in negative word‐of‐mouth behavior,
is the perceived likelihood of success. Results also show that, once a dissatisfied customer seeks redress, that
person expects to receive a fair settlement but, more importantly, to be treated with courtesy and respect
(Blodgett et al., 1995). Nowadays, when products can be buy through the online store and there are no
barriers in purchase, customer loyalty is the key factor in market share preservation (Gavurová et al., 2014),
(Užík and Šoltés, 2009).
Customer-oriented behavior of firms has directly effect on consumer quality perceptions, customer
satisfaction and service value (Brady and Cronin, 2001). Holders of e-shop have those to gather the
consumer’s desires and preferences from his interactions and the data resulting from the sales process
(Perner and Fiss, 2002). Customer service has become part of the product itself.
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3. Methodology
To describe the issue of shopping at the e-shop, process maps are used. This approach has been
chosen to see all consequences clearly. Aris Express software has been used to create process maps.
Creating process maps are based on IF/THEN/OR/AND rules and each step of the process is made just by
fulfilling the related conditions. In terms of colors, in process maps bellow, there you can see six types of
signs. Orange signs means beginning or finish of the process. Green signs show up individual events, which
happen during the process. Blue signs are used to markup subjects, which belong to electronic environment.
Grey signs on the right side of designed model show up physical infrastructure of the company, in our case it
is company`s warehouse. Grey signs with white markers inside are used as signposts for rules
IF/THEN/OR/AND. Arrows are means customers movement to next stage of process. In terms of shape, in
process maps different symbols are also used, see table 1.
Table 1: Symbols Used in Process Maps
Symbols

Characteristics
Beginning or end of the process
Event happened
Subject in electronic environment
Physical infrastructure

Movement to another part of process
Signpost for AND rule
Signpost for OR rule

Source: own research
4. Customer Journey
Customer journey consists of all steps and actions customer must do to purchase the goods. It is
divided to five parts in ladder model. It means that customer journey begins in the bottom of the ladder when
each action moves visitor to the next level of the ladder. The journey begins when the visitor of e-shop visits
chosen product‘s detail and ends with the purchase. The stages of the customer journey process are Product
detail, Add to cart, Registration, Choice of the transport and way of payment, Purchase. Each stage has
different URL address so whole process can be tracked by e-shop provider/owner but still all of them are in
the same website, just in different parts. In each stage‘s transfer there is a churn of visitors who left the
customer journey, see Figure 1.
The Product detail stage is a landing website page of marketing campaign, which leads visitors
(potential customers) to view the product. It is consists of product information and „Add to cart“ button. The
amount of visitors at this stage is initial for whole journey. Otherwise visitor choose the „Add to cart“ button
he leaves the page and get out from customer journey.
After visitor hits the „Add to cart“ button he gets to another URL, the „Cart“. In this part the goods
he chose become blocked to another visitors. At this part visitor can see the content of his e-cart. There are
two options to continue, the first is to leave the „Cart“, the second is to continue to registration formulary and
fill personal details. The choice is made by hit a „Leave“ or „Register“ button by visitor.
This stage contains form, which is necessary to fulfill to continue to the next stage and finish the
purchase. There are boxes for name, address, e-mail address, day and year of birth. Either visitor fulfills all
boxes or he leaves the page and get out from customer journey. This stage is situated in different URL than
the stage Add to cart stage as well. If visitor is already registered in the e-shop the journey leads directly to
stage Choice of the transport and payment.
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Visitor choses way of delivering the goods and way of payment. In case of payment by card or
transfer to bank account, there is necessary to fill details connected to that ways of payment. The call to
action button for entering the last stage is „Confirm“.
The last stage of customer journey process is confirmation of order with list of all filled information
and cost.
Figure 1: Customer Journey

Source: own research
3. Problem with Blocking of Goods during the Customer Journey
From the e-shop owner‘s point of view there are many processes connected to the customer journey.
The starting event is a marketing campaign, which brings visitors to the detail of the product stage. Within
entering any stage (different web parts) of the process visitor gets a tag for visitation that one to track his
behavior for later use in remarketing or database building. From the stage „Add to cart“, there are connected
more actions, see Figure 2.
When visitor adds goods to the cart, that one unit of goods becomes blocked for other potential
buyers so it needs to be blocked in the web administration system and in the warehouse system. E-shop
owner can choose stage when the goods become blocked. Chosen e-shop blocks the goods in art „Add to
cart“.
The problematic of blocked goods touches e-shop and company at all in following aspects:
• Loss of possible income.
• Damaged relation.
• Risk of potential buyer loss.
• Marketing costs.
• Stockyard costs.
When the goods got blocked it is not available for other potential buyers and there is not any income
till it got purchased. Potential income from other buyers got lost, and it can have influence for his
relationship to the company, for example disappointed visitors usually share negative references. There are
blocked marketing costs company needed to spend to bring the visitor to e-shop. Until the visitor purchases
the goods there is a risk that company will need to spent more marketing costs to bring the visitor to finish
the customer journey and purchase the goods. There are stockyard costs with each unit of goods increasing
according to time spent in warehouse.
Company needs to decide in which stage of customer journey the goods should be blocked to
decrease the risks, costs and potential income or customer loss.
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Figure 2: Internal Processes in Customer Journey

Source: own research
The mathematical formalization of the above-described model requires the following variables:
NA … costs connected with blocking in the step “Add to cart”
(1)
NA = f(a1, a2, …, an1),
where
a1, a2, …, an1 … individual partial costs associated with this blocking point,
n1
… the number of partial costs.
NB … costs connected with blocking in the step “Fill information”
NB = f(b1, b2, …, bn2),
(2)
where
b1, b2, …, bn2 … individual partial costs associated with this blocking point,
n2
… the number of partial costs.
NC … costs connected with blocking in the step “Confirm details”
NC = f(c1, c2, …, cn3),
(3)
where
c1, c2, …, cn3 … individual partial costs associated with this blocking point,
n3
… the number of partial costs.
ND … costs connected with blocking in the step “Choose transport”
ND = f(d1, d2, …, dn4),

(4)
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where
d1, d2, …, dn4
n4

… individual partial costs associated with this blocking point,
… the number of partial costs.

And finally
NE … costs connected with blocking in the step “Payment”
NE = f(e1, e2, …, en5),
(5)
where
e1, e2, …, en5 … individual partial costs associated with this blocking point,
n5
… the number of partial costs.
Due to strong competition, the company achieves its profit by reducing costs. The optimal blocking
point, the so-called customer order decoupling point, therefore will be in that step of the customer's journey,
where TC = f(NA, NB, NC, ND, NE) will get its minimum, i.e.
TC = f(NA, NB, NC, ND, NE) → min.

(6)

The determination of individual partial costs a1, a2, ..., e1, ..., en5 requires a deeper analysis in the
enterprise, which will lead in particular steps of the customer's journey to concretize especially a set of
internal costs and opportunistic costs. It is also necessary to specify the interlinking of partial costs in
particular steps and costs interconnection between the individual steps of the customer's journey.
From the above mentioned costs, the analyzed company has been able to specify only the costs of
remarketing activities which are in average 90 CZK per one unit of goods, which clearly shows the lack of
ability, the lack of interest or low awareness of companies about the need to address the costs at all.
4. Options that Can Help Reduce the Cost of Blocking
The above-specified costs the company may further decrease. There are solutions to solve problems
connected with blocked goods in medium size businesses different from costs, risks, difficulty and
effectivity:
• Reminder.
• Automatic removal goods from customer’s cart.
• „First come, first served” rule.
• Remarketing campaign.
The easiest way to bring customer to next stage of customer journey is the reminder sent
automatically through the e-shop administration but this solution is the less effective from chosen e-shop’s
data. This action is made by automatic remarketing reminder through Pay per click advertising tool
(Facebook, Google Adwords, Sklik) which is sent to customer when he escapes the customer journey. It is
used mainly when customer add the goods to an e-cart and did not finish the process. Reminder is sent 24
hours after the e-cart is abandoned. Basically, the advertisement tells customer that he has abandoned goods
in his e-cart and shows the picture of the goods.
Automatic removal could work for different event such as time from adding the goods to cart, price
of the goods, customer’s past buying behavior in chosen e-shop (for example number of purchased goods),
etc., from the company’s data, this way decreases the loss of potential income and causes the most negative
references and negative customer’s feedback.
The „First come, first served“ rule is an internal name for automatic decision process making tool set
in company’s e-shop administration system which makes the chosen goods unblock till it is not purchased by
any visitor even if some visitor already reach any of customer journey’s stage. This tool the most effectively
decreases the average time goods spent in customer’s cart. „First come, first served” was derived from
Automatic removal rules, the difference is in unable blocking the goods to decrease amount of internal
processes. The weak point is similar as with Automatic removal, when the goods is removed from
customer’s cart there is a risk of negative customer’s experience and following negative feedback or decrease
of customers loyalty/relationship to company which decreases a chance for future return to purchase.
Remarketing brings the biggest purchase rate and causes the biggest cost for purchased goods.
For creation of a decision model is necessary to define rules on which will each decision be made. In
this model, each rule is defined by costs in comparison to potential income. Costs are divided to Holding
costs (costs with goods blocked in the cart, described in Blocked goods) and Remarketing costs. Goal of the
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model is to maximize purchase rate. Decision making model is based on experience with customer journey
process in real chosen e-shop (website).
Figure 3: Decision Making Model 1

Source: own research
First decision making model in Figure 3 begins with decision if potential income from the goods is
bigger than remarketing costs. It is the first decision because of the purchase effectivity of remarketing. If the
potential income is lower than remarketing cost then there is an automatic reminder sent as an easiest way to
interact with customer with the lowest costs. When the goods is not purchased after reminder there comes a
decision if the potential income is bigger than holding costs.
Figure 4: Decision Making Model 2

Source: own research
When the potential income is lower than holding costs, goods becomes available for other potential
buyers. When the potential income is bigger goods stays in cart for chosen time and then released. The time
is count of average time goods spent in cart before its purchased, see Figure 4.
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5. Conclusion
Shopping through e-shops is today a common part of human life. However, few customers are aware
of the background of such business transaction. One of the problems associated with such purchase is the
blocking of goods for that customer. When the selected piece of goods is blocked, this piece becomes
unavailable for other customers. The question is when the most appropriate moment for blocking is.
Blocking at an inappropriate moment can mean loss of other customers, their dissatisfaction with data
accuracy or unnecessarily high storage costs.
In the body of the article, a customer's e-shop journey is described as a starting point for determining
possible moments for blocking. In this context, a general mathematical model based on the minimization of
the total cost dependent on the different location of decoupling point has been described. To make the
decision-making model rules for decision-making must be clearly defined. A whole range of costs, such as
connectivity, storage, opportunistic costs, etc., defines each rule.
In addition, the text described the possible measures by which the company can cause the customer
to complete his order. Four possible solutions to the given problem are proposed, with reference to the
positive ones, but also the negatives of the individual solutions.
For creation of a decision model for selection of a suitable solution, it is necessary to define rules on
which each decision will be made. In this model, each rule is defined by costs in comparison to potential
income. Two decision-making models have been created – if potential income from the goods is bigger than
remarketing costs and if the potential income is lower than holding costs. Model selection is conditional on
the quality of information about the costs and about the potential income. Since the values that served as the
basis for the choice of model are changing over time, it is essential that each e-hop develops a high-quality
data base that will allow to retrospectively evaluate the individual decisions and to make their possible
corrections. It should be also noted that each e-shop exhibits a different level of cost and potential income,
and what is appropriate for one business may not be beneficial to the other.
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Abstract
Business Process Management (BPM) is an integrated approach which is used for improving corporate
performance managing and optimizing of the most important business processes. BPM covers the full
lifecycle of business processes such as identification, modeling, monitoring, and automation. This complex
life cycle of business processes is supported by Business Process Management Suites (BPMS). Due to the
availability of BPMS is much easier for managers to design, analyze, build, modify and discuss business
processes. The main purpose of this paper is to describe advantages, current trends and segmentation of
BPMS, introduce the most known BPMS open source tools and provide its basic comparison based on four
categories such as technical specification, use in practice/quality, installation, and support.
Keywords: BPM, BPMS, iBPMS, open source
JEL codes: L22, M1, O3
1. Introduction
Business process management is a modern approach with emphasis on improvement of the
productivity and efficiency of business processes. Business process management (BPM) can be defined
according to Gartner (Gartner BPM, 2016) as a discipline that uses various methods to discover, model,
analyze, measure, improve, and optimize business processes. A business process coordinates the behavior of
people, systems, information, and things to produce business outcomes in support of a business strategy.
BPM philosophy can be simply defined as a business optimization process. BPM enables organizations to be
more efficient, more effective and more capable of change. The main task of business process managers is to
apply strategies and tactics for improving the most important business processes. Managers often use special
tools for modeling, monitoring, measuring and improving business processes. These special tools are
generally called as Business process management systems (BPMS).
BPM tools are used according to Appian (Appian, 2016) for automating, measuring and optimizing
business processes. BPM tools use workflow and collaboration to provide meaningful metrics to business
leaders. BPM suites allow users to model and execute different business processes and flows such as
information flows, resources flows etc. BPM suites include necessary tools for working with information
processes, human resources, enterprise applications, business rules, collaboration inside (teamwork) and
outside of the company (outsourcing, supply chains).
The main purpose of this paper is to describe advantages, current trends and segmentation of BPMS,
introduce the most known BPMS open source tools and provide its basic comparison based on four
categories such as technical specification, use in practice/quality, installation, and support.
2. Related Work
Related work can be divided into comparing and evaluations of Business Process Management
Suites and describing of Business Process Management Suites architecture and features.
There are several approaches for comparison Business Process Management Suite. There is a little
bit complicated terminology about solutions which are used for implementing business process management
concept in organizations. A software suite which enables to implement business process management
solutions is called Business Process Management Suite (BPMS). There is also according to a Gartner
concept of the next generation of BPMS which is called as Intelligent BPMS (iBPMS). The term has been
defined by Garter in their brochure “Magic Quadrant for iBPMS 2012”. These iBPMS are BPM suites which
include intelligent features such as adaptive analytics, mobility, social collaboration and cloud deployment.
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There are issued frequently Gartner Group evaluations but especially only for proprietary BPMS
(Sinur & Hill, 2010) and iBPMS (Jones, Schulte, & Cantara, 2014). We can find a systematic approach for
evaluating BPMS including case studies on open source and proprietary tools in a paper written by Delgado,
Calegari, Milanese, Falcon, & García (2015). We can see more information about the introduction to
evaluating BPMS in Miers & Harmon (2005). An overview of some BPM open source such as jBPM,
OpenWFE, and Enhydra Shark is detailed described in paper Patterns-based Evaluation of Open Source
BPM Systems (Wohed, Andersson, ter Hofstede, Russell, & van der Aalst, 2009). There are still many other
open source tools available, as can be seen in Butler Analytics (2016) or Sourceforge (2016).
Among the researchers on architecture and features of Business Process Management Suites, can
emphasize the work of Hitpass (2014), Roebuck (2012) and Briol (2014) which describes requirements for
Business Process Management Suites.
3. BPMS Features and Segmentation
This chapter deals with theoretical aspects such as main BPMS features and BPMS segmentation.
3.1 BPMS Features
BPMS features consist of the following main technical aspects: architecture, scalability, Business
Process Model and Notation, business rules engine, workflow engine, simulation, and testing.
ARCHITECTURE
Standard BPMS architecture is created usually by the following three layers: presentation layer,
business layer, and data source layer. Presentation Layer is usually using browser or portal interface. There is
also some standalone installation using standard program window to interact with the users. Business Layer
is the application layer covering these main tasks: process monitoring, workflow engine, rules engine,
knowledge management, business intelligence, business analytics and analysis. Data Source Layer is very
important to connect data sources from own enterprise systems and of course from databases and enterprise
systems of business partners.
Figure 1: BPMS Architecture
Presentation Layer
• browser
• portal
• program window

Business Layer
• process monitoring
• workflow engine
• rules engine
• knowledge management
• business intelligence
• business analytics
• analysis

Data Source Layer
• database
• ERP
• CRM
• EDI
• E-Mail
• reporting

Source: own
SCALABILITY
Very important for BPMS is scalability, because multinational organizations have a lot of
complicated internal processes as well as a lot of complicated external processes such as outsourcing,
distribution and supply chains in different countries with specific properties. According to Menken (2008),
scalable BPM products need to be deployed across geographic regions, third parties and industry. To meet
this need, a BPMS should employ standard solution, which includes confirming to the Business Process
Modelling Language (BPML).
BUSINESS PROCESS MODEL AND NOTATION
The most important factor for BPMS features is a version of Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN). Most of the BPM tools used current Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) in the version
2.0. There are many BPM solutions such as proprietary software tools or open source tools. There is a more
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important aspect that licensing of BPMS, segmentation by use and support. According to Hammer (2014) is
contemporary BPMS principally used for two groups of purposes:
• to create descriptions of processes, which can be used to support process analysis,
simulation, and design efforts,
• to generate executable code that supports the performance of a process, by automating
certain process steps, integrating systems and databases used by the process and managing
the workflow of documents and other forms passing through the process.
BUSINESS RULES ENGINE
A business rules engine can be described as a software component that allows managing business
logic in a business process management system. Business logic is used in BPMS for describing the sequence
of operations which are connected with data manipulation using defined rules. Standard business rule system
enables to define specific company policies contains the possibility of defining, testing and executing own
rules.
WORKFLOW ENGINE
A workflow engine is a basic software application for managing business processes. It is used for
monitoring, verification, determining and executing of different types of flows such as the flow of
information, tasks or events.
SIMULATION AND TESTING
Almost of BMPS tools have process simulation capabilities to validate the business process designs.
In order for a simulation to be executed (Chang, 2006), the business process model needs to be enhanced
with attributes for the probability distribution, resource availabilities, queues, and event generators. With
these attributes, the simulation engine can generate events and compute how the business process will be
performed according to the attributes assigned to the business process model.
We can define a lot of benefits of Business Process Simulation such as saving costs, optimization,
and support for making a decision in choice of future improvements variants.
3.2 BPMS Segmentation
BPMS tools provide infrastructure to support an enterprise implementing a BPM discipline in many
processes such as lifecycle process including for example modeling, simulating, building, monitoring,
analyzing and optimizing; all process types including for example collaboration, integration or making a
decision; business process including business process analysis, business managing. According to Hitpass
(2014), the BPM tool market can be segmented as follows:
• tools that support the analysis processes and Corporate Governance (Governance BPM)
called BPA platforms (Business Process Analysis) or EA (Enterprise Architecture Tools) as
well,
• tools that support the technical implementation or process automation called BPMS,
• tools that support the business rules administration and execution, independently of the
systems they use, called Rules Engines or BRMS (Business Rules Management Systems),
• tools that together with processes enable to implement the management control indicators in
real time, called BAM (Business Activity Monitoring),
• tools that enable the services orchestration between BPMS and type of system, mainly those
from the back office, called SOA Suite,
• tools to analyze historical data from processes implemented to detect deviations from the
desired or discover new patterns. These analytical environments are called Process Mining
Tools
4. BPMS Open Source Software
We can find BPMS open source software at famous website Sourceforge (2016) in a category called
Business & Enterprise/Enterprise/Business Process Management or at Open source guide website (2016).
There are a basic introduction and description of BPMS open source software in the next subsections of this
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paper. The most downloaded and discussed tools from this category were selected. List of open source
software which is described in this paper is following: Bonita BPM, jBPM, Activity, Imixs-Workflow,
Camunda BPM, Orchestra, and Stardust.
4.1 List of BPMS Open Source Software
BONITA BPM
Bonita BPM is one of the most widespread business process management open source suite in the
world. Bonita BPM is using an ultra-scalable Java engine. Bhat (2013) describes Bonita BPM as an open
source BPM and workflow suite that is suited for creating high-tech workflows. It can be used for complex
workflows, such as Supply Chain Management, Human Resources, Contract Management, and eGovernment.
Bonita BPM includes tools for graphically designing process diagrams, a special portal for end-user
interaction and also web forms for business application development. Bonita BPM (Sourceforge – Bonita,
2016) is the only open-source product that meets Gartner's definition of a BPMS. The main features are the
following:
• Bonita BPM Studio - Graphical BPMN 2.0 Workflow Designer
• Bonita BPM Portal - End User Interface for Interacting with Processes Apps
• Bonita BPM Engine - Scalable Java Execution
• Web Forms Designer
• Multiple API and Connection Points
JBPM

jBPM is a business process management system with light-weight, embeddable engine which can
execute native BPMN2 like others modern BPMS open source tools. This solution offers also eclipse-based
and web-based tools for developers and business users which are used for creating, monitoring and managing
business processes (Sourceforge – jBPM, 2016).
This solution makes the bridge between business analysts, developers and end users, by offering
process management features and tools in a way that both business users and developers like it (jBPM,
2015). There is good support for this tool such as discussion forum, literature, and manuals. It can mention
from recent literature for example following books: (De Maio, Salatino, & Aliverti, 2014) and (Fiorini &
Gopalakrishnan, 2015).
ACTIVITY
Activity (Activity, 2016) is a light-weight workflow and Business Process Management (BPM)
Platform targeted at business people, developers, and system admins. Its core is a super-fast and rock-solid
BPMN 2.0 process engine for Java. Activity runs in any Java application, on a server, on a cluster or in the
cloud.
IMIXS-WORKFLOW
Imixs-Workflow (Imixs Workflow, 2016) is a workflow engine for human-centric business
applications. It is based on the BPMN 2.0 Standard, so applications can be developed faster and designed
more flexible. The project is based on the Java Enterprise Architecture (JEE). Key features are for example
graphical process modeler, technical business models, collaborative process modeling and reporting tool.
CAMUNDA BPM
Camunda (Camunda, 2016) is an open source platform for workflow and business process
management. Is it possible modeling and executing of BPMN 2.0, CMMN 1.1 and DMN 1.1. Typical
examples of using Camunda BPM are following activities (Camunda BPM, 2016): straight through
processing (STP), human workflow management, case management or business rule automation.
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ORCHESTRA
Orchestra (Orchestra, 2016) is a complete solution to handle long-running, service oriented
processes. Orchestra’s objectives are such as improvement and control of processes, services interaction and
productivity and agility of the company. Orchestra is based on the OASIS standard BPEL (Business Process
Execution Language). Key features of Orchestra v.4 are for example graphical BPMN 2.0 designer, JSE vs
JEE deployment, JMX based administration APIs.
STARDUST
Stardust is the last BPM open source tool which is mentioned in this paper. Stardust provides
modeling of business processes in Eclipse together with access workflow functionality and document
management capabilities. Stardust (Stardust, 2016) provides an embedded Runtime Environment in Eclipse
based on Apache Tomcat and Apache Derby, which comes ready to use with a Dynamic Web Project
Configuration for fast development.
4.2 Comparing of BPMS Open Source Tools
In this section are presented the results of comparing BPMS open source tools. We have used
comparing of BPMS open source according to the most important characteristics for this type of tools. The
characteristics are divided into main 4 categories:
• technical specification,
• use in practice/quality,
• installation,
• support.
The first category “technical specification” is represented by the architecture of suite, tools for
process discovery and project scoping, process modeling and design. Important features are also following:
business rules engine, workflow engine and possibilities of simulation and testing. The second category “use
in practice/quality, is represented especially by references from multinational companies and Gartner's
definition of a BPMS. A category called “installation” is represented by the support of software platforms
and ease of installation. The last category is “support”. Here are included the following criteria: supported
languages, manuals, books, video tutorials and social networks.
There is shown a list of details of BPMS open source tools such as information about the developer,
stable release, software platforms, supported languages etc. in the following table.
Table 1: BPMS Open Source Tools
Bonita BPM

jBPM

Activity

Developer

Bonitasoft

Red Hat

Alfresco

Initial
release
Stable
release
Software
platforms

2009

2003

7.1.4
12/2015
Windows,
Mac, Linux,
Solaris
Java
EN, FR, ES,
DE, PT, IT,
JA, RU
GPL
stand alone

Written in
Supported
languages
License
Installation
type

Camunda
BPM
Camunda

2010

ImixsWorkflow
Imixs
Software
2005

Orchestra

Stardust
Eclipse

N/A

OW2
Consortium
2007

6.4.0
4/2016
Windows,
Mac, Linux

5.22.0
11/2016
Windows,
Mac, Linux

3.5.0
12/2015
Windows,
Mac, Linux

7.5.0
5/2016
Windows,
Mac, Linux

4.9.0
1/2012
Windows,
Mac, Linux

3.0.1
10/2015
Windows,
Mac, Linux

Java
EN, JA

Java
EN

Java
EN

Java
EN

Java
EN

Java
EN, DE,
ZH

Apache
License 2.0

Apache
License 2.1

GPL

Apache
License 2.1

LGPL

web server

web server

web server

web server

web
server

Eclipse
Public
License 1.0
web server

2004

Source: own summary
We have evaluated all BPMS open source tools from the previous table: Bonita BPM, jBPM,
Activity, Imixs-Workflow, Camunda BPM, Orchestra, and Stardust. For evaluation software tools are widely
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used 2 methods: theoretical and practical testing. A theoretical approach based on browsing tool
documentation such as website, manuals or books. Practical testing does require executing the tool and
providing some basic tests about the functionality of all selected tools. We have allocated points for each
category (technical specification, use in practice/quality, installation, and support). There is shown a list of
categories for evaluating of BPMS open source tools in the following table:
Table 2: BPMS Open Source Tools Evaluation Categories
Module
Technical
specification

Category
Architecture
Process discovery and project scoping
Process modeling and design
Business rules engine
Workflow engine
Simulation and testing

Points
10
10
10
10
10
10

Use in practice/
quality
Installation

References from multinational companies
Gartner's definition of a BPMS
Software platforms
Ease of installation
Supported languages
Books and manuals
Video tutorials
Social networks

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
100

Support

Total

Source: own, based on Delgado et al. (2015)
There are shown final evaluation results of BPMS open source tools in the next figure. The minimum
valuation is 0 points and the maximum ranking is 100 points.
Figure 2: Overall Scores for Evaluation of BPMS Open Source Tools

Stardust
Orchestra
Camunda BPM
Imixs-Workflow
Activity
jBPM
Bonita BPM

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Source: own comparison
We can find other results for BPMS open source tools for example in Delgado, Calegari, Milanese,
Falcon, & García (2015) with following scores: Bonita BPM (2630 pts), Activity (2500 pts), jBPM (1700
pts) and Orchestra (1300 pts). Another study (Open source guide, 2015) provides these results: Bonita BPM
(4.2/5), Activity (3.5/5) and jBPM (3.0/5). We can see that different authors used different systems of ratings
and scores for evaluation of BPMS open source tools.
5. Conclusion
The main purpose of this paper was to introduce the overview of the most known BPMS open source
tools and provide its basic comparison based on four categories such as technical specification, use in
practice/quality, installation, and support. We have presented and compare the most known BPMS open
source tools. It can be concluded that all open source tools that were mentioned are beneficial for supporting
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BPM. The best in the evaluation was Bonita BPM with 90 points, following by Activity with 80 points. The
worst was Stardust and Orchestra with score 60 points for both. The use and improving BPMS open source
software brings new opportunities for both open source developers and the user community. These tools
should bring profit also for small and middle companies because they can use modern BPMS tools with
relative very low cost. There are usually zero cost licenses but the most important factor is the training of
effective work with these tools. Some open source solutions such as Bonita BPM, jBPM, Imixs-Workflow,
Stardust etc. are constantly improving for more than 6 years and brings to thousands of users opportunities in
different phases of the BPM lifecycle.
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Abstract
The research systematically reviews the literature, aiming to provide a holistic approach to elements of
online advertising that influence consumer behavior. The analysis and synthesis of scientific literature as
well as eye tracking experiment are applied for the analysis. As a result, the theoretical model of advertising
elements that influence consumer behavior is elaborated. Moreover, as the position of the advertisement is
considered as context-related element influencing consumer behavior, most attention-grabbing position of
the advertisement in the context of the internet is presented. Consequently, this research makes a major
contribution to research on online advertising effectiveness by demonstrating the main elements that
influence consumer response and serves as a basis for holistic empirical research of online advertising
effectiveness.
Keywords: advertising elements, consumer behavior, eye tracking, online advertising
JEL codes: M31, M37
1. Introduction
In information society internet is a key instrument for creation, distribution, and manipulation of
information. Accordingly, internet has emerged as powerful channel for marketing communication leading to
the concept of online advertising becoming central to the entire discipline of marketing. As online
advertising challenges the dominance of traditional advertising media (e.g., newspapers, television)
(Belanche et al., 2017), a considerable literature has grown up around the theme of its effectiveness and
debate continues about the best online advertising strategies. Estrada-Jiménez et al. (2017) consider online
advertising as the pillar of the “free” content on the Web, stating that it has revolutionized the marketing
business in recent years by creating a myriad of new opportunities for advertisers to reach potential
customers. Moreover, according to Kireyev et al. (2016), firms increasingly rely on online media to acquire
consumers. Therefore, to avoid the common mistakes the research is needed to determine and substantiate
online advertising usage patterns.
To date, there are many studies that have investigated the influence of the context of internet on the
online advertising effectiveness. Such approaches, however, have failed to address no context-dependent
advertising message-related factors. By taking systems approach, the assumption could be made that all of
the online advertising elements, that are message-related as well as context-related factors can have impact
on online advertising effectiveness by influencing consumer behavior. Achieving to contribute to scientific
discussion on advertising effectiveness, the research aims to provide a holistic approach to elements of
online advertising that influence consumer behavior by analyzing context-related element – position of the
advertisement. The study integrates results from previous researches, emphasizing the differences of
contextual impact on consumer reactions to message-related factors. Based on the theoretical analysis, eye
tracking experiment is presented in order to substantiate the influence of the context-related elements on
consumer behavior.
Achieving to provide a substantial theoretical background for further studies on online advertising
effectiveness and antecedents, theoretical analysis and synthesis are provided. Moreover, comparative
analysis of previous researches is performed to substantiate the different impact of advertising contexts on
the performance of message-related factors.
In order to reach the aim of the research, the article is organized as follows. Theoretical
substantiation of the model is provided in Chapter 2: achieving to provide a substantial theoretical
background, previous research on advertising structure, its elements and parts affecting the effectiveness is
analyzed. Based on the analysis and synthesis of scientific literature, online advertising element lacking
theoretical substantiation regarding its effectiveness is revealed and methodology for the research of latter
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element is provided in Chapter 3. Research results are explained and the model of online advertising
elements that influence consumer behavior is elaborated in Chapter 4. Finally, conclusions are provided in
Chapter 5.
2. Theoretical Substantiation
The evolution of electronic media and the increasing role of online advertising within marketing
strategies have created space for both researchers and practitioners to explore new areas (Jankowski et al.,
2016). According to Estrada-Jiménez et al. (2017), the advent of the Internet and the Web has created a
myriad of new opportunities for advertisers to target billions of people almost effortlessly.
Communication effectiveness depends on the goals of the campaign and the specific advertisement
(Belanche et al., 2017). According to McGuire (1976) the consumer information-processing starts with
exposure which causes attention, perception and only then it come to comprehension, leading to purchase.
Therefore, in a framework of any communicational goal, it can be stated that the effectiveness of advertising
highly depends on factors that attract consumers’ attention, elicit advertising recall and recognition.
According to Tackx et al. (2017), the traditional view to advertising goes as follows: a company takes an
action (creates and releases advertising) that has an impact on the customer (changes the perception of needs
and/or expectation), such that he or she takes a subsequent action (purchases an advertised object) that
modifies the firm’s position in the market. However, analyzing advertising interactivity, Jankowski et al.
(2016) come to conclude that online advertising differs from traditional in its outcomes, e.g. the focus placed
on maximizing user engagement in online advertising negatively affects the user experience because of
advertising clutter and increasing intrusiveness. Therefore, the specific features and influences of this
marketing tool demand further consideration (Belanche et al., 2017).
Many factors influencing attention to advertising and its effectiveness have been analyzed in
scientific literature. The most basic categorization of those factors might be their division into external and
internal. External factors are context-specific factors depending on advertising media, e.g. television,
outdoor, etc. the other category – internal factors are further classified into personal factors (laying a
background for consumer segmentation) and advertising message-related factors (Walliser, 1997; Franch et
al., 2013). Whereas external context-related factors are harder to control, the advertising message-related
factors are the ones that marketers can gain advantage from. Therefore, advertising message-related factors
are gaining their attention in scientific research (Pieters et al., 2002; Pieters and Wedel, 2004; Boerman et al.,
2011).
Previous research on advertising effectiveness (see Pilelienė et al., 2015) enabled the determination
of advertising message-related factors that have to be considered achieving to gain better effectiveness:
• different advertising layouts;
• visual and textual elements;
• advertising complexity level;
• advertising source.
In a context of static advertising, all its components can be classified into visual and textual. Both
groups mixed together compose advertising layout (see Figure 1). Moreover, the composition of the elements
(i.e. visual and textual) in a layout determines the level of its complexity.
Previous research (see Grigaliūnaitė et al., 2016) led to the conclusion that scientific research
regarding the influence of message-related factors on the effectiveness of advertising is scarce; the most
discussed message-related factors were found to be the headline, dominating elements, and the number of
elements. Therefore, the eye-tracking procedure was performed and compositions of message-related factors
influencing the effectiveness of advertising were determined:
• headline larger than the body text,
• a large number of elements with dominating textual elements, and
• the emphasised brand.
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Figure 1: Interaction of Visual and Textual Advertising Elements in a Layout

Source: self-elaboration based on Gisbergen et al. (2004), Hewett (2009), Kazlauskaitė and Liakaitė
(2009), Zubcevic and Luxton (2011).
As the combination of different visual and textual elements results in layout complexity, the research
was provided to determine the differences in the impact of different levels of layout complexity on
advertising effectiveness (see Pilelienė and Grigaliūnaitė, 2016). The research results enabled to determine
guidelines for the strategic usage of advertising layout complexity: initial usage of the low complexity of
advertising layout helps organizations in creating brand awareness and familiarity; after the brand gains its
position in consumer memory, the higher level of advertising layout complexity has to be provided to create
an emotional value. Moreover, the results of the research provided in a framework of fast-moving consumer
good category (see Pilelienė and Grigaliūnaitė, 2017) indicated that the brand should be presented in the top
of the advertisement’s layout.
Considering different message-related elements of advertising, the remaining important antecedent
of its effectiveness is advertising source. According to Hsu (2009), a properly selected advertising source
positively affects consumer perception and confidence in a product, while an improper source can even cause
negative effects. Despite the existence of many different kinds of advertising sources (mainly classified into
spokes-persons and spokes-characters based on their nature), the most widely used sources are celebrities
and non-celebrities - regular persons. Previous research on the effectiveness of advertising source (see
Grigaliūnaitė and Pilelienė, 2015), enabled the determination of the following patterns: in order to enhance a
level of consumers’ purchase intentions a celebrity spokesperson has to be chosen; however, on purpose of
improving brand awareness a non-celebrity spokesperson might cause a better result than some well-known
person due to vampire effect. However, if the aim of the advertising campaign is attitude formation, then
selecting a celebrity as an advertising spokesperson is recommended (Pilelienė and Grigaliūnaitė, 2017).
Moreover, latter research revealed that visual attention to the brand presented in the static advertisements
lowers according to letter “Z” pattern and the most attention-grabbing brand position in the advertisement is
the upper left corner. Nevertheless, it can be argued that visual attention to the brand presented in the static
advertisement differs due to the context of the advertisement. Hence, the influence of the context of internet
on the visual attention to the brand, which is required but not sufficient condition for online advertising
effectiveness, is further analyzed.
3. Methodology
Based on the theoretical analysis and synthesis, if the aim of marketing communication is to form
attitude or influence behavior, then recommended advertising message-related factors are:
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• headline larger than the body text,
• a large number of elements with dominating textual elements,
• the emphasised brand,
• higher level of advertising layout complexity,
• celebrity spokesperson,
• brand presented in the upper left corner.
Hence, considering the internet context, the position of the advertisement with the recommended
advertising message-related factors is the unknown variable analyzed in this research.
For the analysis of the influence of the context of internet on the visual attention to the brand authors
chose the pattern of the first page of the most-read internet news portal in the experiment holding country.
Based on the recommended advertising message-related factors, the advertisement with the well-known
celebrity spokesperson and the real brand (representing the category of fast-moving consumer goods)
presented in the upper left corner of the advertisement was created and approved by experts of marketing and
advertising.
The same advertisement was incorporated into the pattern of the news portal four times, each time
into different position (see Figure 2):
• upper position of the whole width of the news portal,
• 1/3 width, right side, upper position of the news portal,
• 1/3 width, right side, lower position of the news portal,
• 2/3 width, left side of the news portal in the bottom.
All of the positions of the experiment advertisements are real most popular positions used in the
internet news portals. Under the advertisement presented in the upper position of the whole news portal,
search box is presented. Above the advertisement presented in the bottom of the news portal and in the left
side from the advertisements presented in the right side of the news portal the articles with the latest news are
presented.
Based on such design, when all of the advertisements for the research are of the same layout, the
influence of advertisements’ layout on the results is eliminated.
All of the news portal patterns with the created advertisements each time in the different position
were shown to the participants in a randomized order using Matlab R2012b software package on the
computer screen (resolution: 1366x768); participants looked at the advertisements at their own pace,
controlling the switch of advertisements by clicking the computer mouse. Between the news portal patterns
with the created advertisements, the interstimulus (black screen) appeared for two seconds in order to
eliminate the influence of the last seen pattern on the trajectory of gaze. Each portal pattern with the created
advertisement was shown for the participants for two times. Participants were told to read the pattern as they
usually read (or not) the first page of the internet news portal.
The experiment was conducted using Tobii Eye-Tracking Glasses – mobile video-based eye tracker
recording monocular gaze data from the right eye at a sampling rate of 30 Hz. This eye tracker has an
accuracy of 0.5°. The system has a camera to record a scene video with a resolution of 640x480 pixels;
maximum recording angles are 56° of visual angle in horizontal and 40° of visual angle in vertical direction.
Each of the participants put on the glasses and performed a standard nine point calibration. All of the
participants were volunteers and had not been paid for the participation in the eye-tracking experiment.
Before the experiment each of the participants was informed in detail about the experiment and signed the
form of information and informed persons’ consent. The experiment was held in Lithuania, Vytautas Magnus
University, April, 2017.
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Figure 2: The Grid of the Research (Br. Meaning Brand)

Source: author’s elaboration
10 participants’ (6 females) data appropriate for the analysis were obtained. All of the participants
were right-handed with normal or normal-to-corrected vision. All of the participants were at the age group of
18-29 years.
For the analysis of eye-tracing results Tobii Studio v.3.2.3 software was applied. Advertisements’
and brands’ presented in the advertisements in different news portal positions total fixation duration (average
duration of all fixations within the specific element) and fixation count (average number of times the
participants fixated on the specific element) were calculated. IBM SPSS Statistics v.20 and XLSTAT 2014
software packages were applied for the statistical analysis of the results obtained from the Tobii Studio
v.3.2.3 software.
4. Research Results
The analysis of the research results revealed that the position of the advertisement that attracts the
most visual attention is in the right side, 1/3 width, upper position. The brand presented in the advertisement
that is presented in latter position attracts the most visual attention as well (see Table 1). As it can be seen,
the results of total fixation duration (mean viewing time) in seconds corresponds to the fixation count
(times). Moreover, the percentage of brand viewing time from advertisement’s viewing time in such

case is substantial – 93.7 percent. Hence, when brand is positioned in the left upper corner of the
advertisement based on the recommendations for the message-related factors, and the position in the
internet portal is chosen to be upper, 1/3 width, right side, then advertisement not only attracts the most
visual attention, but also does not detract attention from the core of the message – the brand. As it can be
seen from the Table 1, the second position of the advertisement that attracts the most visual attention in the
upper position of the whole width. Nevertheless, in latter position brand viewing time is only 35 percent
from the advertisement’s viewing time. Despite this, latter position is the second regarding brand viewing
time in the advertisement. In the third position is advertisement in the left side, 2/3 width, in the bottom. In
this position brand viewing time is only 7 percent from the advertisement’s viewing time. Finally, the last
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position regarding advertisements viewing time is in the right side, 1/3 width, lower position. In this
position, brand viewing time is 62.5 percent from the advertisement’s viewing time, but it corresponds to
the brand viewing time in the advertisement that is positioned in the left side, 2/3 width, in the bottom, just
advertisement’s in the right side, 1/3 width, lower position viewing time is very low, hence percentage of

brand viewing time from advertisement’s viewing time becomes high.
Table 1: Average Advertisement’s (Brand) Viewing Time
Advertisement

Total fixation
duration (s)

S.D.

Fixation
Count
(times)

S.D.

Advertisement in the right side, 1/3
width, upper position
Brand in the advertisement in the
right side, 1/3 width, upper position
Advertisement in the upper position
of the whole width
Brand in the advertisement in the
upper position of the whole width
Advertisement in the left side, 2/3
width, in the bottom
Brand in the advertisement in the left
side, 2/3 width, in the bottom
Advertisement in the right side, 1/3
width, lower position
Brand in the advertisement in the
right side, 1/3 width, lower position

1.26

0.7

38.00

21.21

1.18

0.82

35.50

24.75

1.20

0.57

36.50

17.68

0.42

0.36

13.00

11.31

0.70

0.47

21.00

14.14

0.05

0.07

1.50

2.12

0.08

0.12

2.50

3.54

0.05

0.07

1.50

2.12

Percentage of brand
viewing time from
advertisement’s
viewing time
93.7 %

35 %

7%

62.5 %

Source: author’s calculations
As the data of eye tracking experiment are non-normally distributed, the Friedman test is applied
(four dependent samples) in order to evaluate whether there are significant differences in visual attention to
the advertisements. As the test revealed, there are significant differences in visual attention to the
advertisements. To examine where the differences actually occur, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test with the
Bonferroni adjustment (significance level equals to 0.017) is applied as the Post-Hoc test (see Table 2). As it
can be seen, viewing time to the advertisement in the right side, 1/3 width, upper position is statistically
significantly higher than to the advertisement in the left side, 2/3 width, in the bottom or to the
advertisement in the right side, 1/3 width, lower position. Moreover, there is no statistically significant
difference in viewing time to the advertisement in the right side, 1/3 width, upper position and viewing time
to the advertisement in the upper position of the whole width. Hence, the upper positions in the context of
the internet attract most visual attention to the advertisements.
Table 2: Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test (for Advertisements’ Viewing Time)
Statistics

Z
p-value

Upper position
– Right upper
position
-1.309
0.191

Bottom
position –
Right upper
position
-2.879
0.004

Right lower
position –
Right upper
position
-2.879
0.004

Bottom
position
– Upper
position
-1.309
0.191

Right lower
position –
Upper
position
-2.879
0.004

Right lower
position –
Bottom
position
-2.879
0.004

Source: author’s calculations
Due to the same conditions, the same procedure is applied for the analysis of differences in visual
attention to the brand presented in the advertisements. As it can be seen, there is no statistically significant
difference in viewing time to the brand presented in the advertisement in the right side, 1/3 width, upper
position and viewing time to the brand presented in the advertisement in the upper position of the whole
width. Moreover, there is absolutely no difference in in viewing time to the brand presented in the
advertisement in the right side, 1/3 width, lower position and viewing time to the brand presented in the
advertisement in the left side, 2/3 width, in the bottom. Nevertheless, viewing time to the brand presented in
the advertisement in the right side, 1/3 width, upper position differs statistically significantly from viewing
time to the brand presented in the advertisement in the left side, 2/3 width, in the bottom and from viewing
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time to the brand presented in the advertisement in the right side, 1/3 width, lower position. Furthermore,
viewing time to the brand presented in the advertisement in the upper position of the whole width is
statistically significantly higher than viewing time to the brand presented in the advertisement in the left
side, 2/3 width, in the bottom and viewing time to the brand presented in the advertisement in the right side,
1/3 width, lower position. Hence, the upper positions in the context of the internet attract most visual
attention not only to the advertisements, but the brands presented in those advertisements as well. The
position in the right side, 1/3 width, upper attracts most visual attention to the advertisement and the brand
presented in that advertisement, but if such positioning is not possible, then the second place that attracts
most visual attention to the advertisement and the brand presented in that advertisement is in the upper
position of the whole possible width.
Table 3: Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test (for Brands’ Viewing Time)
Statistics

Z
p-value

Upper position
– Right upper
position

Bottom position
– Right upper
position

Right lower
position – Right
upper position

-1.309
0.191

-2.879
0.004

-2.879
0.004

Bottom
position –
Upper
position
-2.879
0.004

Right lower
position –
Upper position

Right lower
position –
Bottom position

-2.879
0.004

0.000
1.000

Source: author’s calculations
Based on the theoretical analysis the research results, the model of online advertising elements that
influence consumer behavior, revealing the most attention-grabbing position of the advertisement in the
context of the internet and recommended message-related factors, is elaborated and presented in Figure 3
below. The two outlined (marked in bold) recommended message-related factors are the ones used in this
research for the analysis of the influence of the context of internet on the visual attention to the
advertisement and brand presented in the advertisement.
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Figure 3: The most Attention-Grabbing Position of the Advertisement in the Context of the Internet

Source: author’s elaboration
As it can be seen from the model, based on the research results, the most attention-grabbing position
of the advertisement in the context of the internet is 1/3 width, right side, upper position of the news portal.
Based on the theoretical analysis, the advertisement in such position should contain headline larger than the
body text, a large number of elements with dominating textual elements, the emphasised brand, higher level
of advertising layout complexity, celebrity spokesperson, and brand presented in the upper left corner of the
advertisement. Based on the research results, the second best position of the advertisement in the context of
the internet is upper position of the whole width of the news portal. The third best position of the
advertisement is 2/3 width, left side of the news portal in the bottom. The last position of the advertisement,
attracting least visual attention, is 1/3 width, right side, lower position of the news portal. Despite this, not
only position must be chosen, but at any position advertisement should contain theoretically determined
factors influencing consumer behavior in order to be effective.
5. Conclusions
Internet has emerged as powerful channel for marketing communication leading to the concept of
online advertising becoming central to the entire discipline of marketing. In a framework of any
communicational goal, it can be stated that the effectiveness of advertising highly depends on factors that
attract consumers’ attention, elicit advertising recall and recognition. By taking systems approach, all of the
online advertising elements, that are message-related as well as context-related factors can have impact on
online advertising effectiveness by influencing consumers’ attention, advertising recall and recognition,
attitude, and finally behavior.
The analysis and synthesis of scientific literature leads to the conclusion that if the aim of marketing
communication is to form attitude or influence behavior, then recommended advertising message-related
factors are: headline larger than the body text, a large number of elements with dominating textual elements,
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the emphasised brand, higher level of advertising layout complexity, celebrity spokesperson, and brand
presented in the upper left corner of the advertisement.
The analysis of research results allows substantiating the theoretical assumption that message-related
as well as context-related factors together can have impact on online advertising effectiveness. Research
results leads to the conclusion that the most attention-grabbing position of the advertisement and the brand
presented in the advertisement in the context of the internet is 1/3 width, right side, upper position of the
news portal. The second best position of the advertisement in the context of the internet is upper position of
the whole width of the news portal. Nevertheless, advertisements in such positions should contain well
managed message-related factors in order to improve the possibility to create effective advertising campaigns
influencing consumer behavior.
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Abstract
This article aims to present selected problems of CRM focused on people, their knowledge of CRM,
communication with customers and activities in process of CRM in the Czech SMEs. Customer relationship
management is not possible without these elements. 736 respondents were addressed. Awareness of CRM
increases, the level of contact is changing in favour of a complete evaluation and creation of databases,
which favors communication. Differentiated is carrying out tasks to ensure the CRM process. Some activities
are carried out regularly, some occasionally. But there are many activities that SMEs do not carry out at all.
SMEs prefer personal contact with customers over electronic. The latest research results are, if possible,
compared with results from 2005, 2010, or 2012. The hypotheses were verified at the end, which express the
relationship among the size of SMEs and responses.
Keywords: communication with customer, CRM knowledge, CRM processes, level of contact
JEL codes: M3
1. Introduction
SMEs have a specific position on the market. They represent a competitive element. SMEs create
jobs and absorb employees who were dismissed from large companies (Wágnerová, Marková et al., 2003, p.
9). They provide a social stability and freedom of entrepreneurship. They help to reduce the negative
consequences of structural changes. Small and medium-sized enterprises quickly adapt to the market
demands and changes. Customer relationship management is developing. The level of contacts is constantly
improving.
These enterprises do not have easy position on the market, because the current market trends
are characterized by continued concentration and the market dominance of large companies
and the globalization on the sides of supply and demand. Can SMEs deal with this situation? Can they still
succeed on the market and satisfy their customers to keep them? Strong competition is another feature of
globalization. SMEs must respond to this situation, better understand their strategy and their customer
relations. The potential of SMEs, not only in retails or services, can be in close relationships that need to be
constantly built (Stoklasa, Starzyczná, Heczková, Pellešová, 2013). And CRM can contribute to this.
However, proper implementation and operation of CRM is not simple. An important role play the
specific CRM processes, people and communication with customers, and used technology. In the CRM
process, the regularity of major marketing activities is important. The level of communication with the
customers is related to the overall level of company marketing communication.
The aim of this article is to present selected problems of CRM focused on people, their knowledge
about CRM, communication with customers and activities in the process of CRM in Czech SMEs. The
starting point is a brief theoretical review. The latest research results from 2015 have been compared with
results from 2005, 2010 or 2012. In conclusion, 3 hypothesis have been tested to evaluate the relationship
between the SME size and responses.
2. Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
CRM based on quality information and customer relationships enables companies to identify
and predict the behaviour of consumers’ needs, and then meet them. However, it is generally known that this
king of CRM is mainly used in large companies. These companies possess sufficient resources and expertise
to effectively work with the CRM system. However, it is also necessary not to forget SMEs, which are an
important part of business. According to Alshawiho et al., (2015) there are different results of success of
SMEs introducing CRM solutions. The main problem are the organizational and technical factors and data
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quality. His study confirmed some similarity in problems faced by SMEs. With the gradual development of
trade, the development of relationships with existing and potential customers became more important. This
development of customer relationships needs to be managed in order to get progressively relevant
information about consumers, and that information also needs to be continuously recorded. One of the
pioneers of various CRM ideas is Levitt, who emphasizes company focus on fulfilling customer needs and
not only on selling their products or services (Levitt, 1960). Day and Wensley expanded on this idea and
defined customer relationship management as a system allowing for more detailed information about
customers and then the use of this information to customize offers that are better linked to customer needs
than the nearby competition (Day, 1983). Payne and Frow summarized the definition of CRM into three
aspects (see. Figure 1): closely and tactically as a concrete implementation of technological solutions; CRM
as the introduction of an integrated range of customers; and CRM systems strategically and broadly defined
as a comprehensive approach to customer relationship management to create value for shareholders (Payne,
2005).
Figure 1: The CRM Continuum

Source: Payne, Frow, 2005
Other marketing experts focused their attention on the fundamental ability of firms that are required
to develop and maintain good customer relations. Specifically, they dealt with the analysis of "three C" customer, company, and competitor. The result of this analysis are concepts such as market orientation
(Kohli, 1990), market focus (Day, 1994) and market education (Vorhies, 2005), which are used to create
high-quality information processes and the ability to understand the needs and desires of customers.
Therefore, CRM is associated with differentiation of business strategy that allows individual firms to achieve
better results (Day, Wensley, 1983). In the beginning, CRM was understood only as a software. In one of the
first definitions by Kotler and Armstrong related to customer relationship management, it is listed
as a special software program and a sophisticated analytical technique used to integrate and use vast amounts
of data about individual customers listed in a database (Kotler, Armstrong, 2004).
There are several recommendations and findings regarding the implementation and effective work
with customer relationship management. There are also various opinions regarding the success with the use
of CRM. Experts agree on the basic idea that quality CRM ensures long-term prosperity, but it is important
that this system is well and efficiently managed, which can be a problem for many companies. Boulding et
al. stated that CRM is a focus on the customer rather than just building relationships with customers using
systems for data collection and analysis, but also includes the integration of all these activities across the
company; linking these activities, expansion of integration along the value chain, development and
integration of these activities in the entire network of companies that work together to create value for
customers and stock values – i.e. bearers of corporate values (Boulding et al, 2005). Deighton declares that
area related to consumer confidence could significantly weaken the CRM activity. Especially if customers
lose confidence and are confident that the information obtained is used only for purpose of exploitation, they
try to hide their private data or skew the data (Deighton, 2005). Some authors (Tomek, Vávrová, 2012)
disagree with the fact that CRM is a new way of marketing, and concluded that for a successful CRM a
company needs only employees that have customers as their primary goal. In parallel with the development
of definitions of CRM, there was the development of CRM strategies, from mass personalization, to mass
customisation and strategy of differentiated customisation (Best, 2005).
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2.1 CRM Processes, People, and Communication
CRM includes four process parts, namely strategic, analytical, operational, and collaborative.
All of CRM parts are ensured by people that have the necessary technological means, according to the
possibilities of a specific company. Among the most needed qualities of people in management process
in general, as well as in the CRM, include: rigorous concentration on customer needs, competition,
motivation and will, decisiveness, ability to improvise, teamwork and the ability to lead teams (Dohnal,
2002). All processes aim at understanding customers and their goal is a satisfied customer. Workers evaluate
successful and unsuccessful sales and key customer groups. The basis of good sophisticated CRM system
is the correct choice of workers who act on behalf of the company with the customer (Kozák, 2011). Kotler
and Keller believe that providing high customer value affects their satisfaction and loyalty (Kotler, Keller,
2013). Important is the idea regarding the status of CRM workers in SMEs. SMEs mostly prefer
personal contact with customers instead of other communication channels (Čemerková, 2016).
The strategic part of CRM is aimed to evaluate the profitability of the customer and define short,
medium, and long-term customer goals. If this part is being used well by the company, it can divide its
customers into different segments; calculate the income, profits and overall profitability of segments
and individual customers, and simulate the future behaviour of customers (Curry, 2000). Analytical CRM
corresponds to the integration and processing of the obtained data and processing them into useful
information, important for building relationships with customers and their possible improvements. Analytical
part contains the accumulated data on consumers, obtained from processes at the level of operational CRM
and other applications. Objectives of the analytical CRM are focused on customer segmentation, their
preferences and analysis of their behaviour to support purchasing decisions, preparation and execution of
marketing campaigns, recording and evaluation of new relations established with customers and profitability
analysis, customer and financial forecasts (Dohnal, 2002, Reicher, Szeghegyi, 2015). Operative part supports
the operation of all communication channels within the company that are used for customer contact. In this
part, the customer is in direct contact with the CRM system and the people who provide it. Operational CRM
mainly supports actual customer contact with employees, led by first-line (front office), and general
automation of business processes, including sales of products, services, and marketing. All communication
with the customer is tracked and stored in a database, and if necessary, is effectively provided to users, or
employees (Dohnal, 2002). People build relationships with customers and make contacts with them
(Lehtinen, 2007). These relationships are part of marketing communications. The level of communication
with the customer is affected by the behaviour of employees who directly represent the company brand.
Relationships between staff and customers have a significant impact on positive word of mouth
communication. One of the key indicators of employee-customer relationship is trust. Three aspects of
human relations gain confidence: a close relationship of employees and customers, personalized employee
approach to customer, and care manifested by the employees. WOM communication between a loyal and a
potential customer is often a guarantee of high-quality support for the brand, so it's important to pay enough
attention to the interest and attitude of employees in communication with customers (Dwayne, 2001).
Motivated employees, who are constantly trained and motivated for personal development, have significant
positive impact on the overall functioning of the CRM system.
Another part of CRM is known as collaborative CRM and is very closely linked to the operational
part. Collaborative part uses the services and infrastructure and creates relationships between businesses,
employees, and customers Payne, (2007). This collaboration improves cooperation with suppliers, partners,
and customers, with the aim to improve processes and meet customer needs. Collaborative CRM extends
the communication with clients via all marketing channels (Heytel, 2004).
3 Applied Research Methods
The research was conducted mostly on the Moravian-Silesian Region in 2015 via questionnaire.
Students of OPF Karvina collaborated on the primary research stage of collecting information. The choice
of a sample used was a random choice. Respondent sample consisted of 736 respondents. Most were microenterprises with 301 (40.9%), small businesses with 230 (31.3%), medium with 201 (27.9%). The structure
of the questionnaire had a wider scope than the thematic orientation of this article. According to the content
focus of the article, we have selected essential respondents' answers concerning the people's awareness
in companies on CRM, customer contact, activity in the process to ensure CRM, the most important
component of collaborative CRM in customer communication.
To evaluate research results, we have applied descriptive and causal research. Individual issues were
assessed using both absolute and relative frequencies, hypotheses were formulated, and dependencies
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and connections between phenomena were sought. For statistical calculations, we have used MS Excel and
IBM SPSS. Where possible, our latest research results were compared with our previous research from 2005,
2010, and 2012. The three research hypotheses were formulated about the size category of companies. These
hypotheses are related to the latest research.
NULL HYPOTHESIS
H01 – There is no dependency between the size of enterprises and awareness of people in companies on
CRM.
H02 – There is no dependency between the size of enterprise and the level of contact with customers.
H03 – There is no dependency between the size of enterprise and the used ways of contact with customers
in collaborative part of CRM.
This hypothesis H01 has been tested by logistic regression method. The aim of the analysis that uses
the regression method is to find the best and the most economical and the meaningful model, which
describes the relationship among the dependent variable and the group of independent (explanatory)
variables. If the dependent variable is continuous, the regression is linear, if it is not continuous, then the
logistic regression is used. The method of logistic regression has been used regarding to character of the
variables. The logistic regression can be used to describe the relationship among several independent
variables and a dichotomous dependent variable (Kleinbaum, Klein, 2010). Independent variables will be the
size categories of SMEs and dependent dichotomous variables will be a categorical response yes/no for CRM
knowledge.
To evaluate hypotheses (H02 H03) and to assess dependency of one of the characteristics on the second
one, chi-square test was applied, which is based on the difference between the empirical (observed)
and theoretical (expected) frequencies (Wonnacot, Wonnacot, 1998).
In the following chapter, research results and verification of hypotheses will be presented.
4 Research results and discussion
4.1 Awareness of People in Companies on CRM
The questionnaire survey was addressed primarily to owners of SMEs and competent executives.
Awareness (resp. knowledge of CRM) was in 2015 in SMEs relatively high (73.0%), although the proportion
of those who did not know the term was not negligible (26.5%). Some of the respondents have not
understood the CRM abbreviation. The questioners had to explain the essence of it. Then the respondents
found out that they perform many CRM activities. In Table 1, you can see the overall results for SMEs. If we
look at the negative responses (195) in terms of the structure of SMEs, the largest proportion of respondents
were recruited from the group of micro-enterprises (45.5%). From small businesses 16.6% of respondents
responded negatively and only 10.3% from medium enterprises.
Table 1: Knowledge of CRM (2015)
Character of answer
Yes
No
Without answer
∑

Absolute frequency
537
195
4
736

Relative frequency (in %)
73.0
26.5
0.5
100

Source: own research
In 2010 and 2012, there was a similar research conducted at our department (Stoklasa, Starzyczná,
Pellešová, Heczková, 2013). When asked what respondent’s knowledge of CRM is, only 39% responded
positively in 2010. In 2012, it was 52.4%. We consider it a very positive trend that over the past 5 years this
number has grown significantly, which may be indicative of understanding of small and medium-sized
companies, how important is the relationship with the customer for their competitiveness and stability in the
market.
4.2 The Level of Contact with Customers as the Basis for Marketing Communication
The level of contact with customers contributes to the overall marketing communication with them.
Contact method, its human and technological ensuring suggests how relationships with customers are built,
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and whether is contacting done systematically or randomly (see Table 2). The largest proportion of responses
was recorded for a complete evaluation and creation of a database (D), which represents almost 30%
of respondents. The second was recording contacting each customer (B, 26.1%), third was centralized
monitoring of customer (C) feedback within one department (24.3%). If we were interested in the answers
according to the type of SME, one would expect that a complete assessment will usually involve mediumsized enterprises, it was true for 50.2% of respondents. What is surprising is the recording of customer
feedback because the largest proportion reported are microenterprises (31.9%), although we can observe
most irregularities and randomness in their activities.
Table 2: Contacting Customers (2015)
Character of contact
A: Contact with customer is random, previous contacts
are not recorded
B: Contacts are recorded by everyone for themselves
C: Contacts are recorded through centralized feedback
within one department
D: Contacts are recorded through complete evaluation
and creation of database
Through surveys
Other
∑

Absolute frequency
130

Relative frequency (in %)
17.7

192
179

26.1
24.3

211

28.6

17
7
736

2.3
1.0
100

Source: own research
The results of the current research can be compared with the research that has been conducted by our
department 10 years ago (2005). As a positive development, we perceive the increasing trend in the contact
records (B, +7.2 pp), identifying customer response (C, +2.6 pp) and a complete evaluation and creation
of a database (D, +6.0 pp). However, increased randomness in the records of customers (A, + 7.3 pp), which
is not a positive phenomenon. In 2005, however, it has not been determined which types of SMEs are most
concerned (Starzyczná, Kauerová, Pellešová, Svobodová, 2007). On the chart in Figure 2, we can see
the comparison between 2005 and 2015.
Figure 2: Comparison of the Level of Customer Contacts in 2005 and 2015

Source: own research
4.3 The Activities of People in the Process to Ensure CRM
People provide in the CRM process many operational activities, which are the basis for the level
of customer relationship management, as well as for successful and well-targeted marketing
communications. Generally, it can be said that many activities are in small and medium-sized companies
performed irregularly and occasionally (see Table 3). Most regularly carried out by SMEs is searching
for potential customers (49.3%). The second position belongs to creation of single central customer database
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(44.6%). Third place is the research of customer satisfaction (42.0%), mostly reported by medium-sized
businesses.
Many activities SMEs perform occasionally. This most concerns the customer loyalty,
the segmentation and differentiation of customers according to their value for the company. Approaches to
the customer differentiation can be different on the B2B and B2C markets, as the study by Lošťáková
suggests (Lošťáková et al., 2009, p. 33). On B2B markets the primary criterion is the customer value. On
B2C markets the companies do not perform the customer value surveys. They assess the customers
according to other criteria (e.g. prices, discounts, or different payment terms).
SMEs usually don’t have established contact centres, so the fact that 59.5% do not provide
information to these centres is not surprising. Unprocessed access to CRM for SMEs confirms the absence
of activities related to e.g. the management of customer database (31.2%), or registering of new opportunities
and assigning to activities (27.1%). The lowest proportions of absence have occurred in the search
of potential customers (10.5%), and satisfaction research (16.2%). Unsophisticated approach to CRM
for SMEs is confirmed by other irregularities. The complete absence of some activities leads to reflection
on the causes of the departure of some companies out of the market and their instability.
Table 3: The Activities of Process Ensuring CRM (Relative Frequency)
Selected partial activities
regularly
Customer segmentation
30.2
Research of customer satisfaction
42.0
Analysis of customer profitability
40.3
Evaluation of customer loyalty
25.5
Search for potential customers
49.3
Management of sales staff expertise
37.4
Keeping a single central customer database
44.6
Providing information to contact centres
14.7
Registration of new opportunities and prioritizing
26.5
Differentiation of approach to customers according to their value for the
26.7
company

occasionally
48.2
44.1
33.6
49.1
40.2
41.8
24.2
25.8
46.4
47.4

never
21.6
13.8
26.1
25.4
10.5
20.8
31.2
59.5
27.1
25.9

Source: own research
In similar research carried out in 2005, we have asked almost the same questions. At that time, most
SMEs regularly kept single central database (63.9%), were searching for potential customers (54.1%),
carried out customer segmentation (49.2%), and researched customer satisfaction (41.0%). Respondents
in 2005 showed greater regularity in these selected activities than in 2015, which could be due to a higher
proportion of manufacturing firms (B2B market). In 2015, companies from services and trade were more
prevalent. Relationship of CRM and industry would probably deserve more attention in the selection
of research activities.
4.4 The Most Important Component of Collaborative (Cooperative) CRM Part in Customer
Communication
This question has not been answered by all respondents. Shares are calculated from the total number
of answered questions. As the most important characteristic of a contact, companies consider the personal
contact with the customer, which is certainly interesting in the context of the previous surveyed area, which
showed that the employee expertise should from this point of view be given greater regularity. As already
mentioned, also the study by Čemerková (2016) confirms that SMEs prefer personal contact with
their customers.
The preference of personal contact is mainly shown by the micro enterprises (42.2%), followed by
small enterprises (33.3%), and finally medium enterprises (24.4%). On the second position placed electronic
contact (33.0%). Other methods of contact have received a negligible share of votes, see Table 4.
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Table 4: Parts of Collaborative CRM
Character of contact
Electronic contact (internet, email)
Contact centres
Telecommunications contact (telephone, fax)
Personal contact
Contact through classic mail
∑

Absolute frequency
225
15
47
393
1
681

Relative frequency (in %)
33.0
2.3
6.9
57.7
0.1
100

Source: own research
4.5 Verification of hypothesis
Three statistical hypotheses were formulated. Firstly:
• H01 – There is no dependency between the size of enterprises and awareness of people in
companies on CRM.
• H11 – There is dependency between the size of enterprises and awareness of people in
companies on CRM.
The Table 5 shows an estimation of logistic regression method for the size category of SMEs.
Maximum assurance method estimates the coefficients. It can be seen in the table that knowledge of CRM
is dependent on the size category of SMEs. The coefficients are statistically significant because
the significance is less than 0.05. We reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis.
Table 5: Estimation of Logistic Regression for the Size Category of SMEs and CRM Knowledge
Treshold Knowledge
of CRM
Location
The size of SMEs

Estimate

Std. Error

Wald

df

Sig.

-0.858

0.215

15.901

1

0.000

-1.104

0.128

74.387

1

0.000

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-1.280
-0.436
-1.355

-0.853

Source: own research
•

H02 – There is no dependency between the size of enterprise and the level of contact with
customers.
• H22 – There is dependency between the size of enterprise and the level of contact with
customers.
The second hypothesis considers the relationship between the size of SMEs and the level of customer
contacts. When applying the test (chi-square), the criterion was calculated (75,365), and the critical value
(15,507). It can be stated that at the significance level of 5% H02 null hypothesis of independence of the
individual characters can be disapproved and we accept the alternative hypothesis H12, which says that there
is some relation between the size of SMEs and the level of contact with customers.
•

H03 – There is no dependency between the size of enterprise and the used ways of contact
with customers in collaborative part of CRM.
• H33 – There is dependency between the size of enterprise and the used ways of contact with
customers in collaborative part of CRM.
The third hypothesis evaluates the relationship between the size of SMEs and applied methods
of customer contact within the collaborative component of CRM. When applying the test (chi-square),
the criterion was calculated (19,723), and the critical value (15,507). It can be stated that at the significance
level of 5% H03 null hypothesis of independence of the individual characters can be disapproved and we
accept the alternative hypothesis H13, which says that there is some relation between the size of SMEs
and the applied methods of customer contact within the collaborative component of CRM.
5. Conclusion
Evaluation of selected CRM areas in SMEs in Moravian-Silesian Region has been the aim of
primary research. It was about the CRM awareness, communication with customers and selected CRM
activities. The results of the latest research in 2015 confirm that the people's awareness of CRM in small and
medium enterprises is increasing if we compare it with our previous research. In comparison with the
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previous research in 2010, only 39 % of respondents answered positively, in 2012 it was 52, 4 %. This
positive trend may carry over into improving customer contacts and consequently the level of
communication with them. The largest share of respondents (28, 6 %) confirmed the complete customer
evaluation and database creation. However, there were respondents who admitted the randomness in
customer evidence (+7, 3 pp in 2015). People play an important role in ensuring the CRM process. The most
regular activity was the search for new potential customers (49, 3%). Equipped with the necessary
technology, they also carry out a series of operational analytical activities. Here, the results in terms of trend
did not evolve clearly positively, but it must be said that the samples were different, which could have an
effect on the differences in the regularity of selected CRM activities. Important position of people in SMEs
in the CRM process is confirmed by the popularity of personal contact with customers (57, 7 %), which even
today with globally interconnected computer networks surpassed electronic contact. Thoughtful
communication and personal contact with customers can be a competitive advantage for small and mediumsized enterprises. If SMEs want to use the CRM as a competitive advantage, they have to build the long-term
relationship with customers. Verification of statistical hypotheses has shown us that there is some relation
between the size of SMEs and knowledge of CRM, the level of contact and applied methods of customer
contact, which was also indicated by the relative frequencies of respondents' answers.
In communication, important role is played by person. Employees make a significant contribution to
customer satisfaction and loyalty as confirm the studies by Long et al. (2013). SMEs can have closer
relationship with their customers. It is their competitive advantage which they should use for developing and
improving their market position. Growing awareness of CRM and implementation of CRM process into the
company system can make a significant contribution.
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Abstract
This paper is focused on the search and elimination of existing decision making barriers in the field of
developing CRM (Customer Relationship Management) applications. There is a large volume of available
CRM applications for the support of customer relationship service activities. These services are the center of
interest for all companies whether they are big or small. The question is which items of application must be
available so that it is optimal for small business. The focus is placed upon contact and lead management.
Realized works are based on the actual view of available software in the CRM field, description of needed
metrics, and items for evaluating adopted solutions. Recommended specifications of needed items bring the
generalized solution for optimal solution in comparison to one from the best products from the actual 2017
review, Sugar CRM.
Keywords: applications, communication, decision-making, information and knowledge, simulation
1. Introduction
Information technology offers important support for everyday activities in various fields of human
activities. There are great benefits from such support, but IT (information technology) users also have
difficulties with applications and other software. Optimal interest must also be focused on software design
and subsequent implementation. (Peng, 2014) Focus on verified design is important from the view of
software quality. In the modern and global society, implementation speed is also very important. One must
also remember the support given by teamwork and communication. From a general point of view, IT
development also has many barriers and there is a need for decision-making optimization in this area.
The volume of available software is amazing regardless of the number of barriers for implementation
and application design, and other IT products. One easy way is to design the application according to the
requirements of individual IT users. The benefit is the very close links to the needs of IT users, but the
weakness is higher budget demands. This software creation method is only one of many. There is a large
volume of freely accessible software via the Internet. Many companies try to offer their own IT products
without payment so that IT users may become more familiar with products.
The situation is similar in the field of CRM. CRM is oriented around customer relationship
management. The aim is to care for customers so that required services could be offered at a higher quality
according to customer needs. (Bandaru et al., 2015) Interest is focused on process support of realized
activities, active help, appropriate tools, and of course, also on the best CRM application. What is the best
application in the field of CRM? It is a natural and important question for all companies, big or small. This
paper will focus on finding the needed specification of items for contacts and leads that such IT products
must offer in order to be optimal IT products in today’s modern global society.
For this purpose, the paper is divided into three main chapters in addition to the introduction and
conclusion with references. The second chapter is dedicated to the actual view of available software in the
CRM field with links to the top products. The third chapter contains a description of used methods for the
evaluation of adopted solutions with needed metrics. The fourth chapter is focused on specifying needed
items for contacts and leads that CRM applications must obtain to bring the optimal services for management
of contacts and leads. This design is compared with one from the best CRM applications from available 2017
reviews.
2. Actual View of Available Software in the CRM Field
The actual spectrum of available software is wide in the CRM field. A positive benefit is that one
may select from various IT products from commercial to open-source according to the preferences and
options of IT users. Here is a list of only a fragment of available IT products: AllProWebTools, Buddy CRM,
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Commence, GoldMine, Hubspot CRM, Insightly, LeadMaster, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, NetSuite CRM,
OnContact, Pipedrive, Salesforce, SAP Digital CRM, Sugar CRM, TeamWox, Vtiger, Workbooks, and Zoho
CRM.
The aim is not to describe all above-mentioned applications here in detail. Needed information is
available via websites. In summary, there are many integrated menus, where some are available at a common
level but some are only included in individual applications. Processes are focused on the management of
customer relationships that constitute the foundation. The focus is placed upon contact and lead
management. There are also requests on order management, commission management, sales forecasting and
e-commerce. (Nasir, 2015) Some IT users also prefer to have a larger CRM application and they expect
support through email marketing, project management, reporting, and document management. This customer
communication lifecycle has an important influence on customer satisfaction. (Kostojohn et al., 2011) In
other applications, there is necessary space for price changes, renewals to boost sales and maintain customer
loyalty, support for a sales call or meeting, opportunities for up- and cross-selling. (Kimla, 2013) An
integrated part of such services is also sales lead-management tools that track, analyze and communicate
with links to marketing and customer-support needs as well as sales, all to boost a business' growth. (Ahmed
et al., 2016) Interesting results create processes that integrate sales, marketing and employee tracking. And
one must think about sales automation and forecasting, as well as order fulfillment in order to streamline
sales processing. (Holcomb, 2015)
Today’s modern global information society needs more. A great of interest rests on business
intelligence (Gharaibeh, 2015) and support analyses for campaign management via viewing the sales cycle
and monitoring KPIs. (List of the Best Marketing Metrics and KPIs, 2016) Management is vital in task
administration and team management in many applications as well. Another integrated part of a CRM
application is very often support of marketing tasks. From the many options, there are comprehensive sales
and marketing solutions, automated marketing systems, marketing with links to ROI, and needed timecards
and calendars. (Gardner, 2016)
From external sources, links to email, websites and e-commerce hosting are rated well by IT users.
Perhaps all applications offer support connection with phone calls, emails, and social media. There are also
solutions with robust collaboration capabilities and service desks. Automation has a place here just like
automated data logging and syncing from different sources and reports. (Goldenberg, 2002) Regardless of
the large spectrum of various sources, IT users request easy access via free mobile access, web-based
interface, and support of cloud solutions. Such access has an important place in contact center capabilities
and incident tracking, or call-center automation. (Slater, 2012)
A user-friendly interface creates good support for quick work with an application. There are various
solutions such as dashboards for data organization and visual platforms with fast navigation. Some solutions
offer basic and advanced capabilities, unlimited customizations, a step-by-step wizard, users can manage the
software themselves, free versions, and free online support. (O'Rourke, 2017)
It is only a small fragment of available menus and submenus in individual applications. The volume
of solutions is extensive and orientation is difficult. Some SMEs (Small and medium-sized enterprises) select
an application based on comparison with competitors and, of course, with links to available sources. Focus is
usually placed on the following metrics:
• Automation capabilities.
• User-friendliness.
• Employee-tracking capabilities.
• Cost.
• Contact-management features.
• Customer service.
• Customization options.
• Lead-generation tools.
• Mobile access.
• Reporting and analytics.
• Sales and marketing tools.
• Service limitations.
• Third-party integration. (Angeles, 2017)
Every year, analyses and surveys are conducted that try to order available CRM applications
according to specified metrics. From many of them, examples of analyses from 2017 are mentioned here:
• Best CRM Software 2017 (Angeles, 2017)
The top application is Salesforce for small business, Insightly for very small business, and Zoho
CRM as representative of the best free CRM software.
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• Top CRM Software (Capterra, 2017)
The most popular are Salesforce, Zoho, Act!, Microsoft Dynamics, Hubspot, SAP, Maximizer,
Infusionsoft, Oracle, and Sage. The most affordable are Apptivo CRM, HubSpot CRM, Zoho CRM,
InStream, ProsperWorks CRM, vtiger CRM, Nutshell, bpm'online CRM, amoCRM, and Really Simple
Systems CRM. The most user-friendly are Teamgate, Less Annoying CRM, Close.io, Pipedrive, Base,
Nimble, SalesforceIQ, HubSpot CRM, amoCRM, and ProsperWorks CRM.
• CRM Software (Borowski, 2017)
The evaluated application are show according to rating, recommendation, reviews, or alphabetically.
Infusionsoft, ProsperWorks CRM, Salesforce.com, or Base are among the well-known applications.
• Gartner’s 2017 Magic Quadrant for the CRM (Gartner, 2017)
The leaders are Salesforce, Pegasystems, Microsoft, Oracle, and Zendesk.
From these analyses, it is visible that interest is oriented toward managing customer relationships,
sales forecasting and e-commerce, customer lifecycles, support analyses via business intelligence and KPIs,
marketing solutions, time cards and calendar, links to external sources, automation and streamlining of
realized processes, user-friendly interfaces, and free versions. One of the best CRM applications is Sugar
CRM because it holds first place in many analyses in 2017. (The Top 10 Open Source CRM Systems) This
application will be used for comparison with the generalized design solution recommended for CRM
applications based on the realized comparison.
3. Used Method and Metrics for the Evaluation of Adopted Solutions
The used method and specification of needed metrics are selected with regard to the defined aim of
the paper, which is to specify optimal items for contact management and leads that a CRM application must
have to be an optimal IT product. There is not one unique solution and IT users may select from many
available applications. This work uses the following method:
• Overview of available solutions.
• Specification of selected metrics.
• Monitoring of adopted items for contact management and leads in selected CRM
applications (Insightly CRM, NetSuite CRM, SalesForce CRM, and Zoho CRM).
• Specification of an optimal solution for available items of contact management and leads.
• Comparison of this designed solution with the best application such as Sugar CRM.
The first work is focused on the actual view of available software in the field of CRM. This overview
is realized based on available information from the Internet, scientific journals and books. This information
serves for monitoring actual options and possibilities that bring information technology into CRM. The
required interest is also oriented on realized analyses and surveys that bring information about the best
products from the CRM field. The used metrics bring along positive inspiration for optimal evaluation in
these analyses and surveys. The next work is focused on the specification of metrics for evaluating CRM
applications from the information technology development point of view. The reason is examining CRM
applications from the view of information technology possibilities with the elimination of existing barriers in
decision making for the development of CRM. These metrics were designed for:
• User-friendly interface.
• Contact-management and lead-generation features.
• Knowledge analytics with links to intelligences such as business.
• Automation capabilities based on wizards and menus.
• Remembering the best solution for use in others cases.
• Security features based on a request to secure own data.
The assumption is that these metrics should respect every product that wishes to be the optimal CRM
application for SMEs. The fulfillment of these metrics will be monitored via available items for contact
management and leads in selected applications such as Insightly CRM (Insightly CRM, 2017), NetSuite
CRM (NetSuite CRM, 2017), SalesForce CRM (SalesForce CRM, 2017) and Zoho. (Zoho CRM, 2017) The
final part of the realized work is focused on specifying an optimal set of items for contact management and
leads in CRM applications that such applications should have in order to be the optimal. There is also a place
for comparison with one from the best CRM applications from the 2017 analyses. This application is Sugar
CRM.
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4. Specification of an Optimal Set of Items for a CRM Application
The specification of an optimal set of items for a CRM application is based on the design of
a recommended solution with links to possibilities of information technology. The specified available items
are evaluated from point of view if these items are adopted in the available CRM solution or not. This
evaluation uses “1” for Yes, and “0” for No. A similar evaluation is used for the comparison with Sugar
CRM. The number “1” is used for Yes; it is also available in this application. Otherwise, “0” is used for No;
it is not available in this application. Please see Table 1, and Table 2. The above-mentioned tables contain
specified items for CRM applications such as Insightly CRM, NetSuite CRM, SalesForce CRM, and Zoho
CRM. The other columns show the recommendation for an optimal CRM application in comparison to Sugar
CRM. Interest is focused on the evaluation of specified items for contact management and leads. The other
columns show the recommendation for an optimal CRM application in comparison to Sugar CRM.
For items related to contact management, there are default items such as contact name, organization,
date of birth, phones and fax, address, name of assistant, and description. Unfortunately, there are important
items that bring good benefit and they are not a default part of adopted solutions. Such items are owner,
language preferences, lead source, do not call, unsubscribe from campaigns, Skype, Twitter, links, and
permissions. These items are useful from the view of global cooperation and security. Some of them are also
missing in complex solutions such as Sugar CRM. It is apparent that the recommended solution
(CRM_CONTACT_ITEMS) has been given the following relation:
27

CRM_CONTACT_ITEMS=

∏CI j ,

(1)

j =1

where CIj for j = 1 to 27 creates recommended items for the optimal solution. A selected application such as
Insightly CRM uses 12 items for contact specification. On the other hand, a complex solution such as Sugar
CRM uses only 16 items. From the overview, this solution may be better and respect global links to social
networks like Twitter or Skype. In this matter, a small solution like Zoho CRM uses 17 items without great
difficulties for IT users. NetSuite CRM and SalesForce CRM bring more complex solutions with
inspirational items dedicated names of contacts in a local language, contact image, unsubscribe contact from
campaigns, or set of contact as inactive and private. NetSuite CRM uses 28 items and SalesForce CRM uses
22 items. A slightly different situation is in the area of leads. Follow table shows the evaluation of items for
leads in CRM applications with the generalized recommendation.
For lead records, default items include contact name, organization, phones and fax, address, lead
status, lead source, industry, and description. Unfortunately, there are important items that bring good benefit
and they are not a default part of adopted solutions. Such items are owner, do not call, lead rating, Skype,
Twitter, permissions, relationship analytics, bank account, balance, or password strength. These items are
useful from the view of global cooperation and security. Some of them are also missing in complex solutions
such as Sugar CRM. It is apparent that the recommended solution (CRM_LEADS_ITEMS) has been given
the following relation:
40

CRM_LEADS_ITEMS=

∏ LIk ,

(2)

k =1

where LIk for k = 1 to 40 creates recommended items for an optimal solution. Selected applications like
Insightly CRM use 16 items for lead specification. On the other hand, a complex solution such as Sugar
CRM uses only 17 items. From the overview, this solution may better respect password strength, customer
ID, or global social networking links such as Twitter and Skype. In this matter, a small solution like Zoho
CRM uses 18 items without major problems for IT users. NetSuite CRM and SalesForce CRM have a
sophisticated solution with 46 and 32 items also for the company name in the local language, a link to D&B
company, the lead image and currency, or the tax rounding method.
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Table 1: Set of Items for Contact Management to be the Optimal CRM Solution
Specified items
Owner
Language Preferences
Teams
Lead Source
Category
Contact Role
Custom Contact Form
Salutation
First and Last Name
First and Last Name (Local)
Suffix
Image
Vendor Name
(Organization)
Department
Occupation (Job Title)
Birth Date
Hope Phone and Fax
Email and Phone
Other Phone and Mobile
Do Not Call
Unsubscribe from
Campaigns (Global
Subscription Status)
Address Information
(Mailing, Billing and Other)
Account Name
Allow Customer Portal SelfRegistration
Assistant
Assistant Phone
Reports To (Supervisor)
Supervisor Phone
Tags
Skype ID
Twitter
Links
Description
(Additional Information)
Permission
Inactive
Private
Last Modified By
Created By
Entity ID
Total number of used items
in adopted solution

Insightly
CRM

NetSuite
CRM

SalesForce
CRM

Zoho
CRM

Item is available
in Sugar CRM

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

Recommendation
for the optimal
CRM solution
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0

1
0

1
1

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1

1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
12

0
1
1
1
1
1
28

0
0
0
1
1
0
22

0
0
0
0
0
0
17

1
1
1
1
0
1
27

0
0
0
0
0
0
16

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Source: own source
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Table 2: Set of Items for Leads to be the Optimal CRM Solution
Specified items
Owner
Language Preferences
Record Type (Role)
Company
(Organization)
Company Name
(Local)
Department (Division)
Occupation (Job Title)
Link to D&B
Company
Custom Contact Form
Salutation
First and Last Name
First and Last Name
(Local)
Title
Suffix
Image
Email and Fax
Email/Fax Opt Out
Phone and Mobile
Do not Call
Unsubscribe from
Campaigns (Global
Subscription Status)
Website
Address Information
Lead Currency
Lead Status
Lead Source
Lead Rating
Industry
No. of Employers
Partner
Partner Account
Bank Account
Price Level
Sales Rep.
Skype ID
Twitter
Links
Tax Reg. Number
Tax Rounding Method
Annual Revenue
Balance
Consolidated Balance
Deposit Balance

Insigh
tly
CRM
0
0
0
1

NetSuite
CRM

SalesForce
CRM

Zoho
CRM

1
1
1
1

1
0
1
1

1
0
0
1

Recommendation
for the optimal
CRM solution
1
1
0
1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
1
1

1
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
1
0

1
1
1
0

0
1
1
1

0
0
1
0

0
0
1
1

0
1
1
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1

1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0

1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Item is available
in Sugar CRM
0
1
0
1
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Specified items
Credit Hold Override
Credit Limit
Tags
Teams
Rating
Category
Is Job
Description
(Additional
Information)
Permission
Inactive
Created By
(Modified By)
Last Transfer Date
Read/Unread
Date of First/Last Visit
Number of Visits
Last Page Visited
Monthly Closing Date
Relationship Analytics
Campaign
(Campaign Category)
Buying Reason
Buying Time Frame
Customer ID
Password Strength
Total number of used
items in adopted
solution

Insigh
tly
CRM
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

NetSuite
CRM

SalesForce
CRM

Zoho
CRM

1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

Recommendation
for the optimal
CRM solution
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0

0
1
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

16

46

32

18

40

17

Item is available
in Sugar CRM
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

Source: own source
From view defined metrics, a user-friendly interface requires easy access to individual items. IT
users greatly value to direct access and work with only a few items. The aforementioned relations show that
there is space for variability and the complex solution is not always the most difficult. Contact-management
and lead-generation are default parts of a CRM application. It is natural, but there is space for effective
adoption of other menus (activities) with links on knowledge analytics, opportunities, and meetings that
bring good benefits for IT users. The reason is that these activities support sales and marketing. Today’s
global information society intensively searches for knowledge about future developments to prevent
unexpected events and crises. Security is important too. So, there are links to social networks, relationship
analytics, and permissions. Relationship analytics were respected only in complex solutions such as Sugar
CRM. What is inspirational is that one of the small solutions (Zoho CRM) works with useful information
about Skype and Twitter for contacts and leads. A similar situation is for security of permissions, and only
Insightly CRM offers needed restricts for permissions. NetSuite CRM has a unique solution for lead
currency, price level, sales representative, tax rounding method, balance, credit limit, unsubscribe from
campaigns, and SalesForce CRM is inspiring for lead names in the local language, company name in the
local language, campaign category, and annual revenue. Monitored applications do not bring support for
remembering the best solution for selected matters (available items for contact management and leads) with
form of wizards for better automation. Further work will focus on generalized recommendation for CRM
applications in area of customization and marketing with support of simulations.
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5. Conclusion
CRM applications are the focus of this paper. The volume of available software is amazing
regardless of the number of barriers in implementation. In this paper, a specified optimal and generalized
solution for CRM applications – in the area of available items that describe contacts and leads – is
established. The realized work is based on a method that uses an overview of available solutions,
specification of metrics with monitoring adopted items for Insightly CRM, NetSuite CRM, SalesForce CRM,
and Zoho CRM. The designed optimal solution is compared with Sugar CRM as one of the best and complex
CRM applications. This work shows that there is variability in adopted solutions. Some activities are default
for CRM applications such as contact management and leads. It is the same for needed items. The
unexpected result is that a complex solution is not always that complex. In the global information society,
there is a lack of links to social networks and security. Sugar CRM brings benefits since there are
implemented items such as do not call and relationship analytics. However, Zoho brings a unique inspiration
that works with information from Skype ID and Twitter accounts for contact management and leads.
NetSuite CRM and SalesForce CRM are more difficult solutions with an impact on accounting, balance,
billing, and tax.
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Abstract
The employee evaluation is one of the key activities of human resources management in organizations. The
result of this process influences career, motivation and rewarding. Management by objectives, behaviorally
anchored rating scales, comparative methods or assessment centre are methods used in employee evaluation
in organizations. Some supplementary methods can be applied. The aim of this paper is to introduce
employee evaluation, the analytic hierarchy process and the eigenvector method briefly and to apply this
method in a case study. The case study demonstrates employee evaluation process in one medium-sized
enterprise focused on high-tech. The usual way of determining results applied in the selected company is
total sum of points. Modification of this procedure by eigenvector method is suggested in this paper. This
modification takes different priorities of factors in consideration. Results gained by both methods are
compared.
Keywords: eigenvector method, employee evaluation, priorities
JEL codes: C44, O15
1. Introduction
Human capital is significant source of competitive advantage. The employee evaluation is one of the
key activities of human resources management in organizations. The result of this process influences career,
motivation and rewarding. Numerous methods are described in science books and used in practical human
resources management. These methods are more or less of mathematical character.
The analytic hierarchy process is multicriteria decision-making method. Its part – the eigenvector
method – is used to derive unknown/undetermined priorities of factors or objects. This may be advantage in
unclear situation especially.
The aim of this paper is to introduce employee evaluation, the analytic hierarchy process and the
eigenvector method briefly and to apply this method in a case study.
Brief section about employee evaluation is presented. Explanation of analytic hierarchy process and
its part – the eigenvector method – follows. Application of this multicriteria decision-making method is
suggested to derive undetermined weights of significant factors in particular employee evaluation problem.
2. Employee Evaluation
Evaluation in context of the human resources management may be connected to the job or to the
employees. Armstrong (2006, p. 660) defines job evaluation as “a systematic process for defining the relative
worth or size of jobs within an organization in order to establish internal relativities”. Hroník (2006) is
concerned with employee evaluation which is understood as evaluation of their performance. Some studies
of evaluation in HRM presented e.g. Turnley et al. (2003), Latham et al. (2005), Buchner (2007) or Gruman
and Saks (2011). Case study focused on allocation of bonuses to employees solved on the basis of pairwise
comparisons published e.g. Kalinovska and Trzaskalik (2014).
Methods applied for employee evaluation are management by objectives, behaviorally anchored
rating scales, assessment centre, comparative methods or scale method. We focus on the last mentioned one.
In the scale method the employee behavior or performance is expressed by corresponding level of
the scale. Two to ten levels are usual. In general, scales are composed of even or odd number of levels,
which may be expressed verbally, numerically or graphically (Dvořáková, 2007). There is one disadvantage
when using odd number of levels: such a scale contains one neutral level which enables to refrain from clear
attitude.
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When demanding the simplicity of appraisal, the numerical scale is the most suitable form. One scale
may be utilized for all criteria taken into consideration or there may be different scales for different criteria.
The second option is more complicated and may become confusing.
Let’s have one numerical scale containing p levels for all m criteria. The evaluation of the i -th
employee according to the k-th criterion is d ik ∈ {1;2;...; p} , i = 1, 2 ,..., n , k = 1, 2 ,..., m . The final ranking
of employees is based on sum of evaluations:

Dik =

m

∑d

k
i ,

(1)

i = 1, 2 ,..., n

k =1

3. Analytic Hierarchy Process
Analytic hierarchy process is multicriteria decision-making method. The problem is structured in a
hierarchy of three (or more) levels. The goal of the problem represents the highest level, the second one
belongs to criteria, i.e. substantial factors influencing the decision (or evaluation), and alternatives to be
assessed are on the last level of hierarchy. The criteria may be quantitative and qualitative, too. Quantitative
criteria are of minimizing or maximizing character.
The pairwise comparisons method is used to derive unknown/undetermined weights (priorities) of
objects on each hierarchy level. All objects are compared to each other by couples. If there are numerical
characteristics of object, these are pair-compared. If the characteristics of objects are qualitative, the ninepoint scale is applied to express the difference of preferences in couple of objects. Number one means
equality, number nine represents extreme difference between objects, see Saaty (1994). See table 1.
Table 1 The Nine-Point Scale
Intensity of importance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Definition
Equal importance
Weak
Moderate Importance
Moderate plus
Strong Importance
Strong plus
Very strong Importance
Very, very strong
Extreme importance

Source: according to Saaty (1994), p. 73
Values of the pairwise comparisons represent estimation of weight ratio of two compared elements
of the same hierarchic level:

aij =

wi
,
wj

(2)

where aij is value of pairwise comparison between the i-th and j-th object, wi is weight of the i-th
object, wj is weight of the j-th object. The i-th object is equal to itself, corresponding value is 1.
There is multiplicative reciprocity between pair-compared objects:

a ji =

1
or
a ij

(3)

aij ⋅ a ji = 1.
Values of pairwise comparisons are inserted in the pairwise comparison matrix A Maximal
eigenvalue λmax and corresponding eigenvector w are to be calculated according to the characteristic
equation:
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Aw = λmax w .

(4)

Some special attributes of this matrix ensure relatively simple calculation of its maximal eigenvalue
n

λmax and corresponding eigenvector w. When normalized, i.e.

∑w

i

= 1 , element wi of vector w represents

i =1

the relative importance of the i-th object.
The pairwise comparison matrix is square. All n objects of given hierarchical level are compared to
each other and the n x n matrix is created. It is enough to execute (n2 – n)/2 pairwise comparisons with
respect to the reciprocity.
The matrix is nonnegative, too. If pairwise comparisons are expressed by the nine-point scale, the
possible values are {1 / 9 ; 1 / 8 ; ...; 1 / 2 ; 1; 2 ; ...; 8 ; 9 } . If pairwise comparisons are expressed by real number
ratio, the value may be negative. Sufficiently large positive number has to be added to all pair-compared
entry values to get nonnegative matrix.
The pairwise comparison matrix is irreducible. That means it is not possible to rearrange the
columns and rows to get zero submatrix. This attribute is ensured when expressing pairwise comparisons by
the nine-point scale. If the pairwise comparison value got by the real number ratio is zero, it is necessary to
add sufficiently large positive number to all entry values.
The Perron-Frobenius theorem ensures existence of the maximal eigenvalue and corresponding
eigenvector including positive components for such matrix (see Meyer 2000, p. 673). The Wieland theorem
is applied to derive the eigenvector, see e.g. Gavalec et al., 2015:
w = lim

k →∞

A ke
eT A ke

(5)

where A k is the k-th power of matrix A, e is vector of ones, i.e. e T = (1;1;1;...1) .
Some inconsistency may appear in pairwise comparisons. It means the following consistency
condition is not satisfied:
aij ⋅ ajk = aik for all i, j, k = 1, 2, …, n.

(6)

Inconsistency is measured by inconsistency index IC It is calculated for n x n matrix as follows:
Ic =

λmax − n .
n −1

(7)

The inconsistency index must not exceed the threshold of 10 %. In such a case the matrix is
considered to be sufficiently consistent. Otherwise the pairwise comparisons have to be reassessed.
Weighted sum is calculated when weights of all criteria and weights of all alternatives according to
all criteria are derived:
m

wi =

uik ⋅ v k , i = 1,2,..., n ,
∑
k =1

(8)

where u ik priority of i-th alternative with regard to k-th criterion and v k priority of k-th criterion with
regard to the goal. The result is overall weights of alternatives with regard to the goal. This result gives final
ranking of alternatives.
4. Case Study
The case study is concerned with the evaluation process in a medium-sized enterprise focused on
high-tech. The usual way of determining results applied in the selected company is total sum of points. Six
employees (assigned I, II, III, IV, V and VI) of one team are evaluated by their superior regularly. Special
form and four-point scale are applied, where 4 is for “excellent”, 3 means “superior”, 2 is “effective” and 1
“signifies” unsatisfactory.
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These persons are evaluated according to 3 criteria and 10 subcriteria:
• relation to work:
o concern for work,
o concern for professional development,
o reliability,
o work independence
• cooperation:
o work-team ability,
o cooperation willingness,
o communication,
• work outcomes:
o work quality,
o work quantity,
o work discipline.
Evaluation performed by the superior and original results of this procedure is in table 2. For better
comparison sums of points were normalized. The highest score belongs to the employee III and employee I
follows. On the contrary the lowest score has employee IV.
Table 2: Evaluation of Employees and Original Results
Criteria
Relation to work

Subcriteria
concern for work
concern for
professional
development
reliability
work
independence
cooperation
willingness
work-team ability
communication
work quality
work quantity
work discipline

Cooperation

Work outcomes

Sum
Normalized

I
3
3

II
3
3

III
4
3

IV
1
4

V
2
1

VI
2
1

3
3

2
2

4
4

1
2

4
4

2
3

3

2

4

2

4

3

4
4
3
4
4
34
0.200

3
2
2
3
2
24
0.141

4
4
4
3
4
38
0.224

3
1
3
2
1
20
0.118

4
2
3
3
4
31
0.182

3
2
2
3
2
23
0.135

Source: internal documents of the company and own elaboration
But criteria and subcriteria are differently important. The superior wants to determine criteria and
subcriteria weights which are unknown. Analytic hierarchy process and eigenvector method are to be
applied. The problem is structured in hierarchy, where goal is to evaluate employees, criteria and subcriteria
are characteristics related to the work position and alternatives are employees to be evaluated. Superior
provides pairwise comparisons of criteria with regard to the goal and comparisons of subcriteria with regard
to given criterion.
Pairwise comparison matrix of criteria according to the goal and their weights are in table 3. As we
can see, “relation to work” is weakly more important than “cooperation” and weakly less important than
“work outcomes”. Inconsistency index reaches 2.68 %. This matrix is sufficiently consistent. The most
important criterion is “work outcomes” with priority of 0.493. “Cooperation” is the least important criterion
in this employee evaluation (weight of 0.196).
Table 3: Pairwise Comparison Matrix of Criteria According to the Goal and their Weights
Relation to work
Cooperation
Work outcomes

Relation to work
1
1/2
2

Cooperation
2
1
2

Work outcomes
1/2
1/2
1

Weights
0.311
0.196
0.493

Source: own elaboration
Subcriteria of criterion “relation to work” were assessed by the superior in the next step and
corresponding pairwise comparison matrix was created (table 4). Values in the row “concern for professional
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development” are integer – this fact indicates dominance of mentioned subcriterion (weight of 0.450).
Values in the row “work independence” do not exceed one and this subcriterion is the least important
(priority of 0.087). This matrix is sufficiently consistent with its inconsistency index of 8.09 %.
Table 4: Pairwise Comparison Matrix of Subcriteria According to Relation to Work and their Weights
Concern for work
Concern for
professional
development
Reliability
Work independence

Concern for
work
1
2

Concern for professional
development
1/2
1

2
1/3

Reliability

1/3
1/3

Weights

1/2
3

Work
independence
3
3

1
1/4

4
1

0.272
0.087

0.192
0.450

Source: own elaboration
Subcriteria of criterion “cooperation” were assessed by the superior, too (table 5). “Communication”
is moderate more important than “work-team ability” and weakly more important than “cooperation
willingness”. This has an impact on weights: “communication” is the most important subcriterion in this
category, while “work-team ability” is the least important one. This matrix is considered to be sufficiently
consistent (its inconsistency index reaches 2.68 %).
Table 5: Pairwise Comparison Matrix of Subcriteria According to Cooperation and their Weights
Work-team ability
Cooperation willingness
Communication

Work-team ability
1
3
3

Cooperation willingness
1/3
1
2

Communication
1/3
1/2
1

Weights
0.140
0.332
0.528

Source: own elaboration
The last pairwise comparison matrix belongs to subcriteria of criterion “work outcomes” (table 6).
The superior perceives significant dominance of “work quality” over “work discipline”, which is rated by
grade 5 (strong importance). There is only weak difference between “work quality” and “work quantity”.
Weights of subcriteria are in table 6, too. The inconsistency index reaches 1.23 % and the pairwise
comparison matrix is sufficiently consistent.
Table 6: Pairwise Comparison Matrix of Subcriteria According to Work Outcomes and their Weights
Work quality
Work quantity
Work discipline

Work quality
1
1/2
1/5

Work quantity
2
1
1/4

Work discipline
5
4
1

Weights
0.570
0.333
0.097

Source: own elaboration
Weights of criteria and subcriteria were aggregated and original scored points were normalized.
Global weights of employees were derived (table 7). There are only negligible differences in original and
new results in case of employees I, II and III (0.002 to 0.005). On the contrary, differences in employees’ IV,
V and VI evaluation are more significant (0.009 to 0.021).
Table 7: Comparison of Scores
Original
Eigenvector method

I
0.200
0.202

II
0.141
0.146

III
0.224
0.222

IV
0.118
0.139

V
0.182
0.165

VI
0.135
0.126

Source: own elaboration
There is an exchange in ranking of employees (table 7). Employees’ I, II, III and V placings are the
same according to original and suggested procedure: employee III is assessed as the best one and employee I
follows; the third best one is employee V and employee II closes this foursome. Employee VI is the fifth
according to the original procedure but he/she is the last one according to the proposed way of evaluation.
Employee’s IV situation is contrary.
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Table 8: Comparison of Ranking
Original
Eigenvector method

I
2
2

II
4
4

III
1
1

IV
6
5

V
3
3

VI
5
6

Source: own elaboration
5. Conclusion
The issue of employee evaluation was dealt in this contribution. Case study of employee evaluation
in a medium-sized enterprise was presented. There was no difference in significance of criteria and
subcriteria of evaluation in the original procedure. Superior’s different preferences of criteria were taken into
consideration in the proposed (eigenvector) procedure and some changes in employees’ scores and ranking
appeared.
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Abstract
Social media and social networks particularly receive substantial attention from companies in the Czech
Republic. Since many of these companies are entering the social media landscape, the need for clear
marketing management understanding rises steadily. However, the current state of knowledge about social
media marketing is characterised by underdeveloped theories, knowledge gaps and many theoretical
inconsistencies. There is only a few complex studies with a strong theoretical grounding in highly cited
literature as well as the lack of studies build on contemporary business practices. This paper aims to
highlight important articles in a body of academic literature affiliated to Czech universities on the topic of
social media. Adopting a systematic approach to reviewing the literature, the paper combines different
quantitative methods like content and frequency analysis to review papers published in major business and
management journals as well as thematic conferences from 2006 to 2016. On the basis of these analyses,
suggestions for future research that can help to promote future theory development are proposed. Moreover,
this paper can provide relevant reading material for managers and executives looking for influential and
impactful papers within the area of marketing.
Keywords: Communication, Literature review, Marketing, Social media, Social networks
JEL codes: M30, M31
1. Introduction
Given the growing adoption rates of social media and more specifically of social networking sites
such as Facebook, Twitter or Instagram across the globe, practitioners and academics need to understand the
role of social media in a small and medium business. Understanding the consumer-brand relationship
building process and the differences in comparison with traditional communication schemes where the brand
is a sender and the consumer is a passive receiver of the message is of utmost importance. Research should
minimise risks connected with social media adoption in small and medium enterprises within the Czech
Republic. The question is, are the academicians following pace with which the area of marketing is
changing?
Defined by Moriarty et al. (2011, p. 405) "social media sites open up a new environment of
conversation-based marketing communication, creating opportunities for entirely different forms of nearly
instantaneous customer connections." The term social media marketing is commonly used in business
practice. Within its range, we can include blogs, social networks and online communities as the tools to be
utilised to build relationships with customers. This leads to demand for a new job position in marketing
departments and completely new set of skills required from an employee or entrepreneur. Therefore, the
academia should provide a set of skills and knowledge to students so they succeed in today’s dynamic
business world.
The companies must know clearly the consumer’s attitudes and expectations towards this form of
communication in order to communicate with them via social media. Firstly, the permission marketing
approach has to be utilised since the consumers choose what they want to see, share, comment and like.
Secondly, the media itself has established rules of communication to provide the best experience for its
users. Therefore, the power shifted from a company to the consumers. In the context of technological
development, the consumers also expect changes in the communication of brands (Killian and McManus,
2015). In this regard, the pace of research lags far behind the rapid pace of development of new technologies.
Many new possible ways of interaction complicate an adaptation of social media and social networks into
businesses practice (Yadav and Pavlou, 2014).
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2. Social Media Research Need in Business and Management Field
Pierce and Garven (1995) provided an explanation for pressure to publish research findings in
scholarly journals. Major sources are tenure and promotion process, which offers job security and enhance
professional status. Furthermore, university collective publication record is an important element of
obtaining or retaining accreditation (Hult et al., 1997). Specifically, in the new research area of social media
where by default the academicians are all newcomers, it is important to act fast and develop outputs which
enable academicians to establish new subjects or study programs devoted to these areas of interests.
Guarantors relevant publications in the field are essential for the development of current curriculum for
future marketers and other business administration graduates.
This paper aims to highlight important articles in a body of academic literature affiliated to Czech
universities on the topic of social media. For academicians in the business and management field is vital to
stay up to date with technology development and provide quality research for managers and entrepreneurs in
small and medium-sized enterprises. Thus, the research question is: How efficiently are Czech marketing
academicians following the shift in social media landscape?
3. Methods
To answer the research question, the systematic approach to reviewing the body of literature was
chosen following Denyer and Tranfield (2011) five step process. This search strategy is described in the
following text in greater detail. Systematic reviews, originating from medical sciences, diﬀer from traditional
narrative reviews by adopting a replicable, scientific and transparent process, in other words a detailed
technology, that aims to minimize bias through exhaustive literature searches of published and unpublished
studies and by providing an audit trail of the reviewer decisions, procedures and conclusions (Cook et al.,
1997). For example, in the systematic review, the researcher is required to set prespecified relevance and
quality criteria for the selection of studies and to make such criteria transparent to readers (Denyer and
Tranfield, 2011). This paper is consistent with the recommendations for strengthening rigour of reviews in
economic field by Tranfield et al. (2003) by using a quantitative approach to analyse a body of knowledge
generated by authors affiliated to Czech universities and research institutions. Secondary quantitative data
from databases were used to map the social media marketing landscape with emphasis on descriptive
techniques and data interpretation.
3.1 Step 1: Review Question Formulation
The question guides the review by defining which studies will be included, what the search strategy
to identify the relevant primary studies should be, and which data need to be extracted from each study
(Counsell, 1997). Since this review is serving the very narrow purpose the review question was formed by
the author alone and not the group of stakeholders as Petticrew (2001) advised. Review questions are
connected to the research question: How efficiently are Czech marketing academicians following the shift in
social media landscape? By decomposition of the word efficiently, the four main areas are proposed to build
the needed answer. Efficiency will be measured by following indicators typical for determining research
quality. First is a number of publications and its trend, second is a number of citations, third is the average
number of citations per paper and last but not least the structure of research design used in papers. Measures
will be compared to other countries and interpreted in broader context.
Review question no. 1: Is there a growing number (positive trend) of publications from authors from
Czech universities within the social media marketing area?
Review question no. 2: Is there a reasonable amount of citations of these papers?
Review question no. 3: Do we have a reasonable amount of average citations per paper?
Review question no. 4: What is typical research design in studies conducted within the social media
marketing area.
These review questions provide a solid grounding for answering the main research question by a
description of current nature of the body of literature researched.
3.2 Step 2: Locating Studies
In conducting stage, research focused on the secondary data collection. For the collection, today's
two most prestigious databases were used. First one is the Web of Science and the second is Scopus. These
databases are fundamental in the process of research quality evaluation at Czech universities hence we can
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conclude that every marketing academician should produce research which will be indexed within journals
or conferences in these particular databases. Since the paper aims to assess the meaningful impact of Czech
academicians within the theme of social media marketing, only these two databases were taken into account.
The keyword social media was searched first without any limitations in Web of Science to ensure
Tranfield et al. (2003) recommendation for cross-disciplinary perspectives and alternative ways in which a
research topic has previously been tackled. Simple operator “_” was used between social and media to filter
only relevant sources. Search was performed for “topic” which includes title, keywords and abstract within
one search. The results were limited by the timespan from 2006 to 2016. With the first search 18 278 articles,
conference proceedings, books, reviews, editorial material etc. in the whole database were found from
various research areas. The most represented were Computer science (5 584), Engineering (2 158), Business
Economics (2 001), Communication (1 723) and Educational research (1 260).
3.3 Step 3: Study Selection and Evaluation
Following the requirement for transparency of process, systematic reviews use a set of explicit
selection criteria to assess the relevance of each study found to see if it actually does address the review
question (Denyer and Tranfield, 2 011). The author chooses to limit the review to the reviewed journal
articles and conference papers only since these can be considered validated knowledge and are likely to have
the highest impact in the field. Then the second criterium was to refine the results by research area. Business
economics was chosen and 2 001 entries were found. It is 10.95% of all records with social media topic on
Web of Science. Last filtering step was to pick only records affiliated to Czech universities. This procedure
led to the identification of 38 papers which is 0.21% of all records.
Selected studies were then amended with Scopus indexed papers and proceedings. The same procedure
described was applied in the second databases. Since some of the papers were indexed in both databases,
only 4 papers were added to the final sample. Finally, 42 abstracts of research articles and proceeding papers
were manually reviewed and the connection to marketing topic of interest was assessed. The rule was to have
at least two of following words present in the abstract, title or keyword: marketing, brand, image,
communication, social network, Facebook, engagement. Surprisingly all of the reviewed papers had at least
small connection to marketing topic and therefore were kept in the final sample.
3.4 Step 4: Analysis and Synthesis
In this stage of the review process, the collected data has to be analysed by breaking down individual
studies into constituent parts and describe how each relates to the other. The resulting body of evidence is
explored, cross-tabulated and analysed and in quantitative synthesis, the reviewer might highlight both the
regularities and discrepancies in the data (Denyer and Tranfield, 2011).
Data from 42 papers were extracted from databases to MS Excel. Variables included in data analysis
were: database (WoS/Scopus), author(s), title, keywords, abstract, year of publication, type
(proceedings/journal), source title, total citations, average citations per year, DOI/ISSN. To answer the last
review question, author manually extended the dataset by reading abstracts and reviewed: type of study
(questionnaire, experiment, focus group, case study, literature review, etc.), data sources
(primary/secondary), data form (Quantitative/Qualitative/Qualitative + Quantitative).
3.5 Step 5: Reporting and Using the Results
Subsequently, a systematic review is structured in a similar manner to a report of empirical research.
The introduction section provides a statement of the problem and the review questions. The methodology
section provides precise details of how the review was conducted — the search strategy, the selection
criteria, and the analysis and synthesis criteria. The findings and discussion section contain a summary of all
the studies in terms of the data extracted from the studies such as the percentage of studies in the field that
are philosophical/discursive/conceptual, literature reviews, surveys, case studies, evaluations, or
experiments/quasi-experiments. The findings and discussion section also specify precisely what is known
and unknown about the questions addressed in the review. The conclusion section provides a summary of the
review, the limitations of the study, recommendations for policy and practice, and future research needs.
(Denyer and Tranfield, 2011)
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4. Results
The results from the secondary data analysis are described in this section. Figure 1 presents the
overview of publications observed in the analysis by year. The topic of social media is clearly getting the
increasing attention of academia, however, the total amount of top research papers indexed in two main
databases is small. Leaders in the field started to publish a lot of papers on social media earlier around 2008.
In Web of Science the average citation per item is 0,71 and in Scopus, there is no paper with a citation at all.
Figure 1: Papers in Web of Science and Scopus databases from 2006 to 2016 with affiliation to Czech
universities
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Source: Own processing based on data from Web of Science and Scopus
Even in respected databases, the number of papers is only usable to assess the trend but it says very
little about the overall quality. Even though the trend is positive we have to look deeper in the data. One of a
good measure of the quality is a number of citations which is 30 for 38 papers. If we look at Figure 2, the
most citations have authors with affiliation to USA universities followed by England and Chinese scholars.
Interestingly, France has higher paper/citation ration than other countries and the same applies to Canada.
Again, looking deeper in the databases, the reason is apparent. Several highly-cited papers such as Kaplan
and Haenlein (2010) or Kozinets et al. (2010) are the main reason. To be precise not only these two papers
but several others with abnormal citation count are behind this condition. In Canada, the major contribution
can be conceded to Robert Kozinets and his work on Netnography. The research method combining
ethnography and the internet usable for research in communities on social media. Authors from Czech
universities produced enough articles to secure 17th position in the world. On the other hand, in the case of
citations, they drop down to 30th place. This shows that quantity slightly supplants quality. Detailed list of
countries with all considered statistics is available for readers in Appendix 1.
Figure 2: Frequency of Papers and Sum of Times Cited in Web of Science Database from 2006 to 2016 by
Country of Affiliation
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To get even more accurate look, Figure 3 shows H-index and average citation per item. H-index is
metrics used to assess the quality of research. For the purpose of this study, the index was counted for the
selected timespan. Czech research occupies the 31st position in average citation and 29th in H-Index. It is
interesting to see, that Romania which is 6th in the world in a number of papers published on social media
within business and economics area is 32nd in H-index.
H-Index correlates significantly with the sum of times cited (0,922 significant at the 0,01 level) and
average citation per item (0,423 significant at the 0,05 level). Thus, it is dependent not only on quantity but
also on quality. Except for the rare situation as the Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) paper with more than 1 700
citations, the usual way to improve is through constant superior citable studies. This general view of
countries, authors and universities are important in searching for international partners for collaborative
research in the area of social media marketing. From closer inspection of the data, authors cooperated mostly
with Spain, Slovak, Netherlands and Italian colleagues (2 co-authorships) and also with Romanian,
Macedonian, German, France, England, Belgium, USA and Australian partners (1 co-authorship).
Figure 3: H-index and Average Citation per Item in Web of Science Database from 2006 to 2016 by Country
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In the next section, the thorough view on research methods and designs is provided. Figure 4
describes the proportion of quantitative and qualitative studies. Quantitative research was used heavily in
62% of cases which is slightly surprising given the social media are new topics within academic research.
Clearly, the space for qualitative research on new unexplored phenomena still holds some potential. To start
uncovering the unknown concepts and behaviour, the why question, central to qualitative studies, is of high
importance. Few studies were based on sentiment analysis of qualitative data on social media which
indicates that some of the researchers are already using the full potential of unstructured big data on social
networks and discussion forums. Some authors combined quantitative and qualitative research to use a
mixed-method approach which is not only allowed but also recommended by many methodological texts
(Saunders et al. 2009; Bryman a Bell, 2007; Eger a Egerová 2014).
Figure 4: Type of Research Conducted in Selected Papers
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Alternatively, Figure 5 presents frequencies of research strategies employed by authors of selected
studies. It is obvious, that traditional questionnaire survey is most popular but methods which were enhanced
with the software and technology were used extensively as well. To be specific, data mining techniques and
text mining were used in 9 papers analysed. Overall 45% of studies used primary data which are collected
and created throughout the research process. In today’s world where consumers generate enormous volumes
of data the potential to use secondary data raises. These data on social media are accessible and software or
even cloud solutions enables researchers to dive in and provide a real-time picture of reality under the
observation.
Figure 5: Research Strategies
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Most of the questionnaire survey had descriptive nature, providing a basic representation of current
reality. The answer to “what is going on” is clearly favourite within authors. In future research, there is a
possible extension to explanatory research problems and research questions and answer. Saunders et al.
(2009) encourage this procedure to ensure the development of understanding by uncovering the causal
relationship between variables.
5. Conclusion
Before the final evaluation, the short discussion is desirable. Some interesting information were
discovered during the analysis. Seven analysed papers were co-authored with foreign universities but four of
them gained zero citations. There is a considerable space for improvement by the more intense
internationalisation of the research projects. Main topics of most papers were marketing communication,
social networks, Facebook usage, online (digital, internet) marketing or corporate communication. Only a
few papers focused on differences in generations with topics such digital natives or generation Y.
Furthermore, only one paper was dealing with engagement and its implications for marketing on social
media. This key concept of new communication paradigm, where customers are active communicators and
not passive recipients is of utmost importance. A couple of papers were considering social media as a source
for Customer Relationship Management building on the theory of Social CRM. There was only one paper on
B2B marketing and limited usage of highly influential papers. Fundamental and maybe now even classic
texts by Kaplan and Haenlein (2010), Mangold and Faulds (2009) or De Vries et al. (2012) were almost
neglected from literature reviews.
To answer the research question, the review questions will be answered first. Data shows there is a
growing number of publications from authors from Czech universities within the social media field. Yet the
number is relatively small compared to other similar countries. A number of citations is even worse and only
30 citations are recorded in Web of Science database. On the top of that, there are only 6 journal articles
(only 3 of them in foreign journals) and the rest 36 are papers in proceedings of various conferences.
Consequently, the number of average citation per paper is relatively low with only 0.79 citation per paper
indicating a tendency to produce average papers out of top quality journals. The typical research design is
quantitative with questionnaire technique but some authors used mixed methods and even combined more
research techniques such as focus groups and survey. To conclude, the diversity in research methods and
research designs is sensible.
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Recommendations for future research could be summarised in few last sentences. There is still
untapped potential of qualitative methods such Netnography or sentiment analysis. Increased number of
articles in journals indexed in both Web of Science and Scopus is highly desirable. The internationalisation
of the research projects and support for cooperation with leaders in the social media marketing area could be
recommended. Reflection of highly cited and influential papers within the literature reviews of future papers
is another important element on the way to significant improvements.
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Appendix
Case Summaries
Country of affiliation
1
USA
2
England
3
China
4
Germany
5
Australia
6
Romania
7
France
8
Canada
9
Spain
10 Netherlands
11 Italy
12 Finland
13 Turkey
14 South Korea
15 Malaysia
16 India
17 Czech Republic
18 Greece
19 Slovakia
20 Taiwan
21 Sweden
22 Denmark
23 Norway
24 Switzerland
25 Poland
26 Singapore
27 Scotland
28 Austria
29 Portugal
30 New Zealand
31 South Africa
32 Israel
33 Belgium
34 Indonesia
35 Thailand
Total (N=35)

Number of articles
669
197
178
103
101
84
70
67
66
66
66
62
48
47
42
42
38
35
33
32
32
28
24
23
22
21
21
21
20
18
16
15
14
13
11
2345

Sum of times cited
7931
1197
952
855
455
29
2614
1507
503
787
310
291
184
313
32
135
30
147
18
157
111
137
162
146
14
168
75
85
75
146
65
106
149
14
11
19911

Average citation per item
11.86
6.05
5.32
8.07
4.50
0.34
37.34
22.49
7.51
11.92
4.70
4.62
3.83
6.66
0.76
3.21
0.79
4.20
0.55
4.91
3.47
4.89
6.75
6.35
0.64
8.00
3.57
4.05
3.75
8.11
4.06
7.07
10.64
1.08
1.00
6.4

H-index
44
20
16
16
10
2
13
15
10
14
8
8
6
9
3
6
3
6
3
6
6
6
6
6
2
5
5
4
4
5
3
5
6
2
2
8.1
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Abstract
Value added tax is the one of the mostly amended and problematic taxes from all types of direct and indirect
taxes not only in the Slovak Republic but also in all Member States of European Union. VAT law is designed
to bring greater flexibility for VAT payers. This flexibility is closely connected with the possibility
of choosing an option from a list of legal alternatives that benefits the business the most. Questions
regarding the total tax due optimization for a company have been and will be relevant part of decision
process in majority of VAT payers enterprises. The paper focuses on the analysis of this type of decision
process. The main aim of the paper is evaluation and quantification of the impact of value added tax on the
factors which have significant influence on these decisions. Impact of the value added tax is quantified by
financial expense interests. The research presented in paper confirms fact that potential SMEs management
decision, which is the best variant of VAT return result, is mostly determined by probability of tax audit.
Only 5% of SMEs management does not do decision concerning total VAT due optimization.
Keywords: decision process, excess deduction, expense interest, small and medium-sized enterprises, value
added tax, VAT
JEL codes: H25
1. Introduction
The objective of this study is to examine the factors which have important influence on small and
medium-sized enterprises (Hereinafter only „SMEs“) management decisions, concerning the financial tax
law. In the concrete, decisions appertain choosing the tax period in which SMEs management, as the VAT
tax payers, apply the right to deduct tax on goods and services according Slovak VAT Law - Act No.
222/2004 Coll. on Value Added Tax, as amended (hereinafter “VAT law”). The main aim of the paper is
evaluation and quantification of the financial burden, as one of the basic factor of those decisions. The
authors of study want to suggest discussion about tax optimization effectiveness, based on possibility to
influence the VAT due or excess deduction amount for VAT tax payers. State and local government
authorities (individual municipalities) financial activities executive requires law regulation of relationships
between state, municipalities and all legal bodies as the membership of those financial relationships. It
requires strong and clear definition of all right and duties for all their members. This is the main prediction of
financial law. The means created by financial law, state and municipalities use for fulfilling their tasks as
(Balko and Králik, 2005) have argued. The important role has tax policy of state. According to (Luttmer and
Singhal, 2014) tax morale does indeed appear to be an important component of compliance decisions, and
there is strong evidence that tax morale operates through a variety of underlying channels. The potential
importance of tax morale in determining evasion suggests that policymakers may have access to a broader
range of instruments to affect compliance than under a standard enforcement model. Simple nudges to
taxpayers, such as presenting information in a more accessible form or providing payment reminders, can
reduce tax evasion (for example, Del Carpio, 2014; Dwenger et al., 2014; Hallsworth et al., 2014). VAT has
a different effect on businesses, increasing both their start-up and ongoing operating costs; this effect is
stronger for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) (Evans et al., 1996 ; Gunz et al., 1995). VAT
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compliance activities consume a substantial amount of time for SMEs compared to other types of taxes, such
as capital gains tax and income tax (Hansford and Hasseldine, 2013). Decision on the law is based the
prediction of decision under the condition of certainty. Decision-making under conditions of risk should
seek to identify, quantify, and absorb risk whenever possible. The majority of decision methods which are
based on mathematical models are decision under certainty models. (Sedlák, 2001, p. 119-120). SMEs
management decisions which are presented at this paper are not decision under certainty. Should be
considerably improved (Hricová 2006), that management decision-making processes in economic reality are
at majority decision-making processes under the risk. According to Veber (2009, p. 87) uncertainity can be
consider as the state when the decision maker does not know all situation which can be possible and also he
does not know the probabilities of each variant. Uncertainty is a state of having limited knowledge of current
conditions or future outcomes. It is a major component of risk. SMEs managers often deal with uncertainty
in their work; financial risk is included. To minimize the risk that their decisions will lead to undesired
outcomes (longer period for excessive deduction payment connected with additional costs or tax audit), they
try develop the skills and judgment necessary for reducing this uncertainty. Authors try to identify the
appropriate risk category that may impact a SMEs manager decision to minimalize the risk of tax audit. At
the paper will ascertain the costs incurred if a risky outcome were to happen. This can be mathematically
daunting for many types of risk, especially financial risk. Uncertainty and risk is not the same thing. Whereas
uncertainty deals with possible outcomes that are unknown, risk is a certain type of uncertainty that involves
the real possibility of loss. Risks can be more comprehensively accounted for than uncertainty. As for the
definition of decision-making process aims they can be expressed not only mathematically but also with
verbal means (Fotr, 2010, p. 11). As Bojňanský (2008) claims the VAT is not only the base of the indirect
taxation but also the most important part of all tax system at Slovak republic as well. Bojňanský, Krajčírová
and Ferenczi-Vaňová (2013) and Baštincová (2009) have argued that value added tax as a classic
representative of an indirect tax burdens has impact in the final result on the end-user. As pointed out by
(Jarinkovičová 2005) tax optimization is a legal process of creation optimal variant of business, taxation of
taxable incomes and using all legal possibilities to minimalize tax duties (not to pay less but even no more
than is necessary according legal income tax and corporate tax law). SMEs management decision making
process concerning the obligation to fulfil monthly VAT tax return and pay the tax due or to be entitled to an
excessive deduction is a process of optimisation of the amount of excessive deduction to minimize the risk of
tax audit, even though the total year amount of tax obligation is the same. The risk of tax audit is closely
connected with the additional cost quantified through financial burden. The quantification of this influence
through financial burden is also the part of our research. The right to deduct the tax on goods and services
shall accrue to the taxpayer on the day when a tax liability in respect of these goods or services arises. The
taxpayer may deduct tax on goods and services, which he used for another supplies of goods and services, it
is strict condition according the VAT law (Bakeš at al., 2009). When taxpayer applies tax deduction
a deductible tax shall be deducted from the total tax due.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the background of the VAT system in Slovak republic is
presented, followed by the literature review and theoretical background of the study and the hypothesis
development section. Next, the methods and findings are presented. Last, discussion and implications of the
study are presented.
2. Decision Making Process in Small and Middle Companies According Financial VAT Law
2.1 Model and Data
2.1.1 Definition of the Decision Problem
According Act No. 222/2004 Coll. - Value Added Tax, as amended. (Hereinafter only “VAT Law“)
the value added tax (Hereinafter only “VAT“) return shall be submitted within 25 days of the end of each tax
period by each registered taxpayer. In this tax return, any person obliged to file a tax return shall state all the
data necessary to calculate the total tax due and the total deductible tax, including the total value of goods
and services attributable to the total tax and to the tax deduction, as well as the total value of goods and
services exempt from the tax. The value of goods and services exempt from the tax shall be stated in a tax
return for a tax period, in which the goods or service are supplied. The most important information for
Slovak Financial Directorate is the total tax due amount or the total deductible tax amount. There are three
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variants of tax return final result to state budget. Our research deals only with two most frequent variant tax
due and excess deduction1.
Tax return final result is closely connected with follows:
• A tax return shall be submitted within 25 days of the end of each tax period by each
taxpayer. The taxpayer shall be obliged to pay the tax charged within 25 days of the end of
the tax period,
• If, during a tax period, a taxpayer becomes entitled to an excess deduction, he shall deduct
this excess amount from the due tax in the next tax period. If the taxpayer cannot deduct
excessive deduction from its own tax obligation in the following taxation period, the tax
office shall return the non-deducted excessive deduction or its non-deducted part no later
than 30 days after filing the tax return for the taxation period following the taxation period,
in which the excessive deduction was created,
• If, within the time limit for refunding the excess deduction tax office initiates a tax audit, the
tax office shall refund the excess deduction within ten days of the completion of the tax audit
in the amount determined by the tax office no later than 10 days after completion of the tax
audit.
The taxpayer shall execute a deduction of tax no sooner than in the taxation period, in which the
right for tax deduction arises, and no later than in the last taxation period of the calendar year, in which the
right for tax deduction arises, if he holds, up to the expiration. According this part of law the VAT taxpayer
has a possibility to influence the final result of tax return. He can declare the total tax due instead of excess
deduction, as the first variant of decision process. He can also reduce the amount of excess deduction amount
(second variant). The third variant in this decision process is not optimizing the final result of tax return.
The most important factor which influences SMEs management decision is the tax audit risk. If,
within the time limit for refunding the excess deduction tax office initiates a tax audit return the period for
returning excessive deduction pro longed often more than one year. Monetization of time shifting period
between days of VAT tax return submission to Financial Directorate by electronic means and between the
validity day is considered in this study as the indicator “value of money”. This indicator represents the
percentage of money which the taxpayer will have in case that he has them immediately after he becomes
entitled to an excess deduction, and he lends them to the bank, having an interest for this financial operation.
In addition, majority of companies borrow money from financial institutions and pay interest to them. From
this point of view, we can consider the indicator “value of money” to be an indirect cost of company.
Evaluating of results expressed by the indicators “value of money I” and “value of money II” should take
into account also the following facts.
2.1.2 Data and Timing
The data were obtained from the tax and accounting evidence as follows:
• The tax payers were registered as monthly VAT tax payers and corporate tax payers
(individual tax payers were excluded),
• The SMEs – VAT tax audit has been performed 2011-2015,
• Tax audit terminated on the end 2015 – it means the tax audit protocol was delivered ( in
the majority of cases),
• The assessment proceedings had also finished on the end 2015 (it shall commence on the
date following after the delivery date of the protocol).
As for timing, years 2011-2015 are analyzed in this study the standard mathematical and statistical
methods were used for analyzing and comparing of the partial indicators in the reporting period (arithmetic
Average, base index)
FINANCIAL BURDEN
The cause of this burden is time shifting period between the day of VAT tax return submission to the
Financial Directorate by electronic means (this is the day of taxpayer`s entitlement to excessive deduction)
and between the validity day (day, when the taxpayer receives payment to his bank account from the
Financial directorate).
1

The third variant is the „zero variant“. This variant occurs if the taxpayer does not or ceased to, conduct an economic activity. In the
frequent zero variant Financial Directorate (tax office) may cancel the VAT registration. Theoretically, if total tax due is equal to
total deductible tax the result of tax return is also the zero variant.
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Indicator
“value of money I“ = principal x interest rate of European Central Bank rates (Hereinafter only
„ECB rates“) x average loan term /365
where
principal
… average amount of excessive deduction of traffic companies,
average loan term
… time period during which the VAT tax payers companies as lenders
lend money to the state budget (state is the borrower in this case),
365
… number of days in a year.
Indicator
“value of money II“= principal x average commercial interest rate x average loan term /365
where
principal
average loan term
365

… average amount of excessive deduction of traffic companies,
… time period during which the VAT tax payers companies as lenders
lend money to the state budget (state is the borrower in this case),
… number of days in a year.

Methodological approach used in our research is the following:
1. Definition of the criteria for SMEs enterprises,
2. Data were obtained from VAT tax returns. Tax period applicable to a taxpayer is a calendar
month. Tax return shall be submitted within 25 days of the end of each tax period by each
taxpayer,
3. 95% of taxpayers used to submit their tax return on the very last day or on the day before the
last day of this obligation. Following this, taxpayers submit the tax return on 25th or 24th,
after the end of the tax period.
4. The day when is taxpayer is entitled to an excess deduction and the day of its returning to the
tax payer`s bank account is the period of 80-85 days. The period of 83 days (hereinafter only
"the period”) is considered in the analysis,
5. The day when is taxpayer is entitled to an excess deduction after the terminated tax audit is
180 days in average,
6. The day when is taxpayer is entitled to an excess deduction after the terminated tax audit
and international changing information between member states is 360 days in average,
7. Period and Excess Deduction are the most significant factors which influence the extent of
impact of VAT to tax payers’ cash flows,
8. An important factor is also the interest rate of ECB,
9. The probability of tax audit is the factor, which influences the decision of SMEs
management. It is closely connected with prolonged period of excess deduction returning.
The four most frequent periods of excess deduction returning are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1: The Periods of Excess Deduction
Construction of period
Deduction excess deduction
Returning excess deduction
Tax audit 180 days
Tax audit 360 days

15
15
15
15

24
24
24
24

25
24
24
24

30
30
30

180
360

64
93
273
453

Source: author’s calculations
2.1.3 Decision Process and Questionnaire Method
Influence of VAT law on SMEs management decision and decisiom process has steps as follows:
• Clearly define the nature of the SMEs management decision – reduce the probability of tax
control and reduce the indirect cost connected with prolonged period of returning excessive
deduction.
• Collect some pertinent information, both internal (amount of tax due or excessive deduction)
and external (period of returning the excess deduction, probability of tax audit) sources of
information as well.
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•

Identify several possible paths of action, or alternatives (shift total right to deduct
a deductible tax to the next period , shift a part of right to deduct a deductible tax to the
next period , no shifting at all).
• Choosing alternative that seem to have a higher potential for reaching SMEs management
goal.
• Finally, placing the alternatives in a priority order, based upon management value system.
Data analyzed and evaluated in the first part of paper were obtained from the Informational system of
Financial Directorate of the Slovak Republic under the condition of the total anonymity of taxpayers. Data
analyzed and evaluated in the second part of paper were obtained through questionnaire method.
Questionnaire method focuses on the equable distribution of the questionnaires between the VAT taxpayers,
which are also corporate taxpayers, and the ctireria of SMEs enterpices according Slovak law. The number
of VAT taxpayers in questionnaire method was 95.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 SMEs Financial Burden
Amount of excess deduction in the analysed period in SMEs enterprises is before shifting and after
shifting is analysed separately. The results are presented in next figures and tables.
Figure 1: Excess Deduction Amount before Shifting

Source: information system of Slovak Republic, author’s calculations
Average amount of excess deduction in the analysed period in SMEs enterprices before shifting was
between € 39,850 and € 111,366. The highest level of excessive deduction was in 2012. Amount of excess
deduction after shifting was obviously lower. There was the interval of excessive deduction from € 71,936 to
€ 634. The development of excess deduction amount are presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2. These
decreasing trend is the result of SMEs management decision as our research has proved.
Figure 2: Excess Deduction Amount after Shifting

Source: information system of Slovak Republic, author’s calculations
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Figure 3: Development of Average Excess Deduction Amount 2011-2015

Source: information system of Slovak Republic, author’s calculations
Development of average excess deduction amount during the period 2011-2015 documents the
Figure 3. The average excess deduction amount 2011-2015 was counted as the arithmetical average for one
calendar year. The difference between the average excess deduction before shifting and the average excess
deduction after shifting was also counted as an arithmetical average.
Financial burden is time shifting period between the day of VAT tax return submission to the
Financial Directorate by electronic means (this is the day of taxpayer`s entitlement to excessive deduction)
and between the validity day (day, when the taxpayer receives payment to his bank account from the
Financial directorate). The research focuses on four main periods (see Table1). Longer period means higher
financial burden as document Figure 4 and Figure 5. The financial burdens depended also on European
Central banks rates (hereinafter only ”ECB rates”). ECB rate was 1.75 in 2011 and had decreasing trend in
analysed period. In 2012 1.50 decreased to 0.5 in 2013 and 0.3 in 2014. In 2015 ECB rates did not changed.
Financial burden caused excess deduction before shifting was under the limit 150 Euro. Financial burden
caused excess deduction before shifting was under the limit 80 Euro. The year presented in paper is 2015.
Research documents period 2011-2015. As documented Figures 4 and Figure 5 tax audit and with it
connected prolonged period increases financial burden more than 707% (December 2015)
Figure 4: Financial Burden Caused Excess Deduction before Shifting 2015 (ECB Rate)
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Source: information system of Slovak Republic, author’s calculations
Figure 5: Financial Burden Caused Excess Deduction after Shifting 2015 (ECB Rate)
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Source: information system of Slovak Republic, author’s calculations
The financial burdens depended also on commercial rates. These rates were connected with ECB
rates. 4.45 in 2011 had decreasing trend in analysed period. In 2012 4.10 decreased to 3.88 in 2013 and 3.78
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in 2014. In 2015 commercial rates were 3.45. Financial burden caused excess deduction before shifting was
between 4000 to 6000 Euro. Financial burden caused excess deduction before shifting was between 2500 3500 Euros. The year presented in paper is 2015. Research documents period 2011-2015. As documented
Figures 6 and Figure 7 tax audit and with it connected prolonged period increases financial burden more than
700% (December 2015) These facts were also the factor which influenced SMEs management decisions.
Figure 6: Financial Burden Caused Excess Deduction before Shifting 2015 (Commercial Banks Rates)
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Figure 7: Financial Burden Caused Excess Deduction after Shifting 2015 (Commercial Banks Rates)
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3.2 SMEs Decision Process Factors
Process of potential SMEs management decision, which is the best variant of VAT return result, is
highly determined of the current law of the Slovak Republic. It is also determined by its impact on the
economy of tax payers (cash flows, costs). In generally, this specific decision of each tax payer was and also
is individual. The analyse and evaluation of different factors which have the significant impact and which
influence the tax payers decision are based on questionnaire method. Respondents of analyse were SMEs
enterprises registered as VAT tax payers. The distribution of tax payers was equitable. The sample was
created by the taxpayers registered at Tax office of Slovak Republic. The factors were chosen according the
practical experience of authors.
Factors, which influence the tax payers’ decision which were included in questionnaire questions are
following:
F1
No shift VAT due amount,
F2
Cash flow problems,
F3
Costs connected with financial burden,
F4
Costs connected with tax and accounting evidence and tax audit,
F5
Probability of tax audit.
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Figure 8: Factor of Shift VAT due Amount

Source: author’s calculations
As it is showed above process of potential SMEs management decision, which is the best variant of
VAT return result is mostly determined by probability of tax audit. Also the second important factor is
closely connected with the tax audit probability - cost connected with tax and accounting evidence and tax
audit. Costs connected with financial burden realized only 13 % of SMEs management. An important fact is
that only 5% of SMEs management does not decision analysed in our research.
Conclusion
The analysis presented in this paper confirms: time shifting period between the day of VAT tax
return submission to the Financial Directorate by electronic means (this is the day of taxpayer`s entitlement
to excessive deduction) and between the validity day (the day when the taxpayer receives payment to his
bank account from the Financial directorate) is the cause of VAT financial burden. The measure of VAT
influence on SMEs decisions (not only on them in general all types of companies) depends mainly on two
impact factors. The first one is the length of excessive deduction payment period to taxpayer bank account.
The second impact factor is the amount of excessive deduction expressed through money. As it is showed
above process of potential SMEs management decision, which is the best variant of VAT return result is
mostly determined by probability of tax audit. An important fact is that only 5% of SMEs management does
not decision analysed in our research.
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Abstract
By securing free access to resources, goods, services and technologies, international trade becomes a key
driver for the growth of national economies. Upon moving into international markets, small and mediumsized enterprises, including micro and small businesses, encounter barriers that go beyond the hindrances
typically faced by larger companies. Other than financial factors, the key barriers to the internationalization
of enterprises of the size in question are considered to be regulatory and social. The aim of this paper is a
presentation of selected prospects for increasing international trade volume of micro and small firm in
chosen sectors in Poland The surveyed close to 7,000 micro and small enterprises owned by existing and
prospective entrepreneurs. In their studies, they looked into the enterprises’ active involvement in exports
and their investments, particularly in innovation intended to promote exports. A number of selected methods
were also identified for boosting the competitiveness of micro and small enterprises having specific profiles
and operating in specific sectors.
Keywords: entrepreneurship, exports, internationalization,SMEs
JEL codes: F13, F43, L11, L26
1. Introduction
Small and medium-sized enterprises play a major role in today’s market economies, as evidenced by
their impact on macroeconomic performance. SMEs account for 99.8% of total enterprises and employ close
to 75% of the overall workforce in the entrepreneurial sector. A substantial part of that sector are micro and
small enterprises. Despite their indisputable significance for the economy, micro and small enterprises run
against multiple barriers to growth, the most predominant of which are limited access to capital, low
creditworthiness ratings (which limit their access to third-party capital and particularly to bank loans),
exposure to fierce competitive pressures and, finally, difficulties with building competitive advantages,
formulating company strategies, expanding to new markets and entering markets of successive orders of
magnitude. This final barrier may prove particularly daunting for small and micro enterprises. Involvement
in international markets requires skills for dealing with specific challenges and ultimately constitutes a test of
the ability to successfully comply with international market standards (Mori, 2010, Łuczka 2002).
Depending on the extent of their expansion, businesses seeking to expand internationally may either
internationalize or globalize their operations. Literature enumerates some steps to globalizing one’s reach.
The first of these, which is exporting, may prove to be the hardest for micro and small enterprises.
A particular challenge faced by Poland’s micro and small enterprises arose with the country’s
accession to the European Single Market. Even before Poland joined the European Union, many
entrepreneurs were aware of their options for active involvement in international trade, especially that some
of them had already gone international (Łuczka, 2005, Łuczka 2007, Kundera, 2013, Kołodziejczyk 2016).
The aim of this paper is a presentation of selected prospects for increasing international trade volume of
micro and small firm in chosen sectors in Poland
1.1 Research Method and Data
The research findings presented in this article have been derived from the data provided in Raport
Banku Pekao SA o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w 2016 roku. (Pekao Bank Report on the standings of micro
and small enterprises in 2016) published annually by the Bank Pekao S.A. Its most recent edition covered a
sample of 6 903 enterprises, 6192 of which were micro and 711 small businesses, each interviewed by
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telephone. The findings and own calculations based on The Report date are presented in tables to which
mathematical analysis tools were applied to determine structures, growth trends, the extent and direction of
change in each company’s exports and changes to the internationalization strategies of the surveyed
companies.
2. Selected Theoretical Aspects of Exporting by Micro and Small Enterprises
Exporting is the first and predominant form of involvement in international markets and, as such, a
starting point for internationalization (Taylor, 2013). The debate on the role of exports in small and mediumsized enterprises, as well as in micro enterprises, which were subsequently distinguished, has a long-standing
tradition (Bonnaccorsi, 1992, Moen, 1999). Sterlacchini noted that his studies have revealed a specific
correlation between the volume of exports and enterprise size, and that the correlation varies considerably
depending on the size of the concerned SME. “Ceteris paribus, in order to become exporters and to have a
substantial share of exports in their total sales, small firms must achieve a critical size. Below this minimum
size, a firm probably does not posses sufficient managerial, financial and commercial capabilities to become
an exporter. Above the size, the relationship between total sales and export performance is not significant
and becomes U-shaped for large firms. A range of size variables characterized by an inverse relationship
may arise. Large firms enjoy greater domestic market power and have less incentive to export.”
(Sterlacchini, 2001)
Some economists have researched the exports – and, more broadly speaking, the internationalization
of enterprises by classifying them by size and individual market economies. Among them, Bernard and
Wagner (2001) examined the significance of German enterprises, and especially SMEs, in the German
economy. Corte, Zamparelli and Micera (2013), in their turn, showed that traditional Italian companies have
unique access to innovation and innovation financing. Some of them relied on cooperation and networking as
key internationalization strategies (Zapletalova, 2013).
The engagement of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in international trade proved to be of
particular interest in connection with the enlargement of the European Union, as it embraced the once
centrally-planned economies. A great deal of research was devoted to the building and growth of the SME
sector in those countries and, ultimately, the limits of its involvement in internationalization and the
increasingly stronger process of globalization (Hinterregger, 1993, Krakowski et al., 1993). These issues
have attracted much interest on the part of researchers, giving rise to a proliferation of publications in the
concerned countries, among them Poland (Łuczka and Przepióra, 2012, Małecka, 2016, Mazure and Tiltina
2015, Małecka and Łuczka, 2016, Małecka, 2017). Of great relevance for such research is the Klapper
discussion on general barriers to entrepreneurship. (Klapper et al., 2006).
The current discussion has clearly been enhanced by the new findings and experience resulting from
the expansion of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises into the African continent. Again, attention is
drawn to the way internationalization and globalization works across different traditions and differently
structured market economies. Of considerable interest from this viewpoint is the effect of learning-byexporting, discussed extensively in literature. As underlined by Boerrman (2010), enterprises that engage in
exporting tend to be more productive than those that shy away from international markets. Research shows
clearly that the surveyed companies benefited substantially from the learning-by-exporting effect.
Nonetheless, the outcomes of such learning are tied closely to the geographical destinations of their exports.
Contrary to the businesses which exported their goods to Africa, those that reached markets outside of that
continent became more capital intensive and hired more workers.
Mtigwe (2005) notes the vital importance of knowledge for enterprises which actively pursue
internationalization. To a certain extent, the learning-by-exporting effect becomes comparable to that of
learning-by-doing: regardless of the type and extent of a company’s markets, learning alone is certain to
produce benefits, including productivity increases, for enterprises across the entire spectrum of sizes,
including micro and small.
As mentioned earlier, literature and business practitioners alike view exporting as the first step to
internationalization and globalization. This first step proves to be decisive for the way enterprises of any size
end up behaving in international markets. This is because the step is no less than a plunge by business
owners into a whole new complex business environment, with an entirely new set of business, social, cultural
and legal factors, new customers and greater exposures to risks. Such ventures cannot escape the universal
rule, whereby the farther an enterprise moves along the path of internationalization, the less sensitive it
becomes to barriers to entry into foreign markets (Wang et al., 2017).
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3. Exporting by Micro and Small Enterprises in Poland from 2010 to 2016 – an Assessment and Key
Trends
Similarly to many other contemporary market economies, the Polish SME sector is a powerful
engine of the national economy. In 2014, Poland was home to 1.764.600 active micro and small enterprises,
which accounted for 98% of the total number of enterprises and included 95.8% of micro and 3.2% of small
businesses (Table 1).
Table 1: Number and Shares of Active Enterprises by Size in Poland in 2014
Enterprises by size
Micro
Small
Medium-sized
Large
Total

Enterprises by number
1 764 597
59 166
15 470
3 356
1 842 598

Share in total enterprises (%)
95.8
3.2
0.8
0.2
100.0

Source: author’s own calculations based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p.29.
A survey of the exports by Poland’s micro and small enterprises as a share of the total exports of the
country’s enterprise sector shows a doubling from 8.6% to 18.2% between 2010 and 2016 (Table 2). Note
that with the exception of the crisis year of 2013, this share rose continuously throughout the period. A
particularly significant contribution to the exports came from the micro and small enterprises that had been
in business for less than 3 years. Although the exports rose at a varying pace, their increase from 2010 to
2016 amounted to 252.6%. This may mean that the new generation of entrepreneurs is better equipped to
cope in a market economy and more actively involved in international trade. By and large, nearly one fifth of
micro and small business owners in Poland export their goods and services.
Table 2: Share and Pace of Growth of Poland’s Micro and Small Enterprises Involved in Exports
from 2010 to 2016 (%)
Enterprises
Microand small
<3 years
Micro and small
<3 years

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Shares of micro and small enterprises involved in exports (%)
8.6
10.3
11.6
7.4
13.0
15.5
7.6
4.9
10.8
5.3
18.5
20.2
% increase
100.0
119.8
134.9
86.0
151.2
180.2
100.0
64.5
142.1
69.7
243.4
265.8

2016
18.2
19.2
211.6
252.6

Source: authors’ calculations, based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p. 99.
Our research shows that the shares of micro and small enterprises involved in international trade are
directly proportional to company size: the share of small enterprises actively involved in foreign markets
(37%) is twice that of micro businesses (18%) (see Table 2). A limited involvement in exporting, at a level
close to that of micro firms, is achieved by start-ups. What is more, start-ups do not intend to increase and
actually even plan to reduce this kind of activity. At the end of 2016, 6% of start-ups were unsure what their
engagement in exporting would be in 2017. As for the involvement of micro and small enterprises in
international trade, it appears that the largest shares are found in manufacturing (33%) and trading (21%)
organizations. Thus, every third micro and small manufacturing company and every fifth construction
company is an active exporter. Compare this to substantially lower shares found in the service and
construction sectors, in which every eighth and every ninth company respectively has gone international.
One upsetting fact is that a substantial proportion of micro and small enterprises expect their export trends to
level off (construction and services) and even decline (small businesses and start-ups). A significant share of
such companies find it “hard to say” what their market breakdown is going to be in the following year.
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Table 3: Share of Micro and Small Enterprise Exporters by Size, Type and Business Segment in Poland
in 2016-2017 (%)
Specification
Micro
Small
Start-up
Manufacturing
Service
Trading
Construction

2016
2017
enterprises by size
18.0
19.0 (6.0)*
37.0
34.0 (6.0)
enterprises by type
19.0
15.0 (6.0)
enterprises by business segment
33.0
35.0 (12.0)
13.0
16.0 (5.0)
21.0
21.0 (6.0)
11.0
11.0 (7.0)

2017/2016
+1
-3
-4
+2
+3
0
0

( )*- hard to say
Source: authors’ calculations, based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p.100.
The uncertainty of micro and small entrepreneurs about their export policies and strategies is
reflected in their assessments of export-derived income for the current and following financial years. For the
purposes of this study in Raport was proposed an index in which 100 denotes the neutral, 50 the minimum
and 150 the highest possible value. The specific responses were weighted 50 for “much worse”, 75 for
“worse”, 100 for “neither better nor worse”, 125 for “better”, and 150 for “much better” (Raport o sytuacji
mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p. 17).
Entrepreneurs tend to be more optimistic about what their export-derived income is going to be in
the following year than in the current one (Table 4). Expectations regarding such income are also more
optimistic than those concerning the company’s total revenues. This means that while business owners
understand the importance and nature of involvement in international trade, they are highly insecure about
succeeding in their expansion abroad, and even more uncertain about their domestic performance. However,
a review of trends in such approaches shows a slight improvement in the expected incomes from both
sources (international and domestic). Against this background, much better performance (always above 100)
has been seen in recently-established enterprises, i.e. those in operation for less than 3 years. This trend is
closely correlated with the rise in the share of exports and the related pace of growth, as shown in Table 2.
The approach of micro and small enterprises to doing business internationally is shaped by multiple
factors. The data collected by the authors did not correlate the questions asked with exporting activities.
Nevertheless, they helped make several assessments and identify the related trends. Firstly, in the course of
making investment plans and preparing projects, the surveyed enterprises considered foreign demand for
their products and services. While the share of such enterprises was insignificant, ranging from 5% to 12.0%,
one should stress that small businesses and manufacturing companies were particularly active. Note also that
with the exception of the construction sector, the surveyed enterprises across all classification categories
planned to strengthen their foreign market orientation in the following year. This shows greater interest on
the part of micro and small enterprises in increasing their international market involvement (Table 5).
Secondly, as shown earlier, enterprises seeking to go international need to be innovative. Studies
have found (Table 6) a link between the rise in the innovation spending of enterprises and their international
expansion. Note, however, that the majority of innovation spending is focused in the under PLN 10,000 and
PLN 10,000 to 100,000 range, which makes them less than substantial. And yet, given the scale of the micro
and small enterprise business, such amounts are nevertheless significant. In addition, the surveyed
companies, and micro enterprises in particular, were found to plan to spend more on innovation in the
following year.
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Table 4: Income from Export of Goods and Services Relative to Total Income Generated by Micro and Small
Enterprises in Poland in 2010-2016
Specification
Current year
Following year
All micro and small
enterprises
<3 years
Total income in
current year
Total income in
following year
Current year
Following year
All micro and small
enterprises
<3 years
Total income in
current year
Total income in
following year

2010
93.9
103.3

2011
97.5
107.0

2012
98.8
106.2

2013
97.4
108.0

2014
98.9
109.1

2015
101.7
112.8

2016
100.7
110.3

98.6
103.5

102.9
106.4

102.5
110.0

102.7
110.8

104.0
107.6

107.2
115.3

105.5
109.5

84.9

85.6

86.2

86.6

91.6

95.3

95.5

96.0

94.0

100.0
100.0

97.8

99.9

101.9

100.1

103.8
103.6

91.7
% increase
105.3
102.8

103.7
104.5

105.3
105.6

108.3
109.2

107.2
106.8

100.0
100.0

104.4
102.8

104.0
106.3

104.2
107.1

105.5
104.0

108.7
111.4

107.0
105.8

100.0

100.8

101.5

102.0

107.9

112.2

112.5

100.0

97.9

95.5

101.9

104.1

106.1

104.3

Source: authors’ calculations, based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p. 65
Table 5: Foreign Demand for Goods and Services as a Driver of Investment by Micro and Small Enterprises
from 2016 to 2017 (%)
Year
2016
2017

Total
6.0
7.0

By size
micro
small
6.0
7.0
7.0
10.0

2017/2016

116.7

116.7

142.9

Enterprises
Startenterprises by business segment
ups
manufacturing
service
trading
construction
7.0
12.0
4.0
6.0
4.0
9.0
17.0
6.0
5.0
2.0
growth (%)
128.6
141.7
150.0
120.0
50.0

Source: authors’ calculations, based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p.85-86.
A comparison of the shares of micro and small enterprises pursuing exports with the type of actual
and planned innovations shows that enterprises of these sizes prefer product innovations, which tend to be
less costly (Table 7). The shares of micro and small enterprises which have engaged in both types of
innovation between 2010 and 2016 substantially exceeded their involvement in exporting. A particularly
large proportion of such operators comprised companies under three years in operation. This raises the
question of where such companies find funding for their investments. Research regarding 2016 shows that
86% of micro enterprises and 80% of small enterprises financed their investments with their own share
capital. During 2017, enterprises of that size plan to reduce such financing to 78% while securing more funds
from alternative sources such as bank loans, leases and EU subsidies.
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Table 6: Breakdown of and Change in Innovation Expenditures by Micro and Small Enterprises
between 2016 and 2017 (%)
Specification

< PLN
10 000

All enterprises

27.0

Micro
Small

28.0
2.0

Start-ups

32.0

Manufacturing
Service
Trading
Construction

14.0
33.0
25.0
24.0

All enterprises

17.0

Micro
Small

18.0
1.0

Start-ups

19.0

Manufacturing
Service
Trading
Construction

8.0
21.0
14.0
21.0

All enterprises

63.0

Micro
Small

64.3
50.0

Start-ups

59.4

Manufacturing
Service
Trading
Construction

57.1
63.6
56.0
87.5

PLN 10,000100,000

PLN 100,000- PLN 500,000 500,000
1 million
2016
56.0
15.0
2.0
enterprises by size
56.0
14.0
1.0
40.0
46.0
7.0
enterprises by type
53.0
13.0
1.0
enterprises by business segment
61.0
22.0
2.0
53.0
13.0
1.0
54.0
17.0
2.0
60.0
14.0
2.0
2017
55.0
20.0
3.0
enterprises by size
55.0
20.0
3.0
41.0
40.0
9.0
enterprises by type
57.0
15.0
5.0
enterprises by business segment
57.0
23.0
4.0
56.0
18.0
2.0
53.0
24.0
4.0
52.0
18.0
5.0
increase in 2017/2016
98.2
133.3
150.0
enterprises by size
98.2
142.9.
300.0
102.5
87.0
128.6
enterprises by type
107.5
115.4
500.0
enterprises by business segment
93.4
104.5
200.0
105.7
138.5
200.0
98.2
141.2
200.0
86.7
128.6
250.0

> PLN
1 million

Hard to say

1.0

-

1.0
4.0

-

1.0

-

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

-

2.0

3.0

2.0
6.0

3.0
2.0

3.0

1.0

5.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

4.0
2.0
4.0
2.0

200.0

-

50.0
150.0

-

300.0

-

500.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

-

Source: authors’ calculations based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p. 107.
Thirdly, the involvement, expansion or planning of an enterprise’s engagement in international trade
ultimately boils down to examining its competitiveness and the way in which its competitive position can be
boosted. To that end, it is essential to continually monitor and investigate multiple factors for
competitiveness. Thus, on the one hand, unique demands of international markets force companies to search
for equally unique competitiveness factors, while on the other, allowing the international market to test them
turns out to be the most effective way to improve the competitive positions of enterprises operating on
domestic as well as international markets. One should appreciate the critical importance of the human factor
in this process and pay particular attention to the approach of the owner(s) as well as the employees.
The proprietors of the surveyed micro and small enterprises were presented with thirteen areas in
which to improve their company’s competencies. For the purposes of this article, their number was reduced
to the six areas which the authors believe to be of particular significance for enhancing the enterprises’
competitiveness in international markets (Table 8). Even a cursory look at the results reveals that the
entrepreneurs are well aware of the benefits of expanding internationally. Such an awareness was reflected in
a large number of them indicating the need (or necessity) to improve their command of foreign languages.
Language barriers have been noticed by 26% of the owners of micro enterprises, 31% of the owners of small
enterprises and 30% of start-up proprietors. Hence, every third micro and small entrepreneur finds it difficult
to establish business relationships, participate in international fairs and exhibitions and follow foreign trade
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literature. In a comparable survey of the owners of similarly sized enterprises in Switzerland, 16% indicated
insufficient command of foreign languages as a barrier to international expansion, with the problem being
especially acute in the services sector (33%). The percentages reflect a strong sense of urgency to be able to
use another foreign language with the proficiency required in the globalizing environment. (Baldegger 2013)
Table 7: Share of Micro and Small Enterprises Involved in Product and Process Innovation and Increase in
2010-2016 (%)
Enterprises

2010

2011
2012
2013
2014
share of enterprises involved in export

2015

2016

Micro
and small
<3 years

8.6
7.6

10.3
11.6
7.4
13.0
4.9
10.8
5.3
18.5
share of enterprises involved in product innovation

15.5
20.2

18.2
19.2

Micro
and small
<3 years

27.0
32.6

25.8
30.8

24.3
27.8

Micro
and small
<3 years

100.0
100.0

95.6
94.5

90.0
85.3

Micro
and small
<3 years

17.9
23.7

17.8
15.5

13.1
14.9

16.8
20.6

16.5
21.4

Micro
and small
>3 years

100.0
100.0

99.4
65.4

73.2
62.9

93.9
86.9

92.2
90.3

25.8
23.9

25.8
25.1
27.9
23.3
% increase

25.9
28.7

95.6
95.6
93.0
95.9
73.3
85.6
71.5
88.0
share of enterprises involved in process innovation
19.3
6.1
17.8
20.2
% increase
107.8
75.1

89.9
85.2

Source: authors’ calculations based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p. 105.
Further barriers to improving the competitive position of micro and small enterprises tie directly to
the owners’ specialized knowledge of the company’s business (25%), and their knowledge of marketing and
advertising (24%), especially in small enterprises and start-ups (29%). In sales and customer service, both
being critical functions across all enterprises, competency improvements are required for 14% of micro
enterprise owners and 16% of small enterprise and start-up owners, including trading company proprietors
(18%).
A disturbingly large share of entrepreneurs indicate the need to enhance their IT/computer skills
(18%). Their specific proportions are 21% in the trading sector and a slightly lower share of 15% in the small
enterprise segment. It is in fact hard to imagine in the late second decade of the 21st century and in a
knowledge-based economy that every fifth micro business proprietor and every sixth small company owner
needs to improve their qualifications in this field. A somewhat lower share of entrepreneurs (13%) point to
deficiencies in their technological knowledge. These break down into 12% in micro, 22% in small and 15%
in start-up enterprises. Note that the ability to choose the technology that a company will adopt and assess
technological knowledge shortcomings is vital for building up and strengthening the competitive positions of
businesses. Such statistics may also indicate that entrepreneurs are confident about having sufficient
knowledge in the field that only requires slight supplementation. However, the same argument seems much
less compelling for foreign language skills.
The survey question regarding the self-perceived need to improve selected competencies to boost
enterprise competitiveness was asked additionally of micro and small firm employees. From among such
options as workstation skills, work ethics, customer service, self-sufficiency, creativity and the ability to
work with people, the authors selected three competencies to be included in Table 9. A review of the
findings indicates that merely 6% of the employees in the surveyed enterprises (9% of whom worked in startups and trading companies) felt they needed to improve their command of a foreign language. 12% of the
employees found it difficult to point to other qualifications in need of improvement while as many as 26% of
the workers employed in micro enterprises, 16% of small business employees, 24% of start-ups workers and
33% of production workers claimed that no such improvements were necessary. Two plausible causes can be
offered to explain this finding. On the one hand, the reason may be that the owners of such enterprises, who
strongly assert their leadership, make all key decisions and only resultantly delegate responsibilities.
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Table 8: Areas Requiring Competence Improvement by Business Owners to Boost Company
Competitiveness in 2016

All

Foreign
language
skills
26.0

Micro
Small

26.0
31.0

Start up

30.0

Manufacturing
Service
Trading
Construction

28.0
29.0
22.0
26.0

Specification

Specialized
knowledge of
company’s
business field
25 .0

Technology

IT/
computing

13.0
18.0
enterprises by size
25.0
12.0
18.0
25.0
22.0
15.0
enterprises by type
31.0
15.0
14.0
enterprises by business segment
24.0
17.0
16.0
30.0
13.0
17.0
17.0
9.0
21.0
29.0
17.0
15.0

Marketing
and
advertising
24.0

Sales and
customer
service
14.0

24.0
29.0

14.0
16.0

29.0

16.0

30.0
23.0
27.0
14.0

15.0
13.0
18.0
8.0

Source: authors’ calculations based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p.95
As a consequence, employees neither see the need nor feel the pressure to improve the
competitiveness of their employers. On the other hand, workers should be familiar with the market potential
of their enterprise and industry and perceive their job as an opportunity to acquire the competencies they
need to advance in international labor markets and achieve self-fulfillment. Generally speaking, their views
are largely the result of the social and occupational approaches disseminated through continuous education
and spreading in modern society.
Table 9: Worker Skills, Competencies and Behaviors in Need of Improvement to Boost Company
Competitiveness (%)
Specification
All enterprises
Micro
Small
Start-ups
Manufacturing
Service
Trading
Construction

Foreign language command
Hard to say
6.0
12.0
enterprises by size
6.0
12.0
6.0
8.0
enterprises by type
9.0
12.0
enterprises by business segment
2.0
14.0
7.0
12.0
9.0
11.0
4.0
11.0

No changes are necessary
26.0
26.0
16.0
24.0
33.0
23.0
28.0
21.0

Source: authors’ calculations based on Raport o sytuacji mikro i małych firm w roku 2016, p.97.
All in all, the internationalization of micro and small enterprises is impacted by a wide variety of
economic, social and cultural factors.
4. Conclusions
One of the most pronounced characteristics of today’s market economies is some degree of
internationalization or globalization. Both processes are driven by a variety of factors, the most predominant
of which is enterprise size, companies’ approach to competitiveness and to asserting their positions
domestically and internationally, and the way their owner(s) and employees respond to new challenges.
A survey of nearly 7,000 micro and small enterprises in Poland offered insights into the status of exports and
the limitations to their involvement in exporting activities, which are seen as the first step towards
internationalization and globalization. Despite the fact that the share of enterprises of that size has grown
nearly two-fold from 2010 to 2016, especially among companies operating for less than three years, their
owners are optimistic about increasing exports in the near future. Business owners take action to boost
exports, driven, directly or indirectly, by foreign demand to invest in and pursue innovative projects. Both
business owners and their employees feel, to varying degrees, the need to improve their foreign language
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skills. They view linguistic shortcomings as a major barrier to enhancing their competitiveness domestically
and internationally.
In view of these findings, one is naturally compelled to advocate that governments and business
organizations systemically support the development of an internationalization model for enterprises
(especially micro and small) that would facilitate their relations with business partners and customers and
enable them to operate successfully in today’s market economies. This applies also to competence
enhancement programs concerning new technologies, IT and marketing that are tailor-made to suit specific
industries as well as systemic funding for innovation aimed at improving the market positions of companies.
To increase enterprises’ chances of succeeding internationally and globally, it is also essential to modify
people’s attitudes towards e.g. the need for continuous education and knowledge expansion. Ultimately, the
aim is to help both enterprises of the size in question and the economy at large make the most of the
learning-by-exporting effect.
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Abstract
The paper presents a theoretical debate on models regarding the new products launch. The study's
conclusions point to the gap between scientific decision - making methods and the methods used by
managers for their complexity. The main goal of the article is to find a way to remove this gap and to offer
managers an approach that will improve the efficiency of their management decisions. The study deals with
the use of market penetration models in the decision - making phase, then product classification according
to demand frequency, product innovation and life cycle phases. The methods of market modeling exploration
has shown that there are some gaps in product diffusion modeling and that there is no study of diffusion
model estimation techniques with varying amounts of market information and competitor products.
Keywords:decision making, Monte Carlo simulation, product diffusion
JEL codes: C44, C60, D81, D46.
1. Introduction
Scientific researches of the problem of new product sales forecasting had started in 1905 or even
earlier and this problem is actually still important. This can be proven by two researches (Lynn, Schnaars,
and Skov, 1999; Kahn, 2002). The first of them shows that new product’s sales in real firms forecasting is
equal to 50%. Decision-making based on such forecasts is no better than tossing a coin. The second survey
was a very wide survey and contains more interesting information. It shows that the precision of new product
sales forecasts is equal to 58%. Another interesting information from this survey are methods used by
managers in new product decision-making. There are some selected data of that survey given in Table1.
Table 1. Common Used Methods of New Product Decision Making
Most common-used methods
Customers/market research (57%)
Jury of executive opinion (44%)
Sales force composite (39%)
Looks-like analysis (30%)
Trend line analysis (19%)
Moving average (15%)

Least common-used methods
Linear regression (7%)
Simulation (5%)
Nonlinear regeression (2%)
Diffusion models (2%)
Neural networks (0%)

Source: Kenneth, 2002.
Left part of this table shows most commonly-used by manager’s methods of forecasting. The main
properties of that methods are subjectivity and weak formalization. The right part of the table, oppositely,
contains objective and mathematical formalized methods. The article “The value of simple models in new
product forecasting and customer-base analysis” (Fader and Hardie, 2005) probably explain this relation.
Authors write: “They do not understand how our (increasingly complex) models work; few managers have
the mathematical and/or statistical training to understand what lies behind our models. If a manager has had
no exposure to the benefits that can be derived from a good marketing model, it is natural for him to be
suspicious of 'black-box' solutions. Even if a manager truly understands and appreciates the value of models,
he still has to convince other people within his organization. Faced with a sceptical set of colleagues, the
manager needs to be able to convey the logic of the models in their own language. And even if the manager
is successful in conveying the logic, requests for funds to implement an 'academic' model are typically met
with limited enthusiasm.”
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Concluding this section, it is possible to say that:
1. manager’s decision-making about new product gives inadequate precision;
2. choosing criteria for the decision-making methods is “easiest”;
3. the main cause of previous 2 points is a complexity of forecasting methods for managers.
The purpose of this paper is to review the literature on decision-making methods for introducing
new products to the market, systematizing knowledge in this field and identifying possible ways of
applying this knowledge to managers. The second section of the article deals with the systematization of
product diffusion knowledge depending on product type. The third section deals with the impact of factors
such as the level of innovation and the life cycle of the product on the decision-making process. The last
section deals with the general decision-making algorithm, taking into account the factors described in
sections 2-3.
2. FMCG versus Durable Goods Modeling
This section is dedicated to business-to-consumer (B2C) aspect, so we will speak solely about goods
that belong to this group. One of classification of this group splits this group into 2 classes of goods: Fast
Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) and durable goods.
FMCG class is characterized by frequent sales and relatively low prices. Groceries, cleaning
products, recipe-less medicines or even small electronics are good examples of goods in this class. From
consumer point of this these goods are:
• frequently purchased,
• of a low price,
• consumed fast,
• need low involvement (low or no effort to choose an item).
Durable goods in turn is an antonym of FMCG:
• are rarely purchased,
• have high prices,
• have slow consumption,
• need high involvement (high effort and high time spending to choose an item). This class
contains cars, books, electronics, property and so on.
For us the most important property of these two classes is a frequency of purchase. For the first class
this frequency is high. Items from the first class are bought few times (sometimes even zero) during a
product lifecycle.
There are two main types of models for product diffusion process. The first type is based on a Bass
model (Bass, 1969) and some it’s extensions. This kind of models is used to “first buy” modeling. This type
of models is widely used by economists to forecast the sales of durable goods and demonstrates good results.
This model need a lot of data to estimate the parameters. Restrictions of applying Bass model to sales
forecast was described in detail by Habel (2003): “Whilst diffusion of innovation applies to all product
classes Bass has found its greatest application in the area of consumer durables. In these markets the
incidence of repeat purchase is low - a family buys a dishwasher or a DVD player only once. The repurchase
cycle of these products suits the Bass model, which has only ever purported to model adoptions - each
customer's first purchase. The customer who purchases a second dishwasher within the modeling time frame
has the effect of generating noise.”
The basis of the second type is Negative Binomial Distribution (NBD). The first study on this topic
was “The Pattern of Consumer Purchases” (Ehrenberg, 1959) and then been further developed by Massy
(1969) and Eskin (1973). This kind of models also called “trial/repeat models”, and it is usually used to
predict repeat sales on the statistical base of first purchase. According to this, NBD-based models need some
statistical data. The second constraint of this sales prediction method is a necessity of a steady-state market.
Eskin model has been improved multiple times for analyzing marketing-mix influence in different branches
(Kahn, Kalwani, and Morrison, 1988; Bhattacharya et al., 1996; Bhattacharya, 1997).
Both of these model types are general and not intended for modeling of any particular market. Most
of the developments of these models rely on the extension and complementation (and sometimes clarify it to
some separate industry) of these models to the specific markets. For example, detailing the models for the
automotive fuel market (Scriven and Ehrenberg, 1994), car market (A. S. C. Ehrenberg and Bound, 2000; A.
Ehrenberg, 2000), impulse shopping (McDonald and Ehrenberg, 2002). There are some models’ adaptations
for B2B cases: chemical additions, paper and packages (Easton, 1980), an aviation fuel supplying contracts
(Uncles and Ehrenberg, 1990), ready-mix concrete (Pickford and Goodhardt, 2000).
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More information about diffusion models is beyond the scope of this article; it can be found in
diffusion models reviews. (Meade, 1984; Mahajan and Peterson, 1985; Mahajan, Muller, and Bass, 1991;
Mahajan, Muller, and Wind, 2000; Meade and Islam, 2001; Ehrenberg, Uncles, and Goodhardt, 2004; Meade
and Islam, 2006; Peres, Muller, and Mahajan, 2010).
Additionally, it is worth noting that there is a group of articles that do not belong to any of the
described groups and can be placed somewhere between them. An example of such a product may be the
premium segment alcoholic beverages. On the one hand, these products are purchased several times (or even
several dozens of times) throughout the life cycle. On the other hand, these products are expensive and their
sale can not be described by Bass or NBD models. It shows the gap in modeling and indicates one possible
direction for future research.
3. Level of Innovativeness and Product’s Lifecycle Stage in Sales Prediction
According Crawford (1977) we have a six types of innovation:
• cost improvements (reduced-cost or recuced-price variants of the product for the existing
market);
• product improvements (new, improved variants of existing products/services, targeted to the
existing market);
• line extensions (incremental innovations added to existing product lines and targeted to the
existing market);
• market extensions (taking existing products/services to new markets);
• new category entries (new to-the-company product and new-to-the-company market, but not
new to the general market);
• and new-to-the-world (radically-different products/services vs. current offerings and markets
served).
This classification demonstrates steady increase in the level of innovation. And, with the rise of
innovation level, the quantity of information about the product, market (or both) goes down. Thus there is a
close reference to a usability of diffusion models due to the lack of data to estimate model parameters.
Figure 1. Usability of Diffusion Models in Three Dimensions

Source: own elaboration
Another factor, which has a strong influence to the usability of diffusion models, is a stage of the
product lifecycle (“product lifecycle” from production management perspective). For the reference - here is
typical product lifecycle phases list:
• product concept creation,
• product design,
• product sales,
• service.
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Concept creation and product design stages are characterized by high costs and the risk of
consumer's refusal to purchase the final product. On the other hand, earlier stages of lifecycle provides way
less information to managers for product diffusion modeling. There is a big gap between second and third
stage in most cases. For example, patents on zips were taken out in 1893 and 1913 but sales did not take off
until the 1930s (Kohli, Lehmann, and Pae, 1999).
Finally, we have three dimensions of diffusion models usability. The first dimension is a purchase
frequency: FMCG or durable goods (In reality, there is a decent amount of goods that are between durables
and FMCG; in this case, specific models extensions are used.). The second dimension is a product
innovation level. And the last, but not least, dimension is a product lifecycle stage.
The possible direction of research in this area is to seek effective techniques for estimating model
parameters for each step of introducing a new product and to investigate the efficiency of these techniques.
4. Forecasting Methods with a Lack of Information
The bias of diffusion model forecasting with a lack of information is quite high. One way of
increasing precision of model forecasting is compartmentalization of data. This process is shown in the
Figure 2.
Figure 2. The Way of Increasing Precision of Diffusion Model

Source: own elaboration
As an input we can use data about similar products, consumers’ opinions about product concept,
information about behavior of products in a new markets and so on. It is impossible to use the raw data in
Monte Carlo market simulation; it is necessary to process this data, thus making it usable as an input to
simulation. The processing method differs for the different sources of data. For example, regression model,
cluster analysis, conjoint analysis, discrete choice model, analytical hierarchy process and some of its
modifications - they all require different data. An example of final model is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Example of Final Model

Source: own elaboration
5. Conclusion and Further Research
The first conclusion drawn from the study may be that organizing people use simple and less
effective methods when analyzing new products. The reason is that the methods adopted in academic circles
are complex and incomprehensible for managers. Exit in this situation can be created by a program that
works on a black box and contains models, is automatically selected from the product model, with the choice
of the best estimation of model parameters in the life cycle of the product and the type of innovation. The
general mode of operation is during the final separation of the workshop.
The study of literature also indicates the existence of cases of products that do not contain any of
the existing product diffusion models. For the needs of these products, which, in turn, will lead to the
description of diffusion models for all space products, the systematization of knowledge in this field and the
development of modeling software.
Another loophole is that there is no information on model estimates at certain stages of the life cycle
and for certain innovations. Exploring existing estimation and selection techniques from each stage of the
lifecycle is another direction for research into the future directions in resource and infrastructure research.
Techniques, models for regression analysis, clustering analysis, business cycle analysis, discrete selection
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models, analytical hierarchy (AHP), analytical network process (ANP), fuzzy AHP, fuzzy ANP,
PROMETHEE, ELECTRE, TOPSIS. On Bass-like models, these may be different types of telemetry of
potential consumer reactions to advertising.
To simulate future purchases as input for future models is offered the Monte Carlo method as a
method that is used for practical issues in various areas.
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Abstract
The importance of individual sectors in the economy and the directions and pace of its development are
usually determined by innovative trends. Due to their flexibility and agility in adapting to the changing
market situation in today’s economies, small businesses adjust and implement changes most quickly, thereby
building and increasing their competitive advantage. From this point of view, it is important to study and
analyses the sources of inspiration, carriers and ways of implementation of innovation in start-ups.The
article aims to present the role of capital market solutions in obtaining sources of financing for development
of small and medium-sized enterprises in Poland. The paper describes the outcomes of the survey conducted
by Startup Poland from 10 June to 15 September 2015. This survey covers 17% of the population that
responded to the questionnaire, meaning exactly 423 start-ups out of 2,432 invited to take part. The gathered
data were analysed to depict the essence and place of start-ups in the Polish economy. The article presents
the role and significance of start-ups as well as directions and pace of their development in Poland based on
an analysis of the results obtained by Startup Poland. Products and sectors have been examined as the
starting point for the analysis of start-up internationalisation and involvement in globalisation.
Keywords: private equity, SME, start-up, venture capital
JEL Codes: G24, L25, L26, M13
1. Introduction
The essential feature of small and medium-sized enterprises is their rapid adaptation to the changing
ecosystem as well as legal and market conditions. They are often referred to as agile or flexible because they
smoothly respond to local, regional, national and even international needs. In each enterprise, regardless of
its size, many cyclical stages of development can be distinguished, but undeniably the most important one is
the start (see also: Gompers et al., 2007, pp. 1–23). It is therefore worth noting what this stage looks like in
companies with globally recognisable logos such as Hewlett Packard, Facebook, Google and Uber.
Suddenly, venture capital and start-up as such are taking on a new meaning, becoming a tremendous
opportunity for financial success through the use of sources of financing by means of capital market
instruments.
The related literature contains many definitions and descriptions of start-ups identified as (1)
enterprises in the development stage, (2) small new-tech companies, or (3) enterprises where information
processing and technology-based products are a key component of their business models. However, the most
common definitions were provided by Steve Blank and Bob Dorf describing a start-up as (4) a temporary
organisation searching for a profitable, scalable and repetitive business model, and by Eric Ries stating that
(5) a start-up is an organisation that develops products and services under extreme uncertainty (Blank and
Dorf, 2012; Ries, 2011). The picture is complemented by Alexander Osterwalder’s proposal (6) according to
which a business model describes how the organisation creates values and secures and gains profits from
them (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010; Osterwalder, 2008). A start-up can thus be clearly defined as a
specific sphere of entrepreneurship as it concerns the smallest entrepreneurs who have a strong impact on the
economic indices in each economy.
Innovative activity is still another issue. In line with its definition, it should be at the heart of start-up
development, which is contrary to company size and the fact that nearly 99% of start-ups are micro-, small
and medium-sized enterprises that make only minimum use of new technologies in Poland. According to
John Biggs1, the pace of development of start-up ecosystems in Poland, although fast, is still being slackened
by certain laws and regulations and the tax system, which will have to change. This is, nonetheless,
associated with possible effective cooperation among municipal authorities and their openness to new
1

East Coast Editor for TechCrunch and member of the Advisory Board of the Startup Poland foundation.
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technologies (Startup Poland, 2015, p. 13). According to Jerzy Kalinowski2, national start-ups are facing a
“trap of Poland’s size”. This is because these are essentially companies that, having innovative products, also
have the potential that they cannot finance in a natural way. It turns out, however, that for Polish start-ups
“natural” means natural concentration of both entrepreneurs and founders of start-ups only on their country
from the very outset (the so-called “curse of 38 million people”). Going further, he estimates that only one
hundredth start-up may succeed in Poland since only so few entrepreneurs start business thinking globally
and targeting customers worldwide (Rzeczpospolita, 2017).
Thus, a new issue arises concerning today’s knowledge-based economy and its development
possibilities in the aspect of innovative projects. In the related literature, these two are inseparable. This
conviction is also shared by Marek Dietl, social advisor to the President of the Republic of Poland. Yet
practice shows that only one in five Polish start-ups is able to survive four years with moderate success,
meaning that the likelihood of investing public money in such ventures is like that in a lottery rather than a
matter of business decisions. Hence, this is “rather a task for the state, which can financially support not
start-ups as such but venture capital funds that invest in start-ups” (ekonomia.rp.pl, 14.03.2017, see also:
Anokhin et al., 2016, pp. 4744–4749).
The article aims to present the role of capital market solutions in acquiring financing sources for the
development of small and medium-sized enterprises in Poland. To this end, preferred business models,
sectors where Polish start-ups operate and their main export developments directions are analysed. An
attempt has also been made to determine the trend of development of particular areas of entrepreneurship
among respondents.
2. Venture Capital as a Source of Financing for SMEs
The stage-focused analysis of the private equity structure in Central and Eastern Europe in 2007–
2014 has revealed that venture capital funds rank third, right after buyouts and growth capital (Małecka and
Łuczka, 2016, pp. 418–431). Venture capital as being important in both micro- and macro-scale is often
called pro-developmental because it is the human, human inventiveness and its impact on the improvement
of economy that form a meaningful part of the whole system. Innovation is inherently associated with new
technology, and new technology is, in turn, identified with dynamism and faster growth supported by
globalisation (see also: Gompers and Lerner, 2001, pp. 145–168; Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf, 2013, pp. 403418). However, it is always important that all factors affecting the development of the ecosystem that has
been chosen as the main business objective are combined while developing a new venture (Figure 1).
Taking into account both micro- and macroeconomic factors, the role of the state is evident in the
discussion, especially since at some stages of investment development only the state can bear the risk, being
driven by the social rate of return which is, by definition, lower than the market rate of return for business
entities.
It is important to look at this issue both from the entrepreneurial point of view (creation of a business
idea, business uniqueness, estimation of the target group, the ways of reaching it, awareness of one’s
strengths and weaknesses, but first of all finding the source of funding the idea) and from the perspective of
the economy (job creation, technology development supported by research that has a direct impact on
development, which in turn determines the revenues of economies and their budgets – licenses, patents,
taxes), merging actions into one process and thus enabling circulation oriented towards economic growth.

2

KPMG partner.
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Figure 1: Venture Capital in Economy
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When venture capital funds are infused with public money, they can invest more and boost their
efficiency. Experience and knowledge thus gained will forever constitute social capital that can only serve
further development of knowledge-based economy with start-ups being its integral part. In this way, the state
can build its image through upholding inclusive economic development, supporting innovative projects, and
offering them the opportunity to remain and develop in their own country without having to “flee” in search
of funding abroad.
3. Polish Start-ups
Startup Poland surveyed 2,432 entities. Their database was compiled based on information from
venture capital funds, business accelerators, incubators, training companies, start-up competition organisers,
subsidy lists, lists produced by professional media, private rankings, and start-up activists’ databases. The
analysis covered 17% of the population that had provided comprehensive responses to the survey
questionnaire (432 entities). Start-ups were defined as companies with activities registered in Poland or
having at least one partner who is a Polish citizen and plays an activation role within its territory3. Most
companies operate in Warsaw (28%), Kraków (16%), Poznań (13%), Wrocław (7%) and Tricity (GdańskGdynia-Sopot) (7%). 33% of start-ups were registered in 2012–2013 and 2014–2015 (33% in each period),
11% of them started operations in 2010–2011, and others earlier. 65% of the respondents had chosen a
limited liability company as the form of business, 19% were sole proprietors, and only 5% had registered
joint stock companies. Business-to-business (B2B) cooperation is also most commonly chosen, with more
than half of the respondents (57%) declaring it. Business-to-customer and business-to-business-to-customer
shares look similar (B2B – 28%, B2B2C – 21%) (Figure 2). Sectors such as education, telecommunications,
transportation and logistics are not the most popular areas among Polish start-up owners (10%, 5%, 4%
respectively), whereas energy, where large companies prevail, is the area of activity of only 2% of those
surveyed. IT sectors involving data collection, management and popularisation of websites are the most
common ones. Software-related services were mentioned by 49% and software as a service (SaaS) by 39% of
the respondents. This suggests that start-ups are most likely to become software developers within the fields
of mobile applications, e-commerce and web services, getting involved with the B2B sector almost twice
more frequently than with the B2C one (see Figure 2) (see also: Harris, 2016, p. 534).

3

Start-ups operating in Poland as branches with head office abroad were excluded.
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Figure 2: Business Models and Business Sectors Preferred by Polish Start-ups
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The average cash-on-cash return in the CEE region in 2004–2013, as reported by the surveyed funds
in the KPMG report, was threefold for 29% of the respondents and between two- and threefold for 71%, with
none of them declaring a smaller than twofold increase in the enterprise value (KPMG, 2014, p. 35). In the
period examined4, only 18% of Polish start-ups recorded a revenue increase of more than 100% in the last
year5. This is only one in five companies, and the highest percentage of respondents (35%) cannot answer the
question because they do not collect the necessary data (Figure 3). With this result, it is obvious to refer to
the paradigm of micro and small entrepreneur that clearly indicates the correlation between SME owners and
the level of their knowledge, the influence of education and acquired experience, and the consequent ability
to manage the enterprise, take strategic development actions, and manage and control the enterprise (Łuczka,
2002, pp. 277–290; Małecka, 2016, pp. 91–122).
Figure 3: Declared Revenue Growth
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Source: elaborated by the authors based on Startup Poland 2015 data
A detailed analysis of the responses given by 432 start-ups surveyed has revealed that companies
with a growth rate of over 50% (1) show a positive correlation between employment and revenue growth as
they employ far more people than companies with lower growth rates, (2) are much more likely to operate in
B2B relationships, collaborating with medium-sized and large enterprises (including corporations), and (3)
as many as 80% of them operate through internationalisation, of which (4) 35% carry out over 50% of their
sales abroad.
The research has also demonstrated that the awareness of the need for expansion is growing
markedly. Every third start-up surveyed indicates exports as its main source of revenue (80–100% of sales
come from abroad). 90% of them are born global, and 60% point to the United States as their main
4
5

The survey was carried out from 10 June to 15 September 2015.
Out of 432 start-ups surveyed, 322 responded.
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cooperator and the target market (see also: Gompers et al., 2007, pp. 1-23). In general, however, the whole
group reports that the chief export direction is the EU territory (54%), with the US share standing at 25%
(Figure 4). The percentage of start-ups that carry out internationalisation activities in Asia has also increased.
Figure 4: Main Export Directions of Polish Start-ups

1%
3%

17%
EU
USA

25%

54%

Asia
Russia
Other

Source: elaborated by the authors based on Rzeczpospolita, 2017 (14.03.17).
Conclusion
According to the collected data, the analysis of company seats and business activities allows for
determining the trend prevailing in domestic markets as regards the development of individual fields of
business. Start-ups are established in the biggest urban centres and are primarily focused on B2B activities.
Hence, a statement can be made that it is the market created by large companies that is a direct driver of
start-up development. It is also important to note the extent of activities pursued by such businesses since the
principle concerning international activity, namely that exporting companies are bigger and develop faster,
also applies to start-ups.
The population starting business with the idea of global operations is definitely too small. Measures
taken by the state in this regard and commitment of public money might help investors to improve the returnrisk ratio, thereby increasing the profitability of venture capital funds through reducing their transaction costs
per business entity as they expand their activities.
To summarise, the start-up business model has become a part of today’s economy and there are
opportunities for achieving financial success in this way. It is therefore worth analysing further data
concerning their development path and the changing economic determinants that support their financial
condition.
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Abstract:
Multiple criteria or group decision making plays a crucial role in business activities of every enterprise. The
aim of this paper is to provide a review of decision making software developed at School of Business
Administration in Karvina. OCRP Solver is a tool for group ordinal ranking solution written in Python.
DAME is an alternative to Expert Choice, it is an Excel add-in for the analytic hierarchy process. Finally,
Decision Adviser, also an Excel add-in, serves as an alternative to Super Decisions software, and it
incorporates the analytic network process combined with a fuzzy approach. All three software tools are
described and examples of solutions of given problems are provided as well. The software can be used as a
support tool for small and medium enterprises, it is free of charge, easy to use and can be downloaded from
University website.
Keywords: decision making, multiple criteria decision making, small enterprises, software
JEL-codes: C61, C88.
1. Introduction
In the recent decades a decision making became more and more complex, which resulted in an
advancement of computer tools (software) helping decision makers in many areas of multiple criteria
decision making and group decision making. Among the most known commercial products belong Expert
Choice, the tool for the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), Super Decisions for the analytic network process
(ANP), 1000Minds, DecideIt, modeFRONTIERS, VISA, Athena, IDS and many others, see for instance
MCDM Society (2016). However, these products might not be suitable for small and medium sized
enterprises (SME) for several reasons. Firstly, the products are rather expensive, and a user must pay for a set
of modules even when he or she is interested only in one of them. Secondly, mastering of these products is
usually time demanding, and especially small enterprises might find it difficult to assign one or more of their
employees to this task.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide a review of decision making software developed at
School of Business Administration in Karvina, which is free of charge and very simple for users to work
with, so it might be considered a more appropriate tool for SME. OCRP Solver is a tool for group ordinal
ranking solution written in Python. DAME is an alternative to Expert Choice, it is an Excel add-in for the
analytic hierarchy process. Finally, Decision Adviser, also an Excel add-in, serves as an alternative to Super
Decision software, and it incorporates the analytic network process combined with a fuzzy approach. Also,
the use of the three aforementioned software tools is demonstrated on examples.
The paper is organized as follows: sections 2, 3 and 4 provide description and illustrative examples
for OCRP Solver, Decision Adviser and DAME respectively, and Conclusions close the article.
2. OCRP Solver
2.1. About the Software
The OCRP Solver is a result of a joint effort of OPF SU Karvina and FIT VUT Brno. It is a
command line tool written in Python, so it may run on any computer on which Python is installed, i.e., on
computers running Windows, Linux, UNIX or Mac OS X operating systems. Currently the tool is able to
compute a solution to an OCRP problem using four methods: Borda-Kendall’s method of marks (BAK),
Maximize Agreement Heuristic (MAH), Consensus ranking model (CRM) and Distance-based ideal-seeking
consensus ranking model (DCM). Description of these methods can be found in Tavana et al. (2007) or
Mazurek (2010).
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The Solver is free of charge and can be downloaded from http://www.fit.vutbr.cz
/~ifiedor/ocrpsolver/
The OCRP problem for the Solver is specified by providing a file containing the description of the
problem. The description includes a set of alternatives to be ranked, the number of alternatives that decision
makers (DMs) had actually ranked (if they had not ranked all the alternatives), and DMs’ preferences about
alternatives in the form of rankings from the best to the worst. The file may contain a description of more
than one OCRP problem. In that case, all of these problems will be solved. Another possibility is to let the
Solver generate an OCRP problem itself using the Monte Carlo algorithm. This is useful when, e.g., testing
new methods for solving the OCRP problem or comparing some properties of various methods. The number
of problems which the tool should generate might be specified by a user.
Besides the possibility of solving OCRP problems, the tool offers several other capabilities for
analyzing the OCRP problems. One is the ability to evaluate the entropy of DMs’ preferences, thus providing
information on uncertainty among DMs associated with comparison of alternatives, see Mazurek and Fiedor
(2012), and Fiedor and Mazurek (2012). Also, the Solver enables to determine differences (or agreement)
between methods’ solutions expressed by Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, see Fiedor and Mazurek
(2011, 2012) and entropy of preferences, see Fiedor and Mazurek (2011). At least, but not last, the Solver
enables running Monte Carlo of BAK, MAH, CRM and DCM methods.
The Solver is an open tool in the sense that other methods for OCRP solution can be added to the
Solver by a user himself. To add a new method, the user must create a new Python class derived from the
OCRP Method class and implement the new method which computes the solution to an OCRP problem
passed to it as an argument. The user may also define the class attribute ALIAS which holds the name
identifying the method. This name can be used when specifying the methods which should compute the
solution to an OCRP problem. If no alias is defined, the whole name of the class must be given in order to
tell the tool to use it. When the method is implemented, the module (a Python file containing the created
method’s class) has to be put to the methods subdirectory in the tools directory. The tool will automatically
load all methods in this directory.
2.2. Illustrative Example
Let’s consider the following problem: a set of 8 decision makers (DM1 to DM8) decides about the
most suitable location for a new supermarket. There are 6 potential locations (alternatives) denoted as A, B,
C, D, E, and F. Each DM gives his ranking of all alternatives from the best to the worst (see Table 1). The
goal is to find the overall ranking and the best alternative.
Table 1: Rankings of all Alternatives by all DMs
DM1
DM2
DM3
DM4
DM5
DM6
DM7
DM8

1.
A
C
C
E
C
E
A
F

2.
C
A
E
A
F
F
E
A

3.
F
E
A
C
A
A
C
C

4.
E
F
F
D
D
B
F
B

5.
D
B
B
F
B
D
D
E

6.
B
D
D
B
E
C
B
D

Source: author
To solve the problem with the OCRP Solver, a user provides a file containing the description of the
problem: list of alternatives, the number of alternatives ranked, and all DMs’ preferences in the form of
rankings, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Input of the Problem
alternatives A, B, C, D, E, F
decisions 6
rankings
A, C, F, E, D, B
C, A, E, F, B, D
C, E, A, F, B, D
E, A, C, D, F, B
C, F, A, D, B, E
E, F, A, B, D, C
A, E, C, F, D, B
F, A, C, B, E, D
Source: author
For the selection of methods, a user runs the following command:
python ocrpsolver.py -m bak,mah,crm,dcm -f example.ocrp
The -m argument specifies a comma-separated list of methods used to solve an OCRP problem and
the -f argument is used to specify the file containing the description of the problem.
The solution of the OCRP problem by the Solver is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Solutions to the Problem by the Solver
bak: [A, C, E, F, B, D], [A, C, E, F, D, B]
mah: [A, C, E, F, B, D], [A, C, E, F, D, B]
crm: [C, A, E, F, B, D], [A, C, E, F, D, B], [A, C, F, E, D, B]
dcm: [A, C, E, F, B, D], [A, C, E, F, D, B]
Source: author
As can be seen, all methods produced more than one solution. The alternative A was selected as the
best alternative by all four methods, while the alternative C was chosen as the best only by CRM. In this
example, solutions of BAK, MAH and DCM methods were identical.
3. Decision Adviser
3.1. About the Software
Decision Adviser (DA) is a software modification of the analytic network process, where interdependence between criteria is modeled via fuzzy cognitive maps (instead of creating the so called
supermatrix in original ANP). The method is described in Mazurek and Kiszová (2012), while the detailed
description of Decision Adviser can be found in Mazurek et al. (2013). Decision Adviser is a Microsoft
Excel Add-in and it works with all current versions of Microsoft Excel from version 97. It can be
downloaded from http://www.opf.slu.cz/kmme/da/, and it consists of four individual files:
• DA.xla – main module with user interface written in Visual Basic for Applications,
• DA.dll – it contains special functions used by the application, it is written in C#,
• DA.xll – it contains library for linking C# modules with Excel called Excel-DNA
(http://exceldna.codeplex.com),
• DA.dna – configuration file for Excel-DNA module.
All four files must be placed in the same folder and macros must be permitted before running the
module (see Excel documentation for details). DA itself can be executed by double clicking on the file
DA.xla. After executing the add-in there will appear a new menu item “DA” in the Add-ins ribbon (in older
Excel versions the menu item “DA” will appear in the top level menu).
3.2. Illustrative example
A new decision problem can be generated by clicking on “New problem” item in the main DA
menu, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3: New Problem Menu

Source: author
Then there will be shown a form with main problem characteristics, see Figure 4.
Figure 4: New Problem Characteristics

Source: author
The form includes the following basic settings: the number of criteria and the number of variants
(alternatives). When the form is submitted, a new sheet is generated. First, the names of criteria and variants
are set, see Figure 5.
Figure 5: Names of Criteria and Variants

Source: author
The next step is a comparison of individual criteria using pairwise comparisons matrix with elements
saying how much more important is a criterion in a given row than a criterion in a given column. In the
pairwise comparison matrix users enter only values above the main diagonal. The values in the lower triangle
are reciprocal and automatically calculated. In the very right column weights of individual criteria w are
provided, see Figure 6.
Figure 6: Criteria Comparison

Source: author
In the following step, a dependency among individual criteria is evaluated via a pairwise
comparisons matrix. In the very right column vector of corresponding weights m is provided, see Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Criteria Dependency

Source: author
The final step is the evaluation of variants with respect to individual criteria, see Figure 8.
Figure 8: Evaluation of Variants

Source: author
In the top right matrix weights of all variants (rows) with respect to individual criteria (columns) are
provided. At this stage synthesis is automatically performed and the final weights of variants are shown in
Figure 9.
A comparison with AHP/ANP can be performed via ExpertChoice/SuperDecisions or another free
Microsoft Excel add-in presented in Perzina and Ramik (2012).
Figure 9: The Final Weights of Variants (Alternatives)

Source: author
4. DAME
4.1. About the software
Decision analysis module for Excel (DAME) is a Microsoft Excel add-in for the AHP method and it
works with all current versions of Microsoft Excel from version 97. DAME runs both in Czech and English.
It is free of charge and it can be downloaded from http://www.opf.slu.cz/kmme/DAME/en.html.
After installation of DAME, Excel spreadsheets appear. In the first step, a user specifies a scenario, a
number of alternatives and number of criteria, and whether multiplicative or additive AHP is going to be
used. Next, a used specifies a method for obtaining criteria and alternative weights: the eigenvalue method or
the geometric mean method. Then, pairwise comparisons of alternatives and criteria take place, and the last
table shows the final weights of all alternatives with regard to a goal. The more detailed use of the software
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is described for example in Perzina and Ramík (2012). Also, a fuzzy extension of DAME was developed, see
Perzina and Ramík (2016).
4.2. Illustrative example
Let’s consider an AHP problem with 4 alternatives (variants) and 3 criteria. Figure 10 shows
pairwise comparisons of all alternatives with regard to all criteria, with corresponding weights provided in
the table on right-hand side. The weights were obtained by the geometric mean method. The last table at the
bottom (the green one) provides weights of all alternatives with regard to a goal.
Figure 10: DAME: Pairwise Comparisons

Source: author
Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to introduce three software tools for multiple criteria or group decision
making developed at School of Business Administration in Karvina, which can be used by small and medium
enterprises: OCRP Solver for a group decision making, DAME for the multiple criteria AHP method, and
Decision Adviser for the alternative ANP method. The main advantages of presented software include free of
charge downloading, their simplicity and friendly user environment. Moreover, these tools were already
successfully used in education.
In the future, the software is going to be extended towards uncertainty by incorporating interval or
fuzzy numbers.
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Abstract
Employment in the sector of small and medium enterprises plays a substantial role when big employers
decrease employee numbers. The trend when labor market ‘big players’ leave positions of labor intensive
productions in labor expensive countries leads to high unemployment in such countries. This increased
unemployment is partly compensated by jobs in newly created enterprises. This study tries to reveal main
economic factors behind this trend. Thus, the main aim of this study is to compare overall employment in the
selected sector of small and medium enterprises on economic variables on data from selected countries of
European Union – namely the Czech Republic and its neighbors – Germany, Austria, Poland, and Slovakia.
Keywords: employment in SMEs, macroeconomic factors, panel data
JEL codes: J21
1. Introduction
The main aim of this text is to compare overall employment in the sector “Transportation and
Storage” of small and medium enterprises on main economic variables – namely exports and GDP for
selected countries of European Union – the Czech Republic and its neighbors – Germany, Austria, Poland,
and Slovakia. The focus will be on the segment of small and medium enterprises, defined with respect to
European Commission rules.
In general, in accord with European Commission recommendations, small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) are enterprises with less than 250 persons employed, with an annual turnover of up to
EUR 50 million, or a balance sheet total of no more than EUR 43 million.
Small and medium enterprises can be studied from different points of view. This study is mostly
concerned by the impact of macroeconomic performance of the country on the employment in different size
enterprises in the segment of transportation and storage. As transportation and storage employment levels
reflect the circulation of goods and services in economy, we could expect the positive impact of both export
and GDP on the control variable. The relationship between export variables and productivity in economics
was studied by Leichenko (2000) with uncertain results. He argued that “Export growth is found to promote
increased production and higher productivity, but higher production and higher productivity also lead to
export growth”.
Labor levels in SMEs was studied for example in Major (2008), who found, that the small and
medium enterprises are more labor intensive, while they lack of capital assets. Assiedu and Freeman (2007)
focused on the impact of globalization on profits of SMEs in the U.S. They concluded that profits of SMEs
are dependent on the industry, income per capita and globalization measure (assets of multinational
corporations). They also studied effect of ethnicity of owners on outcome of SMEs.
The first step of the analysis is to determine the break dates on overall economy data, which covers
unit root tests, and break points unit roots analysis. The second step in the analysis is the determination of
basic trends in data, as well as discussion of similarities and differences through countries and enterprise
sizes. Then the basic dependencies in SME data will be studied using regular and panel regression analysis.
The text is structured as follows: the theoretical background to unit root and the break point unit root
analysis is given in the second part of the text. The third section covers obtained results and discussion,
followed by conclusions and the list of references.
2. Theoretical Background
The main aim of the next analysis is to determine break points and to check for basic relationships.
As we intend to investigate the break point analysis, we need first to test a stationarity of the process for each
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variable, which means to use the Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots for data. The Dickey-Fuller is used to
determine if the variable ρ in an estimation
y t = β 0 + ρ . y t −1 + ε

(1)

is not statistically different from 1. Dickey and Fuller (1976) suggested to rearrange equation (1) such that
y t − y t −1 = β 0 + ( ρ − 1). y t −1 + ε = β 0 + β 1 . y t −1 + ε

(2)

Then there is a possibility to use a t-test of the statistical significance of the estimated coefficient for lagged
variable. If the coefficient ( ρ − 1) is not statistically significant, then the time series is expected to be
stationary in the first differences, the hypothesis of unit root cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis – unit
root is based on the test statistics equal to the t-ratio of the coefficient:
DF t =

β1
SE ( β 1 )

(3)

In the case of more complicated relationship, the augmented Dickey-Fuller test can be used. For example, the
model used for the Dickey-Fuller test with one lagged differential is of the form:
∆ y t = β 0 + β 1 . y t − 1 + β 2 .∆ y t − 1 + ε

(4)

When looking for irregularities in data, one of the suitable tools is a break point analysis, which is
also based on unit root tests. The structural breaks can occur in intercept or in a slope. In general, if the break
occurs in the time series sample for time series [1, 2, K T ] in time point T *such that 1 ≤ T * ≤ T ; then the
correct estimation will cover dummy variable d:
0 for t ≤ T *
d =
1 for T* ≤ t

(5)

The estimation for break in intercept:
y t = β 0 + β 0 ' d + β 1 xt + ε t

(6)

The estimation for break in slope:
yt = β 0 + (β1 + β 1 ' d )xt + ε t

(7)

The estimation for break from intercept to slope:
y t = β 0 + β 1 dx t + ε t

(8)

Statistical program EViews supports the automatic break date selection methods by minimization of
the Dickey-Fuller t-statistic for different values of variable d.
As for the second part of the analysis, there was a problem with amount of available data. Therefore,
the ordinary least squares and panel estimation results are only roughly informative.
3. Data Description
This analysis is based on the macroeconomic data of employment, export and GDP in five European
countries, in the Czech Republic with its neighbors - Germany, Austria, Poland, and Slovakia. The first part
presented analysis – determination of break points – is based on quarterly data of overall persons employed
and GDP of above mentioned countries for the period of 1998-2016. The second part of the analysis is using
annual data of persons employed in the sector “Transportation and Storage”, net exports, imports and GDP
for the period of 2005-2014. The employment data of the sector “Transportation and Storage” cover annual
data on employment in different size enterprises, namely data are divided into four main groups:
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micro enterprises: 2-9 persons employed;
small enterprises: with 20-49 persons employed;
medium-sized enterprises: with 50-249 persons employed;
large enterprises: with 250 or more persons employed.
Even though the scope of the analysis is focused on small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
used data both the micro and large enterprises should have impact on movement of employment in SMEs.
The analysis is based on macroeconomic data; GDP values are given in current prices, seasonally
and calendar adjusted data in million euro, net imports and exports are given in millions of ECU/EURO,
quarterly data on persons employed are not seasonally adjusted. Used data are from EUROSTAT database
(http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database).
•
•
•
•

4. Results and Discussion
The break point analysis based on the Dickey-Fuller test should be performed on the stationary time
series data. However, when looking at the available data for employment and GDP, they both have trend
interrupted by sudden change as can be seen for illustration in Figure 1 for the data from the Czech Republic.
Figure 1: Data of Czech Employment and GDP

Source: data from EUROSTAT database depicted in EViews
Therefore, the condition of stationarity of time series should be observed in their first differences.
For illustration, first differences of the time series data of the employment and GDP in the Czech Republic
are depicted in Figure 2. These data are looking stationary (with shift), the confirmation can be done by the
unit root test.
The augmented Dickey-Fuller test was performed in order to determine stationary character of firstdifferences of data series – this unit root test on first differences confirms stationarity of all data series.
Figure 2: First Differences of Data of Czech Employment and GDP

Source: own calculations, EViews outcome
When looking on overall data series (Figures 3 and 4 for employment data and GDP data,
respectively), the break point should be detected around years 2008-2009 with the exception of Austria. In
the case of Austria, the break point can be expected around 2004 for employment and around 2007 in the
case of GDP.
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Figure 3: Data of Employment in Germany (G_emp), Austria (A_emp), Poland (P_emp), and Slovakia
(S_emp) through 1998-2016
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Source: data from EUROSTAT database depicted in EViews
Figure 4: Data of GDP in Germany (G_ GDP), Austria (A_ GDP), Poland (P_ GDP), and Slovakia (S_ GDP)
through 1998-2016
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Results of break point analysis, given in Table 1 are supporting these expectations. All results, with
two exceptions (Germany and Poland in the case of employment data) are statistically significant at 5% level
of significance. All studied countries have a break point within short time interval with one exception of
Austria.
The interesting point is that the break point in employment level precedes the break point in GDP
time series data, which contradicts the economic expectation of leading changes in GDP influencing all other
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variables. This discrepancy could be caused by a character of data used for break point analysis – while data
of GDP are seasonally adjusted, the data on employment are a “rough” data without seasonal adjustment and
without adjustment to overall working-age population of respective countries.
Table 1: Results of Break Point Analysis
Brak Date - Employment
2008Q1
2008Q4
2004Q3
2008Q4
2008Q3

Czech Republic
Geramany
Austria
Poland
Slovakia

p-value
0,0317
0,4745
<0.01
0.6872
<0.01

Break Date - GDP
2009Q1
2009Q1
2007Q4
2009Q1
2009Q1

p-value
<0.01
<0.01
0.0151
<0.01
<0.01

Source: own calculations
Data of employment in the sector of “Transportation and Storage” are a short-term yearly data;
therefore, it should be not correct to perform a break point analysis. However, from depicted graphs (Figures
5-9) we can see, that in the Czech Republic, and Austria, in the case of the medium-sized enterprises (50-249
employees) the drop in number of employees after 2008 was significant, while there was not a significant
drop in the case of small enterprises (20-49 employees). On contrary, in the case of sector employment in
Poland, the significant drop was in the case of small enterprises, while this drop was not visible in the case of
medium-sized enterprises. Finally, in the case of Slovak employment, the drop was visible both in the case of
small and medium-sized enterprises; on contrary to the case of Germany, where this drop did not occur at all.
The interesting point is also the fact, that there was the overall increasing trend in the case of medium-sized
enterprises, but high differences were in trend in the case of large enterprises – they were increasing in
number of employees in industry only in Germany, while in other countries they were decreasing or has not
visible trend (Slovakia, Poland). This result corresponds with results of Aremi and Adeyemi (2011), who
argued the small and medium-sized enterprises can be viewed as an “engine of economic growth and
development” under difficult economic conditions.
Figure 5: Data of Employment in Sector “Transportation and Storage” in the Czech Republic for Different
Size Enterprises: from 2-9 Employees (CR_emp_2_9), from 20-49 Employees (CR_emp_20_49), from 50249 Employees (CR_emp_50_249), and above 249 Employees (CR_emp_big)
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Figure 6: Data of Employment in Sector “Transportation and Storage” in Germany for Different Size
Enterprises: from 2-9 Employees (G_emp_2_9), from 20-49 Employees (G_emp_20_49), from 50-249
Employees (G_emp_50_249), and above 249 Employees (G_emp_big)
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Figure 7: Data of Employment in Sector “Transportation and Storage” in Austria for Different Size
Enterprises: from 2-9 Employees (A_emp_2_9), from 20-49 Employees (A_emp_20_49), from 50-249
Employees A_emp_50_249), and above 249 Employees (A_emp_big)
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Source: data from EUROSTAT database depicted in EViews
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Figure 8: Data of employment in sector “Transportation and Storage” in Poland for Different Size
Enterprises: from 2-9 Employees (P_emp_2_9), from 20-49 Employees (P_emp_20_49), from 50-249
Employees (P_emp_50_249), and above 249 Employees (P_emp_big)
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Source: data from EUROSTAT database depicted in EViews
Figure 9: Data of Employment in Sector “Transportation and Storage” in Slovakia for Different Size
Enterprises: from 2-9 Employees (S_emp_2_9), from 20-49 Employees (S_emp_20_49), from 50-249
Employees (S_emp_50_249), and above 249 Employees (S_emp_big)
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Source: data from EUROSTAT database depicted in EViews
Results of basic regression analysis of SMEs employment data on export and GDP data are given in
Table 2. From the obtained results we can see that both explanatory variables were statistically significant in
the case of the Czech Republic and Germany. However, because of the short time series these results can be
viewed as a rough approximation of true trends.
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The interesting is the influence of export on employment in transportation and storage firms with
respect to size of companies – Panel estimation of this effect is given in Table 3. This effect is, as expected,
positive, moreover, we can see that the bigger the companies the higher is the dependence of employment
level on value of exports in all countries in the region.
Table 2: Results of Regression of SMEs Employment Data on Exports and GDP. Asterisks in a
Regression Table Indicate the Level of the statistical significance of a Regression Coefficient; Three, Two
and One Asterisks Indicate the Statistical Significance of the Regression Coefficient at 1%, 5%, and 10%
Level of Significance, Respectively.
Czech Republic
20-49 Employees
50-249 Employees
Germany
20-49 Employees
50-249 Employees
Austria
20-49 Employees
50-249 Employees
Poland
20-49 Employees
50-249 Employees
Slovakia
20-49 Employees
50-249 Employees

Constant
16436.8***
22233.5***

Exports
-0.0272*
0.0695**

GDP
0.2696***
0.2852*

R2
0.66
0.87

-296572**
148906 ***

-0.2315*
1.2036***

1.4322***
2.9653*

0.92
0.92

100779***
20904.7***

-0.0286
0.0159

0.2577**
0.1274

0.71
0.41

6757,91
43572.4***

0.1561
0.0484

0.0922
0.3632

0.85
0.72

2247.64
10988.5

0.2026*
0.0635

-0,3831
0.0745

0.58
0.37

Source: own calculations
Table 3: Results of panel regression of SMEs employment data on exports. Asterisks in a regression
table indicate the level of the statistical significance of a regression coefficient; three, two and one asterisks
indicate the statistical significance of the regression coefficient at 1%, 5%, and 10% level of significance,
respectively.
PANEL
2-9 Employees
20-49 Employees
50-249 Employees
250 and More Employees

Constant
47882,58
-2014.598
5287.511
76072.97

Exports
0.1319***
0.2526***
0.3771***
0.8714***

R2
<0.01
0.991
0.97
0.93

Source: own calculations
Once more, it is necessary to emphasize the fact that the estimations are, because of lack of data,
only informative and for statistically supportive results, it is necessary to collect data for longer periods of
time with shorter frequency (quarterly or monthly data).
5. Conclusions
The focus of this analysis was to compare overall employment in the sector “Transportation and
Storage” of small and medium enterprises with main economic variables, in this case total GDP and exports
volume. The first part was devoted to comparison of structural break dates with trend in SME employment
data. In general, structural breaks caused by 2008-2010 recession are not always visible on employment data
from sector “Transportation and Storage”.
Regression analysis determined dependence of employment on exports and partially on GDP in the
case of the Czech Republic, and Germany. However, taken into account results of Leichenko (2000), the
correct way should be avoiding multicollinearity by using only one of the two variables. Results of the panel
analysis of enterprises employment level show that the larger the enterprise the higher dependence on
variable export, and the coefficient in the case of export is always positive. This result is also confirming
Assiedu and Freeman (2007) results about impact of globalization on profits on firms – in this case
globalization can be represented by exports levels, and the profit of firms can be generalized by number of
employees.
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Abstract
The decrease of the business property can cause a future reduction in the production ability of the enterprise
to the extent causing an involuntary closing of business activities. The reduction of business property is
usually caused not only by the reported loss, but also by the greater distribution of profits, as is the amount
of the real level of the enterprise's distributable reserves profit of the business. A thorough analysis of the
reported accounting profit must be the starting point for the allocation of profit, which does not compromise
the further existence of the enterprise. It is important to be able to identify and assign a portion of the
accounting profit, corresponding to the non-realised profit and fictive profit, where eventual release outside
the enterprise threatens the future performance of the enterprise. These portions of the reported profit do not
correspond to the actually made, realised and real production, which is a necessary condition to achieve a
real profit. The division of real profit to the investors is the only thing that will not cause a threat to the
existing abilities of an enterprise, neither in the short nor the long term. The decision on the way of division
reported profit, any undertaking received in the present is therefore a strategic, especially in relation to the
future of the business.
Keywords: analysis of profit, decision-making, production ability, profit allocation
JEL codes: D24, G32, M11, M40
1. Introduction
Nowadays, very actual and important problem in management of enterprises is the issue of a
recognised profit quantification and its subsequent distribution. The problem is that enterprises use accrual
accounting with recognised profit, but with cash flows not allowing them to continue to do business and pay
out the shares smoothly. This means the enterprise needs to indebt itself to be able to provide assets recovery
and pay out the shares, which leads to the expensive and uneconomic equity capital.
The greater distribution of profits, as is the amount of the real level of the enterprise's distributable
reserves profit of the business causes reduction of business property and in future reduction in the production
ability of the enterprise to the extent causing an involuntary closing of business activities. The analysis of the
business property's changing trends of the entity should be one of the most important tasks of the financial
analysis for the assessment of the financial situation of the enterprise. Very important in this context is to do
thorough critical analysis of profit creation and quantification for any decision making on its allocation. A
thorough analysis of the reported accounting profit must be the starting point for the allocation of profit,
which does not compromise the further existence of the enterprise.
1.1 Model and Data
The aim of this paper is to analyse theoretical basis of constructive critical analysis of profit creation
and quantification for a decision-making on its allocation. The subject matter of this paper is highly actual,
because profit or loss are indicators of entity's development and derive the entity's profitability and viability
and determining the financial strategy of enterprises.
In this paper, several methods of examination such as analysis, comparison and synthesis were used.
We examined mainly international and national legislation with an emphasis on the area of reporting and
other book publications and publications in journals and conference proceedings related to research
problems. Out of legislation, important were accounting law in SR and in European Union as well. Financial
statements are important for an assessment of the enterprises financial situation. In the Slovak Republic they
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are regulated by Act on Accounting 431/2002 following the transposition to the national legislation of
Directive 2013/34/EU of the EP and of the Council.
2. Business Property and Business Development
Business property is the most important indicator to identify and assign a portion of the accounting
profit, corresponding to the non-realised profit and fictive profit to continued decision-making of managers,
associates and shareholders. To ensure good future in doing business enterprises should orient to sustainable
business property. The decision on the way of division reported profit, any undertaking received in the
present is therefore a strategic one, especially in relation to the future of the business. The strategy
determines the long-term objectives, procedures for activity realization and distribution of resources, which
contribute to meeting the entity's objective (Glautier and Unterdown, 1991). A produced profit may be
considered the main internal sources of an entity's financing. The entity's strategic management is in the
responsibility of its owners, top management and department of strategic management. When creating the
strategy, it is necessary to analyse external environment and internal environment and select the appropriate
strategy based on the results. External factors are “accepted” by entity and must adapt to new conditions. The
internal factors may be actively influenced by entity, and thereby take advantage of opportunities and
eliminate the threats, which arise from external environment (Šebestová and Wagnerová, 2007). Corporate
strategy can be focused on the development and growth of the entity, transition to diversification,
stabilization, growth, downturn or revitalization of the entity. In this, maintenance of assets and capital is
very important (Tumpach and Baštincová, 2014; Markovič et al., 2013). Organizing the movement of capital,
cash, receivables and payables is the content of the entity`s financial strategy for enterprise development.
The movement of the parameters quantifies the benefits of all business activities, therefore financial strategy
is an important part of entity's management. But “the survival of an entity does not depend only on the area
of business, but according the previous analysis, on non-financial ratios such as cooperation, level of project
management and others.” (Šebestová and Nowáková, 2013).
2.1 Understanding the Business Property
Understanding the business property of an enterprise is a starting point and a criterion for
determining the economic result, as well as its distributable part, and affects requirements for used valuation
method. A detailed analysis of the development of the business property of an enterprise should be one of the
most important tasks of the financial analysis (Šlosárová, 2014). For the correct evaluation of the
development of the capital invested by owners into the accounting entity, the accountancy should be the one
to provide reliable data (Procházka and Pelák, 2016). It is even more important because there usually is not
any linear growth of the business property of the accounting entity in the market economy, but periods of the
growth and decline vary. The decline in the business property of the accounting entity may be caused by a
reported loss, but also by bigger profit distribution than the sum of actually achieved distributable profit
(Pakšiová and Kubaščíková, 2014).
To define various understandings of the business property of an enterprise and decide the one to
apply within the given a system, is the basis for the whole further analysis in applying specific
methodological procedures. The basic understanding of the business property of an enterprise in a broader
sense may be divided into:
A. capital – if the property is evaluated from the perspective of the invested capital,
B. proprietary – if the property is evaluated from the perspective of its character and structure,
C. performance – if the property is evaluated from the perspective of a means to achieve the
performance of an enterprise.
They can also be further divided according to a method of its expressing into absolute and relative.
A1. Absolute capital understanding of the business property of an enterprise is expressed in an absolute
amount of the owners' invested capital share in terms of financial units.
A2. Relative capital understanding of the business property of an enterprise is expressed as owners'
invested capital share within the whole capital sum – own and borrowed.
B1. Absolute terms of the business property of an enterprise are quantified by the overall sum of the
property in terms of financial units.
B2. Relative proprietary understanding of the business property of an enterprise represents relative
terms of individual components of the business property of an enterprise, what is a quantification of those
individual components' share on the gross assets. In a complex sum it represents 100% of the property.
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C1. Absolute performance understanding of the business property of an enterprise is expressed in an
absolute amount of the performance – the overall capacity of production in terms of measurement units
produced on the basis of the property ownership within an enterprise, e.g. in a day.
C2. Relative performance understanding of the business property of an enterprise represent
enumeration of property components' relative share on achieved production. Altogether, such property
represents 100%.
If we evaluate the business property of an enterprise from the modern perspective of a broader
understanding, we can also distinguish:
a) Financial understanding of the business property of an enterprise
o broader understanding
- from the perspective of the capital structure of an enterprise,
- from the perspective of the property resources
• own resources – internal (produced profit),
• external (owners' contributions),
• borrowed – liabilities towards the third parties, (from banks, State,
vendors, employees...),
o narrower understanding
- net assets of an enterprise in historical prices, or stable purchasing power of
the financial unit,
- the equity in a nominal value, or stable purchasing power of a financial unit,
- differential value (assets – liabilities).
b) Physical understanding of the business property of an enterprise
o broader understanding
- absolute business property – absolute structure of the property according to
specific types and forms,
- relative business property – evaluated from the perspective of achieved
production and its structure, distinguished into production property
according to types, executive property according to types and other
property,
- combined business property – absolute with substantial property and relative
with other property,
- qualified business property – business property of an enterprise derived
from the amount of achieved outputs in units of quantity or profits in
financial units.
o narrower understanding – net assets of an enterprise according to types and
expressed in current prices valuation
- absolute business property in performance potential in units of quantity,
- relative business property in performance potential in units of quantity,
- combined business property in performance potential in units of quantity.
2.2 Broader Concept of the Business Property
The business property of an enterprise is analysed further below in a broader concept. The broader
concept may be the physical understanding of the business property of an enterprise. If the business property
of an enterprise is evaluated from the perspective of its significance for further entrepreneurial activities, it
can be divided according to its significance for achieving enterprise's outputs. The starting point here is the
relative performance understanding of the business property of an enterprise. Within this, each type can have
a significance coefficient (k) (1 – the most significant, 0 – the least significant) assigned. The business
property of an enterprise can then be a property with a quantification represented by a sum of significance
and corresponding property type valuation coefficient conjunctions. (Pakšiová, 2014) These significance
coefficients may be chosen by an enterprise, or based on the broad scale of options ranged from < 0,00 to
1,00 >, or chosen by an enterprise from several basic categories with assigned verbal, descriptive and
numerical terms of the property significance for simplification of the work done by employees and
introduction of certain standards for the unification of personal and time procedures. Since the property of an
enterprise is to a large extent variable, to determine the significance coefficient for each property type it is
still a very labour-demanding matter (even though it is a one-time activity under stable conditions), and there
might be a problem with determining a criterion for assigning the significance coefficient to the property.
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Such a criterion may, for example, be a property share on achieved profits, e.g. goods for sale should have k
= 1, as much as irreplaceable material for production of products; on the other hand, a vehicle used by the
management may have k = 0, however, a vehicle used for sold goods transport, since this is a part of
invoiced services or goods prices, may have k = 0.5, because it can, but not necessarily, be a part of achieved
invoiced outputs. When determining k, the main thing to consider is whether the ownership of the given
property type is a necessary condition to achieve profits from the entrepreneurial activity. If it is, then k ≥
0.5.
In simple terms, the property can be divided into two groups – business property (or property of a
substantive nature) with k ≥ 0.5, and other property with k < 0.5. In this case, the business property of an
enterprise is a property with k ≥ 0.5, i.e. business property in an overall valuation (sum of the overall
valuation of corresponding business property types) – absolute business property, or relative business
property, when significance coefficients are assigned within the business property group, and will express
the value of the relative business property after multiplying by the corresponding property type valuation and
subsequent summing up.
If this property is analysed from the perspective of resources, own resources of an enterprise will be
represented by resources corresponding to the business property. These own resources will be made of
owners' contributions or the produced profit, not to jeopardise the business property of an enterprise and
subsequent business productivity.
Within this understanding, the balance sheet equation may be modified in the financial terms as
follows:
business property + other property = own resources of an enterprise +
+ borrowed resources of an enterprise
while maintaining business performance requires at least:
business property ≤ own resources of an enterprise
business property ≤ owners' contributions + undistributed profit from the past years –
– unliquidated loss of the past years + profit (- loss) of a current period
Within this broader understanding of the business property of an enterprise it is of an utmost
importance to choose the correct property valuation method, because it must be determined whether
performance is to be maintained in past prices, current prices or future prices. Another important issue is
whether a change in the financial unit purchasing power is taken into account in considering this business
property of an enterprise.
If the individual property items are analysed from the perspective of types, the business property –
main assets may be further divided into:
• main business long-term assets – main business long-term intangible assets, main business
long-term tangible assets, main business long-term
financial
assets,
• main business short-term assets – main business stocks,
– main business financial assets;
other property – other assets into:
• other long-term assets – other long-term intangible assets, other long-term tangible assets,
other long-term financial assets,
• other short-term assets – other stocks,
– other liabilities,
– other financial assets.
In case of a short-term assets we may apply a principle, that since they are short-term assets with a
form that changes in a single year within the assets turnaround circle, exchange of the assets in the form of
stocks for the assets in the form of the financial assets can be accepted, mainly if it is an easily available type
of stocks, that can be procured on the free market at any moment of an enterprise's existence. In the case of
scarcely available stocks, this rule should be applied with greater care, and their supply contracts should be
examined thoroughly first.
In a modified version, this proposed division may already be seen in the conclusion of the financial
statements horizontal analysis, where year-on-year changes of statements entries are evaluated. Year-on-year
changes may be expressed by various methods. The most common include: enumeration of an absolute
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difference, expression of a change in terms of percentage, expression of a development using basic and chain
indexes. Horizontal analysis of the balance sheet is aimed at evaluating an adequacy of relationships
between property and financial resources of an accounting entity. Required relations between property and
its coverage resources are expressed in two rules, i.e. golden balance sheet rule and golden financing rule.
The golden balance sheet rule only allows a use of long-term financial resources for a financial coverage of
fixed assets. These may be the equity and long-term borrowed capital. The correct state of matters is, when
there is more long-term resources than a long-term property volume. In this case, the accounting entity is
overcapitalised. On the other hand, if the long-term resources do not suffice for long-term property coverage,
the accounting entity is undercapitalised. The golden financing rule requires the financial resource to be
available for an adequately long time corresponding to the minimum lifecycle of the property procured on its
basis.
For sustainable business development is a relevant tool retention of the proceeds in enterprise by
sustainable and growing business property in financial (monetary) understanding and physical (material)
understanding as well.
A choice of a proper concept of accounting unit's business property of an enterprise preservation and
corresponding way of profit quantification should be based on financial statements' user needs. Financial
concept of capital preservation should be accepted, if financial statements' users focus predominantly on
invested capital nominal value or invested capital purchase power preservation. If, however, the main interest
of users is connected with operational capacities of an accounting unit, a concept of physical form of a
business property of an enterprise should be preferred, in a form of a business property of an enterprise in
asset components preservation, output preservation or enterprise profit preservation (Pakšiová and
Kubaščíková, 2015).
With respect to the structure of investors, the distribution of the recognised profit, being approved by
investors, is often motivated by a maximum amount of profit sharing pay out each year. However, this
attitude makes other activities of an enterprise more difficult, if we speak of a distribution of a paper profit
(recognised), or of an enterprise solidity in the time of their pay out.
3. Reported Information for Decision-making Based on the Constructive Critical Analysis of Profit
Creation and Quantification
The basis for the management decision-making is an accountancy, either past-based (financial
accounting), or future-predicting (management accounting). It is a means of distributable profit
quantification without an imperilment of business property of enterprise that is one of the most important
issues regarding further existence and development of an enterprise.
3.1 Size Classes of Enterprises and Reported Financial Information for Decision-making
The entity according to Directive 2013/34/EU of the EP and of the Council is classified into size
classes (Table 1), if not exceeding two of those three criteria provided. According to Act on Accounting,
criteria for classification into size classes are defined differently. For micro entity, the maximum limit of
considered criteria is determined and for large entity it is the minimum threshold. Small entities fall to the
interval limited by the criteria for micro and large entities. For classification, the entity assesses criteria for
two accounting periods, it means, that the examined one is current and immediately preceding accounting
period. If the entity detects that it has ceased to meet or exceeds the criteria for particular size class, it
changes its classification beginning from the following accounting period. The total sum of assets is
understood as the amount determined from the balance sheet with valuation of adjustments.
The annual financial statements by Directive 2013/34 EU constitute a composite whole and shall for
all undertakings comprise, as a minimum, the balance sheet, the profit and loss statement and the notes of the
financial statements. The annual financial statements shall give a true and fair view of the undertaking's
assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss. Small and large enterprises in the Slovak Republic
have the same forms of statements and requirements to range of information reported in notes. The reduction
of requirements on reporting financial information concern only on micro enterprises.
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Table 1: Comparison of Criteria for Categorisation into Size Classes According to Directive 2013/34/EU of
the EP and of the Council and Act on Accounting in Slovakia
Categories
of entities

Micro

Directive 2013/34/EU of the EP and of the
Council
- Undertakings which on their balance sheet
dates do not exceed the limits of at least two
of the three following criteria
Micro-undertakings
a) balance sheet total: EUR 350,000;
b) net turnover: EUR 700,000;
c) average number of employees during the
financial year: 10.

Small

Small undertakings
a) balance sheet total: EUR 4,000,000;
b) net turnover: EUR 8,000,000;
c) average number of employees during the
financial year: 50.

Medium

Medium-sized undertakings
a) balance sheet total: EUR 20,000,000;
b) net turnover: EUR 40,000,000;
c) average number of employees during the
financial year: 250
Large undertakings
a) balance sheet total: EUR 20,000,000;
b) net turnover: EUR 40,000,000;
c) average number of employees during the
financial year: 250.

Large

Act No. 431/2002 on Accounting, as
applicable
- An accounting unit that meets at least two of
the following conditions is classified as
Micro accounting unit
a) total sum of assets did not exceed EUR
350,000;
b) net turnover did not exceed EUR 700,000;
c) the average calculated number of employees
did not exceed 10 during the accounting
period.
Small accounting unit
a) total sum of assets exceeded 350,000 but did
not exceed EUR 4,000,000
b) net turnover exceeded EUR 700,000 but did
not exceed EUR 8,000,000;
c) the average calculated number of employees
exceeded 10 but did not exceed 50 during the
accounting period.
not defined

Large accounting unit
a) total sum of assets exceeded EUR
4,000,000;
b) net turnover exceeded EUR 8,000,000;
c) the average calculated number of employees
exceeded 50 during the accounting period.

Source: author by Act on accounting 431/2002 and Directive 2013/34/EU
3.2 Profit and Loss Statement for Small and Large Entities in the Slovak Republic
For the constructive critical analysis of profit creation and quantification is important to analyse
information from profit and loss statement and notes to this statement. Changes in the structure of the profit
and loss statement for different size groups of undertaking also affected the indicators that were directly
quantified. Originally the profit and loss statement contained also indicators such as trade margin and added
value, although in the new structure only net turnover and added value is disclosed. In total lines in original
structure, profit or loss based on particular activities is disclosed, while in the new structure in total lines,
also sums of costs, revenues and profit or loss individually according to particular activity are represented.
Specific in original structure are lines relating to profit or loss from ordinary activities, which is the sum of
profit or loss from operating and financial activities, and the line profit or loss from extraordinary activities.
Since profit or loss from extraordinary activities were cancelled, there was no reason for total line for profit
or loss from ordinary activities, because all disclosed revenues, costs and profit or loss fall into the category
of ordinary activities (Table 2). Changes in structure of the profit and loss statement in small and large
entities did not affect the number of reporting lines, i.e. 61 lines.
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Table 2: Profit and Loss Statement in Small and Large Entities in the Slovak Republic
Structure of profit and loss statement in SR from 1 January 2015
Net turnover
Operating income
Operating expenses
Profit/loss from operations
Added value
Income from financial activities
Expenses related to financial activities
Profit/loss from financial activities
Profit/loss for the accounting period before tax
Income tax
Transfer of net profit/net loss shares to partners
Profit/loss for the accounting period after tax

Source: author by MF/23378/2014-74 and MF/23377/2014-74
3.3 Balance Sheet for Small and Large Entities in the Slovak Republic
For the constructive analysis of profit creation it is important to analyse balance sheet as well. The
balance sheet, as the accounting statement of the financial statement, documents a balance sheet principle
application, i.e. dual perspective of the business property, with one side evaluating the property from the
perspective of its form, hence answering the question "What in, what types of property?", while such a
perspective is represented by the balance sheet assets, and the other side evaluating the property based on
resources, hence answering the question "What from, what is it financed from?", which is represented by the
balance sheet liabilities. Equality of assets and liabilities in the balance sheet is expressed by a balance sheet
equation. This substantiates the property equality according to its types and capital (meaning the capital in a
broader sense, i.e. own and borrowed capital altogether) equality according to its resources. This equality
also forms the basis of modern understanding of the property (P) and the capital equality in a broader sense
(C). The balance sheet equation can therefore be expressed as P = C. After the capital is divided into own
(OC) and borrowed (BC), the balance sheet equation is P = OC + BC. In economic and accounting theories
this equality can also substantiate the use of the terms "business property/business property maintenance"
and "capital/capital maintenance" as synonyms.
An important indicator, calculated from balance sheet as a difference between short-term assets and
short-term liabilities, is the network capital; this is used in evaluating the liquidity of an enterprise, but may
also be used as a liquid operative assets. To have this indicator positive it is important for a careful decision
making about using and separating assets.
4. Constructive Critical Analysis of Profit
Commercial Code only states in its provisions regulating creation and use of legitimate reserve fund
and indivisible fund in commercial corporations, minimal mandatory profit allowances to the funds, having
only a partial “bad times” cumulative and safeguarding effect for the corporations. Commercial Code does
not state how to divide the profit beyond these mandatory allowances to the funds, e.g. regarding the
preservation of assets. A thorough analysis of reported business profit must be the base for the profit
division, in a way the further existence of the corporations would be preserved (Pakšiová, 2017). It is
important to be able to identify and earmark from the business profit a part that would correspond to the nonrealised profit and virtual profit, as a potential release of those outside the corporations would threaten their
future performance. These parts of reported profit do not correspond to the real produced, realised and real
performance, which is a necessary precondition to achieve a real profit.
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Figure 1: Analysis of Business Profit
BUSINESS PROFIT:
PAPER PROFIT – in its entirety represents FICTITIOUS PROFIT:
profits from revaluation of property held within an enterprise
non-realised exchange rate profit
positive balance from variation in stocks of own production
REALISED PROFIT: from property and services sale
other realised profit (realised exchange rate profit)
profit determined based on revenues (incomes) comparison in current prices
and costs in historic prices
REAL (true) PROFIT:
- a part of profit realised from property sale, corresponding to the comparison of revenues
and costs in current (real) prices

FICTITIOUS (false) PROFIT – a part of realised profit, corresponding to the difference between the costs
in current prices and historic prices from realised property.

Source: author
A realised profit is a profit arising from the comparison of revenues and costs of a respective
property type sale, or associated to the service provided outside the corporation.
The non-realised profit (Figure 1), arising from the result-based revaluation of property to its
increased real value, or from declaring exchange rate profits when recalculating assets and liabilities in a
foreign currency as of the date of financial statements, shall be, until it is realised, a fictitious profit, that does
not have to be realised in the future and until that happens the very basis of the corporation erodes and its
ability to fully perform its activities, being a precondition of revenue generation is jeopardised, as it is not
able to reproduce its property.
According to the accounting regulations in SR (Act on Accounting, 2016; Measures as amended
MF/23054/2002-92, MF/23378/2014-74, MF/23377/2014-74, 2016) some differences arising from property
revaluation are accounted in a result-based way, which means they influence the amount of trading income –
profit/loss for current period. This is true for the securities intended for trading, securities intended for sale
by some securities brokers, as well as for commodities traded on the public market, not produced by the
accounting unit itself and procured only for the purpose of further sale on the public market, and for
securities and precious metals owned by the fund. In such cases, the increase/decrease of the property's real
value and positive/negative difference from revaluation to the real value is accounted as revenues to the
account 664 – Revenues from revaluation of securities (or 667 – Revenues from derivative operations) / as
costs to the account 564 – Costs of revaluation of securities (or 567 – Costs of derivative operations) and is
reported in a profit and loss statement when the trading income from financial activities is quantified, which
is a part of the trading income from financial activities before taxation and subsequently of the trading
income for an accounting period before and after taxation.
Accounting of changes in production stocks level in case of increase and decrease of their level on
revenue accounts of accounting group 61 – Changes in internal stocks level represents in case of a positive
closing balance of these accounts the non-realised profit, because this revenue was not realised outside the
corporation. It only becomes realised when these own production stocks are sold and incomes from own
products, goods or services are accounted.
In case of the realised profit, the risk of inception and division of the fictitious profit (Figure 1) is
lower and associated with a change in realised (sold) property price in time. In this case, the fictitious profit
represents the part of the realised profit corresponding to the difference between costs associated with
realised performance and valuated in current prices, and their valuation in historic prices used when business
profit is quantified. Real (true) profit is the part of the realised profit from realised performance,
corresponding to the comparison of incomes and associated costs, both in current (real) prices.
Divisive profit is the part of business profit which, in case of its division outside the corporation (by
owner, associate, shareholder, co-op member) does not jeopardise the performance of the corporation, i.e.
production ability (assets in all ways of its understanding) stays preserved. For the correct identification of
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the divisive profit, it is thus important to quantify the real profit from the business profit, so we can consider
the lower one divisive after their mutual comparison.
4. Conclusion
For the distribution of the achieved financial result, especially profit, is important to do it, in order to
preserve the property in the business entity, thus ensuring that the enterprise operates in the future.
The analysis of the business property's changing trends of the entity should be one of the most
important tasks of the financial analysis for the assessment of the financial situation of the enterprise. The
decrease of the business property can cause a future reduction in the production ability of the enterprise to
the extent causing an involuntary closing of business activities. The reduction of business property is usually
caused not only by the reported loss, but also by the greater distribution of profits, as is the amount of the
real level of the enterprise's distributable reserves profit of the business. A thorough analysis of the reported
accounting profit must be the starting point for the allocation of profit, which does not compromise the
further existence of the enterprise. It is important to be able to identify and assign a portion of the accounting
profit, corresponding to the non-realised profit and fictive profit, where eventual release outside the
enterprise threatens the future performance of the enterprise. These portions of the reported profit do not
correspond to the actually made, realised and real production, which is a necessary condition to achieve a
real profit. The division of real profit to the investors is the only thing that will not cause a threat to the
existing abilities of an enterprise, neither in the short nor the long term. The decision on the way of division
reported profit, any undertaking received in the present is therefore a strategic, especially in relation to the
future of the business. For sustainable business development it is a relevant tool retention of the proceeds in
enterprise by sustainable and growing business property in financial (monetary) understanding and physical
(material) understanding as well.
Constructive critical analysis of profit creation and its quantification is important for every decisionmaking on its allocation with goal to maintenance of the enterprise's health.
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Abstract
Advertising spokesperson is one of the undeniably important factors affecting advertising effectiveness.
However, advertising spokesperson has to have some particular features to be effective. Various previous
researches resulted in determination of different features of advertising spokesperson and their effectiveness;
i.e. type of a spokesperson (celebrity vs. a regular person); gender and race of a spokesperson; etc. were
found to have an impact on the spokesperson’s effectiveness. However, the research on the impact of
shooting color temperature on its effectiveness is still scarce. The aim of this paper is to fill this gap.
Neuromarketing research methods were applied to substantiate the impact of color temperature on
spokesperson effectiveness and to determine the guidelines for its usage in advertising.
Keywords: advertising color, advertising effectiveness, color temperature, spokesperson
JEL codes: M31, M37
1. Introduction
In a context of intensive competition, many organizations are trying to conquer the market clutter
using various tools of marketing communication. Advertising is becoming an inevitable part of human life.
According to Bendixen (1993), advertising represents important means by which organizations
communicates with their current and potential customers. Advertising allows companies to communicate a
salient message to a large group of consumers faster than any other form of communication, truly connects
with consumer by giving an opportunity of developing an ongoing brand relationship (Sharma, 2012).
Advertising can play a key role in value creation and capturing (Tackx et al., 2017). However, being used
massively, advertising loses its effectiveness and ability of solving many marketing and sales problems.
Therefore, marketing scholars and business representatives are searching for ways of making advertisements
more attractive, attention grabbing, and encouraging customers to make an action.
Many researches were provided to determine the factors influencing advertising effectiveness. One
of the undeniably important factors is determined to be advertising spokesperson. To reinforce consumers’
impressions of advertising, enterprises, based on their brand image, strive for the right spokesperson for their
products or service (Chih-Chung et al., 2012). Moreover, advertising spokesperson has to have some
particular features to be effective. Various authors have provided researches concerning the features of
advertising spokesperson and their impact on spokesperson effectiveness. Such characteristics of
spokesperson as type (celebrity vs. a regular person), gender, race, age, etc. were assessed to provide a
perfect picture. However, the research on the impact of shooting color temperature as a factor determining
spokesperson effectiveness is still scarce. This paper seeks to contribute to previous researches by filling this
gap. Therefore, the scientific problem solved in the article is: what is the impact of shooting color
temperature on the effectiveness of advertising spokesperson? The aim of the research is to substantiate the
impact of color temperature on spokesperson effectiveness and to determine the guidelines for its usage in
advertising. In order to solve a problem and to contribute to a theory, neuromarketing research methods were
applied. Implicit association test and eye tracking procedure were provided to substantiate an impact of color
temperature on spokesperson effectiveness; based on research results, general guidelines concerning the
usage of color temperature in advertising to make it more effective were given.
Reaching the aim, article was structured in to three main parts: theoretical substantiation (Chapter 2),
methodological background (Chapter 3), and research results (Chapter 4). The summing-up conclusions are
provided in Chapter 5.
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2. Theoretical Substantiation
A spokesperson is anyone who imparts to the public the advertising message of a personal opinion,
belief, finding, experience, etc. and it is believed by the public (Chih-Chung et al., 2012). Relying on
spokesperson in advertising is a common strategy in advertising; therefore, the right choice of advertising
spokesperson is a critical element in successful advertising (Lin, 2011). The question of ‘what attributes are
desirable for an endorser to possess?’ (Priester and Petty, 2003) is quite relevant in a situation of tough
competitions for consumer hearts.
After generalizing the scientific findings, Lin (2011) substantiates the usage of four types of
spokespersons in advertising: celebrities, top managers, experts, and typical consumers. Despite the
possibility of usage of each of them, numerous researches have proved empirically the effectiveness and the
positive influence of celebrity endorsements in advertising (Gupta et al., 2015). Therefore, the main body of
spokesperson-related empirical research is provided concerning celebrities. Banytė et al. (2011) emphasize
that celebrities are often used by advertisers because of their famous attributes (i.e., beauty, talent,
athleticism, power, etc.) that often represent the attractions desired for the brands they endorse – consumers
may like the brand because they like the celebrity who endorses it. Previous research (see Grigaliūnaitė and
Pilelienė, 2015) revealed positive effect of celebrity spokesperson on consumer purchase intentions (whereas
a non-celebrity spokesperson hasn’t caused same effect).
However, choosing an appropriate celebrity is not enough. According to Chin-Chung et al. (2012),
there are three main characteristics which have to be met by a spokesperson: attractiveness, trustworthiness,
and expertise. Sertoglu et al. (2014) substantiated the effect of celebrities having latter characteristics on
consumer purchase intentions. However, many factors may affect consumer perception and valuation of even
the same spokesperson; therefore, presented in different circumstances the same person could cause different
reaction.
One of the elements presumably having an effect on consumers’ perception of the spokesperson is
advertising colors. A wide body of scientific research provides evidence of different color impact on
consumer perception and behavior (Lee and Barnes, 1989; Smolders and de Kort, 2017.). As colors can be
classified into warm and cool, Patil (2012) emphasizes that warm colors lean towards activity, and cool
colors are passive. Therefore, it can be stated that colors have a particular temperature. The color temperature
is defined as the correlated temperature of estimated illumination of color images, and it relates to the energy
of illumination in the image: if the color temperature is low, an image looks reddish and the image looks
bluish if the color temperature is high (Nam et al., 2005); thus, modifying the color temperature of an image
simply changes how warm or cool (blue or red) an image looks. Considering latter insights we hypothesize
that shooting color temperature has an impact on advertising spokesperson effectiveness.
3. Research Methodology
Color temperature is often measured in Kelvins (K) and lightning is classified according to colour
temperature, into the three following groups: Warm (about 2900 K), White (about 4200 K) and Cool (about
6000 K) (Kapogiannatou et al., 2016). Hence, for the research, ten sample advertisements of which 5 were
warm color temperature (3000 K) and 5 were cool color temperature (6000 K) was created (see Figure 1). In
all of the advertisements the same well known celebrity spokesperson and a product of mineral water
(representing the category of fast moving consumer goods) were presented. The only two differences were
color temperature and brand name on the product. For advertisements with warm color temperature one
brand was created (in order to eliminate the influence of current attitude toward the existing brands) and for
advertisements with cool color temperature – the other brand was created. All of the 10 created
advertisements were used for the eye tracking experiment and implicit association test.
Figure 1: Color Temperatures Used for the Research

Source: author’s elaboration
EYE TRACKING EXPERIMENT
According to Pieters et al. (2010), effective advertising primarily needs to capture consumers’
attention. Attention is the first element of AIDA model developed by E. St. Elmo Lewis in 1898 (Li & Yu,
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2013) (according to Hassan et al. (2015) the AIDA model has been widely adopted in formulating marketing
strategies); without capturing consumers’ attention no advertisement will be effective. As the appropriate
methodology for analyzing consumers’ attention is eye tracking experiment, latter procedure is applied for
this research.
All ten sample advertisements (5 advertisements with 3000 K color temperature and 5
advertisements with 6000 K color temperature) were shown for the participants at one time in a randomized
order on the computer screen for 10 times, each time the order of the advertisements was randomized again.
Between the screens with 10 advertisements, black screen appeared for 2 seconds in order to eliminate the
influence of the trajectory of gaze for the last seen screen.
The experiment was conducted using Tobii Eye-Tracking Glasses – mobile video-based eye tracker
recording monocular gaze data from the right eye at a sampling rate of 30 Hz. This eye tracker has an
accuracy of 0.5°. The system has a camera to record a scene video with a resolution of 640x480 pixels;
maximum recording angles are 56° of visual angle in horizontal and 40° of visual angle in vertical direction.
Each of the participants put on the glasses and performed a standard nine point calibration. All of the
participants were volunteers and had not been paid for the participation in the eye-tracking experiment.
Convenience sampling method was applied. Before the experiment each of the participants was informed in
detail about the experiment. The experiment was held in Lithuania, Vytautas Magnus University, April,
2017. 10 participants’ of the same nationality (4 females) data appropriate for the analysis were obtained. All
of the participants were right-handed with normal or normal-to-corrected vision. All of the participants were
at the age group of 18-30 years.
For the analysis of eye-tracing results Tobii Studio v.3.2.3 software was applied. Warm color
temperature advertisements’ total fixation duration (average duration of all fixations within the specific
advertisement) and fixation count (average number of times the participants fixated on the specific
advertisement) as well as cool color temperature advertisements’ total fixation duration and fixation count
were calculated. IBM SPSS Statistics v.20 software package was applied for the statistical analysis of the
results obtained from the Tobii Studio v.3.2.3 software.
IMPLICIT ASSOCIATION TEST
IAT provides a measure of strengths of automatic associations (strength of association is understood
as the potential for one concept to activate another) (Greenwald et al., 2003). The usefulness of the IAT in
measuring association strength depends on the assumption that when the two concepts that share a response
are strongly associated, the sorting task is considerably easier than when the two response-sharing concepts
are either weakly associated or bipolar-opposed (Greenwald et al., 2002).
Thus, the Implicit-Association Test is a widely-used cognitive-behavioural paradigm that measures
the strength of automatic (implicit) associations between concepts in people’s minds relying on latency
measures in a simple sorting task. The strength of an association between concepts is measured by the
standardized mean difference score of the ‘hypothesis-inconsistent’ (target A with attribute B and target B
with attribute A) pairings and ‘hypothesis-consistent’ (target A with attribute A and target B with attribute B)
pairings (d-score). In general, the higher the d-score the stronger is the association between the ‘hypothesisconsistent’ pairings. Negative d-scores suggest a stronger association between the ‘hypothesis-inconsistent’
pairings.
Inquisit’s Picture IAT by Millisecond Software was applied in this research. Target stimulus A were
warm color temperature advertisements (the same five used in the eye-tracking experiment), target stimulus
B – cool color temperature advertisements (the same five used in the eye-tracking experiment), attribute A –
like (quality, value, advantage, beauty, good), attribute B – dislike (horror, nonsense, boredom, worthless,
bad). Inquisit calculates d-scores using the improved scoring algorithm as described in Greenwald et al.
(2003). Error trials are handled by requiring respondents to correct their responses according to
recommendation. The sequence of the steps applied is as follows:
1. Target Category sorting training;
2. Attribute sorting training;
3. 1. Test Block of hypothesis-consistent pairings with 20 trials (half the participant start with
inconsistent pairings);
4. 2. Test Block of hypothesis-consistent pairings with 40 trials;
5. Target Category sorting training with targets switching sides;
6. 1. Test Block of hypothesis-inconsistent pairings with 20 trials;
7. 2. Test Block of hypothesis-inconsistent pairings with 40 trials.
The summary of IAT scoring procedure by Greenwald et al. (2003) is as follows:
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1. Delete trials greater than 10.000 ms;
2. Delete subjects for whom more than 10 percent of trials have latency less than 300 ms;
3. Compute the “inclusive” standard deviation for all trials in Stages 3 and 6 and likewise for
all trials in Stages 4 and 7;
4. Compute the mean latency for responses for each of Stages 3, 4, 6, 7;
5. Compute the two mean differences (Mean Stage 6 – Mean Stage 3) and (Mean Stage 7 –
Mean Stage 4);
6. Divide each difference score by its associated “inclusive” standard deviation;
7. D = the equal-weight average of the two resulting ratios.
The experiment was held in Lithuania, Vytautas Magnus University, April, 2016. Participants sat in
front of the computer screen, where the instruction for them about the IAT procedure was presented. Their
task was to classify words and pictures by pressing one of two keys (the response keys were ‘E’ and ‘I’).
Participants were informed that each stimulus would remain on the screen until a correct classification had
been performed. Convenience sampling method was applied. 19 participants’ of the same nationality (6
females) data appropriate for the analysis were obtained. All of the participants were at the age group of 1829 years. Mc Excel 2010 and IBM SPSS Statistics v.20 software packages were applied for the statistical
analysis of the results obtained from the Inquisit software.
After the implicit association test, participants outlined which brand of the mineral water they prefer
to buy (the one from the warm color temperature advertisements or the one from cool color temperature
advertisements).
4. Research Results
The analysis of the research results revealed that advertisements with warm color temperature (in
this case 3000 K) attract more visual attention than advertisements with cool color temperature (in this case
6000 K) (see Table 1). As it can be seen, mean viewing time to the advertisements with warm color
temperature is 9.36 s (S.E. 0.75), while mean viewing time to the advertisements with cool color temperature
is 5.43 s (S.E. 0.74). Fixation count (in times) substantiates the results of the mean viewing time. Mean
fixation count to the advertisements with warm color temperature is 284.20 (S.E. 22.75), while mean fixation
count to the advertisements with cool color temperature is 164.80 (S.E. 22.92). Hence, warm color
temperature advertisements (3000 K) are more attention-grabbing than cool color temperature advertisement
(6000 K), even when the advertised product is mineral water, usually associated with cool colors.
Table 1: Mean Viewing Time and Fixation Count for the Advertisements with Different Color Temperature
Statistics
Mean
S.E.
95% C.I. Lower
bound
95% C.I. Upper
bound
Median
S.D.
Min
Max

3000 K ad
Mean viewing time
Fixation count
(s)
(times)
9.36
284.20
0.75
22.75
7.65
232.73

6000 K ad
Mean viewing time
Fixation count
(s)
(times)
5.43
164.80
0.74
22.92
3.73
112.94

11.05

335.67

7.12

216.66

9.97
2.37
4.99
11.33

303.00
71.95
152.00
342.00

5.10
2.36
2.77
9.38

154.00
72.49
83.00
286.00

Source: author’s calculations
As the data of eye tracking experiment are non-normally distributed, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
(two dependent samples) is applied in order to evaluate whether there are significant differences in visual
attention to the advertisements with different color temperature (see Table 2).
As it can be seen, viewing time to the warm color temperature advertisements (3000 K) is
statistically significantly higher than viewing time to the cool color temperature advertisements (6000 K).
Thus, it could be stated that consumers’ attention is the necessary but not sufficient condition for the
advertisements to be effective. In case of the selection of advertising color temperature, based on the
research results, warm color temperature increases the possibility for capturing consumers’ attention, hence
increases the possibility for advertising to be effective.
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Table 2: Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
Statistics
Z
p-value

6000 K ad viewing time – 3000 K ad viewing time
-2.096
0.036

Source: author’s calculations
The results of the implicit association test, revealing the strengths of automatic associations, are
provided in Figure 2 below. As it can be seen, the d-score for all of the 19 participants is positive. Positive dscore means the stronger association between the ‘hypothesis-consistent’ pairings (target A with attribute A
and target B with attribute B). As in this research target A is warm color temperature advertisements (3000
K), attribute A is positive words with the title ‘like’, target B is cool color temperature advertisements (6000
K), attribute B is negative words with the title ‘dislike’, hence it could be stated that warm color temperature
advertisements (3000 K) are stronger associated with positive words and feelings than cool color temperature
advertisements (6000 K) are. In general, participants have more positive implicit attitude toward warm color
temperature advertisements (3000 K) than toward cool color temperature advertisements (6000 K).
As all of the advertisements contain the same celebrity spokesperson and the same product, and the
only difference in the advertisements is the color temperature, based on the results it could be stated that
color temperature influences not only consumers’ visual attention, but implicit preferences as well. Hence,
the assumption could be made that color temperature complements the effectiveness of advertising
spokesperson. Contrarily, wrong color temperature can decrease the effectiveness of the advertising
spokesperson and in such a way decrease advertising effectiveness. These results suggest that selecting one
effective advertising element (e.g. celebrity spokesperson) may not be sufficient to increase advertising
effectiveness if all of the remaining elements are not properly managed.
Figure 2: Results of IAT
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Source: author’s elaboration
Finally, when analyzing purchase intentions of the products presented in the advertisements of
different color temperature, it could be stated that in general the product presented in the warm color
temperature advertisement (3000 K) is definitely more likely to be bought than product presented in the cool
color temperature advertisement (6000 K) (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: Purchase Intentions of the Products Presented in the Advertisements with Different Color
Temperature
10 %
Choosing to buy product
from 3000 K ad
90 %

Choosing to buy product
from 6000 K ad

Source: author’s elaboration
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As it can be seen from Figure 3, 17 out of 19 participants (90 percent) chose to buy product (and
brand) presented in the warm color temperature advertisements (3000 K). Consequently, visual attention,
implicit attitude and purchase intentions are all higher for the advertisement / product with warm color
temperature.
5. Conclusions
Being used massively, advertising loses its effectiveness and ability of solving many marketing and
sales problems. Therefore, marketing scholars and business representatives are searching for ways of making
advertisements more attractive, attention grabbing, and encouraging customers to make an action. Analysis
and synthesis of scientific literature leads to the conclusion that without capturing consumers’ attention no
advertisement will be effective. After capturing consumers’ attention advertisements receive the opportunity
to become effective.
The analysis and synthesis of scientific literature allows concluding that advertising spokesperson is
one of the undeniably important factors for advertising effectiveness. Nevertheless, properly selected
spokesperson might not be enough to reach advertising effectiveness if other advertising elements are not
managed properly and based on the research results one of the factors that influence consumer behavior is
advertising color temperature.
The analysis of the research results leads to the conclusion that advertising color temperature
influences consumers’ visual attention, implicit preferences, and purchase intentions. In the case of this
research, warm color temperature (3000 K) attracts more visual attention to the advertisement, receives more
positive implicit attitude toward the advertisement and elicits higher purchase intentions of the advertised
product when compared to the cool color temperature advertisement (6000 K). Hence, color temperature
complements the effectiveness of advertising spokesperson. Contrarily, wrong color temperature can
decrease the effectiveness of the advertising spokesperson and in such a way decrease advertising
effectiveness.
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Abstract
The decision making problem considered here is to rank n alternatives from the best to the worst, using
information given by the decision maker(s) in the form of an n×n pairwise comparisons (PC) matrix. We
investigate pairwise comparisons matrices with elements from a real interval which is a traditional
multiplicative approach used in Analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Here, we deal with two essential
elements of AHP: measuring consistency of PC matrix and the method of eliciting the priority vector by
which the final ranking of alternatives is derived. Classical approaches introduced by T. Saaty in AHP are
compared with later approaches based on the AHP criticism published in the literature. Advantages and
disadvantages of both approaches are highlighted and discussed.
Keywords: AHP, analytic hierarchy process, pairwise comparisons matrix, ranking alternatives
JEL codes: C44
1. Introduction
Recently, each entrepreneur has its own personal computer(s), tablets, mobile phones, or other
modern information technology means. Moreover, there is an increasing popularity of methods for decision
support solvable by the help of computers. Multiple Criteria Decision Methods (MCDM) proved to be useful
methods e.g. in the following areas:
• buying equipment (cars, machines, furniture),
• investment opportunities,
• services evaluations, etc.
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a popular method for solving decision making (DM) problems
of finding the „best“ alternatives among the given set of alternatives. This method is frequently used when
evaluating, or, generally, when ranking objects. Pairwise comparisons (PC) method is an intrinsic element of
AHP, one of the 3 principles of AHP: hierarchy principle, PC principle, and aggregation principle. Consider
for instance the following simple decision problem depicted by 3-level hierarchy. Here, the PC principle is
applied on the second level, particularly when evaluating the weights of the criteria, i.e. relative importance
of the criteria. Moreover, the criteria could be either quantitative and/or qualitative. Evaluating qualitative
criteria, PC method can be used, too, see Fig. 1.
PC method is based on the psychological observation that the human brain cannot compare more
than 5 to 9 independent values in one moment (so called „cognitive overload“). For a human being it is much
easier to compare only two elements: to do pairwise comparisons for all pairs, i.e. pair-wise comparison
matrix (relation) A which is usually reciprocal.
At present, pairwise comparisons are practically identified with Saaty’s controversial AHP. On one
hand, AHP is respected in practical applications, on the other hand, it is still considered by many as a flawed
procedure that produces arbitrary rankings. In this paper we analyze two of the elements of PC method (a
part of AHP) in order to remove possible theoretical problems of the original method and thus support better
decisions. Particularly, we deal with two essential elements of AHP: measuring consistency of PC matrix,
and eliciting the priority vector by which the final ranking of alternatives is derived. Classical approaches
introduced by T. Saaty in AHP, see e.g. Saaty (1991), are compared with later approaches based on the AHP
criticism published in the literature, see Bana e Costa et. al., (2008), Whitaker (2007). Here, advantages and
disadvantages of both approaches are highlighted and discussed.
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Figure 1. Three-level Hierarchical Structure of DM Problem with 4 Criteria and 3 Alternatives

Source: author’s processing
Generally, a DM problem can be characterized by the set of n alternatives X = {x1,x2,...,xn} (objects,
persons, DM criteria,…) which should be ranked from the best to the worst, or vice-versa, based on
information given in the pairwise comparisons matrix A ={aij}.
Usually, an ordinal ranking of alternatives is required to obtain the best alternative(s), however, it
often occurs that an ordinal ranking among alternatives is not a sufficient result and a cardinal ranking called
here rating is required.
Some well-known limits to our capacity to handle several alternatives at a time (so called cognitive
overload), make it impossible to obtain the rating by a priority weighting vector directly, for instance asking
the DM to provide the utility values for the alternatives. Therefore, it is more suitable and also easier to ask
the DM for his opinion over the pairs of alternatives and then, once all the necessary information over the
pairs is acquired, to derive the rating for the alternatives. The most popular way of eliciting the expert’s
preferences by pairwise comparisons between the alternatives is the pairwise comparison matrix - a
mathematical tool associated with the more general concept: preference relation.
The pairwise comparison method was proposed by L. Thurstone in Psychological Review as early as
1927, (Thurstone, 1927). Later on, pairwise comparison matrices have been widely used in many wellknown decision making approaches, such as the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), (Saaty, 1977),
PROMETHEE method, and many others. A large number of methods deriving a ranking/rating of the
alternatives have been proposed in the framework of pairwise comparison matrices in the literature. Two
well-known examples are the eigenvector method (EVM)} in AHP, (Saaty, 1991), and the geometric mean
method (GMM), being in fact the Logarithmic Least Squares Method (LLSM), (Barzilai, 1997), (Ramik and
Korviny, 2010).
In one of the most popular MCDM method - the above mentioned Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP), (Saaty, 1997), the decision problem is structured hierarchically at different levels, each level
consisting of a finite number of elements. The AHP searches for the priorities representing the relative
importance of the decision elements at each particular level. By suitable aggregation it finally calculates the
priorities of the alternatives at the bottom level of the hierarchy. Their priorities are interpreted with respect
to overall goal at the top of the hierarchy, and elements at upper levels such as criteria, sub-criteria, etc. are
used to mediate comparison process. The elicitation process at given level is performed by pairwise
comparisons of all elements at given level of the hierarchy with respect to the elements of the upper level. If
he/she prefers so, the DM may directly use a numerical value from the scale to express the ratio of elements’
relative importance. By inserting numerical values into proper positions a PC matrix is created, and the role
of prioritization method is to extract the relative priorities - weights of all compared alternatives, i.e. the
rating of alternatives.
The values representing the preferences of the decision elements - alternatives can be also considered
as the results of aggregation of pairwise comparisons of a group of decision makers and/or experts. Then the
DM problem becomes the group DM problem (GDM). The tournament ranking problem is another wellknown application of pairwise comparisons.
A crucial step in a DM process is the determination of a weighted ranking, i.e. rating, on a set
X = {x1,x2,...,xn} of alternatives with respect to criteria or experts. A way to determine the rating is to start
from a relation represented by the PC matrix A={aij}; each element of this matrix aij is a nonnegative real
number which expresses how much xi is preferred to xj.
The elements aij of the PC matrix A={aij} are taken from a scale S depending on a DM problem, e.g.:
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S = {0,1} – binary scale,
S ={1/9, 1/8,…,1/2, 1, 2, … ,9} – AHP scale,
S = ]0 ; +∞ [, or S = ]-∞ ;+∞[ – interval scale,
S = [0 ; 1] – unit interval scale.
The properties of the PC matrix depend on the various meaning given to the number aij , particularly,
the preference matrix A ={aij} becomes: multiplicative, additive or fuzzy. Probably, the first human who
wrote about PC method was a medieval monk and scholar Ramon Llull. The method was mentioned by
Marquis de Condorcet in 1785, and was explicitly mentioned and analyzed by Gustav Fechner in 1860, made
popular by Luis Thurstone in 1927 and was transformed into a kind of formal methodology by Thomas Saaty
in 1977 (called AHP - Analytic Hierarchy Process). Up till now, hundreds of real-life applications have been
described in the literature, see e.g. Vaidya and Kumar (2006).
2. Reciprocity and Consistency
We say that a PC matrix A = {aij} is reciprocal, if

aij ⋅ aji = 1, or aji = 1/aij for all i, j ϵ {1,2,…,n}.

(1)

A PC matrix A = {aij} is consistent, if

aik = aij ⋅ ajk , for all i, j, k ϵ {1,2,…,n}.

(2)

If (2) is not satisfied for some i, j, k, we say that A is inconsistent.
The fundamental result concerning consistency is formulated in the following basic theorem.
Basic Theorem (Saaty, 1991):
A = {aij} is consistent whenever there exists a vector w = (w1,w2 ,…, wn) such that
aij = wi/wj for all i, j ϵ {1,2,…,n}.

(3)

Example 1.
Let A ={aij}, B ={bij}, aij , bij > 0 , be 3×3 PC matrices given as follows:
 1 2 4
1 2 6




A =  12 1 3 , B =  12 1 3 .
 1 1 1
 16 13 1
4 3 

It is easy to check (1), (2) and verify that A, B are reciprocal, A is consistent and B is inconsistent, as
b13 ≠ b12 ⋅ b23 , i.e. 4 ≠ 2 ⋅ 3 = 6.
Let A ={aij} be a PC matrix with positive elements. It is natural to assume reciprocity of PC matrix,
in real situations PC matrices are, however, always inconsistent. The measure of consistency of the PCM –
consistency index CI - is a function of matrix elements, such that CI = 0, whenever the PC matrix is
consistent. Here, we shall introduce and discuss most popular types of consistency indices.
3. Consistency
In this section we shall deal with two approaches how to measure the consistency of a PC matrix A
={aij} by consistency index. The first consistency index was introduced in (Saaty, 1977) and it is based on
the eigenvalue of A ={aij}, the second method based directly on the definition of consistency (2) was
proposed in (Koczkodaj, 1993).
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3.1 Measuring Consistency 1
Let A ={aij} be an n×n PC matrix with positive elements, then by Perron-Frobenius theorem see e.g.
Gavalec et. al., (2014) there exists a unique positive eigenvalue of A, λmax, and positive eigenvector
w = (w1,w2 ,…, wn) such that
n

∑a w

Aw = λmax w or

ij

j

= λmax wi

i = 1,2,..., n

(4)

j =1

Theorem (Saaty, 1991):

λmax = n whenever A ={aij} is consistent, otherwise λmax > n.

(5)

T. Saaty defined consistency index CI of A as follows:
CI ( A ) =

λ max − n
n −1

,

(6)

and, consistency ratio as:

CR( A) =

CI( A)
.
RI(n)

(7)

Here, RI(n) is so called random index which is defined as the mean value of CIs for positive reciprocal PC
matrices of dimension n. The values of RI(n) for n =3,4,...,15 can be found e.g. in (Saaty, 1991). By Saaty´s
arguments, the consistency ratio “should be less than 0.1, i.e. CR < 0.1. Some PC matrices have CR < 0.1,
however, their “intuitive consistency” is bad!
Example 2. “Corner” PC matrix
1
1

CPC ( n, x ) =  M

1
1
x

1 L

1

x
1 1
1 
M L O M .

1 L 1 1
1 L 1 1 

Theorem: CI (CPC (n, x)) ≤

x
n2

.

For x = 10, CI(CPC(10,10))<0.1. Intuitively, CPC(10,10) is not consistent, as element x = 10 is
substantially different to other elements (i.e. 1s) of the matrix.
3.2 Measuring Consistency 2
Here, we define a different concept of consistency measure which is based on (2), see Koczkodaj
(1993). A motivation is based on the equality
aij = aik akj

⇔ 1-

aik a kj
aij

= 0 ∀i , j , k .

Definition: Let A ={aij} be PC matrix. The (Koczkodaj’s) consistency index KI(A) is defined as
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aij aik akj 
KI ( A) = max 1 - min{
,
} .
aik akj aij 
1≤i,j,k≤n 


(8)

Notice that A is consistent whenever CI(A) = CR(A) = KI(A) = 0, where CI(A) is the consistency
index by T. Saaty. Moreover, In contrast to Saaty’s consistency index CI(A) that is unbounded in its values,
the maximum value of KI(A) = 1. This property enables consistency comparing for various PC matrices with
different dimensions n. It is clear that if A is inconsistent, then CI(A) ≠ CR(A) ≠ KI(A).
By a similar approach to the question of an “acceptable” measure of inconsistency we consider that
KI(A) should not exceed the value 0.1 (i.e. 10 % of the range [0; 1]).
Example 3.
Let B ={bij}, bij > 0 , be a 3×3 PC matrix as follows

1 2 4


B =  12 1 3 .
 1 1 1
4 3 
It can be easily shown that B is inconsistent as b13 ≠ b12 ⋅ b23, i.e. 4 ≠ 2 ⋅ 3 = 6.
Saaty’s consistency index:

CI (B) = 0.009, CR(B) =

CI (B) 0.009
=
= 0.017
RI (3)
0.5

and Koczkodaj’s consistency index: KI(B) = 1- min{ , } = 0.333 .
Whereas CR(B) < 0.1 and hence the inconsistency of B is acceptable, on the other hand, KI(B) > 0.1 saying
that the inconsistency of B is unacceptable.
4. Priority Vector
Let A ={aij} be an n×n PC matrix (i.e. positive, reciprocal square matrix). Priority vector (PV) of PC
matrix A associated with n alternatives x1,x2,...,xn is an n-vector w = (w1,…,wn) with positive components
(calculated from the elements of A) such that wi denotes the relative importance of xi, i=1,2,…,n, such that: xi
is „not worse than“xj whenever wi ≥ wj .
Here, we deal with two most popular methods for calculating PV:1. Saaty´s EVM and 2. GAM
(LLSQM).
4.1 Eigenvector Method - EVP
Let A ={aij}, aij > 0, be a PC matrix, w = (w1,…,wn), wj > 0, be a vector satisfying
n

Aw = λ w (or ∑ a w = λ w ) i = 1,2,..., n .
max

j= 1

ij

j

max

i

(9)

Normalized solution w(A) = (w1,…,wn) of (9) is an eigenvector associated to λmax is called the priority vector
of A (also called vector of weights) generated by EVP method.
Notice, that if A is consistent PC matrix, then by Basic theorem the priority vector w(A) satisfies:
A ={aij}={wi /wj}.

(10)

Then each normalized row of A is a PV.
If A is inconsistent then the priority vector w(A) can be calculated iteratively by Wielandt’s theorem,
see Saaty (1991):
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Ae
, e = (1,1,...,1) .
e Ae
k

w( A) = lim
k→

∞

T

k

(11)

Wielandt’s theorem calculates PV not directly but iteratively. The calculation stops if some consecutive
iterations are sufficiently close each other.
4.2 Geometric Average Method - GAM (Logarithmic Least Squares method - LLSQ)
Let A ={aij}, aij > 0, be a PC matrix, Logarithmic Least Squares minimization problem (LLSQ) is
the following optimization problem:
n

Minimize

∑ (ln a

ij

i , j =1

− ln

ui 2
)
uj

(12)

n

subject to

∑u

i

= 1, ui ≥ 0

(13)

i =1

Optimal solution u(A) = (u1,…,un), of (12), (13) can be expressed as the geometric averages of rows of A as
follows:
1

ui =






n
aij 

j =1

n

∏




i =1 
n

1
n

n

∑ ∏a
j =1

ij

; i = 1,2,..., n .

(14)





Optimal solution u(A) = (u1,…,un) of (12), (13) is called the priority vector (PV) of A (also called vector of
weights) generated by EVP method.
Notice that a PV generated by GAM satisfies the following:
• If A is consistent PC matrix, then both methods give the same results – same priority vectors,
i.e. w(A) = u(A).
• If n = dim(A) ≤ 3 then both methods give the same results - priority vectors: w(A) = u(A).
• If A is inconsistent PC matrix and n = dim(A) > 3, then both methods may yield the
different results, see Saaty and Vargas, (1984).
• EVM violates independence-of-scale-inversion condition (IOSIC), whereas GAM satisfies
IOSIC condition. IOSI condition means that if you change e.g. a minimizing criterion (price)
for maximizing by inversion (i. e.
), then the final rank of alternatives will not change.

•

•

This property is important as the aggregation of criteria by weighted average is allowed only
for the criteria of the same type. For more details, see Barzilai, (1997, 1998).
Rank preservation condition (RPC) is understood as the following property of the rank
generation method:
If any of the existing alternatives within the given set of alternatives is removed and the
rank generation method is applied, then the relative ranking of the remaining alternatives
does not change. On the other hand, if a new alternative is added to the group of existing
alternatives and then the rank generation method is applied, then the relative ranking of
the old alternatives does not change.
Rank-preservation condition is violated by EVM, however, satisfied by GAM, see Bana e
Costa et. al., (2008), Whitaker (2007).
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Example 4.
Let A ={aij} be a 5×5 PC matrix:
1 14 34 12 32 


4 1 3 2 6
A =  43 13 1 23 2 .


3
1
 2 2 2 1 3
 2 1 1 1 1
3 6 2 3

It can be verified that A is consistent, hence, the priority vectors generated by EVM and GAM are the same:
w(A) = u(A) = (0.111; 0.444;0.148; 0.222; 0.074). Therefore, the rank of alternatives is as follows: rank(x1)
= 4, rank(x2) = 1, rank(x3) = 3, rank(x4) = 2, rank(x5) = 5.

Example 5.
Let B ={bij} be a 5×5 PC matrix, see (Saaty and Vargas, 1984):

1

6
B = 3

8
1
5

1
6

1
3

1
8

1

2

1

1
2

1
2

1

1
2

1

1
8

1
5

1
5

5

8
5 .

5
1 

It can be verified that B is inconsistent, hence, the priority vectors generated by EVM and GAM are
different: w(B) = (0.081; 0.346;0.180; 0.355; 0.038), u(B) = (0.073; 0.358; 0.187; 0.345; 0.036). The rank
of alternatives given by EVM is as follows:
rank(x1) = 4, rank(x2) = 2, rank(x3) = 3, rank(x4) = 1, rank(x5) = 5.
The rank of alternatives given by GAM is as follows:
rank(x1) = 4, rank(x2) = 1, rank(x3) = 3, rank(x4) = 2, rank(x5) = 5.
As we can see, using the GAM instead of EVM, the alternatives x2 and x4 have interchanged the rank: by
EVM, the best alternative is x4, the second best is x2, however, by GAM, the best alternative is x2, the second
best is x4.
Now, let us summarize consequences in the form of AHP revisited method. Here, we consider
intangible (qualitative) criteria.

4.3 PC Method (AHP) Revisited – Algorithm and Software
Based on the criticism of the original AHP method described in the previous section we propose a
revisited algorithm with the following steps:
Step 1. Make a hierarchical structure of the problem (Goal, Criteria, Alternatives).
Step 2. Evaluate weights of criteria by PC method by using GAM (do not use EVM).
Step 3. Evaluate intangible (qualitative) criteria by PC method using GAM (do not use EVM).
Step 4. Calculate consistency index KI (do not use CI).
Step 5. If KI is not sufficiently small, repair the evaluations.
Step 6. Aggregate the results by the usual way.
Having in mind the above mentioned steps of the revisited AHP method we developed a software
tool named DAME (Decision Aid Module in Excel), see Ramik and Perzina (2015). This new Microsoft
Excel add-in DAME is completely free and was developed to support users in multi-criteria decision making
situations. It can be also used by students to help them understand the basic principles of multi-criteria
decision making, as it doesn’t behave as a black box, however, it can display also results of all intermediate
calculations. The proposed software package is demonstrated on a number of illustrating examples.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have dealt with two essential elements of AHP: measuring consistency of PC
matrix and eliciting a priority vector by which the final ranking of alternatives is settled. Classical
approaches introduced by T. Saaty in AHP have been compared with later approaches based on the AHP
criticism published in the literature. Particularly, consistency indices proposed originally by T. Saaty and
later on by W. Koczkodaj have been discussed and some deficiency of the first one has been demonstrated.
Moreover, the priority vector derived by eigenvalue method (EVM) has been investigated in comparison
with the geometric average method (GAM). The most important advantages and disadvantages of both
approaches have been highlighted and discussed. A new revisited algorithm of AHP method has been
proposed and new software tool has been mentioned.
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Abstract:
This article is based on the research conducted by an international team of researchers on the sample of 810
managers from both state-owned and private companies operating in the Slovak business environment that
has been completed in September 2015. Its primary focus was the identification of factors that influence
ethical behavior of managers in competitive environments. Because of decision-making’s key role in
managerial work, managers in real companies get both opportunity and responsibility to deal with factors
that can influence both ethical and unethical behavior. This paper purposes to describe the main research
findings in the area of individual managerial decision-making.
Keywords: bounded model, decisional role of managers, individual and group decision-making, managerial
decision-making, rational model
JEL Codes: M12, M14

1. Introduction
The decisional role of a manager in practice is performed through both individual and group
managerial decision-making. Individual managerial decision-making differs from personal decision-making
of a manager in several aspects. The latter is also individual decision-making but its focus is on the decisionmaker‘s personality. Managerial decision-making deals with either problem solving or opportunity
identification (Rudy and Rudyová, 2008). Depending on the level of management, its focus is on the
organization as a whole or the organizational unit.
Managerial decision-making is a process that consists of several steps. According to the classical
theory, the typical steps include such as identification of a problem, specification of alternatives, evaluation
of alternatives according to the specific criteria, and selection of the best appropriate alternative. Some
authors add also the implementation and evaluation of the decision. Depending on the decision-making
model, such as rational or bounded rationality, usually there are specific criteria of the alternatives evaluation
(Rudy et al., 2013). And this is the point where we turn to the area of behavioral ethics. It is an area of study
that analyzes how people behave when confronted with ethical dilemma (Robbins and Judge, 2015) Ethical
considerations should be an important criterion of the alternatives evaluation in all managerial decisionmaking. In reality, there is a room for ethical or unethical behavior of a manager in all steps of the decisionmaking process. Even in case of intuitive decision-making where managers pay little attention to the
decision-making steps, the final product – the decision itself could be either ethical or unethical.

2. Empirical Research Objectives, Techniques, and Methodology
In reality, the research objective was twofold. First, the identification of the factors that influence
ethical/unethical behavior of managers as leaders, and second, the identification of the factors that influence
ethical/unethical behavior of managers as decision-makers. The questionnaire as a research technique has
been designed according to this research objective. Number of statistical techniques such as T-test, frequency
analysis, linear regression, and some other have been applied in empirical data evaluation. The minimum
size of the research sample 688 has been specified according to the methodology by J. Cohen (Cohen et al.,
2013). Actual size of the research sample 810 managers from both the state-owned and private companies
operating mainly in the secondary and tertiary sector of the Slovak business environment included managers
from all managerial levels. Research sample of that size means the number of received responses. Total
number of questionnaires that had been sent in both the electronic and the hard copy form was about fourtimes higher which means about 25 % response return. Part of a questionnaire dealing with ethical
managerial decision-making included questions from the following areas of individual decision-making:
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3. Evaluation of the Manager’s Own Decision-making.
Evaluation of the decisions made by other managers in the same (the “respondent’s”) organization. It
is understood as an assessment of the decision-making system in the organization.
Evaluation of the impact of selected factors on unethical behavior of managers. Responses are organized
hierarchically – the factor with the greatest impact is on the top and the factor with the smallest impact is on
the bottom of the list.
4. Research Findings
In the area of the manager’s own decision-making the following general conclusion should be made.
First, regarding the manager’s consideration of his/her decision impact on value creation in the organization
bounded rational decision-making is dominant – average level 6.27 in the scale 1 (never) to 7 (always). In
case of product outputs, for example, businesses create value for customers through product price and the
quality. In case of business owners, value is represented by realized profits and investment returns. Rational
decision-making is characterized as value–maximizing choice among specific alternatives. Bounded
rationality means that human mind cannot formulate and solve complex problems related to the value
creation with full rationality. The great majority of managers in the research sample always consider the
impact of their decision on the value creation.
Second, regarding the manager’s consideration of his/her decision compatibility with legislation, the
bounded rational decision-making is dominant as well – average level 6.44 in the same scale. Expected result
would have been the average of 7.00, and rational decision-making but in reality the average is decreased
because of nonspecified constraints in the legislative environment. But there could be also other reasons as
well - including personal such as the level of legal conscience of managers in the organization. Because of
that, a more specific description of these constraints would be desirable in order to improve the legislative
environment the business companies operate in.
Third, regarding the manager’s consideration of his/her decision compatibility with general ethical
standards the ethical approach to decision-making is dominant – average level 6.10 in the same scale. This
result indicates that the great majority of managers considers their own decisions to be ethical which is a
very positive characteristic. At the same time, it is clear that there are managers who intentionally make
unethical decisions. And this is a negative characteristic. The possible reasons for unethical decisions
managers make are described in the last part of this paper.
Finally, research findings in the area of the manager’s own decision-making indicate that managers
emphasize the decision‘s compatibility with legislation followed by value creation, and last but also the least
by compatibility with general ethical standards.
Evaluation of the decisions made by other managers in the same (the “respondent’s”) organization:
the decision-making system‘s assessment has been conducted by rating responses to the following statements
in terms of „Agree“ or „Disagree“:
• Majority of managers make ethical decisions.
• Decisions of managers are based mostly on other factors then ethics.
• Most of managers possess appropriate level of knowledge about ethics.
• 19.3 % of managers in the sample disagree, and 80.7 % agree with the first statement. 51.6
% disagree, and 48.4 % of managers agree with the second statement. Finally, 26.3 % of
managers disagree and 73.7 % agree with the third statement.
According to these responses, a great majority of managers believe that managers in general make
ethical decisions and at the same time, they possess appropriate level of knowledge about ethics. But nearly
a half of managers in the research sample believe that ethics is seldom considered the decision-making
criteria because the decisions are based mostly on other factors then ethics. This finding looks in
contradiction with the first one that managers in general make ethical decisions. Possible explanation is that
behavior of managers could be considered ethical even ethics itself is not explicitly specified as decisionmaking criteria.
As for the factors that influence unethical decision-making of managers in Table 1 - the following
hierarchy of factors has been identified:
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Table 1: Unethical Decision-Making Factors
#

Factor

1
2
3
4

Unethical organizational culture
Stockholders are not interested in how the profit has been earned
Existence of injustice in HRM policy
Unethical behavior of superiors
Superiors are not interested in how tasks were accomplished, important is
that tasks were accomplished
Pressure of a business partner to get unfair an advantage
In the organization is not clear what is ethical/unethical behavior
The company is in a critical economic situation
Manager is not capable identifying what is the ethical side of the problem
Decision is made under the time pressure (stress)
Poor organization of work

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Level in the
scale 1 to 7
5.79
5.66
5.60
5.57
5.53
5.21
5.17
5.04
4.92
4.43
4.35

Note
Highest impact

Lowest impact

Source: Ethical Leadership in Slovak Business Environment (Remišová et al., 2016)
Unethical organizational culture has been proven as the most influential factor on unethical behavior
of managers. Organizational culture is the shared beliefs and values that influence the behavior of
organizational members. In other words, organizational culture is the way in which things are done in our
organization. Because of its role in ethical behavior of managers, organizational culture should be designed
as a culture that will stimulate ethical behavior, and at the same time suppress unethical behavior. Ethical
organizational structure design requires formal power. Because of that, the ethical organizational culture is
a managerial responsibility. According to our research, it is the primary managerial responsibility.
„Stockholders are not interested in how the profit has been earned“ is the second factor influencing
unethical behavior of managers. In the context of ethical decision criteria this is a quite unexpected finding.
There are three basic ethical decision criteria known in literature. They are as follows:
• Utilitarianism – a system in which decisions are made to provide the greatest good for the
greatest number (of people).
• Whistle-blowers – a system that emphasizes respecting and protecting the basic rights of
individuals. Under this system, the whistle-blowers – the individuals who report unethical
practices by their employer to outsiders – are protected when they use their right to free
speech and report unethical practices.
A third criterion is related to justice in term of equitable distribution of benefits and costs.
If the stockholders are not interested in how profit has been earned, it is for sure not utilitarianism. It
tends to be the justice approach. In our case it is clear that not ethical behavior but profit is a priority for
stockholders. Similar to other countries, there are two forms of company ownership in Slovakia – private and
public. Of course, in our research we did not separate private and public companies but in general private
companies tend to be more efficient and more interested in profit simply because the owner is interested in
profit. Public companies tend to be less efficient because the owner is the state which sometimes means there
is no specific owner. Personal interest is missing in this case.
Existence of injustice in HRM policy is the third factor that according to our findings influences
unethical behavior of managers. It is practical implementation of all HRM functions in the organization.
There is both potential and possibility for unethical behavior and injustice in almost all HRM functions. The
common output of the inequity practice in a company is dissatisfaction of employees. For example,
performance appraisal systems and compensation systems have to be designed very carefully in term of
internal, external, and individual equity. Career planning should be transparent as well.
Unethical behavior of superiors is closely related to the organizational culture influence. Even
managers with strong ethical feelings will find themselves in intrapersonal conflict when asked by a superior
to accept his/her unethical behavior or are forced to behave unethically. On the other hand, unethical
managers feel like „a fish in the water“ in such an unethical environment because they get support from their
superiors who are of the same „blood group“. Unethical behavior is the „value“ they appreciate.
Superiors are not interested in how tasks were accomplished, important is that tasks were
accomplished. Here is a parallel to the influence of the stockholders who are not interested in how the profit
has been earned. A superior is not necessarily the owner but the influence is similar. A superior’s personality
traits such as authoritarianism support the influence of that factor.
Pressure of a business partner to get an unfair advantage is the sixth factor of influence in the
hierarchy. It is expected that managers and companies who operate in a competitive environment frequently
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find themselves in such a situation. The way to increase resistance to the influence of that factor is
development of management communication and negotiation skills.
When it is not clear what is ethical/unethical behavior in the organization - it means the value system
in the organization does not exist. Of course, individuals have their own sense what is right and what is
wrong but formal regulation such as an ethical codex does not exist. Value systems of individuals usually
differ from each other because they are formed by number of influences such as the family, friends, etc. It is
beneficial for the company as well as for the employees if the company value system is clearly specified.
„The company is in a critical economic situation“ is the eighth factor in the hierarchy of impacts on
unethical behavior of managers. There are several reasons why a company can get into a critical economic
situation. For example losses, loans but also wrong decisions, insolvency and possibly some other. But in
general, a critical economic situation is not a good reason to justify the unethical behavior of managers.
In reality it could happen that some managers are not capable identifying what is the ethical side of
the problem. This refers to managerial skills development because „not knowing“ is also not an excuse for
the unethical behavior of a manager. Issue could also be related to the leadership style of a manager. Single
leadership style could result in limited information about the ethical side of the problem. Management
development would have been the best suggestion to minimize the influence of this factor, i.e. the inability to
identify the ethical side of the problem.
The following factor – „The decision was made under the time pressure“ is very common because
managerial work itself is stressful. It is more or less surprising that respondents put it only in the tenth
position because it could have been expected to be ranked higher. Unethical decision caused by stress is
closely related to the last factor in our hierarchy – poor work organization.
Managers deal with two types of work organization – organization of their own work and
organization of the work of subordinates. Managers always complain about a heavy work load but poor
organization of their own work is a frequent reason for that. The only suggestion in this case would be the
better organization of work.
Research methodology requires that we also ask an additional open question in the questionnaire.
That question would be: „According to you, what are other possible factors that influence unethical decisions
of managers?“ Of course we posed this question as well but there was not a single response received to it.

5. Conclusion
Taking in the consideration the size of the research sample these finding could be generalized for the
entire business environment in Slovakia. According to the findings, an ethical approach to managerial
decision-making is predominant. Managers very often or always take into consideration the impact of their
decision on economic results of organization, very often or always take into consideration, whether their
decision comply with ethical standards, and very often or always take into consideration, whether their
decision adheres to the law in force. That means, the rational model of decision-making and ethical approach
to decision-making dominates the managerial practice. This finding has to be considered very positive
because it indicates that managers fulfil their primary mission, i.e. effective functioning of an organization.
The fact that managers very often or always take into consideration, whether their decision adhere to the law
in force is, in contrary, a warning signal. It assumes that business environment, where managers work, can
have serious deficiencies. The existence and competition and functioning legal environment are basic
prerequisites for functional market economy. Moreover, respecting the law in force is not a question of good
will of managers or citizens in general, but it is their duty with with no exceptions. The deserved answer to
this question shoud be always (not very often as it resulted from our research). When assessing other
manager's decisions, that is the system of decision-making as we call it in our study we may conclude, that
the system of decision-making in Slovak organizations basically creates good conditions for ethical decisionmaking, that managers respect ethical norms and lastly, that majority of managers think, they have sufficient
knowledge of ethics. Finally, the three most influential factors that cause unethical behavior of managers are
unethical organizational cultures followed by stockholders who are not interested in how profit has been
earned, and the existence of injustice in HRM policy. Finally, it could be stated, that according to the
research results, managerial ethics is not considered a kind of fashion anymore but a real and up-to-date
requirement of the business environment.
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Abstract

Counterfactual impact evaluation (CIE) is strictly a scientific quantitative approach mainly based
on experiments and quasi experiments. CIE is trying to prove a causal relationship between outputs
and outcomes. Counterfactual indicates a hypothetical situation that will occur if certain change,
activity is not realized. Currently CIE is used as an assessment tool evaluating the support from
European funds. Within CIE there lacks coherence of external incentives on behavior of companies
with internal incentives that have or may have an impact on the behavior of enterprises. The
current state of scientific knowledge to CIE offers potential for innovation - new topic, in the Czech
Republic it is not enough examined issue - particularly in the use of CIE for impact assessment of
internal incentives having an impact on performance. As a result of this paper the authors set up
internal evaluation criteria for businesses, counterfactuals and other metrics useful for creating a
more complex metrics evaluating businesses including not only the external aspects of CIE, but also
the internal aspects which could be used in CIE.
Keywords: business evaluation, CIE, OEE, production process
JEL codes: M11, M21, M29

1. Introduction
Counterfactual impact evaluation (CIE) is a systematic and an empirical study of the effects which is
attributed to intervention - to certain change, help or support. The CIE analysis is currently being used as an
assessment tool for the impact of support from the European Funds in the 2014-2020 programming period. In
this area of evaluation, there is no interconnection between external incentives influencing the behavior of
enterprises and internal incentives which have or may have an impact on business behavior. The current state
of scientific counterfactual impact evaluation understanding brings innovation potential, particularly in the
use of CIE for assessing the impact of internal incentives affecting business performance. Internal business
processes are thought as those incentives taking place in the internal environment. The result of the
counterfactual impact evaluation application should lead to the creation of not only quantitative evaluations
but also qualitative oriented case studies that would help to demonstrate how to integrate the CIE into an
enterprise's internal evaluation system, how to link the results of internal evaluation with the results of
external evaluation. External evaluation linked to internal evaluation brings analogy to the interconnection of
the SWOT analysis philosophy, which basically combines internal and external business incentives.
However the evaluation lacks a more sophisticated evaluation tool to measure the impact of the company's
activities.
Management of business entities especially from area of manufacturing enterprises (such as
industrial, agricultural, construction enterprises) is significantly affected by the effect of production
processes on individual machines or production lines. It can be assumed that the seed of the economic result
is influenced at the production stage in terms of costs. Future products with their technical parameters and
quality can influence the revenues of economic activity. One of the elements, which can be seen as an
indicator of production factors consumption, is the fulfillment of the consumption standard of the relevant
material inputs, referred to the THN (the Technical Economic Consumption Standard). The contribution of
the paper can be seen in the the suggestion of a production process metric proposal applicable to the internal
environment assessment of the manufacturing companies for the purposes of counterfactual impact
evaluation and the suggestion of support for such as business entities.
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2. Theoretical Background
Authors such as Imbens and Wooldridge (2009), Wooldridge (2010), Gertler et al. (2011), Khandker
et al. (2010), Angist and Krueger (2008), Angist and Pischke (2009), Duflo et al. (2007), Morgan and
Winship (2010), Mouqué (2012), Potluka (2014), Potluka and Špaček (2013), Potluka et al. (2013), Hora et
al. (2015), Zavřel (2015) focus only on assessing the impact of external incentives on business behavior in
the case of the counterfactual impact evaluation. There is not experience with the implementation of the
impact of internal incentives on business behavior in the case of the counterfactual impact evaluation. The
whole process of the counterfactual impact evaluation involves qualitative studies with accurate process
mapping, setting qualitative evaluation criteria, followed by quantitative evaluation and counterfactual
calculation, and then finding out whether without the provided support the process would work better and if
better results without support are achieved (Morgan, Winship, 2010). The process of counterfactual
evaluation is related to the identification of areas included in the counterfactual impact evaluation, to the
identification of indicators, data collection, gross impact calculation, estimation of counterfactual situation
and determination of net impact. Measurement of impact within the concept of this paper can be understood
as the difference between the situation of a group of companies measuring and evaluating the production
process and the situation that would occur if the production process is not measured and evaluated within the
internal environment of business. The objective measure of manufacturing enterprises is the overall
equipment effectiveness (OEE) indicator of production facility within the production process, which is
created for the analysis and evaluation of the production processes of the manufacturing enterprises. Gehloff
(2016) and Synek (2011) express the OEE as the ratio of the time during which the production facility is able
to produce a good product per full performance with acceptable quality to the real time during which
production actually take place. The ideal result for OEE is 100%.

3. Methodology
This part of the paper introduces the proposed methodology which the authors would like to
applicate within the manufacturing enterprises in the area of production process analysis. The production
process itself based on the authors is reflected in the economy of production in a way that can be identified in
the elementary form as:
OEE =

Q REALQUAL

(1)

QPLANQUAL

where
OEE
QREALQUAL
QPLANQUAL

overall Equipment Effectiveness,
real nember of produced quality products [natural units],
planed nember of produced quality products [natural units],

The overall equipment effectiveness indicator of production facility measures the relation between
the real production of identical products (QREALQUAL) and the planned production volume (identical
products)1, ( QPLANQUAL) .
The volume of production is influenced by the time fund for which the production facility is in active
mode when the products are really produced (TP) and the output of the production facility (V).
Decomposition of the production volume (Q) into the elementary factors - the productive time fund (TP) and
the output of the production facility (V) are determined by:
QREAL = TPREAL ⋅ VREAL
QPLANQUAL = TPPLAN ⋅ VPLAN
where
QREAL
TPREAL
VREAL
1
2

(2)
(3)

real production including nonidentical products [natural units]2,
real productive time fund [hour],
real output of the production facilities [pc/h],

It is assumed for the planned production values that the manufacturing process is set up so that only products of a
design which meets their qualitative requirements (identical products) are produced.
To simplify the issue, the "natural units" are replaced in next part by a specific unit "pc"
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planed productive time fund [hour],
planed output of the production facility [pc/h].

TPPLAN
VPLAN

The pyramidal decomposition of the OEE indicator according to the expression (1) can be expressed
as
OEE =

Q REALQUAL
Q PLANQUAL

=

QREALQUAL
QREAL

⋅

Q REAL
.
QPLANQUAL

(4)

Using the relationships (2) and (3), than equation (4) can be adapted into the following form:
OEE =

Q REALQUAL
Q PLANQUAL

=

Q REALQUAL
Q REAL

⋅

Q REAL
Q PLANQUAL

=

Q REALQUAL TPREAL V REAL
,
⋅
⋅
Q REAL
TPPLAN V PLAN

(5)

where

QREALQUAL
QREAL
TPREAL
TPPLAN
V REAL
V PLAN
or in form

OEE =

quality indicator CQUAL,
time utilization indicator CEXT,
output utilization indicator CINT.

QREALQUAL TPREAL t KPLAN
⋅
⋅
,
QREAL
TPPLAN t KREAL

where

(6)

planned value of the labour – intensity standard [h/pc],
real value of the labour – intensity standard [h/pc].

tKPLAN
tKREAL

Whereas the real value of the labour-intensity standard (tKREAL) is determined on the basis of the real
production (QREAL) and the real productive time fund (TPREAL), it possible to use the relation for calculating
the real value of the labour-intensity standard (tKREAL) - to modify the resulting expression for the "Overall
Equipment Efficiency (OEE)" indicator calculation - to the following form:
t KREAL =

TPREAL
Q REAL

(7)

Fitting the expression (7) into the formula (6):
OEE =

Q REALQUAL TPREAL t KPLAN ⋅ Q REAL
⋅
⋅
Q REAL
TPPLAN
TPREAL

(8)

where

QREALQUAL
QREAL
TPREAL
TPPLAN
t KPLAN ⋅ Q REAL
TPREAL

quality indicator,
time utilization indicator,
output utilization indicator.

The quality indicator evaluates the proportion of real produced identical products to the planned
quantity. As part of the planning mechanism, it is assumed, that only identical (quality) products are
produced during the production process at time known as the productive time fund (TPPLAN).
For many production processes, there is necessary in connection with the quality evaluation to regard
the fact, if the identical product has undergone the manufacturing process for the first time without forced
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repairs (some manufacturing operations have to be repeated). In this case, it seems to be appropriate to add
the percentage of success of the products that have passed the production process at the first pass:
Share of the products with first pass: QUAL1 =

QREALQUAL1
QREALQUAL

⋅100 [%]

(9)

A significant loss of "identical products" is the waste in many cases which beyond the framework
standards THN when a new campaign within the production program is starting. It is up to the management
of the appropriate business unit to be able to suggest steps to prevent (limit) losses in the production process.
The time utilization indicator of production capacity assesses the relation between the real
productive time fund (TPREAL) and the planned productive time fund (TPPLAN). Both the real productive time
fund and its planed value are derived from the nominal time fund (TN), which represents the time of
operation of the production facility. The nominal time fund is related to the work on shifts in which the
production facility is in operation. Generally, the nominal time fund is determined as:
TN = TCAL – TNOTWORK

(10)

where
calendar time fund [days, hour]
time fund during which the production facility is not in operation [Saturdays,
Sundays, holidays, plant shutdown]
The following relation is used to determine the productive time fund TPPLAN respectively TPREAL:
TCAL
TNOTWORK

TPPLAN = TN - TDOWNTIMEPLAN
TPREAL = TN - TDOWNTIMEREAL
where
TDOWNTIMEPLAN
TDOWNTIMEREAL

planed time within the nominal time fund, for which the facilities do not
produce (malfunction, rebuilding to other assortment, adjusting the machine,
lack of material, etc.)
real time within the nominal time fund, for which the facilities do not
produce (malfunction, rebuilding to other assortment, adjusting the machine,
lack of material, etc.)

In order to increase the value of the productive time fund TP REAL, it is necessary to reduce the time
spent on downtime TDOWNTIME REAL. The requested effect can be achieved by improving the organization of
work, for example in the following items: coordinated supply of material, optimal level of production,
reducing the proportion of failures (mechanical, electrical, technological) by prevention in the field of
maintenance of the production facilities, etc.
The output utilization indicator of production capacity evaluates the ratio between the real reported
output of the assessed production facility (VREAL) and its projected (planned) value (VPLAN). The relation can
also be transformed into the mathematical expression in the form of:
V REAL t KPLAN ⋅ Q REAL
.
=
V PLAN
TPREAL

(11)

The quantification of the output utilization of the production capacity with the application of the
expression on the right side of the equation (11) is subject to options of using more accessible collected data.
Influencing the output utilization indicator of the production capacity is closely related to the
utilization of the technical parameters of the relevant production facility. In a simple way, the problem can be
formulated as follows: to reduce the labour-intensity of the relevant manufactured product. The qualification
potential of the operating staff has the important role here, the staff decides about the possibilities to
transform the technical parameters of the facility into the maximizing the output.
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4. The Examples of the Application of the Principles of Counterfactual Impact Evaluation Using OEE
Applying the principles of counterfactual impact evaluation for assessing the quality indicator within
"Overall Equipment Efficiency"(OEE) measurement is associated with evaluating the impact of measures to
increase the proportion of identical products that have passed the production process at the first pass to the
OEE value. Other indicators contributing to OEE indicator can be worsened (the time utilization indicator,
the output utilization indicator). Furthermore, it is important to evaluate the impact of the measures to reduce
the loss as a result of exceeding the THN standard to the OEE indicator when launching a new product
campaign.
Applying the principles of counterfactual impact evaluation for assessing the use of the time fund in
the measurement of "Overall Equipment Effectiveness" (OEE) should assess the impact of the activities taken
in the area of maintenance prevention of the production facility. Scheduled repairs should reduce the failure
of the production facility and thereby increase the value of OEE through increasing the productive time fund
(TP REAL). Other indicators contributing to OEE indicator can be worsened (the quality indicator, the output
utilization indicator of production capacity). It is important to objectify the value of the TP PLAN in order to
improve the time utilization of the production aggregate. Manufacturing businesses should reduce the
downtime due to faults of the production facility through organizing the preparation of maintenance staff for
troubleshooting in the production process.
Applying the counterfactual impact evaluation principles for assessing the use of performance
parameters of the production facility in the measurement of "Overall Equipment Effectiveness" (OEE) should
assess and evaluate the impact of the qualification growth of the operating staff to the achieved output of the
production equipment. Measures should be taken in order to increase equipment performance by using
technical tools. It is important to objectify the value of planned output (VPLAN) in order to improve the
performance assessment of the production unit.

5. Discussion
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) measures how close you are to perfect production and that
is why this method is useful for all manufacturers. The key to applying to any industry is a clear definition of
time utilization, quality and output utilization. The results of the time utilization, quality and output
utilization are useful for production planning but if they are not clear defined and are used in the OEE
calculation they can hide the true capacity of the production process. This can artificially raise OEE score
while this can hide loss and can slow improvement.

6. Conclusion
The overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) indicator is considered to be an objective indicator of
manufacturing enterprises within the internal business environment according to Gehloff (2016) and Synek
(2011). The paper presents the elementary form of the production process through the OEE indicator and
characterizes the pyramidal decomposition of the OEE indicator. The paper presents examples of the
application of the counterfactual impact evaluation principles with using the OEE indicator in order to
evaluate the production quality, to evaluate the use of the time fund and to evaluate the use of the
performance parameters of the production equipment within the overall efficiency measurement of the
production process. The OEE indicator can help businesses to concentrate on losing their potentials in the
mentioned areas. Manufacturing enterprises should use the OEE indicator for management and measurement
of business performance.
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Abstract
The longer life expectancy and the increased overall number of the non-communicable diseases is one of the
main challenges of the health care systems in European Union countries. The early diagnostics and the
control of the non-communicable diseases in the primary level may help to reduce the costs of the health
care system and to increase the efficiency of the health care management (da Silva et al., 2013).
The overall objective of the article is to analyse the health services utilisation data, and to offer the
advanced model of health services delivery for selected non-communicable diseases conditions, which based
on international evidence have potential to be successfully managed and decrease burden for secondary and
tertiary health care levels. Data on health services utilisation are obtained from database of Klaipeda
Regional Patient Fund. For the purpose of this research Health Research and Innovation Scientific Centre of
the Faculty of Health Sciences, Klaipeda University received data on all outpatient visits to the primary,
secondary and tertiary level during the period 2012 – 2015 of all patients enlisted to the Primary health care
institutions working under agreement with Klaipeda territorial patient fund. The initial objective was to
collect, analyse and summarise the statistic data provided by Klaipeda Regional Patient Fund, focusing
Diabetes mellitus which according World health Organisation is one of the most common ambulatory care
sensitive chronic conditions and proper management at a primary health care level lead to reduced
hospitalisations because of the diabetes mellitus complications.
Key words: Analysis of Health Care Markets, Health Behavior, Health: General, National Government
Expenditures and Health
JEL codes: H51, I10, I12, I11
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1. The role of Primary Health Care in the Management of the Noncommunicable Diseases
Incentives of the efficient health care services in Lithuania is major challenge for the Lithuanian
health care system. Still much of the health care services are provided in secondary or tertiary level
bypassing the primary healthcare level. This situation leads to increasing waiting time for out-patient
secondary and tertiary health care and contributes to increasing overall health care expenses. Different
studies and discussions indicate that primary healthcare (PHC) level is not enough supported and controlled
(http://ltblekinge.se/globalassets/forskning-och-utveckling/blekingekompetenscentrum/projekt/imprim/publications/wp3-report-3-pilot-projects-in-latvia-and-lithuaniaimprim.pdf). Patients still have the thinking that their conditions can managed more efficiently in the
secondary level. Though it is proved that most of the non-communicable diseases (NCD’s) cases can be
diagnosed, managed and controlled in the PHC level (Proimos, 2017). The policy makers should find the
more efficient ways of the communication with the community members and PHC physician to encourage
the collaboration (Institute of Medicine, 2012). The policy makers agree that the support and extra funding of
the primary sector and community education is needed.NCD’s related health needs are very comprehensive
and multidimensional - degree of illness and decisions regarding his/her health and health care depend on
biomedical, social, psychological, cultural domains. Patient awareness about the early diagnostics and
control of the NCD’s including the diabetes mellitus (DM) management is one of the main factors in
prevention of the complications and the need of the hospitalisation (Alwan, 2017). Traditional disease
oriented and hospital based models of health service delivery have to be changed to more holistic,
community based and people centred health care models. People centred health services at a primary health
care level should be integrated with social care services, other community services (horizontal integration),
and also with specialised services (vertical integration) that in the best way to address health needs of all
individuals in the community (Oyama, 2016).Health service delivery practices have to be standardised based
on international evidence and accounting local circumstances and supported by clinical guidelines and
protocols. There should be optimal care pathways for patients, well accounting individual health needs and
avoiding duplication and/or inappropriate use of services. Therefore despite integration with narrow
specialised services, when needed, primary health care professionals should be well organised to act as first
contacts within health care system and guarantee continuous and coordinated care for the whole population
they serve (Fortin, 2017). Therefore a well facilitated information exchange processes across different levels
of care has to be established.

2. The Economic Burden of the Noncommunicable Diseases Management
Non-communicable diseases, such as heart disease, stroke, cancer, chronic respiratory diseases and
diabetes, are the leading cause of mortality in the world 40 million of the 56 million global deaths in 2015
were due to NCD’s, 80% of premature heart disease, stroke and diabetes can be prevented
(http://www.who.int/gho/ncd/en/).
According the international association of diabetes, approximately 415 million adults have diabetes;
by 2040 this will rise to 642 million. The greatest number of people with diabetes are between 40 and 59
years of age. The more important fact is that 1 in 2 (46%) people with diabetes are undiagnosed
(https://www.idf.org/about-diabetes/what-is-diabetes.html).
Diabetes caused at least EUR 619 billion dollars in health expenditure in 2015 – 12% of total
spending on adults. The average health expenditure per capita in was EU 2781 EUR
(https://www.oecd.org/els/health-systems/Health-at-a-Glance-Europe-2016-CHARTSET.pdf).
The increasing economic burden is one of the main challenge for the health care systems (Bollyki,
2015). The expenses spend on patients in different health care levels differs significantly. The table 1 shows
the average expenses in secondary and tertiary levels.
Table 1: Average Expenses of Healthcare Services in Secondary and Tertiary Levels in Lithuania
Average hospitalization expenses per day
Consultation in secondary level
Consultations in tertiary level
Consultation in secondary level plus procedure manipulation
Consultation in tertiary level plus procedure manipulation

537 EUR
15.76 EUR
29.05 EUR
21.93 EUR
38.66 EUR

Source: Lithuanian State patient fund
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The expenses for the healthcare services in primary healthcare level compared to secondary and
tertiary levels differ significantly. The data is shown in table number 2.
Table 2: The Average Expenses on Patients in Primary Health Care in Lithuania

Primary healthcare services
(excluding odontology and
psychiatry)

Expenses for one patient per year in the primary healthcare level
Patient age
<1 year
1–4 year 5–6 year 7–17 year
18–49
50–65
year
year
106,53
60,91
46,66
31,11
21,86
34,52
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

> 65
year
40,13
EUR

Source: Lithuanian State patient fund
Summarising the data it should be noted that improved health of community should be end result of
well-organised and systematically managed health services. Therefore should be well monitored intermediate
results of care and systematically examined clinical processes through strong clinical governance. The early
diagnostics and the control of the NCD’s in the primary level may help to increase the number of avoidable
hospitalisations, reduce the costs of the health care system and to increase the efficiency of the health care
management (Ferrer, 2016). The NCD’s management should focus on:
1. Primary healthcare,
2. Strengthening the role of nurses,
3. Enhancing the teamwork,
4. Finding synergies with public health and social care,
5. Promote patients centred medicine,
6. Strengthen patient’s responsibility.
The focus on primary healthcare would allow to (Kumar, 2016):
1. Increase the number of the avoidable hospitalisations,
2. Decrease the number of undiagnosed or/and late diagnosed cases of NCD’s which lead to
hospitalisation,
3. Reduce the costs of the health care system and to increase the efficiency of the health care
management.
Objective of the study: The statistic data of the diabetes mellitus management in Klaipeda region and
the analysis of the compared and contrasted numbers of visits to primary, secondary and tertiary health care
for selected NCD’s.
Aim of the study: To identify the strategies of the health care management that would allow to
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the health systems by reduction of the hospitalisation rate for
ambulatory care sensitive diabetes mellitus conditions.

3. Methods
Study object were patients, with all type of DM listed in primary, secondary and tertiary health care
institutions of Klaipeda region. Data of registered DM diagnoses and all visits to primary, secondary and
tertiary health care institutions during year 2012 - 2015 were obtained from database of Klaipeda regional
state patient fund.
The initial statistic information collected from the statistic base operated by Klaipeda regional patient
fund showed the total number of all visits to the primary, secondary and tertiary level. Different health care
disorders and healthcare management in different levels are difficult to be compared therefore according the
world health organisation statistics the analysis of the most common non-communicable disease - Diabetes
mellitus was selected. Statistical analysis had been made using SPSS 13.0 software for comparison of
prevalence of chronic conditions and visits to primary and secondary healthcare of patients with chronic
conditions listed to different types of PHC doctors.
The total number of population in Klaipeda region was 324628. The total number of registered to the
primary healthcare level was 407046. The gender distribution analysis show that 213859 of registered were
females and 193187 men. The distinction between the population and the total number of registered to the
primary healthcare level is determined by patients which have declared theirs residence outside the Klaipeda
region.
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4. Results
Diabetes mellitus can be successfully controlled in the primary level if the disease is diagnosed in
time. Proper and duly procedures allow to avoid complications and lead to the higher percent of the
avoidable hospitalisations. The statistics analysis show the high difference in the number of hospitalisations
for the diabetes mellitus with complications and without complications is shown in Figure 1. The high
number of hospitalisations due to Diabetes mellitus control is not managed properly. The alteration of
hospitalisations during the period of 2012 - 2015 shows the constant growth of hospitalisations caused by the
complications of diabetes mellitus Figure 2.
Figure 1: Number of Hospitalisations in Klaipeda Region Year 2012 - 2015

Figure 2: Alteration of Hospitalisations in Klaipeda Region Year 2012 - 2015

The findings confirm that undiagnosed or late diagnosed DM conditions increase the number of
hospitalisations due to the diabetes mellitus complications. The Figure 3 shows the alteration of consultations
due to DM at the primary health care level. The statistic shows the growing numbers of diagnosed DM
complications. It may mean that patients are not informed or lack the responsibility to undergo the regular
prophylactic consultations at the PHC level in order to avoid undiagnosed or late diagnosed conditions of
DM which lead to severe complications and the need of the hospitalisation and the consultations at the
secondary and tertiary level.
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Figure 3: Alteration of DM Consultations at the Primary Health Care Institutions in Klaipeda Region
Year 2012 - 2015

5. Conclusions
1. Non communicable diseases are the leading cause of mortality in the world. The proper and
duly control and management of the non-communicable diseases could reduce the number of
the avoidable hospitalisations and mortality rate.
2. Avoidable hospitalisation reduce the costs of the health care system and to increase the
efficiency of the health care management.
3. Most of the non-communicable diseases can be diagnosed in early stages. The actions that
would help to increase the patient awareness should be implemented.
4. The analysis of the statistic information provided by Klaipeda regional patient fund show the
increased number of the non-communicable diseases. The incidence of the diabetes mellitus
was analysed. The data showed high number of late diagnosed diabetes mellitus with
complications. Also data show high number of hospitalisations due to diabetes mellitus
complications. It maybe stated that diabetes mellitus in Klaipeda region is not managed
properly. Patient education and higher role of the primary healthcare in the management of
non-communicable diseases including diabetes mellitus can help to reduce the costs of the
healthcare budget.
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Abstract
This article is about small and medium-sized enterprises and their support. The introduction describes and
supports SMEs in the Czech Republic and the Eurozone. The aim of this article is to describe the
relationship between labour productivity of SMEs in the Eurozone and government spending on research
and development.
In the first part, the article examines one of the objectives of the Europe 2020 document: the European
Union should invest 3% of GDP on research and development. Regression analysis are used.
In the second part, there are used econometric methods for the construction of the model. The vector error
correction model was used for this purpose to determine both long-term and short-term causal relationships.
To create the resulting model, the econometric methodology was used, namely unit root tests, Granger
causality for the determination of statistically significant relationships, information criteria and the
Johansen cointegration test. The residual component is not correlated, residual component
heteroscedasticity and residual component non-normality were not demonstrated. The data sources were the
Eurostat database, Amadeus database, and the Czech Statistical Office. The data used have the character of
annual time series in the period from 2004 to 2015. GRETL software was used for the calculations.
Keywords: error correction model, expenditure on research and development, labour productivity,
regression analysis, small and medium-size enterprises
JEL codes: C01, L26

1. Introduction
The article deals with the support of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the Czech
Republic and the European Union (especially in EURO AREA 19) by investing in research and development
(R&D). The core work is to analyze the relationship between state investments in research and development
and productivity of small and medium-sized enterprises in the euro area countries. Based on this analysis,
recommendations are made, in what direction support for science and research should be promoted so that
the support of SMEs is as effective as possible.
Around 340 million citizens in 19 countries live in the euro area, and this number will increase as
future enlargements of the euro area continue to spread the benefits of the single currency more widely in the
European Union. The euro area consists of Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia,
and Spain. Small and medium-sized enterprises represent 99% of all businesses in the Eurozone. The
definition of an SME is important for access to finance and EU support programmes targeted specifically at
these enterprises. Small and medium-sized enterprises are defined in the EU recommendation 2003/361.
SMEs predominate over large corporations and they are a factor of stability and dynamic
development. They can adapt quickly and flexibly to the changes that may occur on the market, as shown in
(Veber and Srpová. 2012). They also significantly affect middle class growth and employment. At the same
time increasing employment will also reduce state spending on unemployment benefits, as shown in
(Srdošová. 2015).
Large variations in economic development between countries make achieving common goals more
difficult in heavily integrated currency areas such as the euro area. Greater convergence of growth between
member countries requires a certain level of correlation among labour productivity trends. However,
significant gaps in productivity are widening between the large member states. A capital markets union could
likewise facilitate SME financing, which in Italy depends heavily on the beleaguered banking sector. A
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rationally designed capital markets union that improves SME access to those markets could accelerate the
growth of smaller. The analysis has shown that this would trigger a
process culminating in greater productivity and growth, as shown in (Ehmer. 2016).
The paper (Uppenberg. 2009) shows that the SMEs’ share of R&D spending differs markedly,
however, between what we call the ‘EU Big 4’ – Germany, France, Italy and the UK – and the rest of the EU
(old and new). The SMEs’ share of R&D in the EU Big 4 is almost identical to that of the US, whereas in the
rest of the EU it is noticeably higher than in the US.
The paper (Albu. 2011) explains the relationship between R&D investment and economic
convergence by providing an insight into the endogenous growth process which relies both on human and
physical capital investment. Statistics show that, although the returns to R&D investment are stronger for
developing countries, their institutional attributes are weaker.
SMEs are an important part of a healthy economy of every developed country and it is therefore in
the interest of these countries to make the most support the creation and development of these companies.

1.1 Data – Czech Republic
In the practical part of the article, there are analyzed the data from database Amadeus, Eurostat and
Czech Statistical Office. The data used have the character of annual time series in the period from 2004 to
2015. Research and development on expenditure for the euro area are identified RD_EURO, for the Czech
Republic RD_CR. R&D on expenditure is a percentage of Gross Domestic Product. Labour productivity for
euro area is identified LP_EURO, for the Czech Republic LP_CR. Labour productivity in this case is labour
productivity per person employed and hour worked (EU28=100). Labour productivity per hour worked is
calculated as real output per unit of labour input (measured by the total number of hours worked). Measuring
labour productivity per hour worked provides a better picture of productivity developments in the economy
than labour productivity per person employed, as it eliminates differences in the full time/part time
composition of the workforce across countries and years. Figure1 and Figure 2 show the development of
variables.
Figure 1: Research and Development Expenditure in Eurozone and in the Czech Republic (% of GDP)
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Source: database CZSO, [online] [accessed 25.4.2017].
Available at <http://apl.czso.cz/pll/eutab/html.h?ptabkod=tsc00001>
Average value for the Czech Republic is 0.85% of GDP. And it does not satisfy one of the objectives
of the Europe 2020 document.
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Figure 2: Labour Productivity per Person Employed and Hour Worked (EU28=100)
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Source: database Eurostat, [online] [accessed 25.4.2017]. Available at
<http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&plugin=1&language=en&pcode=tesem160>
Table 1 shows the amount of R&D expenditure in the business sector in the Czech Republic in 2015.
We can see that most SMEs invested in R&D in 2015 (total 778 enterprises) between 1 – 4.9 million CZK,
(0.037 – 0.181million EUR) . Only 21 small and medium-sized enterprises could invest 100 million CZK
(3.7 million EUR) in R&D, while 68 large companies were able to invest that amount.
Table 1: Rates of R&D Expenditures in the Business Sector in the Czech Republic in 2015
Size of enterprises

Number of
enterprises

Business sector (total)
Small enterprises
Medium enterprises
Large enterprises

2 387
1 018
866
503

Rates of R&D expenditures (million EUR)
less than
0.037 – 0.185 – 0.37 – 1.851 –
3.7
0.037
0.181 0.366
1.848
3.699
and more
523
886
375
439
75
89
327
122
97
4
1
467
158
165
176
36
20
311
38
108
88
166
35
68

Source: Czech Statistical Office, [online] [accessed 25.4.2017]. Available at
<https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/2-ukazatele-vav-za-podnikatelsky-sektor>,tab.76
The Czech Statistical Office states (2015), that the total expenditure on R&D for the business sector
in 2015 was 48 148 million CZK (1 783 million EUR), of which for SMEs it was 16 931million CZK (627
million EUR), and for the large companies it was 31 216 million CZK (1 156 million EUR).

1.2 Data – Eurozone
The European Union should invest 3% of GDP on research and development, as stated in (European
Commission. 2015). This is one of the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy. Table 2 shows the percentage
of gross domestic product invested in research and development in the Eurozone countries.
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Table 2: Eurozone Expenditure on Research and Development
State
Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Portugal
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain

2004
2.17
1.81
0.34
0.85
3.31
2.9
2.42
0.53
1.18
1.5
0.4
0.75
1.62
0.49
1.81
0.73
0.5
1.37
1.4

2005
2.38
1.78
0.37
0.92
3.33
2.4
2.42
0.58
1.19
1.5
0.53
0.75
1.59
0.53
1.79
0.76
0.49
1.41
1.1

2006
2.37
1.81
0.38
1.12
3.34
2.5
2.46
0.56
1.2
1.9
0.65
0.79
1.69
0.58
1.76
0.95
0.48
1.53
1.17

2007
2.43
1.84
0.4
1.7
3.35
2.2
2.45
0.58
1.23
1.13
0.55
0.8
1.61
0.55
1.69
1.12
0.45
1.42
1.23

2008
2.59
1.92
0.39
1.26
3.55
2.6
2.6
0.66
1.39
1.16
0.58
0.79
1.64
0.53
1.64
1.45
0.46
1.63
1.32

2009
2.61
1.99
0.44
1.4
3.75
2.21
2.72
0.63
1.61
1.22
0.45
0.83
1.71
0.52
1.69
1.58
0.47
1.82
1.35

2010
2.74
2.5
0.45
1.58
3.73
2.18
2.71
0.6
1.6
1.22
0.61
0.78
1.51
0.62
1.72
1.53
0.62
2.6
1.35

2011
2.68
2.16
0.45
2.31
3.64
2.19
2.8
0.67
1.54
1.21
0.7
0.9
1.47
0.67
1.9
1.46
0.66
2.42
1.33

2012
2.93
2.36
0.43
2.12
3.42
2.23
2.87
0.7
1.56
1.27
0.67
0.89
1.28
0.83
1.94
1.38
0.8
2.58
1.29

2013
2.97
2.44
0.46
1.73
3.29
2.24
2.82
0.81
1.56
1.31
0.61
0.95
1.31
0.77
1.95
1.33
0.82
2.6
1.27

2014
3.6
2.46
0.48
1.45
3.17
2.24
2.89
0.84
1.51
1.38
0.69
1.3
1.28
0.75
2
1.29
0.88
2.38
1.24

2015
3.7
2.45
0.46
1.5
2.9
2.23
2.87
0.96
:
1.33
0.63
1.4
1.31
0.77
2.1
1.28
1.18
2.21
1.22

Source: Eurostat. Gross domestic expenditure on R&D [online] [accessed 25.4.2017]. Available at
<http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&plugin=1&language=en&pcode=t2020_20>
Finland invests the largest share of gross domestic product in research and development. Only this
country has crossed the threshold of three percent. Austria, Belgium, France and Germany invest 2-3% of
GDP. Cyprus, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta and Slovakia invest the least share of GDP, it is less than 1%.
The
countries
were
divided
into
three
groups
according
to
the
similar
labour productivity and R&D expenditure. In the first group, there are countries that do not have high labour
productivity and governments of these states do not invest much in R&D expenditure. In the second group,
there are countries whose R&D expenditure is around 1.5%. The third group, there are countries that are
characterized by high spending on R&D and at the same time with high productivity.
1st group: Latvia, Slovakia, Malta, Greece
2nd group: Ireland, Spain, Portugal, Estonia, Italy a Lucembourg
3rd group: Finland, Germany, Austria, France, Netherlands, Slovenia
The states Cyprus, Lithuania and Belgium do not belong to any of the groups.
Regression analysis was realized in each group. The labour productivity was chosen as a dependent
variable and as an independent variable spending on science and research as a percentage of GDP. The
results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Regression Models
Group
1
2
3

Model
y = 112.4 + 27.26x
y = 120 + 35.29x
y = 101.7 + 8.32x

Significance b1
0.059
0.371
0.049**

Determination coefficient
0.195
0.062
0.212

**

statistical significance at the 0.05 level
Source: program GRETL, author’s calculations
Only the third model is significant. It means that in the third group of countries, the increase in
government spending on research and development leads to the increase of the productivity of small and
medium-sized enterprises. In the first and in the second group, the labour productivity would increase by
other factors.

2. Testing the Long-term Relationship
Table 4 shows the values of correlation coefficients. The coefficient is statistically significant at the
significance level of 0.01 for Eurozone, and at the significance level of 0.05 for the Czech Republic.
However, a high value of the correlation coefficient does not yet confirm the existence of a causal
relationship.
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Table 4: The Values of Correlation Coefficients
Significance
0.000***

The value of coefficient
– 0.969

R(RD_EURO, LP_EURO)
**

statistical significance at the 0.05 level
statistical significance at the 0.01 level
Source: program GRETL, author’s calculations
***

This part of the article deals with the cointegration test and elaboration of the model, which will be
used to analyse the long-term relationship between labour productivity of SMEs in the Eurozone and
government spending on research and development.
Stationarity of the time series was investigated and null hypothesis (H0: there is a unit root) were not
rejected, indicating the presence of a unit root in each time series, therefore non-stationarity, which is a
prerequisite for the cointegration test, as indicated by (Arlt. 1999) and (Artl and Artlová. 2006). Stationarity
was observed after the first difference for time series of labour productivity of SMEs in the Eurozone and
time series of government spending on research and development in the Eurozone, as shown in the Table 5.
Table 5: Dickey-Fuller test
Data
RD_EURO
LP_EURO
D(RD_EURO)
D(LP_EURO)

Test Statistics
– 2.37
– 2.39
– 3.09
– 4.37

Significance
0.368
0.381
0.059*
0.008***

Result
Nonstationary TS
Nonstationary TS
Stationary TS
Stationary TS

*

statistical significance at the 0.1 level
statistical significance at the 0.01 level
Source: program GRETL, author’s calculations
***

This part of paper deals with the testing of the number of cointegration relationships in VAR(2)
model for the endogenous variables (RD_EURO; LP_EURO ) using the Johansen’s method, as shown in
Johansen (1991). The trace test in the Table 6 indicates 1 cointegrating relationship for VECM(1) model at
the 0.05 level, we can see in Johansen (1995). This is a model that includes unlimited level constant and
restricted trend component. The other informations can be found in (Enders and Granger. 1998) and (Enders
and Siklos. 2001).
Table 6: Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)
None*
At most 1

Eigenvalue

Trace Statistic

0.474
0.114

6.408
1.173

0.05
Critical Value
15.494
3.841

Significance
0.0482
0.2792

* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
Source: program GRETL, author’s calculations
In the first model, we test whether the change in labour productivity of SMEs in the Eurozone is the
cause of the change in government spending on research and development. Results of the VEC model are in
the Table 7.
Table 7: Model Results
Constant
D(RD_EURO(-1))
D(LP_EURO(-1))
EC1

Coefficient
4.174
– 0.054
– 0.005
– 0.288

Std.error
9.008
0.623
0.046
0.625

t-ratio
0.463
– 0.086
– 0.113
– 0.461

Significance
0.6594
0.9337
0.9137
0.6614

Source: program GRETL, author’s calculations
Giving into the equation
D ( RD _ EURO t ) = β 0 + β 1 ⋅ D ( RD _ EURO
+ β 3 ⋅ rez t −1 + ε t ,

t −1 )

+ β 2 ⋅ D ( LP _ EURO

t −1 )

+

(1)
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where
ε t ~ N ( 0 , σ ),

we get

D(RD _ EUROt ) = 4.174− 0.054⋅ D(RD _ EUROt −1 ) − 0.005⋅ D(LP _ EUROt −1 ) −
− 0.288⋅ rezt −1 + ε t

(2)

The value of EC1 coefficient is not statistically significant, so changes in labour productivity of
SMEs in the Eurozone will not cause changes in government spending on research and development in the
long term.
In the second model, we test whether the change in government spending on research and
development is the cause of the change in labour productivity of SMEs in the Eurozone. Results of the VEC
model can be found in the Table 8.
Table 8: Model Results
Constant
D(RD_EURO(-1))
D(LP_EURO(-1))
EC1

Coefficient
123.164
0.459
0.021
4.565

Std.error
92.954
0.221
0.009
1.656

t-ratio
1.325
2.086
2.163
2.755

Significance
0.2335
0.0531*
0.0437**
0.0414**

**

statistical significance at the 0.05 level
statistical significance at the 0.1 level
Source: program GRETL, author’s calculations
*

Giving into the equation
D ( LP _ EURO t ) = β 0 + β 1 ⋅ D ( RD _ EURO

t −1 )

+ β 2 ⋅ D ( LP _ EURO

t −1 )

+

+ β 3 ⋅ rez t −1 + ε t ,

(3)

where ε t ~ N ( 0 , σ ), we get
D(LP _ EUROt ) = 123.164 + 0.459⋅ D(RD _ EUROt −1 ) + 0.021⋅ D(LP _ EUROt −1 ) +
+ 4.565⋅ rezt −1 + ε t ,

(4)

Causality is captured by the statistically significant value EC1 (4.565), which indicates that this
variable will be modified by 456.5% within 1 year in case of long-term instability of labour productivity of
SMEs in the Eurozone. In other words, complete elimination of instability would last approximately 0.2 year
(1/4.565), it means 2.4 months.
The Table 9 shows testing results of the assumptions of the model. Doornik - Hansen test is applied
in order to test normality, and it does not reject the null hypothesis of normality of residues. Ljung - Box test
does not reject the null hypothesis of absence of autocorrelation. ARCH - LM test does not reject the null
hypothesis of absence of heteroscedasticity. The tests were performed at the significance level of 0.05.
Table 9: The Assumptions of the Model
Null hypothesis
Test
Significance

Autocorrelation
H0: absence of
autocorrelation
Ljung – Box
0.976

Heteroscedasticity
H0: absence of
heteroscedasticity
ARCH – LM
0.553

Normality
H0: normality of residues
Doornik – Hansen
0.848

Source: program GRETL, author’s calculations

3. Conclusion
It is in the interest of each state to promote the emergence and development of small and mediumsized enterprises. Small and medium-sized enterprises are an important part of the healthy economy of each
country. The total expenditure on R&D in the Czech Republic in 2015 for the business sector in 2015 was
48 148 million CZK (1 783 million EUR), of which for SMEs it was 16 931million CZK (627 million EUR),
and for the large companies it was 31 216 million CZK (1 156 million EUR).
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The problem for SMEs is access to capital. The only way to raise capital, it is a loan. However, for a
small or medium business it is difficult to obtain a loan to finance their projects. The state and the European
Union have the possibility of greater support. In particular, it is supported through various organizations and
documents. In the Czech Republic, they are Czech Invest and Czech Trade. Within the European Union is an
important document of the Small Business Act for Europe and Operational Programs of Economic and
Social Cohesion Policy. Aid is directed both to start-ups and already existing business entities. This is
financial, advisory and material assistance.
The aim of the article was to find out the extent and nature of the relationship between R&D
expenditure and the average labour productivity of the Eurozone and the Czech Republic in terms of longterm relationship. First, a correlation analysis was performed. Correlation coefficient values, to determine the
degree of dependency between R&D expenditure and average labour productivity in the Eurozone and the
Czech Republic, were statistically significant for both areas. However, in the Eurozone, this coefficient was
negative (– 0.969), which may have slowed down in one of the time series, but did not develop in the
opposite direction. The long-term relationship between the variables was examined only for Eurozone
countries. Time series for the Czech Republic did not meet the assumptions for using the Johanson
cointegration test.
Johansen cointegration test results confirmed the existence of cointegration relationship, and the
assumption of existence of a long-term relationship between the analysed time series was also confirmed.
The used Vector Error Correction model allows for detecting of both long and short-term relationships
between the examined times series. The resulting model (4) showed that there is a positive relationship
between labour productivity of SMEs in the Eurozone and government spending on research and
development. Regarding the diagnostic of the model (4), then the performed tests, which found out the
presence of autocorrelation or heteroscedasticity, and also the normality test demonstrate stability of the
model.
This article examined one of the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy, according to which
the European Union should invest 3% of GDP in R&D. Regression analysis showed that for countries in the
first and in the second group, labour productivity would not grow with rising R&D expenditure. These are
countries invest around 1.5% of GDP on research and development. It has been assessed how the aid system
meets the Europe 2020 document. The creation and development of small and medium-sized enterprises
should be encouraged, as they are an important part of any developed economy.
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Abstract
The focus of the paper is loyalty to two brands of beer produced by the Carlsberg Group - Tuborg and
Carlsberg. Both beers are lagers. The Carlsberg Group markets Tuborg as a more premium brand, and it
also aims to promote it to women. Unlike in the Netherlands with one brand - Heineken and unlike in the
Czech Republic with many well-known brands by a multitude of producers, the Danish case gives a unique
opportunity to investigate if customers truly prefer one of two brands or are approximately equally low in
loyalty to any brand as it is produced by the same company and tastes very similarly (if not the same), i.e. if
brand loyalty can be built to similar products produced by the same company. Data for the research were
collected using an on-line questionnaire. The survey was conducted in Denmark. Respondents were Danish
university students; such selection was done in order to ensure familiarity of respondents with both brands.
Attitudinal and behavioral components of loyalty were measured by validated constructs consisting of two
statements each.
Keywords: beer, brand loyalty
JEL codes: M31, L66

1. Introduction
Howard and Sheth (1969) stressed the importance of loyalty to brands already about a half-century
ago. According to Aaker (1991), brand loyalty may imply lower marketing costs, and higher number of new
customers. Dick and Basu (1994) point out also positive word of mouth, and increased resistance to
competitive strategies among loyal consumers. In order to be able to achieve advantages of brand loyalty
identified by Aaker (1991) and Dick and Basu (1994), branding is required. But obviously, as Hollensen
(2016) states, branding means added costs, namely for marketing, labeling, packaging, and promotion.
As Kotler et al. (2017) note, even highly loyal customers can be of different types - at one extreme,
quietly satisfied, and at the other extreme, ones that cannot wait to tell everybody. Loyalty consists of
attitudinal and behavioral components. Attitudinal loyalty means that a customer is willing to purchase the
particular product at any reasonable price. Behavioral loyalty means re-purchasing. In the paper, average
loyalty to the brands is compared among groups according to an explicitly stated preference. In general,
some constructs are domain-independent (such as the construct by Sengupta and Johar (2002) for measuring
affective dimension of attitude toward any brand), some are domain-specific (such as the constructs by
Homer (2006) for measuring affective and cognitive dimensions of attitude toward a brand of beer). To
measure both attitudinal and behavioral components of brand loyalty, general-purpose constructs developed
by Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) were used.
The aim of the paper is to investigate if brand loyalty can be built to similar products produced by
the same company. According to Grosová (2017), in spite of a steady decrease, the Czech Republic still has
the world highest beer consumption. But the research was conducted in Denmark where two brands of beer Tuborg and Carlsberg - are well known virtually to everybody. In many instances, waiters in Denmark ask
which of the two brands a customer wants, rather than whether the customer prefers a light or a dark beer,
and what percentage of alcohol it should have. Such setting would not be available in the Czech Republic
where there are many breweries with many brands.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: In the next section, there is a description of
data collection, and how they were analyzed. In the following section, results of the analysis are presented.
The last section offers conclusions.
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2. Data and methodology
The research was conducted in Denmark in 2014. Qualtrics was used for the on-line questionnaire.
The questionnaire was in English, and it was administered on several pages. First, statements for Tuborg
scales were asked, so respondents certainly understood that statements on the following pages for Carlsberg
did not include all brands of the Carlsberg Group but only the Carlsberg brand. Respondents, who did not
respond to Carlsberg statements, were excluded from also from the sample evaluating Tuborg statements, in
order for all the statements to be evaluated by the same respondents. It means that even though 318
respondents answered questions about Tuborg, the effective sample size is 288 because only so many
respondents answered questions about Carlsberg.
Both validated loyalty scales from (Chaudhuri and Holbrook, 2001) - (repeat) purchase loyalty, and
attitudinal loyalty - used in the questionnaire consisted of two statements each. The statements were
preceded by the instruction "Please indicate to what degree you agree with the following statements about
X", where X was first Tuborg and then Carlsberg. Purchase loyalty was measured using statements:
• I will buy X the next time I buy beer.
• I intend to keep purchasing X.
Attitudinal loyalty was measured using statements:
• I am committed to X.
• I would be willing to pay a higher price for X than for other brands.
All the statements were evaluated on a 1-5 Likert scale where 1 meant strongly agrees and 5 stood
for strongly disagree. Pearson's correlation coefficient for the relationship between the two purchase loyalty
statements was .717 for Tuborg and .736 for Carlsberg; these values are virtually the same as in (Grohmann,
2009 - study 6), and (Kumar Mishra, Kesharwani and Das, 2016). Pearson's correlation coefficient for the
relationship between the two attitudinal loyalty statements was .640 for Tuborg and .638 for Carlsberg; these
values are in between (Grohmann, 2009 - study 6), and (Kumar Mishra, Kesharwani and Das, 2016).
Brand preference was measured using the question "What brand of beer do you prefer?". The
possible choices were:
• Carlsberg (31 respondents, i.e. 11%).
• Tuborg (91 respondents, i.e. 32%).
• Carlsberg and Tuborg equally (33 respondents, i.e. 11%).
• Other brand (71 respondents, i.e. 25%).
• I do not like beer in general (61 respondents, i.e. 21%).
Each preference choice was chosen by more than 30 respondents, so it is realistic to find differences
between any of the groups. The distribution also confirmed that the selection of Denmark as a case country
was suitable since more than half of respondents prefer Tuborg and/or Carlsberg, esp. considering that more
than one fifth does not like to drink beer.
The questionnaire contained additional questions which were not used in the analysis presented in
this paper.
Four models were tested - with purchase and attitudinal loyalty to Tuborg and Carlsbeg as dependent
variables. All four models were first tested using two-way ANOVA with interactions where independent
variables were brand preference and gender (and their interaction). Gender and interaction between gender
and brand preference were not significant, therefore, the next section presents only results for one-way
ANOVA with brand preference as an independent variable. Least significant difference (LSD) test was used
for post-hoc multiple comparison for observed means. In order to better communicate strength of
relationships, R2 and partial etas squared will be provided. SPSS software was used for the analysis.

3. Results
First, impact of brand preference on purchase loyalty towards Tuborg was tested. Parameter
estimates are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1: Parameter Estimates for Purchase Loyalty towards Tuborg
Parameter
Intercept
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

B
4.238
-.931
-1.941
-1.647
-1.062
0a

Std. Error
.104
.180
.135
.176
.142
.

t
40.654
-5.186
-14.408
-9.361
-7.470
.

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.

Partial Eta Squared
.854
.087
.424
.237
.165
.

a. this parameter is set to zero because it is redundant
Source: author’s calculations
With regards to the explanatory power of the model, R2 = .441, R2adj = .433, and the model is
significant (p-value < 0.001). It is obvious that purchase loyalty towards Tuborg is higher (i.e. the value is
lower) for beer drinkers than for non-drinkers of beer. Instead of changing the reference category and finding
other significant differences, LSD test was used for post-hoc multiple comparison for observed means. Table
2 contains mean purchase loyalty towards Tuborg and significant differences are marked with asterisks.
Table 2: Post-Hoc Multiple Comparison for Purchase Loyalty towards Tuborg
1
2
3
4
5

Brand preference
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

Loyalty
3.3
2.3
2.6
3.2
4.2

1

2
*

3
*

*
*
*

4
*
*

*
*

*
*

5
*
*
*
*

*

Source: author’s calculations
Second, impact of brand preference on attitudinal loyalty towards Tuborg was tested. Parameter
estimates are provided in Table 3.
Table 3: Parameter Estimates for Attitudinal Loyalty towards Tuborg
Parameter
Intercept
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

B
4.426
-.894
-1.569
-1.093
-.518
0a

Std. Error
.111
.191
.143
.187
.151
.

t
39.964
-4.685
-10.962
-5.847
-3.429
.

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.001
.

Partial Eta Squared
.850
.072
.299
.108
.040
.

a. this parameter is set to zero because it is redundant
Source: author’s calculations
With regards to the explanatory power of the model, R2 = .324, R2adj = .314, and the model is
significant (p-value < 0.001). Table 4 contains mean attitudinal loyalty towards Tuborg and significant
differences identified using LSD test are marked with asterisks.
Table 4: Post-Hoc Multiple Comparison for Attitudinal Loyalty towards Tuborg
1
2
3
4
5

Brand preference
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

Loyalty
3.5
2.6
3.3
3.9
4.4

1

2
*

*
*
*

3
*

*
*
*

*
*

4
*
*
*

5
*
*
*
*

*

Source: author’s calculations
Third, impact of brand preference on purchase loyalty towards Carlsberg was tested. Parameter
estimates are provided in Table 5.
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Table 5: Parameter Estimates for Purchase Loyalty towards Carlsberg
Parameter
Intercept
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

B
4.180
-1.793
-.565
-1.271
-.737
0a

Std. Error
.119
.205
.154
.201
.163
.

t
35.070
-8.733
-3.667
-6.319
-4.533
.

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.

Partial Eta Squared
.813
.213
.046
.124
.068
.

a. this parameter is set to zero because it is redundant
Source: author’s calculations
With regards to the explanatory power of the model, R2 = .245, R2adj = .235, and the model is
significant (p-value < 0.001). Table 6 contains mean purchase loyalty towards Carlsberg and significant
differences identified using LSD test are marked with asterisks.
Table 6: Post-Hoc Multiple Comparison for Purchase Loyalty towards Carlsberg
Brand preference
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

1
2
3
4
5

Loyalty
2.4
3.6
2.9
3.4
4.2

1

2
*

*
*
*
*

3
*
*

4
*

*

*
*
*

*

5
*
*
*
*

*

Source: author’s calculations
Fourth, impact of brand preference on attitudinal loyalty towards Carlsberg was tested. Parameter
estimates are provided in Table 7.
Table 7: Parameter Estimates for Attitudinal Loyalty towards Carlsberg
Parameter
Intercept
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

B
4.320
-1.433
-.572
-1.001
-.327
0a

Std. Error
.115
.198
.148
.194
.156
.

t
37.669
-7.252
-3.862
-5.175
-2.089
.

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.038
.

Partial Eta Squared
.834
.157
.050
.087
.015
.

a. this parameter is set to zero because it is redundant
Source: author’s calculations
With regards to the explanatory power of the model, R2 = .189, R2adj = .178, and the model is
significant (p-value < 0.001). Table 8 contains mean attitudinal loyalty towards Carlsberg and significant
differences identified using LSD test are marked with asterisks.
Table 8: Post-Hoc Multiple Comparison for Attitudinal Loyalty towards Carlsberg
1
2
3
4
5

Brand preference
Carlsberg
Tuborg
Carlsberg and Tuborg equally
Other brand
Do not like beer

Loyalty
2.9
3.7
3.3
4.0
4.3

1

2
*

*

3
*

*
*
*

4
*

*

*
*
*

5
*
*
*
*

*

Source: author’s calculations
To sum up, in all four models there was a significant difference in loyalty towards Carlsberg and
loyalty towards Tuborg for respondents who prefer either Carlsberg or Tuborg. This answers the questions
whether customers can truly prefer one of two beer brands produced by the same company that taste very
similarly. So it is possible to conclude that brand loyalty can be built to similar products produced by the
same company.
A not so surprising finding is respondents who do not like beer exhibit smaller loyalty to the two
investigated beer brands than respondents who like beer (regardless if it is Tuborg, Carlberg, or are
undecided between Tuborg and Carlsberg, or like a different brand of beer).
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Another not so surprising results was that average loyalty for respondents who prefer Tuborg and
Carlsberg equally was in between averages for respondents who prefer only Tuborg and only Carlsberg.
A more surprising finding is that significant differences in loyalty were found almost between all
preference categories; to be more specific, only one difference was not significant for attitudinal loyalty
towards Tuborg and purchase loyalty towards Carlsberg, and two differences were not significant for
purchase loyalty towards Tuborg and attitudinal loyalty towards Carlsberg.
Another observation is that in three of four models, respondents who prefer a different Carlsberg
Group brand, are loyal to the investigated Carlsberg Group brand only as much as (i.e. not significantly
differently than) respondents who prefer a non-Carlsberg Group brand. In other words, respondents who
prefer Carlsberg or other brand do not significantly differ in purchase loyalty towards Tuborg, respondents
who prefer Tuborg or other brand do not significantly differ in purchase loyalty towards Carlsberg, and
respondents who prefer Tuborg or other brand do not significantly differ in attitudinal loyalty towards
Carlsberg. It also supports the thesis that it is possible to build a brand loyalty to similar products produced
by the same company without building a loyalty to all products produced by the company.

4. Conclusion
The paper aimed to answer if it is possible for a company producing two well-known and similar
products to build a strong brand for both products independently on the case of Carlsberg Group producing
Tuborg and Carlsberg beer brands. Therefore, the research was conducted in Denmark.
Approximately three quarters of respondents who preferred Carlsberg or Tuborg were able to select
one of them as a preferred one. In three of four models, respondents who preferred a different Carlsberg
Group brand, are loyal to the investigated Carlsberg Group brand only as much as (i.e. not significantly
differently than) respondents who preferred a non-Carlsberg Group brand.
For both beer brands and for both components of loyalty, there was a significant difference in loyalty
towards Carlsberg and loyalty towards Tuborg for respondents who prefer either Carlsberg or Tuborg. All
these findings support the hypothesis that it is possible to build a brand loyalty to two similarly tasting beers
produced by the same company without building a loyalty to all beers produced by the company. Therefore,
it is advisable that further research is focused on how Carlsberg Group managed to achieve it with the aim on
how to replicate the success, preferably also in other industries and in other countries.
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Abstract
The impact and performance measurement of socially oriented organizations varies across regional and
country contexts and is also influenced by the extent of the social and environmental problems they seek to
address. This impact can be measured by considering the Output (O) of an organization, the ways in which
organization influence existing Structures (S) and institutions and how their contribution to encouraging
Vitality (V) across problem areas. (Lundström and Stevenson, 2005). These three pillars have an influence
on external organizational support from public or private financial sources. With the respect to that model,
the main goal of this article is to evaluate different methods of performance assessment to improve that
assessment model to be sustainable. A model improvement is based on survey results among beneficiaries of
two operational programs 2007-2013 in the Czech Republic, conducted in the year 2015, testing several
techniques connected with the social area such as SROI, Organizational Performance Index, Social Impact
Assessment (SIA) and Counterfactual analysis. Results confirmed earlier step-by-step analysis, that most
successful project were those, who met the criteria (goals) of the supporting body. When beneficiaries prefer
more regional needs, the impact score is 10-20% lower.
Keywords: decision making, performance, social impact
JEL codes: H43, L21, L31, O35, R58

1. Introduction
The importance of prosocial behaviour in many organizations is gaining momentum and combine an
economic logic with a social one are more and more called for due to changes in the society (Haigh et al.,
2015, Jones, 2007). On the other hand, goals with the social impact is so hard to measure in real life. Those
alternative goals or set of goals of organizations are based on the interaction of internal and external interest
groups within their power or state of implementation of their own strategy. A set of alternative goals includes
tangible and intangible types of goals in character and finally those objectives are difficult to measure in
monetary or other units or target indicators. This alternative way of economic thought was pointed out by
Vimrová (2015) who distinguishes five basic alternative theories such as Management theory, Behavioral
theory, Institutional theory, Post-Keynesian theory and Employee theory. The behavioral theory is closely
connected with socially oriented organizations from all those alternative theories. Although the behavioural
theories are more suitable for large company, the role of the interest groups in socially oriented organizations
(supported by external subsidies) are higher than in “usual” small or medium organizations.
Social impact could be measured by monetization (social costs and benefits), quantification (e.g.
number of individuals supported by subsidies), qualitative assessment in terms of qualitative indicators like
satisfaction or improvement of social situation and by mention, when the social impacts will occur, but this is
not substantiated. (TEP, 2010).
The main goal of this paper is to model an assessment of beneficiaries of two chosen programs under
background of Social Impact Assessment as a guideline for decision making of future support. There were
compared other evaluation methods, specially developed for organization operating in area of social services
or with social mission.

1.1 Decision Making Based on Behavioural Models
Decision- making under behavioural theories assume that the complex structure of organizations
leads to the existence of various interest groups. Those main groups are identified as owners, management
and ordinary workers, when owners and small shareholders could have different objectives. Other interest
groups can be subdivided. In each presented model, we can see different classification of them. All models
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recognized that the organization always tries to achieve compromise between the various objectives of the
interests’ groups. (eg. Simon’s model, Cyert and March’s and Doyle’s models).
Simon’s model (1959 in Soukup, 2001) focuses on the processes how the organization company
makes decisions, rather than care on the results of mentioned processes. The main objective is to survive on
the market in a competitive environment, so that it can fill different objectives of various interest groups in
connection with sponsors, donators or other external supporters (Buchta and Kovárník, 2006). Following
that, Cyert and March (1992) continued in Simon’s model, when they analyzed decision-making processes
inside organization in imperfectly competitive market under uncertainty. In their concept, the organization
consists of a wide range of interest groups and therefore is not able to achieve a single target or group of
targets. Achieving goals is determined by compromise as a result of social games between different interest
groups. They focused on internal and external interest groups. An internal group includes senior
management, lower management and administration, union leaders, high skilled workers and ordinary
workers. External interest groups are formed e.g. shareholders, creditors, suppliers and customers. Each of
these groups has own set of goals. For the achieving of them there are done the short and long term targeted
coalitions with other groups against other groups. These social games are the core of decision-making
processes.
Decision-making process within the company is not focused on maximizing of any chosen target, but
focuses only on satisfying their amount. Finally, Doyle’s model Doyle’s model of zones introduces eight
zones of a tolerance whereby the organization matches the minimum expectations of all its key stakeholders
(Soukup, 2001). In this behavioural model simultaneously pursues a number of objectives. Various interest
groups in the organization, especially in social area is identified by different objectives, the situation is
demonstrated below (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Doyle’s Model of Zones in Social Area

Source: Soukup, 2001, author’s suggestion
External zone of intolerance shows too strong emphasis on one of the eight goals, which is not
appropriate because of excessive alternative cost. These costs came from the inability to achieve other goals.
This situation may destabilize company or even threaten its existence. Internal zone indicates that the
company does not fulfill the minimum expectations of any interest groups that operate within it. Tolerance
zone expresses bargaining space available to managers to reconcile different (and sometimes conflicting)
goals of interest groups. In real decision-making process, one of the aims of interest groups may be identical
to organizational goals.
The main task of management is to expand the room for negotiation in the interest of stable existence
of the company in the market, e.g. finding common interests groups, improving communication between
groups, strengthening informal links etc., so it is more suitable for socially oriented organizations and their
fundraising activities.
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1.2 Performance Methods in the Social Area
Performance methods and their use in the social area increased year by year. Firstly, funders who
want to know whether their funds are making a difference in the society or might be better to spent elsewhere
as donation to other organization (Ebrahim and Rangan, 2010; Brest and Harvey, 2008; Hwang and Powell,
2009; Paton, 2003). Secondly, each donator pay attention on results on its support – as well being growth,
growth of quality of education and other mostly qualitative indicators, which could characterize each support
as form of investment. This is the reason why they keep the stress on quantitative performance evaluation
(Table 1) such as return of investment, profitability and other key performance indicators (KPIs) in form of
Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan, 2001).
Performance can be measured in terms of inputs, activities and outputs, but socially based work. can
be measured in terms of outputs and “influence,” an intermediary outcome in term of Social Impact
Assessment (SIA). SIA is focused on how to identify, avoid, mitigate and enhance outcomes for
communities and how to design most effective evaluation process across the life cycle of project, supported
by subsidies. The outcomes of the predictive assessment must then be embedded across all processes of the
organization.
Table 1: Performance Methods in the Social Area
Method
Expected return

Example of ratio
Social Return of investment (SROI)

Previous studies
Cooney and Lynch-Cerullo (2014)

Experimental methods
Strategy approach

Counterfactual analysis
Balanced scorecard
OSV model
Social Impact assessment
Organizational Performance Index

Lewis, 1973
Kaplan, 2001
Lundström and Stevenson, 2005
Vanclay and Esteves, 2011

Integrative approaches

Source: author’s suggestion based on Ebrahim and Rangan, 2010.
The basic idea of counterfactual theories of causation (Lewis, 1973) is that the meaning of causal
claims can be explained in terms of counterfactual conditionals of the form “If A had not occurred, C would
not have occurred”, which is also used in Organizational Performance Index method (DuBois et al., 2015).
The main goal is to determine the effect that changing the antecedent has on a dependent variable (Klotz and
Horman, 2010), the consequent (e.g. education and change in school financial support; unemployment
change versus change in social support of unemployed persons).
Organizational Performance index includes (1) Effectiveness, which means ability of an organization
to carry out high quality programs and improve its operations in accordance with its mission and goals; (2)
Efficiency when an organization is able to keep the plan and budget for their interventions and is cost
effective; (3) Relevance which responds to the actual needs of its beneficiaries and (4) Sustainability – when
an organization ensures, that its services are supported by a diverse base of local and international resources
that may include funding, people, trust and other types of support.
The impact of social activities varies across regional and country contexts and is also influenced by
the extent of the social and environmental problems they seek to address. There is a need for specific model
to influence outputs in form of social innovations creation. Lundström and Stevenson (2005) refer to this
problem as the OSV-model of policy development supporting social innovations and we will use this tool in
impact measurement. This impact can be measured by considering (1) the Output (O) in number of social
innovations, (2) the ways in which social innovations influence existing Structures (S) and institutions and
(3) how their contribution to encourage Vitality (V) across problematic areas to be able to apply chosen
performance index for final decision making process.
PROCESS OF DECISION MAKING IN SOCIALLY ORIENTED ORGANIZATIONS
Selecting a compact set of indicators, with the participation and agreements of key stakeholders,
limits the number of parameters that they need to keep track of to recognize trends in their region is very
difficult process of decision making (Rifkin et al., 2015). Business expectations are different according the
stakeholders. Different expectations according stakeholders the social enterprises have against the business
companies (Table 2). In the table there are designed differences by authors of this paper. The individual
differences could change according specialization of social enterprise. The social enterprises have of course
the expectations according Bateman (2003). The different expectations are extra.
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Table 2: Business Expectation and Expectations for Social Enterprises
Stakeholders

Business expectations (Bateman, 2003)

Owners and
Investors
Customers

profit, growth in enterprise value and transparency

Business Partners
Employees
Local community
Environmental
NGOs

quality products and services, reasonable price and
after-sales service
quality contracts and negotiations, the timely
fulfillment of commitments
reasonable salary and non-financial benefits for work,
professional development and educational
opportunity, reconciling professional and personal life
financial and material support, obtaining the knowhow from corporate volunteers
organic production, products and services, minimal
burden on the environment

Different expectations for social
enterprises
to achieve social objectives
social responsibility of buyers
social responsibility of partners,
the social and finance advantages
for business partners
specific approach employers to
employees with disabilities
--environmental approach and its
implementation are mentioned in
the founding document social
enterprise

Source: Bateman, 2003, author’s suggestion
After that procedure, primary and secondary data are collected to be able to decide. Only right level
of information will enable a board to focus more on the strategic and accountability aspects of its role and
therefore not become operational duplicating management’s role to follow Social Impact Assessment
(Hashemi, 2016). Dependence of decision-making process and type of information described O´Brien and
Marakas (2011).
Figure 2: Decision Making Pyramid

Source: O´Brien and Marakas (2011)
Decision-making process is, according O´Brien and Marakas (2011) based on type of information
collected by decisionmaker. Decision of financial support we could classify into strategic decisions, so some
impulses for decisions are unstructured, unclassified, but important. They follow basis criteria defined by
Krug and Weinberg (2004), who covered (1) contribution to priorities (as defined in Table 2), followed by
(2) contribution to mission – priorities of an organization or region, which is involved into social activities,
which represents qualitative side of assessment, than (3) contribution to money, which represents
quantitative judgment of effective allocation of subsidies, represented by SROI calculation. Last pillar is
called contribution to merit which reflects how well a program performs. It combines qualitative and
quantitative measures depending on what criteria are relevant, what standards are applied, and what research
instruments are used (use of SIA and other complex evaluation method is possible).

2. Model and Data
Given the objectives of the study – to generate and collect widely intelligible and comparable
quantitative data of social innovation activity in the region – we opted for a survey method using a short and
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highly standardized questionnaire, designed for easy completion and return to achieve a high response rate.
Researchers conducted several random checks for internal consistency in responses. The authors chose the
following regions: the Moravian-Silesian Region, the Usti Region, the Hradec Kralove Region and the Plzen
Region (NUTS III). These regions were chosen because these regions met the conditions of (1) not sharing a
border, (2) they differ in regional competitiveness indicators (Viturka, 2007) as Hradec Kralove (HK) and
Plzen Regions (PR) are both classified in B group (in good competitive position) and the Moravian-Silesian
Region (MSR) and the Usti Region (UR) contrast with them (“C” group – in less favorable position). This
classification was supported by Melecký and Staníčková (2011) when they divided the NUTS II regions (8)
as follows MSR (8th place), UR (part of the Severozápad region, 7th place), HK as part of Severovýchod (4th
place) and PR as part of Jihozápad (3rd place). Those data were a primary source for structure evaluation (S).
At the time of examination, the database contained data on 1,820 applications in the Human
Resources and Employment Operational Program (HREOP) program and 1,665 applications in the
Operational Program Education for Competitiveness (OPEC). A questionnaire survey was distributed to all
the 3,485 program applicants in the selected regions at the beginning of 2016. Some of the applicants applied
for EU funding several times. The survey obtained 158 valid responses from the OPEC and 165 valid
answers from the HREOP program (Table 3). It was a statistically representative sample at a confidence
level of 95% with a 5% margin of error.
Table 3: Structure of Research Sample

Non-profits
Business entities
Universities
Total

HREOP
Percentage share in
Percentage share in of
economic entities
social innovations
46 %
43.66 %
52 %
54.54 %
2%
1.8 %
100 %
100 %

OPEC
Percentage share in Percentage share in of
economic entities
social innovations
81.8 %
77.6 %
8.8 %
12 %
9.4 %
10.4 %
100 %
100 %

Source: Šebestová and Palová, 2017
Economic entities were divided into five groups per size according to the EU definition of small and
medium sized companies (28% up to 9 employees; 28% up to 49 employees; 26% till 249 employees and
18% in size of 250+ employees). The most active segments in area of social innovation are entities with up
to 49 employees (56% of the sample).

2.1 Output Evaluation
Based on the questionnaire survey, the minority of projects (30.3% in HREOP and 37.3% in OPEC)
at the time of realization declared some type of social innovation (Table 4) to contribute to regional
development as sufficient output (O). The most important innovation for beneficiaries of the HREOP
program were new platforms and cooperation to share knowledge from and to support their business ideas.
Opposite to that, the OPEC program focused on the development of new processes, especially new methods
of education and support for the education of disadvantaged persons.
Table 4: Types of Social Innovations
Type of social innovations
New products
New services
New processes
New markets
New platforms
New organizational forms
New business models

HREOP
20 %
5%
22 %
0%
38 %
0%
15 %

OPEC
38 %
17 %
40.8 %
0%
4.2 %
0%
0%

Source: Šebestová and Palová, 2017
Those connections (the relationship between the focus of the program and social innovations) were
evaluated by correlation analysis. A very strong, direct correlation (correlation coefficient was 0.69, Sig.
0.00, α = 0.05) between the amount of financial support (divided by priority) and number of social
innovation (divided by priority axis) was found.
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2.2 Vitality Evaluation
Vitality part was evaluated as a linkage between financial support from the Operational Program and
the creation of social innovation, when correlation analysis was used. The interpretation of correlation
analysis results was based on the Liebetrau scale (1983). Other assumptions were tested in a partial
dependency with cross tables, depending on the region and implementation of the priority axis. Table 5
summarizes the various factors of relationships. The evaluation was based on the value of Cramer V for
nominal values (Sig. 0.00, α = 0.05) If a relationship between values has been statistically significant, the
sign of "+ “was used. In the opposite case, when the significance level was above 0.05 (the factor wasn’t
statistically significant, α > 0.05) a sign of "0" was used.
Table 5: Vitality Evaluation
Variable

Legal form of beneficiary
Number of employees
Main business activity
Type of innovation
Amount of innovations per
project
Willingness to continue in 20142020
Networking
Total community impact (total
“+”)

HREOP
Relationship to the Relationship
region
priority axis
Cramer V Sig.
Cramer V
0.271
0
0.444
0.243
0
0.328
0.297
0
0.486
0.221
+
0.380
0.229
0
0.159

Sig.
+
+
+
+
0

OPEC
Relationship to the Relationship
region
priority axis
Cramer V
Sig. Cramer V
0.390
+
0.851
0.535
+
0.327
0.571
+
0.261
0.188
0
0.605
0.526
+
0.517

Sig.
+
+
0
+
+

0.220

0

0.187

+

0.283

0

0.218

+

0.325

+
2

0.471

+
6

0.590

+
5

0.181

0
5

to

to

Source: Šebestová, Palová, 2017
In summary, better effectiveness in outcomes was measured in the OPEC program, because there is
an equal relationship between regional development and program priority. On the opposite end, the HREOP
cared only in the effectiveness axis, not in regional development; this was confirmed in the efficiency part as
well. On the other hand, the HREOP program showed more suitable connotations for the sustainable support
of social innovation, not only in relationship with the priority axis, but also about the region a Structure (S)
part of the model.
Followed that a quantitative ratio was explained. Cooney and Lynch-Cerullo (2014) formula was
used to evaluate contribution of projects to the society:
SROI = number of clients enrolled ⋅ earning difference (ED) / program cost

(1)
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Programme

Table 6: SROI Evaluation
Priority axis

Variables

HREOP

Priority Axis 1 - Adaptability
Priority Axis 2 – Active labour
market policy

OPEC

Priority Axis 3 – Social
Integration and Equal
Opportunities
Priority Axis 1 – Initial
Education
Priority Axis 2 – Tertiary
education, research policy

Moravian-Silesian
Region

Usti
Region

Plzen
Region

Hradec Kralove
Region

112

58

41

41

0.56

2.13

0.7

3.84

56

50

6

5

1.33

1.2

1.29

1.27

162

136

37

26

1.74

1.41

1.53

2.54

446

131

150

260

27.08

11.57

14.06

15.56

76

20

35

23

13.77

16.22

9.48

7.64

Number of
projects
SROI
Number of
projects
SROI
Number of
projects
SROI
Number of
projects
SROI
Number of
projects
SROI

Source: Šebestová, Palová, 2017
SROI represents expected return ratio of projects, supported by European Social Fund, it seems that
educational project has better position for next fundraising than project for Human resources development.
DECISION MAKING GRID IN SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Final decision is based on TEP (2010) evaluation process, which will include three areas based on.
Lundström and Stevenson (2005). A multi-criteria analysis, which evaluates and weighs several “hard to
quantify” impacts in Table 7 by Operational program. Weights (W) are adjusted to reflect different policy
priorities (i.e. the relative importance of the different types of benefits); in comparison of previous results,
when SROI and overall Vitality have priority in policy assessment point of view. Ranking were made from
the scale (1 … small impact and 5 … maximum impact). Weighted score (WS) is made by multiplying of
scale and weight.
Table 7: Social impact Assessment
Structure (Table 3)
Output (Table 4)
Vitality, SROI
(Table 5 and 6)
Total

W
25
35
40
100

Region
3
3
2

WS
75
105
80
260

HREOP
Priority axis
3
2
3

WS
75
70
120

Region
3
2
5

265

WS
75
70
200
345

OPEC
Priority axis
4
3
5

WS
100
105
200
405

Source: author’s calculations.
Final results confirmed previous step-by-step analysis, that most successful project were those, who
met the criteria (goals) of the supporting body. When beneficiaries prefer more regional needs, the score is
lower. It seems that managers of socially oriented organizations have to really evaluate carefully real demand
on their service, not prefer only their desire how “like to be”. In this instance, multi-criteria analysis turned
out to be a relatively simple and easy-to-use tool to add a degree of comparability and transparency to the
semi-qualitative analysis. However, it clearly has its limitations as the scoring of impacts. When the score is
based on evidence (primary data producers’ opinion). In this instance, the fact that only the likely benefits
(and not the costs) were assessed further limits the usefulness of the results.

3. Conclusion
This paper practically demonstrated problems of financial support of socially oriented organizations.
Community-based monitoring of impacts of resource development may ‘fall over’ after a few years as
funding or good will expires (Haggerty and McBride, 2014, Šebestová and Palová, 2017).
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These characteristics have made our development of agreed indicators to track the cumulative
socioeconomic impacts of multiple gas megaprojects a highly iterative process. Social impact assessment
would be a useful step how to clarify relationship between social impact and beneficiaries from subsidies.
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Abstract:
Business process management (BPM) discipline have been through a severe transformation over the two
decades recently. It is influenced by other fields and environment, which became far more dynamic than
ever. The velocity of change increases requirements for companies. They need to adapt constantly,
encourage flexibility and change common management methods. In BPM domain, there is only little focus on
BPM implementation in the companies from a management perspective. Thus, it is crucial that
implementation goes in hand by hand with company´s strategy that can lead to management transition
towards the process-oriented organization. The aim of this paper is to explore the role of agile simulation in
BPM lifecycle. Further, the benefits for effective process redesign or improving efficiency of existing
business processes are described. The paper focuses on process simulation and what-if analysis in the model
environment of Bizagi Modeler in the context of BPM implementation to the organization. The paper
includes the literature review on this topic, methodology description, case study containing the creation of
business process model of accounts payable, following simulation, what-if analysis, and process
optimization. The conclusion contains the summary of results and discussion over the scalability of this
approach to other organizations.
Keywords: accounts payable, Business process management, Business process simulation, process model,
what-if analysis
JEL Codes: C63, L23, M19,O33
1. Introduction
A great example that can bring higher interest and attention to the topic of acceleration of innovation
are statistics published by Citi digital strategy team (Frey, Osbroune, 2015) that show how the adoption of
new technology changes throughout the time. When the telephone was invented, it took 75 years till it was
adopted by 50 million users. On the other hand, for internet, it took only 4 years till it gets to the 50 million
users. This context is really important because this change is pressed by more educated and broadly
connected users. So, it created spawn for agile methods of all kinds to be accepted as an approach in every
part of company management.
This fact is also evolving process management disciplines. The fundamental change that can be seen
is a transformation from Business Process Reengineering (BPR) to Business Process Management1 (BPM).
BPR was invented by Hammer and Champy. They defined BPR as a fundamental rethinking and radical
process redesign that provides great improvements in critical measurable areas such as price, quality, and
speed. According to Davenport (1990), BPR doesn´t focus on strategic planning or strategy but it’s important
component in achieving company goals.
BPM draws from different methodologies like a BPR, Six Sigma, Workflow Management, etc.
(Møller et al., 2007). It took several components that suit this high pace age of quick innovations.
Practitioner and Analyst Schurter (2009) defines BPM as a natural and holistic management approach to
operating business that produces a highly efficient, agile, innovative, and adaptive organization that far
exceeds what can be achieved through traditional management approaches. This view is more focused on the
managerial part of BPM and agile approach. Technology in BPM is taken as a really strong enabler for
successful implementation and adoption in the enterprise (Adam a Doerr, 2008). On the other side, people
determine the success of every BPM project. People need to be taken as the integrated part of all BPM
journey. They need to be listened to, consulted, trained and corporate communication has to be common and

1

Also called as BPM third wave
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regular. When they don´t understand the processes, reasons for the implementation and why the change is
necessary, then you can´t wait that someone takes responsibility. (Chang, 2016)
It´s interesting to watch how conviction in this field changes over time. Nowadays BPM heading to
the company as a result of the strategic decision of the management and thereby from managerial viewpoint
it reaches to company culture itself. So it transforms from simply strategic decision to the part of Strategy
management (Zairi, 1997). Another significant difference is in the agile essence of the BPM. Due to IT
progressive change, technology enabled broadly accepted methodology, which doesn´t have so controversial
results2 such as BPR.
In order to be agile, enterprises need agile tools that can support effective process execution.
Business processes are in a continuous improvement cycle in which design and redesign play an important
role. (Jansen-Vullers, Netjes, 2006) To support the right redesign possibilities the process simulations offer
the quantitative justification that can continuously rearrange business processes to fulfill company goals. The
paper is organized as follows. In the second section, the methodology is described with a focus on BPM
lifecycle and tool selected for a case study. Next part is an actual case study about implementing agile
process simulation to chosen company. The conclusion sums up results and outlines authors future work.

2. Methodology
The methodology of the case study conducted in this paper is following BPM lifecycle. Through this
scheme designed by Dumas (2013) authors can highlight critical part of the BPM lifecycle and demonstrate
tools that can help going through more efficiently. The main part of this tool is based on Process simulations
and what-if Analysis so they have to be described as well.

2.1 BPM Lifecycle
In this part, authors focus on BPM lifecycle, more closely the right side of is shown in Figure 1
ending by Process implementation. In this case, study authors didn´t examine this particular Process
implementation. He looks into the context of how the tool, showed in this case study, can be used for
enhancing mostly the Process analysis and Process redesign part.
The whole BPM lifecycle starts with Process identification, according to the Davenport (1990). The
means by which processes are redesigned are identified and prioritized. This is often difficult because most
managers do not think about their business operations in terms of processes. This lack of process thinking
influences managers even nowadays, as Dumas (2013) says, in organizations that have not been engaged in
BPM before, the BPM team has to start by at least identifying the processes that are relevant to the problem
on the table, delimiting the scope of these processes, and identifying relations between these processes. The
outcome of process identification is a new or updated process architecture that provides an overall view of
the processes in an organization and their relationships.
In SME´s (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises) the approach of identification is the same but little
less complex and difficult. On the other side, experiences with process-oriented approaches are less probable
in SME´s. Process identification is based on authors observation in the company and on personally involved
in different work positions as a part of his trainee program. The output from this phase is a basic Process
architecture overview in the administration unit of a company.
Next step is to discover and model as-is process model. For process modeling, Bizagi Modeler
Software is selected. It supports BPMN notation and even simulations and what-if analysis could be
performed in it. The process chosen for the case study is accounts payable. It is a routine process which is
executed on an everyday basis. It´s deeply rooted in every of the process owners and process participants, so
the process exists implicitly, but the systematic approach for managing and improving this process is
missing.
From this point, the authors, who can observe the selected process from different work positions, is
looking for weaknesses and valuable insights. Process Analysis phase is focusing on the as-is process model
and on finding bottlenecks within current execution. More information should be gained by interviewing
process owner and administrative unit manager.

2

CSC Index Survey of US and European companies shows that up to 70 % of BPR projects failed because it was used
as a substitute for integrated corporate change management (Hammer, Champy, 1994)
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Figure 1: BPM Lifecycle

Source: adopted from Dumas (2013)
Last part of BPM lifecycle, which is contained in the Case study is process redesign or process
improvement phase. Dumas (2013) says that the goal of this phase is to identify changes to the process that
would help to address the issues identified in the previous phase and allow the organization to meet its
performance objectives. To this end, multiple change options are analyzed and compared in terms of the
chosen performance measures. The output from this phase is to-be process model, which is composed of the
most available redesign options. To select the best possible option Bizagi simulation view comes into play
with the ability of what-if Analysis, which helps to choose the best possible process scenario and supports it
by quantitative data.

2.2 What-if Analysis
What-if analysis is a data intensive simulation, which goal is to inspect the behavior of a complex
system, such as the corporate business or a part of it, under some given hypotheses called scenarios. In
particular, what-if analysis measures how changes in a set of independent variables impact a set of dependent
variables with reference to a given simulation model (Golfarelli, et. al, 2006). Using of what-if analysis is
most often in simulations, risk management and in general decision making. For example, Teo and Tan
(1999) used it for examining changes in error rates in their spreadsheet model.

2.3 Bizagi
Bizagi is a complex platform that helps the companies with digital transformation. The main
functionality is that it connects people, applications, devices, and information under cover of one software
platform. In a nutshell, it´s tool for executing processes, their optimization and automation, so Bizagi is
aligned with every part of BPM lifecycle. To understand better the context is necessary to introduce all three
parts of Bizagi, which is Bizagi Modeler, Bizagi Studio, and Bizagi Engine.
It all starts in Bizagi Modeler, where users can build process models in BPMN notation (Mendling,
Weidlich, 2012). This forms the foundation for follow-up actions and represents first phases of BPM
lifecycle. In this paper, authors work only with this part of the Bizagi software, because it contains process
modeling, process simulation analysis as well as what-if Analysis option. In order to set the process
simulation analysis into existing process model, the user should go through these four levels.
In the first Process Validation level user is making sure that the tokens pass through all the sequence
flows. Process Validation is crucial because it confirms if the process is modeled well and if the process is
behaving as expected. The user can identify problems in token flow in a real-time animation in process
simulation execution. In this level, only maximum arrival count of tokens and Gateways routing is set.
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The second level is Time Analysis, in which end-to-end process time is measured and it´s basically
the best case scenario for process execution because no resources are given. It means, software counts with
infinite resources, which are available. In this level, arrival intervals for tokens and processing time are set in
place. Another extension that can be used at this level is different types of statistical distribution. These
distributions are bringing simulations closer to the reality when the processing time is not always fixed.
Next level is called Resource Analysis. It serves for assigning a task to the preset resources. By
resource analysis often some resource constraints arise. This resource constraint is represented as a waiting
time, that token needs to take in order to wait for the resource to be processed. The resource can be defined
mostly as person or equipment. Every resource has costs either fixed or per hour cost. Another type of cost,
that is presented in this level is activity cost, which represents how much one execution of given activity
(task) is cost.
The last level is Calendar Analysis, which brings simulation step closer to the reality. The real
process performance is not only counting a number of resources but even with their availability over time. It
should help with showing sub or over-utilization, expected cycle time, delays and cost. So, for every
resource can be an unlimited number of calendars, which represents shifts, holidays or breaks. Then
calendars are assigned to selected resources based on data collected from observing practice events.
Agility in this platform isn’t only in the name, but it´s at the core of every functionality, that Bizagi
provides. So, that’s the main reason why authors chose this software because it can fulfill the requirements of
the today dynamical age. If the company has already implemented Bizagi, it´s really easy for every process
stakeholder to improve processes. The user interface of this software is code-free and easy to use as we see
in the case study.

3. Case Study
A case study is an in-depth inquiry into a topic or phenomenon within its real-life setting (Yin,
2014). According to Saunders et. al (2016) the ‘case’ in case study research may refer to a person (e.g., a
manager), a group (e.g., a work team), an organisation (e.g., a business), an association (e.g., a joint venture),
a change process (e.g., restructuring a company), an event (e.g., an annual general meeting) as well as many
other types of case subject. Case study in this paper falls into category of case study that focuses on process
change. As mentioned earlier in methodology part authors draw from their own experience in SME
company, which operates in the metalworking industry. Most of its production is determined for export to
the Germany. This fact brings much more work load to an administrative unit, which is taking care for
almost every document, invoice or spreadsheet that migrates through the company.
The choice of what type of process to select for the case study was based on few factors. First,
simplicity and importance were taken into account. As Jeston and Nelis (2008) say, most of the time every
implementation of new BPM technology or methodology into the company should start slowly in order to
adopt every process participant without unnecessary constraints and to iteratively test the correctness of the
procedure. This is part of the Agile approach of implementing and project management. Undeniable benefit
of this approach is in testing if this is the right way for gaining process excellence. Next factor for choosing
the right starting process was an interview with process owners and participants about the current state of
processes and what kind of process is the clumsiest according to them. In this company, they didn’t
experience any BPM initiatives before so that creates great potential for almost every process to go through
BPM lifecycle. The last factor was if the authors were involved in this process at least from a position of
process participants.
Based on this information mentioned above, accounts payable process was selected for another
phase, which was process discovery with the output of as-is process model. As mentioned before, authors
went through this process from different positions so creating process model was a matter of deduction.
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Figure 2: As-Is Process Model of Accounts Payable
Source: own processing in Bizagi Modeler
As can be seen in Figure 2, accounts payable process is spread into four phases ending with the
milestone. There are also four horizontal lanes, each represents different internal roles and sections in this
process model indicating resources (work positions). The process starts with receptionist receiving invoice
via the physical or electronic form. Then receptionist passes the invoice to financial assistant (FA). He
compares the invoice to purchase order (PO) with emphasis on products, due dates, costs. If the invoice
matches than it is approved. After it comes to the first split, where an invoice can move on to next task or if
it´s not approved, it is sent back to the supplier. Next split determines if the invoice needs additional
approval from administrative manager due to the need for product inspection or service verification. The
final task of invoice approval and accounting phase is updating financial ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning). This task is the most important and the most time consuming of all tasks. It´s performed by
Accountant, who mostly operates financial ERP software and it´s about sending information from invoice to
the financial ERP. The final phase is actual invoice payment, which starts with checking invoice due date.
This is done by FA, and if he decides that the invoice is not ready for payment the process stops here. This
decision is based on due date and company cashflow. So, if the invoice is up to date and company’s cashflow
is capable of paying the invoice, then the FA creates payment order. In the final task, the payment order is
sent back to the accountant, who checks it and takes care of the payment. This is the whole process of
Accounts Payable representing the invoice path from receiving to paying.
Next phase according to BPM lifecycle is process analysis. Thanks to the information gained by
authors’ interviews and experience, key problems were formed. From the perspective of all process in
administration unit, the key issue is arising. Accounting section is overutilized because there is a lot of
divergent processes and high amount of switching among these processes, which escalate in delays and
interrupt the flow of work. On the other side, top management of the company is considering boarding of
new FA and they are trying to find a way how this additional resource can help with overutilization of
accounting section. One of the strongest argument, why to transfer some of the workloads from accounting
to FA is that cost (per hour) is lower for FA than for accountant. To take a first incremental step in process
redesign there should be an only evolutionary step to the existing process in order to see how change is
accepted and how this system in process improvement could work. After creative reasoning authors form
process redesign assumption and based on this they design to-be process model.
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Figure 3: To-Be Process Model of Accounts Payable

Source: own processing in Bizagi Modeler
Process redesign draft of accounts payable to-be process model is in first three phases same as the
previous as-is model. The only change takes part in the phase of invoice payment. Redesign due to
accounting overutilization and interruption of workflow focusing is giving FA option that they can carry out
invoice payment under certain conditions on their own. Precisely, if the invoice is under 10000,- CZK and no
additional approval are needed FA is authorized to create payment order and immediately to pay the invoice.
This step should move some of the workloads from accountant to FA and support flow of work because
creating of a payment order and factual payment is done at once. Every change in running processes is
skeptically accepted, so quantification of potential benefits is needed in order to implement to-be process.
To prove how this process redesign could change effectivity of current accounts, payable process
simulation analysis is needed. A great benefit in terms of speed and agility is that the simulation runs in the
same Bizagi modeler interface as factual modeling. It only switches from existing process model to the
simulation view and simulation settings may start. Every input for simulation settings was obtained by
measurement of the real processing time of each task and by own judgment based on personal experience.
Again, simulation setting starts with arrival time with maximum arrival count of 100 tokens
(invoices). This represents the average monthly amount of invoice received in the company. Arrival time was
set as a Poisson distribution value with the mean of 3.3 minutes.3 Next task of receiving invoice took 2
minutes in fixed processing time because it didn’t matter how comprehensive invoice was. Same thing
applies for validating invoice, which is also a process with fixed processing time with an average of 1.5
minutes. For up to 85 % of validated invoice match with purchase order, only 15 % is sent back to the
supplier. Approximately half of invoice needs approval from an administrative manager. This approval
processing time differs based on the type of approval. Sometimes administrative manager needs to call to
warehouse or even goes personally to check the stock. So, for this task, a normal distribution was set with
mean 4 minutes and standard deviation 3 minutes.4 The final task of the third phase is updating financial
ERP and it took 3.5 minutes in average so again Poisson distribution was picked out because no
dependencies were observed. The last phase starts with 30 seconds task of checking the invoice, then around
70 % of invoices are up to date so here 30 % of tokens end. Now the process varies based on as-is or to-be
process, this setting will be described further in scenario description part. So, last processes are creating
payment order, which took 1.5 minutes and lastly checking the payment order and realizing the payment by
an accountant, which took 2.5 minutes.
Next step in simulation settings is resource and calendar analysis. The resources in this simulation
are represented as a human capital only. The company employs one receptionist. There are only one
administrative manager and one accountant available for accounts payable process. A number of financial
assistants differ based on the scenario but in the current state of the process there is one FA in work. In

3
The Poisson process is a random process, which counts the number of random events that have occurred up to some
point t in time. The random events must be independent of each other and occur with a fixed average rate. (McQuighan,
2010)
4
Many actual relative frequency distributions in nature can be well approximated by a member of the family normal
distributions, with the appropriate mean and variance. Often, such relative frequency distributions are obtained by
suitably normalising frequency distributions (Lyon, 2014)
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administration, unit employees work only on one 8 hours morning shift. That means only one calendar was
created, which was assigned to every human capital resource.

3.1 What-if Analysis
As it was mentioned earlier, four scenarios were conducted. Two scenarios for as-is process model
and additional two for to-be process. The element that was changed from simulation description above was a
number of FA assigned to execution of accounts payable process, which is considering by the management
of the company. The scenarios look like this:
1. Scenario - as-is process model with 1 FA assigned
2. Scenario - as-is process model with 2 FA assigned
3. Scenario - to-be process model with 1 FA assigned
4. Scenario - to-be process model with 2 FA assigned
After 4 scenarios are formed, it is a matter of seconds to perform what-if analysis with instantaneous
results showed with the possibility of exporting to excel spreadsheet. This is another great proof of agility
and quickness that are carried out through all BPM lifecycle in Bizagi Modeler. Figure 4 shows results from
what-if analysis. As can be seen, there is little difference between scenario 1 and 2 or 3 and 4, which
symbolized small effect when a change in FA resource is made. For as-is process model, maximum
processing time is 287 minutes. This means the maximum time for an invoice to go from receiving phase to
payment phase. Average processing time was 172 minutes for first scenario and 168 for the second scenario,
which is a small difference, originating from fact that FA’s are not so over-utilized and that bottleneck is
somewhere else. When the as-is model is compared with to-be model, the results of process execution are
much better. Maximum processing time is decreased to 199 minutes and average processing time is down to
104 minutes regardless if there is one or two FA’s involved in the process. This big change was caused by
accountant over-utilization and from one weak spot in the process, which can be seen if it goes deeper.
Figure 4: Results of What-if Analysis of Account Payable Process
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Figure 5: Results of What-if Analysis of Update Financial ERP Task in Accounts Payable Process
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The most critical task in the context of the whole account payable process is updating financial ERP
task realize by an accountant. Figure 5 shows that a large share of processing time for accounts payable is
taken by this task for the as-is scenario is 97 minutes at maximum processing time and for to-be process is 50
minutes. Interesting data occurs in comparison scenario 1 with scenario 2. Additional FA involved in the
process means the faster flow of work through tasks provided by FA, which results in a faster stream of
tokens (invoices) to an accountant, whose work is mounting up and causes higher waiting time. The most
significant change arises after process redesign, where average processing time is decreased by 30 minutes
that is 46 % improvement. This huge change is determined by real over-utilization of accountant, who need
to take care of 2 high time consuming tasks (updating financial ERP, check and pay the invoice) and by
redesign checking and invoice paying task is directed to FA, who creates payment order and if invoice is
under 10 000,- CZK (it is in 78 % of cases) he also realize the payment.
Figure 6: Accountant Utilization
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Direct proof of how process redesign influence accountant utilization is in Figure 6. Total time
savings are 0.4 % of all month working time. It can be seen as a slight change but in context of every
administration unit processes that fall into the responsibility of accountant. This can bring relieving effect to
him and boost productivity because of the release of his tight schedule.
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Figure 7: Total Cost for Resources (CZK)
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Last important results mostly for manager and process owner are shown in Figure 7. Total cost
composed of per hour cost for only two resources, that are influenced by process redesign. Cost per hour for
an accountant is 160,- CZK and for FA it is 130,- CZK. This almost immediately brings savings because of
delegation workload from accountant to cheaper resource FA. An additional benefit is in better flow of work,
which reduced processing time for creating payment order and the payment realization. Savings in
accountant resource are 307,- CZK per month. On the other side, there is a slight increase in total cost for
FA, exactly 50,- CZK per month. So total savings after the redesign of accounts payable process is precisely
15 % of total cost per month execution of this process.

4. Conclusion
The agile approach in SME governance is getting attention over last two decades. The pressure of
innovation speeding up every process. In future, deepening of this trend can only be expected as the
acceleration of innovation with exponential progress. SMEs have usually better ability to navigate through
constantly changing the environment and due to the size of a company they have better conditions for
change, which can gain them a higher chance of fulfilling their visions. Often, this type of company
considers the processes as a fix unchanging thing. This state can be called status quo, which is the real threat.
But it can be breached by the right managerial approach, incremental change and use of data for decision
making. This was the primal topic of this paper including a case study.
The aim of this paper was to explore the role of agile simulation in BPM lifecycle and form case
study to provide an example of agile simulation implementation. The main part of this paper was a case
study, which was conducted in a Czech SME, where authors have their own working experience. It was great
starting point for first part of BPM lifecycle because the selected process (accounts payable) was well known
to them. After process discovery, an as-is process model was built in Bizagi modeler which was a primal tool
for this case study. Then, process analysis followed. It shows bottlenecks and potential spots for
improvement crystallize in process redesign and to-be process model. Then was time to test the process
redesign assumption if it could be beneficial and mainly to proof to process owner that this incremental
redesign is ready for implementation. To test process model and their influence on execution process
simulation and what-if analysis was chosen. After initial simulation settings were in place, four scenarios
were constructed. Basic two scenarios for as-is and to-be process model were set and additional two with a
change in resources in both process models. Results confirmed a weak spot in accountant overutilization,
which is brought by intermittent workflow and unreasonable amount of approval and checking tasks. For asis process model was obtained that the maximum processing time was 287 minutes and on average 172
minutes, which is not a proper performance. To-be process model reported much better results with an
average process time of 104 minutes. This dramatic change was caused by task updating financial ERP by
accountant because all invoices have to go through this task and it was highly time consuming. This
constraint culminated in a weak spot, where the tokens have been waiting the longest time for the resource to
be processed. By this small process improvement accountant utilization decreased by 0.4 % of the month
working time and total savings calculated from per hour cost were 15 % of all cost per month of execution of
accounts payable.
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The approach described in this paper could be applied to various business processes in SMEs. The
agility is caused by the selected tool. Bizagi Modeler meets agile requirements because in the same tool
where process execution is carried out the process redesign and follow-up simulation supported with the
what-if analysis could be done too. With a combination of user friendliness, compactness and cloud access
agile process simulation could be implemented into a company with great results. We will concentrate on
BPM implementation from a managerial perspective in our forthcoming research.
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Abstract
The goal of the paper is to study the impact of advertising on retail company key performance indicators
(KPIs) and customer behavior in MAREA simulation model. The subject of the presented research are
simulation experiments in MAREA software framework. The simulation model incorporates trading company
dealing with retailing of computer cables. We base the simulations on two scenarios. In the first scenario,
company does not use advertising at all during the observed period. In the second scenario, company uses
advertising regularly during the simulation. In each scenario, simulation is 365 days long. The first scenario
will serve as a basic one. We will use it to compare the effect of advertising on company KPIs and
customers’ behavior in the second scenario. Based on the simulation setup we determine and evaluate
several hypotheses. In the paper, we firstly present a brief related works section from multi-agent simulation
and marketing research domains. Secondly, we describe MAREA simulation framework and simulation
setup. Finally, we present and discuss the impact of advertising and some implications.
Keywords: advertising, MAREA, multi-agent system, simulation
JEL codes: F1, F31

1. Introduction
The goal of the paper is to present the research of advertising impact on retail company KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) and customer behavior in MAREA simulation framework. MAREA is an agentbased simulation and modelling (ABMS) tool. ABMS approach is powerful tool for modelling and
simulating complex systems. As such it can be viewed as an appropriate concept for making fast and
appropriate decisions in today’s fast and changing environment that brings managers a lot of risks and
uncertainty in contrast with methods like trial and error. ABMS is able to provide software tools to managers
to anticipate impacts of their decisions without any risks of influencing the company. As Runje et al. (2015)
say ABMS approach can be used to understand dynamics of companies operating on global, complex and
highly competitive markets.
In the text to follow we are going to briefly introduce research background and related works in the
area of ABMS. We will explain, why we think ABMS approach is appropriate for economic and social
sciences in general and briefly introduce strengths and weaknesses of this approach. Second section chapter
is going to describe the methodology used in this paper with subsection about MAREA simulation
framework. For more detailed description of used multi-agent system see, e.g., (Vymětal et al., 2012). Then
we introduce our simulations and simulation results, where we investigate the impact of advertising on
company KPIs and customers’ behavior. Last section presents results of the simulation experiments and
discussion.
Modelling and especially analytical modelling plays irreplaceable role in modern economics.
Because of the rise of the easy to use models and new technologies there was never a better time for the
usability of alternative approach - ABMS. While analytical modelling approaches are based mostly on
mathematical theories (Gries et al., 2003; Liu and Trivedi, 2006); ABMS is based on the use of software
agents. Even though mathematical and statistical modelling is appropriate approach, it rarely contains theory
of consumer behavior. Features like cooperation or communication are the very part of the definition of
ABMS. With application of ABMS we are able to understand how micro-level processes affect macro-level
outcomes and vice versa (Siebers et al., 2008; Terano, 2008). Through usage of software agents we are able
to soften assumptions of economic theory like rationality or heterogeneity (Axtell, 2007). According to
Sierhuis (2001) and Rand and Rust (2009) agent based simulations are able to capture influences like
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communication, experience level, cultural or social factors, etc., that typical models cannot. They help to
overcome limitations like linearity, homogeneity and stationarity (Chhatwal and He, 2015).
Even though ABMS approach has a lot of strengths (Twomey and Cadman (2002) summarized the
main strengths of ABMS), we do not state that ABMS should replace classical analytical approaches. ABMS
has its weaknesses, which could be found, e.g., in Twomey and Cadman, 2002; Midgley et al., 2007; Fagiolo
et al., 2007; Leombruni and Richiardi, 2005. One of the main problems with ABMS is worth to explicitly
mention - complex models are difficult to validate and verify (Vanhaverbeke and Macharis, 2011; Marks,
2007). There is always a trade-off between realism and parsimony and needs to be able to find suitable ratio.
Validation and verification is closely looked up on by, e.g., Heppenstall et al. (2007) or Midgley et al.
(2007). Rand and Rust (2011) discuss in their work guidelines for rigorous agent-based modelling and use of
such models.
ABMS approach was already successfully used in some business areas. Big part of ABMS research
is focused into analysing supply chains. One can look at works of, e.g., Li et al. (2010), He at al. (2013) or
Sun et al. (2017). Another area is marketing management, mainly consumer markets and consumer’s
behavior. For more detail see, e.g., North et al. (2010), Roozmand et al. (2011), Zhang and Zhang (2007) or
Schramm et al. (2010). Third area is automated trading, where one can look for work of Li and Shi (2012),
Izumi et al. (2009), Ren et al. (2009) or Zhou et al. (2007). Last category of use of ABMS approach is
managerial science with main focus on decision-making, organizational theory, etc. Works in this area from
recent years are, e.g., Behrens et al. (2013), Davis et al. (2007), Gilbert et al. (2007) or Wall (2014).

2. Research Methodology
In our simulation experiments, we model complex system of trading company composed of
interacting, autonomous agents presented, e.g., in Macal and North (2010). Behavior of agents is defined by
simple rules and their interactions within environment, which also influence their behavior. Depending on
the problem one wants to exploit, software agents in ABMS approach can represent many different entities in
business domain (e.g., companies, people, branches, etc.). In our setup software agents represent people
(customers and sales representatives), departments within company (e.g., manager, accountant, etc.).
We use modelling and simulation framework called MAREA for our experiments. The framework
models a trading process of selling goods by company sales representatives to the customers and purchasing
goods from suppliers by purchase representatives. The first sub-system is sales representative-to-customer
negotiation and the second sub-system is supplier-to-purchase representative negotiation (Figure 1).
Modelled company consists of the following types of agents: sales representative agents, purchase
representative agents, customer agents, supplier agents, accountant agent (takes care of bookkeeping of the
company), manager agent (manages the sales representative agents, calculates KPIs) and disturbance agent
(responsible for historical trend analysis of sold amount of goods). All agents are developed according to
multi-agent approach and the interaction between agents is based on the FIPA contract-net protocol (Sandita
and Popirlan, 2015, pp. 478-486).
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Figure 1: Generic Model of a Business Company

Source: Šperka and Vymětal (2013, pp. 140-147)
In the reality of a market, the number of customers is usually significantly higher than the number of
sales representatives. In our simulation experiments, the number of customer agents is also significantly
higher than the number of sales representative agents. Simulations are based on the sales representative-tocustomer negotiation. Customer agents initiate negotiations at random by sending request message with
demanded quantity of goods to sales representative agents. Requested amounts of demanded goods are
generated randomly (Vymětal et al., 2012, pp. 340-349). As response to customer request sales
representative sends back message with quoted price. Customer decides if he is willing to accept the quote
based on the evaluated value of decision function (1). Behavior of customer agents is therefore characterized
primarily by decision function. For simplification, only one stock item is used in the implementation. If
customer agent decides not to buy anything his turn is over.
In the text to follow we propose mathematical definition of a decision function. Decision function for
i-th customer determines the quantity that i-th customer accepts. If xi < quantity demanded by customer, the
customer realizes that according to his preferences and budget, offered quantity is not enough, he reject sales
quote (Vymětal and Ježek, 2014, p. 3):
xim = α i*

mi
px

(1)

where

xi

α

*
i

mi
px

quantity offered by m-th sales representative to i-th customer,
preference of i-th customer (randomized),
budget of i-th customer (randomized),
price of the product x.

Vymětal and Ježek (2014, p. 3) derived their (1) decision function based on Marshallian demand
function, Cobb-Dougles preferences and an utility function, where they assume the sold goods to be normal
goods, as we do in our simulations. The aforementioned parameters represent global simulation parameters
set for each simulation experiment. Other global simulation parameters are: limit sales price, number of
customers, number of purchase representatives, number of suppliers, number of sales representatives,
number of iterations, and mean sales request probability. The more exact parameters can be delivered by the
real company, the more realistic simulation results can be obtained.
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Each group of customer agents is being served by concrete sales representative agent, and none of
them can change the counterpart. Sales representative agents are responsible to the manager agent. Each turn,
the manager agent gathers data from all sales representative agents and stores KPIs of the company. The data
is the result of a simulation and serves to understand the company behavior in a time – depending on the
agents’ decisions and behavior.
MAREA framework consists of the simulation of multi-agent system (MAS) and ERP system.
Simulation designer is used to design simulation model and adjust simulation parameters. ERP system stores
data. Through ERP system one can read and insert data. ERP system also keeps track of KPIs like - cash
level, turnover or profit, by summing up other values. ERP system in MAREA is different from ERP systems
used in real companies, because it is based on principals of REA models, that means, it does not use doubleentering bookkeeping. The benefit of using ERP system based on REA principals is that we are able to
perform simulations in few minutes instead of several hours or days. Cash level is calculated as a total of all
transactions that change Cash level – payments for purchases, income from sales, payment of bonuses, initial
cash, etc. Turnover and Gross profit is calculated as a total of gross profits and turnovers of specific product
types.

3. Simulation Results
We implemented three scenarios in MAREA and analysed results for all of them. Our intention was
to compare the simulation results of trading company that (1) does not use marketing at all, the results of the
same company that (2) does use marketing campaign regularly, and lastly the results of the same company
that (3) does use marketing campaign regularly, but under assumption of different conditions with regards to
(2) scenario. This means that our company uses marketing communication each month of the year in both (2)
and (3) scenario. Note that we implemented some basic tools of marketing communication namely discounts
and promotion. We would like MAREA framework and our simulation model to be used as one of possible
tools for managers supporting their decision-making. Later in this section we will also evaluate determined
hypotheses based on these assumptions.
Table 1: Parameters of Scenarios
First scenario
Number of new customers_Number of
Long term customers
70_130 70_130_D
Number of customers
70/130
70/130
Coefficient of price acceptance
0.8/1.4
0.8/1.25
Advertising cost ratio
0
0.35
Discount
0
0.20
Probability of creating sales order
0.04
0.10

Second scenario
130_70 130_70_D
130/70
130/70
0.8/1.4
0.8/1.25
0
0.35
0
0.20
0.04
0.10

Third scenario
170_70_D 110_70_D
170/70
110/70
0.8/1.25
0.8/1.25
0.29
0.29
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.10

Source: authors’ calculations
We modelled a trading company that deals with retailing of cables for our simulation experiments. It
employs 1 sales representative and 2 purchase representatives. Purchase representative cooperate with 3
suppliers. Suppliers supply items in cooperation with purchase representatives to the stock. For simplicity,
we are dealing with just one type of item. Parametrization of each scenario is listed in Table 1. In Table 1 in
“70_130_D” first number means number of new customers, second number means number of long term
customers and D means that company did campaign. Same applies through the rest of the paper. Coefficient
of price acceptance determines willingness of price acceptance by customers. Parameter advertising cost
ratio determines costs of marketing campaigns for company per customer. Discount determines discount on
selling goods. Probability of sales order determines probability of purchase negotiations; this means that with
higher probability of sales order there will be more negotiations between customer and sales agents.
Implemented simulation model has lot more parameters than the ones listed in Table 1. But the rest
of the parameters remained unchanged through all three scenarios. The result of price advertising is that the
long term customers are more sensitive to price changes (Kaul and Wittink, 1995, pp. 151-160; Mela, Gupta
and Lehmann, 1997, pp. 248-261). That is the reason of lowering of coefficient of price acceptance of long
term customers under long term affection of price advertising. Coefficient of price acceptance of new
customers was not changed because new customers are not under the effect of price advertising in long run.
On the other hand, new customers have lower coefficient of price acceptance because they are generally
more sensitive to prices than long term customers. Another restriction of our model is that we assume same
recall of and attitude toward brand’s advertising within both groups of customers, which is generally not true
(Zenetti and Klapper, 2016, pp. 352-372). This type of advertising is known as affective component of
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advertising. We would like to add some features to MAREA simulation framework in future like: coalitions,
genetic and evolutionary algorithms, symbolic paradigm of artificial intelligence and others. With coalitions,
we would be able to model interactions between groups of agents, genetic and evolutionary algorithms and
symbolic paradigm would help us, among other things, with historic experiences of customers with buying
products known as conative advertising, and this feature would provide a tool for better simulations of, for
instance - branding. We would also like to add some more parameters in our implementation of marketing
campaign in the future (Poh, Yao and Jašic, 1998, pp. 253-268). As Siebers et al. (2007, pp. 959-966) stated,
the effectiveness of simulation depends upon right level of abstraction on one hand. The number of free
parameters should be kept as low as possible. And too much abstraction and simplification might threaten the
fit between reality and the breadth of simulation model on the other hand.
For our simulation experiments, we determined hypotheses:
• H1: Campaigning in the second scenario will negatively affect Profit results with respect to
the first scenario.
• H2: Twenty percent growth of number of customers and fifteen percent decrease in
advertising cost ratio in third scenario will undo negative effects of campaigning on Profit
with respect to first scenario.
• H3: Advertising using discounts is more effective for companies focusing on Turnover
rather than Profit.
Table 2: Simulation Results - Profit and Turnover for all Scenarios
Profit
Turnover

70_130
27681.71
70378.64

70_130_D
18585.05
66957.32

130_70
27407.11
71973.96

130_70_D
18271.43
67315.30

170_70_D
20379.99
69130.80

130_110_D
21903.30
72907.77

Source: own
We tracked Initial cash level, Cash level, Turnover, Gross profit and Profit in all simulation
experiments. Initial cash level is a level of cash at the start of our trading cycle. This level was set on 5500 in
all scenarios. Cash level is calculated as a difference between sales orders and payments. Turnover is a
summary of what customers pay for goods. Gross profit is a profit before taxes, depreciation and
amortization. And lastly, a Profit is calculated as a difference between revenues and expenses. Table 2
presents company’s results after one year of trading in each scenario. Each value in Table 2 is the average of
15 simulation runs.
Figure 2: Development of Profit for Each Scenario through Simulations

Source: own
Figure 2 shows the development of Profit for all scenarios and customer distributions, where Profit
series are averages of 15 simulations for every scenario. As you can see from Figure 2, marketing campaign
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done by company would negatively affect their Profit. In fact that would be done with statistical significance
with respect to each customer distribution according to ANOVA (for “70_130” number of customers’
distribution P-value (3.39E-10) < 0.05 and for “130_70” number of customers’ distribution P-value (6.89E13) < 0.05). According to ANOVA we are able to accept hypotheses H1 which stated that campaigning will
have negative effect on company Profit. In fact campaigning had negative effect on company Cash level
results also. According to ANOVA hypotheses H2 cannot be accepted (for “70_130” and “110_130_D”
number of customers’ distribution P-value (7.34E-6) < 0.05 and for “130_70” and “170_70_D” number of
customers’ distribution P-value (1.8E-8) < 0.05). This means that even twenty percent increase in number of
customers and fifteen percent decrease in advertising cost ratio cannot undo loses on profit that campaign
causes. Company would need further cuts in advertising costs combined with higher number of customers of
company.
Table 3: ANOVA for all Hypotheses
H1
H2
H3

70_130 and 70_130_D
130_70 and 130_70_D
70_130 and 110_130_D
130_70 and 170_70_D
70_130 and 110_130_D
130_70 and 170_70_D

F
89.08
153.68
30.11
60.47
1.00
2.22

P-value
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.15

F crit
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20

Source: authors’ calculations
According to Table 3 and ANOVA we can accept hypotheses H3, because while Profit is
significantly lowered when comparing first and third scenario. In the case of Turnover we can see that results
are very close, in fact statistically significantly according to ANOVA (for “70_130” and “110_130_D”
number of customers’ distribution P-value (0.33) >0.05 and for “130_70” and “170_70_D” number of
customers’ distribution P-value (0.15) > 0.05). This means that for the company that has stated Turnover as
the primary goal this type of advertising is better than for the company which is primarily focused on Profit.
From Figure 2 one can also see that generally speaking - in all scenarios, if company worked with
customers’ distributions with higher number of long term customers, company had better Profit results
through whole simulation regardless of negative effect of price advertising on long term customers. That is
because of loyalty and higher stability of long term customers. If we again take only final results of
simulations this claim is statistically significant (for “170_70_D” and “110_130_D” number of customers’
distribution P-value (0.14) > 0.05, for “70_130” and “130_70” number of customers’ distribution P-value
(0.78) > 0.05, for “70_130_D” and “130_70_D” number of customers’ distribution P-value (0.68) > 0.05).

4. Conclusion
The paper presents an implementation of simulation model and simulation experiments in MAREA
software framework with the focus on marketing campaigning in real trading company. Multi-agent software
framework MAREA was developed to support several simulation experiments with a trading process in a
trading company. The setup of framework provides possibilities to edit the company parameters and to run
trading simulations. This allows users to analyse trading behavior back-to-back according to the parameters
setup.
We investigated the impact of price advertising on company’s KPIs. As we predicted and tested,
price advertising has negative impact on company’s Profit. Even twenty percent increase in number of
customers and fifteen percent decrease in advertising do not undo negative effect on company’s Profit. In the
future we would like to combine several tools of marketing communication with price advertising. This way
company marketing managers would be allowed to find right combination that would have positive effect on
company’s Profit. On the other hand, if company is focused on Turnover as main goal instead of Profit, price
advertising provides relatively better results for company. One of weaknesses of our model is that if
company is not focused on Profit or Turnover but, e.g., on customers’ satisfaction we are not able to make
any judgement. We also find out that higher number of long term customers has positive effect on
company’s Profit regardless of negative effect of advertising on long term customers that we assumed.
We are aware of some imperfections in our model. In the future work, we would like to add features
like coalition and symbolic paradigm of artificial intelligence. These features would help us make our
customer agents more sophisticated. Through coalitions, e.g., we would be able to better simulate behavior
of different groups of customers. Another problem as we mentioned is that companies usually use
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combination of several marketing communication tools. Thus in the future we would like to incorporate
combination of several marketing communication tools. We also considered only negative effect of price
advertising on long term customers. In the future, we would like to simulate trading with more items in the
future, for more realistic simulations.
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Abstract
The growing importance of the internet to B2B customer purchasing decisions has motivated B2B sellers to
create digital content that leads potential buyers to interact with their company. The active role played by
customers in finding and evaluating information on the internet has given rise to a new marketing paradigm,
which is referred to as content (digital) marketing. Several major methodologies of content marketing were
introduced to enrich the understanding of B2B customers buying behavior. The aim of the article is to
document the development of content marketing and potential barriers of its implementation in B2B settings.
Based on these findings and insights from practice of B2B companies a communication model will be
created to advance understanding of the organizational processes within B2B companies, especially between
marketing and sales departments and will be used for future research.
Keywords: B2B, Digital marketing, Marketing automation, Marketing and sales alignment, New technology
JEL codes: M10, M31

1. Introduction
The growing influence of digital tools has seen a significant shift in the B2B segments purchasing
behavior (Lingqvist, et al., 2015). According to Adamson et al. (2012) recent study of more than 1,400
customers in the B2B segment has revealed that buyers rely heavily on information resources available on
the internet to complete the buying process by almost 60% before contacting the retailer.
This active role played by buyers in searching for and evaluating information on the Internet has
given rise to a new marketing paradigm, which is referred to as content marketing. According to Holliman
and Rowley (2014) argues that B2B digital content marketing involves creating, distributing and sharing
time-relevant content to engage and reach customers at a suitable point in their purchasing decisions to
encourage them to complete their purchase.
Pulizzi and Handley (2014) presented a study from which more than 86% of B2B marketers (n =
1820) use content marketing tactics as a strategic marketing approach and 47% of them have a dedicated
organization for their needs . Academic research on this topic is at its early stages. According to Solis (2013)
we are dealing with a situation in which technology and society are developing faster than companies’ ability
to adapt to new conditions. This phenomenon is collectively referred to as digital darwinism. This inability to
adapt new processes to marketing business management gives rise to a number of misunderstandings that are
common, for example, between eternal rivals - the marketing and sales department. However, a recent case
study by Järvinen and Taiminen (2016) suggests that the use of content marketing methods, along with
marketing automation tools, can prevent these misunderstandings and clarify the clear role of marketing in
corporate markets that is so difficult to justify before organizational management.
Wiersema (2013) argues that by integrating marketing and sales systems, marketing teams can gain a
deeper insight into customer data in Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and sales teams can then
learn more about marketing activities. While content marketing and marketing automation offer promising
opportunities to address a number of issues in marketing management in B2B markets, very little is known
about how B2B companies are able to adopt these tools in their processes.
The aim of this article is to document the development of content marketing and its impact on buyer
preferences in B2B settings. The study advances understanding of the organizational processes of B2B
companies and provides insights in creating marketing and sales communication model which should be
used for future research.
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2. Marketing Communication in an Online Environment on B2B Markets
The growing importance of the Internet for B2B customer buying decisions motivates vendors to
create digital content that leads to potential customer contacts. This trend is currently referred to as content
marketing. Although creative content has been a part of marketing ever since (in the form of posters, radio or
TV commercials), in today's context of marketing communications in an online environment, content
marketing, according to Vajre (2016), is a tool for distributing time and context-relevant information that
leads to real-time interaction between vendor and customer.

2.1 Content Marketing Tools
According to Halligan and Shah (2014), digital marketing channels such as social networks, blogs,
websites and customer relationship management systems are used to such extent, in a last 10 years, that
numerous types of methodologies have been developed to share and distribute content reflecting the different
potential buyers stages in the B2B segment.
The most widespread form of digital communication on B2B markets is a website with a business
presentation. In B2B settings the main purpose is to complete the inquiry form. Manufacturing companies
are not used to using websites as a direct sales tool, unlike it is in B2C segment. Halligan and Shah (2014)
argues that e-mail is still vital marketing tool for digital communication because it is used both to pass a
value offer and to link to a business website. Pay-per-click business model is getting momentum as a key
advertisement tool. The advantage of a pay-per-click ad is its planning and measurability and also the fact
that the advertiser does not pay for each ad impression, but only after the ad was clicked. A specific area of
content marketing is also search engine optimization, which in the internet industry denotes the methodology
of creating and building backlinks of web pages in such a way that their form and content are suitable for
automated processing in Internet search engines. The goal of search engine optimization is to get a better
position in search results.
According to Brennan and Croft (2012) social media platform number grows as fast as their
importance. Although partial saturation can be traced on B2B markets, businesses are finding new ways to
use them. The purpose of social media is to create a platform for associating businesses or individuals of the
same interest and to make them share information, whether in the form of contributions, links, photographs
or videos.
Vajre (2016) argues that the purpose of using these tools is to not only get contact information but
specific data about buyers behaviour. This is a marketing goal designed to create data rich lists of potential
customers who are genuinely interested in the products or services of a given company and has a strong
tendency to shop. Customer lists are cleared and analyzed through a customer relationship management
system.
According to Järvinen and Taiminen (2016) marketing automation has been a major issue in the area
of digital marketing. It is a specialized software that can bind all of the above mentioned tools and work with
them automatized or even predictive. They are able to track the activity of individual potential customers and
are ranked on the basis of their action. Upon reaching a certain point count, a potential customer can be sent,
for example, a sequence of emails to speed up purchasing decisions, or the contact is automatically assigned
to a sales representative via the CRM system.
The goal of marketing automation is to generate highly qualified business contacts on the basis of
content personalization and behavioral marketing. Marketing departments are therefore trying to pass on as
many potential contacts as possible to business representatives. Guenzi and Troilo (2007) argues that sales
departments are criticized for their passivity when working with new contacts and, on the contrary, are not
satisfied with the quality of the business opportunities they receive from marketing departments. Since
integration of these principles is a relatively new issue for business and marketing departments, the absence
of cooperative processes is often a source of misunderstanding.

2.2 Content Marketing Tactics
To achieve these goals, tactics or methodologies are used that build on the understanding of B2B
customers buying behavior. According to Vajre (2016) two major methodologies, inbound marketing and
account-based marketing, are recognized within marketing departments. Both coincide in three of the four
stages of the purchase cycle. With the first stage, however, there is a contradiction between the way of
reaching the masses or selected companies. Commercial marketing automation tools are tailored to these
tactics to suit the specifics of the business.
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Inbound marketing is conceptually based on pull marketing theories that were introduced more than
a century ago (e.g. AIDA). As a methodology principle wrapped in a software platform, it was commercially
introduced approximately a decade ago by Hubspot. Since then a number of variations have been introduced.
In summary, the methodology is composed of four stages while each stage interconnects. Halligan a Shah
(2014) describes the four buying cycle stages of inbound marketing methodology as follows:
• Attract - In the first phase of addressing, new potential buyers of products or services should
be approached. The goal is to get as many back links as possible to visit the website.
Achieving this can be done by making interesting content and publishing it on channels that
can reach the broad masses. Goal is to motivate a potential customer to visit the site.
• Convert - If a prospective customer has been approached via a back link to the business
website, they should be referred to landing pages. The benefits of a product or service should
be explained in an effort to persuade the customer to implement the action. At this stage, a
potential customer may not yet be 100% convinced, so it is important to get at least a
contact, preferably in the form of an email.
• Close - At the engagement stage, we need to communicate with potential customers who
have left contact with each other to support their decision to take action. This is a great way
to send bulk mailing tools where they can get accurate information about how to buy.
• Delight - By purchasing or submitting demand, marketing communication does not end.
Customers who are already actively communicating should be given the appropriate care to
establish a relationship with the company and recommend it further. This will suitably close
the circle in which new entrants can be approached, who will go through all phases of
decision making.
In general, the goal of inbound marketing is to drive traffic to website, gather leads and nurture them
to that point, where they become satisfied customers. It is clear that the above procedures require technical
support and knowledge and when applying in companies it should be considered with some competition
whether it suites with its business model.
Vajre (2016) states that unlike inbound marketing focused on leads, account-based marketing is
targeted at accounts (companies as a whole). It is an example of the alignment of sales and marketing teams.
In the aligned model, organizations able to unite tactical marketing efforts with defined sales goals and use
feedback from sales to identify new potential markets. For account-based marketing to succeed, joint
working relationship with sales is essential and marketing needs to be measuring and optimizing based on
accounts.
It is a strategic approach to B2B marketing based on account awareness in which an organization
considers and communicates with individual prospect or customer accounts as markets of one. Accountbased marketing is typically employed in enterprise level sales organizations. Its goal is to help companies to
increase account relevance, engage earlier and higher with deal, align marketing activity with account
strategies, get the best value out of marketing and inspire customers with compelling content. In terms of
specific marketing activities that form part of account-based marketing programs, the following provides a
basis for selecting the appropriate tactics for any specific account:
• Intelligence – marketing’s role in profiling the target account and contacts within it to
identify relevant propositions and communication preferences. Identifying target accounts
should be a collaborative effort between marketing and sales, since it will require data from
both areas - firmographic data, which consists of things like industry, company size,
location, and annual revenue, as well as strategic factors, like market influence, likelihood of
repeat purchase, and expected profit margin.
• Awareness – in target accounts where awareness of the supplier is low, regular
communications have a role to play in creating a more favorable perception. When the key
stakeholders within each account are known, new content which should be focused on the
single purchases should be made for each specific organization. In this stage it is possible to
see account-based marketing and inbound marketing working together, as it's clear that
quality, compelling content plays a role in reaching account-based targets. It’s important to
choose the right channels to deliver it, based on what’s most effective for a given
organization or role.
• Campaigning – in large target accounts, lead generation campaigns can be run to uncover
opportunities and appoint meetings. This can also be combined with a digital targeted
marketing campaign targeted to the chosen companies.
• Sales – marketing has a role to play in supporting sales bids to improve conversion rates and
shorten the sales cycle.
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Advocacy – the cycle is completed when customers become advocates and are used to drive
further incremental business.
Consumer sensitivity to content and marketing message form are the main difference between
Inbound marketing and account-based marketing. While inbound is focused on gathering leads through
broadcasting wide marketing message, account-based marketing methodology concentrate the efforts to
personalize the content to each individual account (company).

2.3 Barriers to Adoption of New Processes in Marketing Management in B2B Markets
In connection with the innovations that can be observed in B2B marketing, it is important to work
with the ability of companies to adopt modern principles of online marketing communications. Kaufmann et
al. (2015) states that in this respect, both the theories describing the way technology and innovation take
over, as well as the practical experience of enterprises, have been gradually developing the barriers to the
adoption of new processes in marketing management.
Le Meunier-Fitzugh et al. (2011) argues that lack inspiring case studies and scientific research is
almost in the prenatal stage. Although we can see the beginnings of constructive communication opposed to
the trade as usual, for good studies or research we still need to look abroad. Wieserma (2013), with his team,
apparently conducted the most extensive research called B2B Agenda where he stated current challenges
B2B marketing is facing. Lilien (2016) talks about the need to interconnect young scientists and
practitioners, which has been the case for Järvinen and Taminen (2016) who have documented the process of
implementing marketing automation in small and medium-sized enterprises.
There are many factors and reasons behind the adoption of new processes in marketing management.
Nonetheless, it is possible to trace the repeated occurrences that prevented the digital transformation of B2B
companies. According to Möller and Parvinen (2015) the most common ones.
• Changing culture in product value perception
• Marketing and sales collaboration
• Financially quantifiable marketing benefits.
The methods of solving the barriers described above are the subject of current investigation in
academic sphere and practice. Siamagka et al. (2015) states that the aim is not only to solve these partial
problems but also to determine the importance and benefits of content marketing and related methodology.

3. Developing the B2B Marketing Communication Model
Based on findings from current literature, content marketing model for online communication was
made which respects consumer sensitivity to content and marketing message form based on inbound
marketing and account-based marketing tactics. Insights from real practice, especially relationships between
marketing and sales departments, helped advance understanding of the organizational processes within B2B
companies.
In figure 1 we can see the content marketing communication model which should be tested and used
for future research. In the first stage, called Inteligence, there is three particular points which should be done
by collaboration of marketing and sales departments within B2B company. First is to create an ideal
customer profile, based on insights of current customers or desired potential customers. Then it is necessary
to do a research to find such companies and gather as many information useful for future communication.
Finally, all these information should be stored in customer relationship management system. The goal is to
prepare firmographic data for awareness and campaigning stage.
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Figure 1: Content Marketing Communication Model

Source: custom illustration
The second stage called awareness is about initial marketing communication through specialized
digital marketing channels as social media, e-mail or pay per click advertisement. Through content such as
videos, articles or graphics, we are trying to gather leads, contact information of potential buyers. The next
stage called campaigning is characterized by distribution of personalized content to each individual potential
buyer. To aim is to qualify contacts to be fully suitable for sales operations.
The fourth stage is about joint collaboration between marketing and sales departments. Marketing
should hand over sales qualified leads so sale representatives can make meeting appointments and prepare
offerings to close deals. With closing the deal communication model does not end. After sale service and
customer care should work to such extent that customers became advocates of the brand and give
recommendations so the communication model loop closes.

4. Conclusion
The aim of the article was to document the development of content marketing and potential barriers
of its implementation in B2B settings. Content marketing communication model for future research
respecting organizational processes within B2B companies was created to advance understanding of B2B
buyer behavior. Although in the B2B segment we encounter many barriers to active online marketing
communication, the adoption of these principles is therefore of the utmost importance, especially for small
and medium-sized companies that are still familiar with digitization.
In practice, there are many principles, strategies and tactics to implement an online marketing
strategy as a standard part of the marketing process. Unlike many traditional marketing methods that are still
popular, such as fairs and catalogs, in online marketing communications, we are able to accurately measure
performance and personalize the content and form of marketing communications to individual consumers.
This reduces marketing costs and increases efficiency.
Academic practice adequately explains how to introduce new ideas and innovations into existing
business structures. By linking practitioners and academics, we can not only better understand the
functioning of processes and customer relationships, but also actively prepare for overcoming process
barriers linked, for example, to digital transformation. In this respect, we need new inspirational case studies
and share information on the implementation of online marketing communication principles in the B2B
segment.
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Abstract
The strong competition between insurance companies providing forces them to search for the ways to keep
customers loyal. Customers have many opportunities to meet their needs and they have many choices
selecting products and services in the market. Loyal customers are each company's greatest ambition and
purpose; however, the customer's preferences selecting products and services are turning into an important
and topical subject nowadays. How to keep loyal customer who is going to change the organization
providing insurance services? What factors inhibit the customer's intention from leaving an insurance
service organization? The purpose of the research - to identify and investigate the factors, influencing
hindering customer's intention to change the organization working on insurance services in Lithuania. For
the research completion, the methods of questionnaire survey were applied. The gained research outcome
has disclosed that customers' intention to change the insurance organization influences the credibility of the
organization and relational values.
Keywords: customer loyalty, insurance company, insurance services, Lithuania, switching behavior
JEL codes : M30, M31, P2

1. Introduction
The research in customer preferences, selecting the insurance services, is related to the
customerloyalty. Customer loyalty, as the research object, was analyzed as a process of re-purchase Johnson
et al. (2006), Pileliene and Svagzdiene (2009). Later, loyalty was studied in the theory of relationship
marketing, according Pileliene and Svagzdiene (2009) where loyalty was seen as a longterm development of
relations between an organization and a customer and this approach has been mostly studied in terms of
loyalty to this day. The latest concept, analyzing customer loyalty is the concept of switching-behavior.
Therefore, customer-switching behavior is constantly affected by the certain factors that build his/her
frustration with the organization and with the purchased product / service. Finally, a customer assesses the
potential switching costs, chooses another alternative - migrates to another organization.
The factors, due to which customers are changing insurance companies, have not been studied in
terms of insurance services in Lithuania. There is a lack of the research on customer preferences, disclosing
what is requested to be replaced concerning the change of one insurance company into another. There are no
identified factors revealing why customers leave the company and choose another one. Thus, the insurance
services are very important to explain customers' loyalty correspondingly to the concept of customerswitching behavior. Consequently, there are discussed the reasons that prevent customer migration to other
insurance organizations.
In the following article there is set a problem that is formulated under a question - how to keep loyal
customers who have an intention to change the organization providing insurance services?
The purpose of the research - to identify and investigate the factors influencing hindering customer's
intention to change the organization working on insurance services in Lithuania.
The article object - the factors influencing hindering customer's intention to change the organization
working on insurance services.
The objectives of the research:
• To review the companies, providing insurance services in Lithuania.
• To identify the factors influencing hindering customer's intention to change the organization.
• To investigate the factors influencing hindering customer's intention to change the
organization working on insurance services in Lithuanian organizations.
The methods of the research. There has been chosen the secondary data analyse for insurance
companies financial statements for the period 2015; the quantitative, questionnaire-survey method for the
research of the empirical research problem and literature analyse. The data were analyzed and administrated
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with a statistical package for social sciences (SPSS Statistic 17.0 version). There was also performed
correlative (Spearman’s rank correlations coefficients) analyse.

2. The Companies, Providing Insurance Service in Lithuania
In the Lithuanian insurance sector, there is quite a large number of insurance market participants.
However, according to the number of the signed non-life insurance group contributions and the market share
there can be distinguished five insurance companies, which have the strongest positions in the sector of
insurance services. They are as following: SC „Lietuvos draudimas“ (23.7 percent), „Gjensidige“ (13
percent), AAS „BTA Baltic Insurance company“ (12 percent), „ERGO Insurance SE“ branch (11 percent)
and „If P&C Insurance AS“ Lithuanian branch (8 percent).
Figure 1: The Market Share Among Insurance Companies in Lithuania

Source: Bank of Lithuania, 2015
SC „Lietuvos draudimas“ is an insurance company, possessing the greatest experience in the country
that provides non-life insurance services. It has more than 50 customer service divisions in all Lithuania
(Association of Lithuanian insurances, 2015). The company has 56 sales divisions of insurance services in
the largest cities and smaller towns of Lithuania, where there work 1227 insurance agents. The company
provides customers with possibilities to purchase all offered insurance services, the number of which makes
20 groups of insurance services, five of which are devoted to private customers and 15 to business
customers. Private customers are provided with an opportunity to insure on e-space of the company’s
website. These services include civil liSCility insurance and travel insurance. Customers may also get
insurance proposals for CASCO, property and personal insurance, and insurance against mites. On the
website of SC „Lietuvos draudimas“ business customers may get proposals related to the company’s asset
security, business civil liSCility, business security and different kinds of staff insurance. (Association of
Lithuanian insurances, 2015).
“Gjensidige”is a leading Nordic and Baltic general insurance company. In Lithuania its offer a wide
range of insurance products for both private and corporate customers and and its market share is 13 percent.
The company has 86 sales divisions in all Lithuania, where there work 578 sales agents of insurance
services. In the company’s website there can get insured bouth private and business customers, who are
offered civil, travel, property and accident insurance (Gjensidige Financial..., 2015).
AAS „BTA Baltic Insurance Company“ is a company, providing insurance services in the sector of
non-insurance services and its market share is 12 percent. The company has 111 sales divisions in all
Lithuania, where there work 460 sales agents of insurance services. The company offers to its customers 18
groups of insurance services. 5 of them are for private customers and 13 for business ones. The company
uses brokers and intermediaries’ service, the number of whom is 364 and the number of their staff, who have
the right to provide with insurance services of AAS „BTA Baltic Insurance company“ involves 436
insurance intermediaries and brokers. Insurance intermediaries, who sell the company’s insurance services,
are spread in all Lithuania. In the company’s website there can get insured only private customers, who are
offered civil, travel, property and accident insurance. The company’s customers can purchase some
insurance services, proposed by the company, via email, which are devoted to private customers, apart from
some insurance services, devoted to business customers - such as aviation risk, general civil, pets, company’s
assets, freight, collateral acceptance, marine, self-propelled mechanisms, construction engineering, mounting
works and civil liSCility insurance of carriers (Association of Lithuanian insurances, 2015).
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„ERGO Insurance SE“ branch - a company, providing non-life insurance services, has a market
share of 10.8 percent in the national non-life insurance services. The branch has sales divisions in the largest
Lithuanian cities and smaller towns, where there work 657 insurance agents, selling company’s insurance
services. In the company’s sales divisions, customers can purchase all insurance services, proposed by the
company, the total proposed number of which is 10. Four insurance service groups are devoted to private
customers and six ones to business customer. The company cooperates with agents, who provide with
insurance services at the insured person’s house. The agents’ number is currently 180. Besides, all day long,
the company’s private customers can immediately and with no inquiry purchase such services as civil
insurance, travel insurance, property insurance, insurance against accidents and cyclist’s insurance. Just
private customers can be insured online, purchasing the mentioned insurance services. Meanwhile, business
customers are not provided with online service. This is very convenient for private customers; however, the
following limits business customers’ possibilities to purchase insurance services online. Customers may
purchase the proposed insurance services on the phone or via email. It is of great significance to mention that
„ERGO Insurance SE“ offers a self-service only in the field of life-insurance; meanwhile, there is no set selfservice in the provision with the company’s non-life insurance services.
In the Lithuanian sector -for non-insurance services there is present an insurance company - „If P&C
Insurance AS“. Its market share is 8 percent and it has 15 customer service divisions in the largest cities of
the country and in larger settlements. The company sells insurance services, using the service of 133
insurance brokers and intermediaries. They are conferred the right to sell 13 insurance services, offered by
the company. The company’s private customers can purchase online the following insurance services:
compulsory civil liSCility service and CASCO insurance. Customers can also make inquiries online
concerning the purchase of property and travel insurance. Meanwhile, business customers are not provided
with opportunities to purchase insurance online - they have to apply to company’s agents on the phone, via
email or arrive to a customer service division.
Other companies as Compensa, Reso Insurance etc. also providing non-life insurance services, have
a market share of 32 percent in the national non-life insurance services.
Competition among insurance services companies is quite high in Lithuanian insurance service
market. Each company, which provides insurance services, in order to effectively carry out its activities,
must take into account not only insurance service, sales channels and its process for logistics in order to
follow current and potential competitors and their actions, but also in order to meet customers’ needs and
priorities in selecting insurance services.
Thus, in the Lithuanian insurance service market, Lithuanian customers have an opportunity to
choose insurance services in different companies, which provide insurance services. Consequently,
customers can exchange one insurance company to another if one does not meet their needs. In addition,
insurance service managers must know the key factors of customer choice, preparing marketing strategies for
future company activities in particular.
Having compared customer behavior with other services, insurance services, are specific, since the
purchase of financial services and their result is not always appreciable, but only in case of a disaster, from
which a customer was pre-insured. The customer is difficult to assess the quality or value of the insurance
service. For this reason, it is not easy to attract customers, and it is even more difficult to keep customer
loyalty. Customer have many opportunities to meet their needs, they have many choices when selecting
products and services in the market. Loyal customers of each company's greatest ambition and purpose,
however, the important and topical subject becomes the customer's preferences selecting products and
services. As a result, there is question - how to keep a loyal customer, who is going to change the
organization providing insurance services?

3. Factors Hindering Customer’s Intention to Change the Organization
In order to identify factors that inhibit customer intention to change the organization has invoked
customer loyalty concept. The customer loyalty concept is investigated in the theory of consumer behavior,
in the concepts of relationship marketing and switching behavior.
According to Andreassen et al. (1998), customer loyalty in consumer behavior is an intended
behavior, related to a service or an organization, involving, the possibility for the completion of future
contracts, customer change possibility (if they change one organization to another), a possibility that
customers will disseminate positive reviews as in a „word of mouth“. Customers may be loyal agreeably
with high barriers in order to change services or due to the absence of alternatives. Also, due to the fact that
they are satisfied and they are willing to continue the cooperation (Andreassen, T.W., Lindestad, B., 1998,
p.9-12).
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Mittal et al. (1998) state that in order to attract a new customer to an organization it costs five times
more than to keep an old one.
Thus, it is of great significance that an organization struggled to keep loyal customers applying a
relevant loyalty programme such as programmes by Huang and Hsieh (2011) is strengthen customer loyalty
and organization competiveness in the market in particular.
Mendez et al. (2009) state in the concept of relationship marketing that loyalty involves the certain
customer actions, which make the process. Following the approach by these authors, talking SCout loyalty,
the attention is paid to the acknowledged behavioral intentions, such as a repeated purchase pf the certain
brand/trademark.
In the switching behavior concept, the customer loyalty has been researched by the researchers
Colgate et al. (2001), Kiser (2002), Gerrard et al. (2004), Shin et al. (2008), Zikiene and Bakanauskas
(2009), Huang and Hsieh (2011), Bhattacheijee et al. (2012), who investigated the assumption, which affects
customers’ , who have been loyal, purchase and a willing to change the organization. This assumption
implies customer-switching behavior of the concept emergence; i.e. what exactly is considered being
customer disloyalty s caused by a number of factors that contribute to the organization change.
Authors define the concept of the customer rswitcing behavior differently. According to Shin et al.
(2008) switching behavior - customer migration from one organization to another. Meanwhile, Nordman
(2004) states that switching behavior receives customer disloyalty and running of specific factors terminates
relationship between an organization and a customer.
According to Bhattacherjee et al. (2012), the customer replacement behavior manifests by customer
dissatisfaction with the present choice, followed by potential selections as an alternative to a present
selection and comprehension.
Thus, in the concept of the switching behavior there is analyzed customer disloyalty and there are
investigated the factors, which influence the customer’s intention to change an organization. In the customer
switching behavior, it is significant to identify the factors, which foster a customer to change the
organization. In other words, it is needed to find out the factors of customer’s dissatisfaction with an
organization, which force the customer to change the organization.
Many scholars have researched loyalty factors. According to Gerrard et al. (2004), customer
switching behavior is comprehended as a customer’s decision to change the organization due to such factrs
as price, service defects and limits, employees’ mistakes, ethnical problems, competitors’ attractiveness, etc.
According to Valenzuela (2012), there are five key factors, which may retain customer loyalty in an
organization: switcing costs, lack of alternatives, relational values, value congruency and organizational
credibility. These excluded factors are effective in a long-term period and they have to be created through the
lifecycle of relationship between a customer and organization.
There is made a presumption that there are needed the following factors for a customer in order to
change an insurance service company and change to another one: switcing costs, lack of alternatives,
relational values, organizational credibility and value congruency. Thus, these factors are entitled as ones,
which prevent the customer from leaving the organization.
Model Calibration. For the formation of the theoretical research model, there was applied the model,
created by Valenzuela (2012) that was modified in accordance with the before presented presumption. Due
to the fact, that the purpose of the research is to intend the factors, capable of preventing possible switching
behavior and the assurance of retained loyalty; in the model there are provided the factors, preventing
customer switcing behavior, which influence the intention to change the organization.
Figure 2. Conceptual Model of Associations between the Hindering Factors and Intention to Alter the
Organization

Source: created by authors according by Valenzuela (2012)
In the theoretical model there are distinguished five dimensions, which influence a customer‘s
willing to change/leave the organization. The effects of these factors directly influence the intention to
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change the organization and it directly influences customer loyalty. The model has been researched and
assessed applying empirical research.

4. Materials and Methods
Research in customer preferences, selecting the insurance services, was researched after having
modified a model according to the customer loyalty by Valenzuela (2012). There has been chosen the
quantitative and questionnaire-survey method for the research of the empirical research problem.
There was applied Cronbach's Alpha coefficient for the estimation of the data credibility. Realibility
of questionnaire questions - Cronbach's Alpha coefficient is 0.723. The coefficient exceeds 0.7, and as a
result might be drawn that the questions are consequential and reliable.
The scope of the research sample is 121, while surveying the population of Alytus district, Kaunas
district, Klaipėda district, Marijampolė district, Panevėžys district, Šiauliai district, Tauragė district, Utena
district and Vilniaus district. 45 % of men and 55% of women participated in the survey. The major part of
the surveyed (43%) is at the age of 26-35 and (33%) is at the age of 36-45.
Even 40% have average monthly income that is 351-700 EUR, and 31% have average monthly income
month that is 501-700 EUR. Respondents are from all over Lithuania, i.e. survey outcomes reveal population
opinion from different Lithuanian districts. The questionnaires were distributed to respondents in an
electronic way (uploading them on websites and sending via emails).
A correlation strength scale for the estimation among variables in order to assess correlation
coefficients was applied. According to Pukenas (2009) and Cekanavicius (2012) there is existent very weak
(0.00-0.19), weak (0.20-0.39), average (0.40-0.69), strong (0.70-0.89) and very strong correlation (0.901.00). The correlation coefficient varies from - 1 to 1, and its strength is not equal. Correlation coefficient
may gain values from -1 to 1. The bigger is the correlation coefficient in terms of the absolute value (further
from zero), the stronger is dependence. Correlation is statistically significant, when p < a, statistically
insignificant, when p >= a, here a - the defined level of significance.

5. Research Analyse and Findings
In order to identify connection among variables there was carried out computing of variables and
question statements were divided into blocks ‘switcing costs’, ‘lack of alternatives’, ‘relational values’,
‘organizational credibility’, ‘ value congruency’ and ‘intention to alter the organization’. The estimated
coefficients are provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Correlations Coefficients between Variables
Switcing Lack of
costs
alternatives
Switcing costs
Correlation Coef. Sig.
(2-tailed)
Lack of alternatives
Correlation Coef. Sig.
(2-tailed)
Relational values
Correlation Coef. Sig.
(2-tailed)
Organizational
credibility Correlation
Coef. Sig. (2-tailed)
Value congruency
Correlation Coef. Sig.
(2-tailed)
Intention to alter the
organization
Correlation Coef. Sig.
(2-tailed)

Relational Organizational
values
credibility

Value
congruency

Intention to alter
the organization

1.000
-0.189*
0.038

1.000

0.040
0.666

0.248**
0.006

1.000

-0.067
0.465

0.149
0.103

0.648**
0.000

1.000

-0.077
0.404

0.561**
0.000

0.264**
0.003

0.333**
0.000

1.000

0.014
0.880

-0.070
0.443

-0.598**
0.000

-0.656**
0.000

-0.152
0.097

1.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2tailed).
Source: created by authors
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The gained outcomes of the correlation analysis show that statistically significant correlation is
between the intention of the statistically significant variable to change the organization and the relational
values (coefficient = -0,598, p=0,000) and the intention to change the organization and the credibility of the
organization (coefficient = -0,656, p=0,000). The correlations are averrage strong, but negative, that means
that in the case of the increase in the credibility of the organization, and the relational values, there decreases
the expectation for the emerging of the intention to change the organization. Meanwhile, between the
intention to change the organization and the factors, such as switcing costs, a lack of alternatives and the
value congruency, there is no significant correlation (p value >0,05).
The analysis of correlation showed that there is a meaningful and the strongest correlation between
the relational values and the intention to change the organization and the credibility of the organization.

6. Conclusion
The market analysis of the insurance services disclosed that consumers may select non-life
insurance services from five strong companies, which compete with each other and which provide with a
wide range of similar non-life insurance services and have a rich network of them in all Lithuania.
The literature analysis concerning consumer loyalty enabled the distinguishing and identification of
five damping factors, which keep a consumer in an organization. Having modified the mode, created by
Velenzuela, there was prepared an empiric research model that states that there are five factors, damping a
customer, which aid at the keeping of a customer in an organization, i.e. a consumer stays in the organization
and does not change it to another if there are present these factors. Agreeably with the empirical research it
was defined that only two factors from five aid the organization at the keeping of customers and other three
are insignificant. The research disclosed that average strength correlations are present between these factors.
A customer is encouraged to stay in a company by a relational values and organizational credibility
in the insurance service company. A consumer, selecting an insurance company, assigns his/her preference to
the relations values and credibility of the organization in Lithuania.
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Abstract
The globalization of economy offers new opportunities to enterprises, resulting from their access to bigger
markets, scale economies and exposure to best practice management and technology. In response to these
challenges, enterprises try to conquer new foreign markets and expand their presence and operating in the
global market. Decision making about foreign entry markets is a comprehensive process influenced by many
factors. The paper focuses on decision making on foreign business activities of Czech family small and
medium-sized enterprises. The objective of the paper is to define and to specify the internal factors
influencing the decision making of Czech family small and medium-sized enterprises to enter foreign
markets. The enterprises included in the study are those family SMEs that have already undertaken
internationalization activities and are incorporated in the Czech Republic. A total of 490 enterprises
participated in the study, and the main primary data collection instrument was a questionnaire-interview.
The findings of the factor analysis show the influence of selected internal variables on the decision-making
process of Czech family small and medium-sized enterprises.
Keywords: Czech SMEs, family businesses, foreign markets, internationalization process
JEL codes: F23, M16

1. Introduction
Whereas most research on internationalization activities have focused on large multinational
companies, this study deals with SMEs of family nature. The reason for this choice is that the issue of
internationalization activities is becoming increasingly important for small and medium-sized companies,
especially those that are technologically driven and which internationalize during the early stages of their
organizational lives (Almor 2006). We focused on small and medium-sized enterprises from post-transition
economies, specifically from the Czech Republic. One of the main reasons of the interest of Czech family
SMEs to expand to foreign markets nowadays is a limited market size of the Czech Republic and,
consequently, the increasing competition in the domestic market. The growing interest in doing business in
foreign markets gives rise to interests in internationalization in a broader context.
However, the research on international entrepreneurship and internationalization processes in Czech
professional and business literature is relatively scarce; there are only a few studies exploring and monitoring
internationalization processes of Czech SMEs. Due to the absence of substantial research, the author of the
present study carried out a research survey among Czech family SMEs to define and to specify the internal
factors influencing the decision making of Czech family SMEs to enter foreign markets. The findings
presented in the study are the first of their kind in the Czech Republic. In this study, we focused on a
problem of the process of deciding on entrepreneurial activities in foreign markets. The main research
question of the research is to find out what the factors influence the process deciding on entering foreign
markets. More specifically, the analysis is aimed at better understanding of factors, especially internal
factors, which influences the decision-making about entrepreneurial activities in foreign markets. The study
is based on primary data collected from a recent survey of Czech family SMEs. The relationships of interest
are analyzed using relevant regression techniques and factor analysis. The paper is organized into three parts.
The first part of the paper outlines selected theories dealing with the internationalization process and factors
affecting decision making to enter foreign markets. The second part of the paper aims to present and then
interpret results of the survey carried out among Czech family SMEs. Finally, the last section provides the
conclusion of the research and offers a discussion of the most important implications. The results of the
analysis are discussed, and further recommendations are provided for managers in the last section.
This paper offers several contributions to international business research and attempts to answer calls
for studies that span across the disciplines. In particular, the paper pays attention to the key role of internal
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factors in decision-making on international activities. Although we use a single small country, the Czech
Republic, as a laboratory to test our theoretical propositions, our study is clearly situated within the domain
of international business studies. We offer a new angle on an international business theory by focusing on the
process of decision-making on foreign activities. Although the author does not develop a new theory, the
work builds on prior works in the field of international business towards a theory of the internationalization
of company. The results of this work contribute new insights on the internationalization process of
companies in the post-communist country. In the country, where were held significant changes in the
economic system 25 years ago and where the majority of companies have a history shorter than 25 years.

2. Theoretical Framework and Research Hypotheses
Small and medium enterprises (SME) currently play an important role in international business. The
internationalization process of SMEs and company’s decision to sell its products in international markets has
been the subject of intense academic research in the past 40 years. Several theories and conceptual
frameworks have been developed outlining a company’s decision to initiate the internationalization process.
The foreign market entry selection is highly significant for the company’s future performance. The research
findings suggest that because SMEs differ from their larger competitors, their mode choice may also differ.
Among characteristics of SMEs affecting the mode choice were included these characteristics: managerial
and financial resources (Zacharakis, 1997), the ability to service small niche markets (Yap and Souder,
1994), and less innovative of the SME technology (Tether et al., 1997). Hollenstein (2005) has explained that
the internationalization process of SMEs involves limitations of resources in the form of finance,
information, and management capacity to a much greater extent for multinational cooperations. On the other
hand, Bradley et al. (2006) have argued that many SMEs be forced to internationalize, particularly high
technology companies, due to the focus on niche markets, shorter product life cycles and frequently, the
small size of their domestic markets relative to the potential that exists abroad.
Several studies have analyzed the factors that drive the internationalization activities of SMEs
(Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004; Knight and Cavusgil 2004; Filatotchev et al. 2009). The majority of
previous studies on the internationalization activities have been focused on factors explaining why
companies internationalize (Almor and Hashai 2004; Autio et al. 2000; Jones and Coviello 2005; Knight and
Cavusgil 2004). The companies that decide to enter international entrepreneurship must be aware both of
entrepreneurship opportunities and risks, which are inseparably connected with entrepreneurship. Avoiding
business opportunity risks does not lead to economic growth but results in missing business opportunities.
The companies that decide to enter international market undergo particular stages of internalization. The
progress and speed of business activity internalization depend on the interest and role that is assumed to the
international entrepreneurship within entrepreneurship strategy of the company. The first attempt to explain
the behavior of companies on international markets from microeconomic point of view are believed to be
Hymer´s doctoral thesis on internationalization of American companies and the theory of monopolistic
advantage developed by Hymer and Kindleberger, as well as the theory of international product life cycle
developed by Vernon (Jarosiński, 2013). Two broad theoretical streams have emerged. First, traditional
internationalization theories (such as stage theory, internalization theory, transaction cost theory), have
focused on the factors influencing internationalization, especially in larger companies. Second, the
international entrepreneurship theories (such as strategic choice theory, learning and knowledge theory
relating to international new ventures or born globals, resource-based theory, network theory), have focused
on the SMEs internationalize from the outset (Wright et al., 2007). These theories on international processes
or models are continually evolving and developing: this reflects constant changes in the global business
environment. Despite new and emerging theories of internationalization, the stage approach (gradually
globalizing company) and the global approach (born global company) remain and are treated as most
fundamental and default approaches. The newly evolving approaches and theories are usually based on these
two basic frameworks which thus become a springboard for further modification and innovation.
The factors influencing company’s choice of entry mode are according to Johanson and Vahlne
(1977) divided into two main groups, external factors, and internal factors. Koch (2001) introduced a holistic
model of the market entry mode selection process. All factors proposed to influence the market/market entry
mode selection process to fall into three broad categories: external, internal, and the mixed category.
According to Koch (2001), the external category includes industry feasibility, characteristics of the country
business environment, market growth rate, image support requirements, global management efficiency
requirements, the popularity of individual market entry modes in the overseas market, market barriers, and so
forth.
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The internal category includes calculation methods applied, management locus of control, market
share targets, company size and resources, profit targets, management risk attitudes, experience in using
individual market entry modes, and so forth.
The third mixed category includes sufficiency and reliability of information inputs, competencies,
capabilities, and skills required and available for each market entry modes. Some of the proposed categories
of factors may influence each other, adding to the complexity of the decision process.
Therefore, in the context author propose:
• Hypothesis 1: The desire for expansion of entrepreneurial activities relates positively to the
decision-making process regarding entry into foreign markets.
• Hypothesis 2: Efforts to increase sales of the company relates positively to the decisionmaking process regarding entry into foreign markets.
• Hypothesis 3: The level of business knowledge of managers relates positively to the decisionmaking process regarding entry into foreign markets.
• Hypothesis 4: The level of international experience of managers relates positively to the
decision-making process regarding entry into foreign markets.
• Hypothesis 5: Total available resources of the company relates positively to the decisionmaking process regarding entry into foreign markets.
• Hypothesis 6: Existing contacts of the company to foreign partners relates positively to the
decision-making process regarding entry into foreign markets.
• Hypothesis 7: Previous import activities of the company relates positively to the decisionmaking process regarding entry into foreign markets.

3. Methodology
3.1 Sample and Procedure
The analysis is based on data from a standardized empirical study, which comprises of many
questions on entrepreneurial activities of Czech enterprises in foreign markets. For the purpose of the
analysis decision-making process regarding enter into foreign markets, some questions on the deciding on
entrepreneurial activities on foreign markets we asked in the survey. Like this, the paper is concentrated on
various aspects of international activities, only a few questions from the survey we analyzed in this paper.
The paper raises the question of which internal factors influence the decisions about entering foreign
markets. The objective of the paper is to investigate the effect of human resources on the success of
international activities of Czech family SMEs, namely the effect of international experience, and business
knowledge of managers. The data on human resources and on the success of international activities we
collected in an on-site survey of 246 Czech family SMEs in period 05/2015 – 05/2016. We were not able to
use some official databases because we do not have some databases about family businesses.
The sample consists of the internationally experienced family SMEs in the Czech Republic.
Selection of companies under research was based on the method of non-probability purposive sampling, by
assumption and occasional selection. The researched companies have already started their
internationalization operations, all of them were founded in the Czech Republic, and all of them are private
subjects. This delimitation on companies with the international experience was made to enable on-site data
collection. The focus was on small and medium-sized enterprises, the European Union definition based on a
headcount of fewer than 250 employees (Eurostat 2011) was followed.
First, telephone calls were made with general managers or CEOs of the Czech companies to explain
the purpose of the study and to ask for their participation. A high level of personal involvement consisting of
telephone calls and personal delivery and pickup of questionnaires was necessary because of the relatively
low response rate in mail surveys in the Czech Republic, and sensitivity to Czech managers’ concerns about
industrial espionage. Moreover, by the first telephone, we excluded those no representative of the population,
such as companies with no current international activities, companies distributed to Czech customers´
foreign facilities or sister companies within their own corporations. After the step, the sample in the Czech
Republic fulfilling the selection criteria consisted of 400 companies. In a second step, we hand-distributed
questionnaires to the top managers and CEOs. Trained research assistants helped the top managers and CEOs
complete the questionnaire, and explained any items that the respondents wished to have clarified. This
procedure resulted in 350 matched questionnaires, out of which 104 we eliminated due to the incompleteness
of responses. Thus 246 (a response rate of 70.3%) questionnaires were used in the subsequent data analysis
and statistical processing. The final sample consisted of companies with an average age of 22 years
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(minimum one; maximum 25), an average size of 54 employees (minimum one; maximum 250). The sample
comes from a variety of industries: about 52% in manufacturing, 25% in retailing, and 23% in services.
The method of the oral questioning and a questionnaire as the principal instrument applied for
researching the relationship between human resources and success of international activities. The instrument
used in the survey, a structured questionnaire, contains five fields of varying degrees of complexity relating
to the area of entrepreneurial activities in international markets. The questionnaire consists of closed, semiclosed and open questions. The questions were designed while based on the information gained from experts
from business and universities and previous research. In some questions, particularly those related to the
entry mode choice and market choice, simple and complex scales were used, mostly the Likert-type scale (5
= strongly agree to 1 = strongly disagree). Also, the questionnaire also included four questions related to the
company background (the type of a business sector on the domestic market and international markets; the
size of the company measured by the number of employees, and the revenue; the year of company
foundation; the year of the first foreign market entry). The questionnaire was pre-tested for the instrument
validity by 20 managers. In interviews, the managers were asked to respond to the items measuring the
theoretical construct. They were also asked to identify any ambiguities revealed in the questionnaire draft.
Based on the feedback some minor changes of wording were made.

3.2 Variables and Measurement
Dependent Variables. The DECISION to enter foreign markets is our dependent variable. The
decision to enter foreign markets is monitored in terms of time when the decision. Respondents had three
variants: decision before the founding of the company, decision during business start-up, a decision during
entrepreneurial activities. Most respondents said that they had decided to enter foreign markets during
entrepreneurial activities.
Independent Variables. Our explanatory variables are these selected internal factors: the desire for
expansion of entrepreneurial activities, efforts to increase sales, the level of business knowledge of
managers, the level of international experience of managers, total available resources of the company,
existing contacts of the company to foreign partners, previous import activities. Questions on the DESIRE
for expansion of entrepreneurial activities, efforts to increase SALES, existing CONTACTS of the company
to foreign partners, and previous IMPORT activities were presented in the form of five-point scales (5 =
strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = disagree, and 1 = strongly disagree) to ensure maximal respondent
specificity. All multi-item measures achieved superior or adequate reliability scores in tests using
Cronbach´s alpha. The alpha values range from 0.74 to 0.82. International EXPERIENCE with international
activities we measured at the company level using of prior work international experiences (by years), in
keeping with prior management research (Beckman and Burton, 2008; Walske and Zacharakis, 2009).
International experience includes prior work in a company with international entrepreneurial activities. The
average rate of international experience as measured by the number of years was seven years (minimum 0
years, maximum 45 years). Business KNOWLEDGE measures knowledge of international markets and
knowledge of practices in international markets by company management. The knowledge of international
markets plays in the process of the realization of international entrepreneurial activities key role. Knowledge
contributes to increased competitiveness of entrepreneurial subjects in international markets. Questions on
business knowledge of managers were presented in the form of five-point scales (5 = strongly agree, 4 =
agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = disagree, and 1 = strongly disagree) to ensure maximal respondent specificity. All
multi-item measures achieved superior or adequate reliability scores in tests using Cronbach´s alpha. The
alpha values range from 0.74 to 0.82. Total available RESOURCES of the company are monitored in
categories tangible resources and intangible resources. Respondents identified their most significant
resources. The most important resources were resources of intangible character (81%).
Control Variables. Guided by previous literature and empirical evidence, we have included several
control variables. Among the company-level determinants of company performance, the company´s size and
company age are the two widely used demographic characteristics of companies. Therefore, we include
company SIZE (natural logarithm of the number of employees) and company AGE (in years). In addition to
the company-level determinants, we also include INDUSTRY level of the company: whether the company
operates in the manufacturing or service sector. We included a dummy variable for industry level, as
Acquaah and Yasai-Ardekani (2007), did because the distinction between manufacturing and services
obviously has a considerable effect on company performance.
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3.3 Data Analysis
To test the theoretically derived model, the data we processed in the SPSS. The descriptive statistics
we described in Table 1. Table 1 illustrated the intercorrelations among the variables were obtained from the
Pearson Correlations Matrix. The values indicating intercorrelations among the predictor's variables were
low, ranging from 0.01 to 0.39 (p < 0.01), thus indicating the independence of the variables used for
measuring the predictors. As the descriptive data revealed a promising variation as well as correlation among
the variables included in the model, we have reason to believe that it would find support for the hypotheses.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Correlation
Decision
Size
Age
Industry
Expansion
Sales
Knowledge
Experience
Resources
Contact
Import

mean
2.10
53.98
31.53
2.26
0.53
0.82
3.88
6.40
0.20
0.53
0.05

SD
0.96
60.53
37.86
1.64
0.50
0.39
0.86
8.54
0.40
0.50
0.21

1
1
0.06
0.12*
0.14**
0.16**
-0.06
-0.17**
0.16**
-0.17**
-0.08
-0.02

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1
0.39**
-0.12*
0.17**
-0.05
0.31**
0.09
0.10
-0.16**
-0.08

1
-0.11*
0.10
-0.18**
0.19**
0.07
0.16**
-0.12*
0.03

1
-0.01
-0.05
-0.06
-0.02
-0.10
0.05
0.17**

1
0.18**
0.10
0.02
-0.03
-0.09
-0.07

1
-0.17**
0.024
0.02
0.06
-0.04

1
0.16**
0.20**
-0.06
0.01

1
-0.08
0.06
-0.03

1
-0.01
0.09

1
0.04

1

Significance level: *p<0.05; **p<0.01
Source: own research
We used hierarchical moderated regression analysis (ordinary least-square OLS regression
techniques) to test hypotheses. Before testing the hypotheses, multicollinearity in the dataset we controlled.
For this purpose, the VIF values for the independent variables we calculated. In our analysis, the VIF values
were all below 1.1, which is a relatively low and acceptable level. Consequently, there is no reason to believe
that there is any major multicollinearity in the regression that could lead to misinterpreting or overestimating
the final model and its predictive ability. Table 2 present results.
Furthermore, the factor analysis has been carried out due to the specification of internal factors
affecting the decision-making to enter foreign markets. The criteria (internal factors) are based on
information offered due to personal communication with selected experts from business and universities and
on the basis of previous research. Respondents expressed their opinion on the importance of each criterion
with the help of the five-point Likert Scale (5 = strongly agree to 1 = strongly degree). The reliability of
measurements was acceptable. The total reliability reached the value of α = 0.799, standardized item α =
0.803. Then Varimax rotation was performed: 4 factors with eigenvalues greater than one were extracted.
The factors loading greater than 0.5 are shown in bold. The results of the factor analysis are shown in Table
3.

4. Results
The first model Model 1 in Table 2 is a baseline model that shows the effects of control variables on
the decision-making to enter foreign markets. In the second model Model 2 in Table 2, the main terms of the
independent variables are entered into the regression.
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Table 2: Determinants of Decision-Making

Size
Age
Industry
Expansion (H1)
Sales (H2)
Knowledge (H3)
Experience (H4)
Resources (H5)
Contacts (H6)
Import (H7)
R2
Δ R2
Adj. R2
F

Dependent Variables
(standardized regression coefficients)
Model 1
Model 2
0.026
0.061
0.129*
0.151**
0.158**
0.139**
0.159**
-0.070
0.178**
0.161**
0.155**
-0.039
-0.026
0.14
0.26
0.14
0.22
0.13
0.23
4.815**
6.387**

Significance level: *p<0.05; **p<0.01
Source: own research
Overall, the control variables explain little of the variance. Model 1 and Model 2 indicate that AGE
and INDUSTRY have a positive and significant effect on the decision-making to enter foreign markets,
while SIZE has an insignificant effect on the decision of Czech family SMEs.
The desire for EXPANSION of entrepreneurial activities in Model 2 has a positive and insignificant
effect on decision-making to enter foreign markets. Hypothesis 1 is supported. The efforts to increase
SALES of the company has a negative and insignificant effect on decision-making to enter foreign markets.
The Hypothesis 2 is not supported. The level of business KNOWLEDGE of managers has a positive and
significance effect on decision-making process regarding entry into foreign markets, in line with Hypothesis
3. The variable level of international EXPERIENCE of managers is positive and significant; Hypothesis 4 is
supported. The variable total available RESOURCES of the company in Model 2 is positive and significant;
Hypothesis 5 is supported. As indicated in Model 2, existing CONTACTS of the company to foreign
partners and previous IMPORT activities of the company have a negative and insignificant effect on the
decision-making of entering foreign markets; Hypothesis 6 and Hypothesis 7 are not supported.
The factor analysis extracted four factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1: along with the observed
loadings, this indicates the convergent and discriminant validity of these constructs. The factor loadings
structure was employed to determine the factor scores of each company on the four constructs. All the scale
items loaded highly on factors they represented and weakly on other factors. The four factors accounted for
87.7 % of the total variation in the sample.
Table 3: Determinants of Decision-Making
Expansion
Sales
Knowledge
Experience
Resources
Contacts
Import

1
0.211
-0.237
0.793
0.674
0.181
-0.012
-0.110

Factors
2
3
-0.083
0.720
0.034
0.793
-0.053
0.264
0.053
-0.319
0.104
0.804
-0.0055 0.095
-0.157
0.471

4
-0.286
0.267
-0.204
0.423
-0.099
0.818
0.238

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
Source: own research
Those four factors determine the internal factors affected the decision-making of Czech family SMEs
to enter foreign markets. Factor 1 “human factor” is formed by the factors of managers´ abilities (level of
business knowledge and level of international experience). Factor 2 “growth factor” characterizes the growth
reasons for entering foreign markets (desire for expansion and efforts to increase sales). Factor 3 “resource
factor” is associated with the resources (tangible and intangible resources) available for entry into foreign
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markets. Finally, factor 4 “contact factor” defines characteristics of the company associated with the existing
contacts of the family SMEs to foreign partners.

5. Conclusion
Changing conditions and market structures demand that many small and medium-sized enterprises
devise new strategies as they search for a competitive place in their home markets and take advantage of
emergent market opportunities. The participation of entrepreneurial subjects in international business is one
possibility of strengthening competitiveness. The Czech Republic is a country with a high share of exported
and imported goods in its GDP, which is typical of small countries, of which the country is an example. The
Czech entrepreneurial subjects have been increasingly taking part in the foreign market since the beginning
of the 21st century, and this trend seems to be growing. Most companies are aware of the necessity to
develop their business and entrepreneurship activities on an international scale. The necessity of active
participation of Czech family SMEs at a foreign market is conditioned primarily by the character of Czech
economics and its foreign political orientation.
The objective of this paper is to define and to specify the internal factors influencing the decision
making of Czech family SMEs to enter foreign markets. The results show that the desire fo expansion (H1),
the level of business knowledge of managers (H3), the level of international experience of managers (H4),
and total available resources of the company (H5) are significantly associated with the decision making of
Czech family small and medium-sized enterprises to enter foreign markets. When Czech family SMEs
decide to enter foreign markets, they are affected by various factors. With the help of factor analysis, four
factors have been identified. These factors can be classified into four main groups: human factor, growth
factor, resource factor, and contact factor. The degree of influence of each group of a factor was determined
based on the average of the mean values. The greatest influence on decision making has the level of business
knowledge of managers.
Figure 1: Effect of Selected Internal Factors on Decision-Making to Enter Foreign Markets

Expansion
0,2
0,15

Import

Sales

0,1
0,05
0

Contacts

Knowledge

Resources

Experience

Source: own research
This study has some contributions, including theoretical contributions and managerial implications.
This study has provided some theoretical contributions as follows: It gives additional insight into the
influence of internal factors on the decision making on international entrepreneurial activities. Furthermore,
we also provide some implications for managers and owners of Czech enterprises. This study helps the
managers to understand how the internal factors affect the decision making on international activities of
family SMEs.
This study also has some limitations. First, this study has been conducted only in one small country,
in the Czech Republic. Indeed, this will affect the generalizability issue. This study only examined the
relationship between selected internal factors and decision making on international activities. Hence, the
researcher cannot justify it as a generalization for all European countries. Due to time and cost limitations,
this study employed a cross-sectional study. Thus, it only portrays the phenomena at a single point in time,
and it will not be able to reflect the long-term effects of the change.
This research study suggests several recommendations for future study. The study might be extended
to multiple countries in Europe. The future study might use the longitudinal study which describes
phenomena in the long-term. The longitudinal study may lead practitioners and academicians to understand
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the causal relationship between factors (internal and external) and decision making on international
activities.
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Abstract
The main aim of the publication was an attempt to determine how representatives of small and medium
organizations perceive changes in ISO 9001: 2015. In pursuit of this goal, a research process was carried
out which covered 76 employees (23 management representatives and 53 middle managers) employed in 23
small and medium sized organizations operating in south-eastern Poland (It was imperative that each of the
organizations under test had a quality management system implemented and certified in accordance with
ISO 9001). The research was conducted at the turn of January and February 2017, using a research tool
such as a questionnaire, which was consisted of eight questions both open and closed. the research process
has allowed the following conclusions, which may affect the decision stuff in implementation of the
requirements of ISO 9001: according to a majority of the respondents, the changes introduced in ISO 9001:
2015 are not revolutionary enough to be considered as a response to the needs of small and medium-sized
organizations, the respondents considered the need for defining the context of the organization as the highest
rated change, changes to the standard structure and references to knowledge management were considered
the least necessary changes for smaller organizations.
Keywords: ISO 9001:2015, Management systems, SMEs.
JEL codes: D2, D21.

1. Introduction
Small and medium-sized organizations undoubtedly are forced to look for new solutions and ideas to
improve their functioning. Therefore, the implementation of standardized quality management systems in
small and medium-sized organizations will increase in the coming years (Vorkapić et al., 2017; Ejdys and
Matuszak‐Flejszman, 2010). This is evidenced among other things, increasing the number of certificates to
be granted to small and medium-sized enterprises in Poland and Europe. With the increase of the number of
implemented quality management systems in small and medium organizations, the number of difficulties
encountered in implementing the system is increasing. These difficulties are largely due to the specifics of
small and medium-sized organizations. The companies representing this sector are characterized by certain
limitations and barriers determining their way of functioning (Kartiwi and Macgregor, 2007; Abdullah et
al., 2013):
• limited financial opportunities,
• significant costs of running this type of organization,
• high cost of raising capital from external sources,
• insufficient level of knowledge and lack of adequate management skills,
• lack of suitably qualified staff,
• the lack of a clearly defined division of powers,
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too high research and development costs in relation to the budget of this type of
organization,
• highly restrictive training budget,
• the lack of a clearly defined strategy.
The above list clearly indicates that implementing a standardized quality management system in
small and medium organizations is a complex issue. According to Herasa-Saizarbitoria and Boirala (2015),
the main obstacle for small and medium-sized enterprises is the fact that the requirements of the ISO 9001
standard necessitate some formalization of measures. By contrast, a typical smaller company limits the
number of documents to a minimum. The researchers also point out that significant obstacles for small and
medium-sized organizations on the path to the certificate is undoubtedly the lack of specify policies,
strategies and the heavy burden of management and personnel.
Citing research conducted by Ligarskiego and Koczaj (2004) small and medium-sized organizations
in the implementation of quality management systems encounter difficulties mainly in the field:
• preparation of system documentation,
• carrying out monitoring and measurement,
• involvement and qualifications of employees,
• contacts with suppliers.
The above mentioned problems are largely due to staffing difficulties and limited budget of small
and medium commercial organizations. On the other hand, Zimon (2017) based on his observations to the
most problematic areas that make difficulty for smaller organizations include:
• the need to hire additional specialists,
• high training costs,
• financial problems,
• problems with preparation for audits.
Bearing in mind the above considerations, it should be noted that the specificity of small and
medium-sized enterprises should be specifically addressed in ISO 9001. The research conducted by the
authors of this publication and the review of literature shows that the ISO 9001: 2008 standard was not fully
adapted to the requirements of smaller organizations (Zimon and Bednarova, 2016; Wolniak, 2013; FilinaDawidowicz, 2014). The authors of the ISO standard have perceived this fact, and in the amendment of the
year 2015 they have implemented some changes that aimed not only at matching the requirements of the
standard to market changes but also its deformations and adapting to the needs of small non-production
organizations.
The impetus to undertake research in this area was the fact that small and medium-sized
organizations, in particular those in which it operates a certified quality management system, are interested in
the essence of the changes introduced next release standards possible due to the need to modernize the
management system and make changes in documentation (Kerekes and Csernátoni, 2016). It is worth
recalling that in the past adjustment of the quality management system to the currently applicable standards
often meant the need for changes in the structure of the organization and even redesign of processes. The
ISO 9001: 2015 standard is not revolutionary but contains a number of changes that may be difficult to
interpret (Anttila and Jussila, 2017; Tatoglu et al., 2016; ). And their correct implementation can be a
problem especially for smaller companies (Rybski et al., 2017). These changes may include, among others
(Wilson and Campbell, 2016; Chiarini, 2017; Savino et al., 2017; Fonseca and Domingues, 2016):
• understanding the organization and its context,
• strengthening the role of top management,
• change of norm structure,
• a risk-based approach,
• flexible approach to documentation,
• introduction of knowledge requirements.

2. Research Methodology
The main aim of the publication was an attempt to determine how representatives of small and
medium organizations perceive changes in ISO 9001: 2015. The explanation of this general research problem
and the refinement of research issues prompted the authors to formulate the following research questions:
• How do small and medium-sized organizations assess the key changes introduced in ISO
9001: 2015?
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Will representatives of the surveyed organizations decide to implement the requirements of
ISO 9001: 2015?
• Do top management executives and managers alike see the ISO 9001: 2015 standard?
In pursuit of this goals, a research process was carried out which covered 76 employees (23
management representatives and 53 middle managers) employed in 23 small and medium sized organizations
operating in south-eastern Poland (It was imperative that each of the organizations under test had a quality
management system implemented and certified in accordance with ISO 9001: 2008). Questionnaires were
sent to representatives of the two groups:
• The first group included members of top management,
• The other was the union of lower level managers and quality management system attorneys.
The research was conducted at the turn of January and February 2017, using a research tool such as a
questionnaire, which was consisted of eight questions both open and closed. The survey was conducted
through an online survey. The following research hypotheses were used for the study:
• It is assumed that representatives of small and medium organizations are skeptical about the
changes introduced in ISO 9001: 2015,
• It is assumed that the management board representatives will be positively inclined to
implement the requirements of ISO 9001: 2015.
According to the authors, the results of the research will prove helpful to representatives of small and
medium organizations who need to make a decision (by September 2018) to implement the requirements of
ISO 90001: 2015 or lose the certificate.

3. Presentation and Analysis of the Results of the Research
The purpose of the first question was to determine whether the changes introduced in ISO 9001:
2015 are beneficial from the perspective of small and medium-sized organizations (Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Are the Changes Introduced in ISO 9001: 2015 Beneficial from the Perspective of Small and
Medium-Sized Organizations?
I do not know;
16%
No; 18%

Definitely not;
30%
Yes; 23%

Definitely
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Source: own research results
Analyzing the distribution of answers it can be concluded that none of the comments is definitely not
dominant. Up to 36% of the respondents are ISO 9001: 2015 enthusiasts. In turn, 48% of respondents do not
recognize that the new edition of the standard has significantly improved the situation of small and mediumsized organizations. Quite a large number of the respondents 16% could not unequivocally answer this
question. In order to deepen the research process respondents were asked (in an open question) to justify
their answer. The analysis of the answers obtained revealed that:
• Among respondents positively evaluate changes in ISO 9001: 2015 was dominated by the
views that the changes are not significant and therefore do not pose problems in the
implementation phase of the new edition of the standard, moreover, a part of them is focused
on minimizing bureaucracy and more conscious creation system, which should serve to
smaller organizations.
• Researchers who had a negative attitude towards the new edition of the standard claimed that
the ISO 9001: 2015 standard minimizes the constraints faced by smaller organizations,
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particularly in terms of financial and personnel problems. In addition, they noted that some
of the changes introduced are unclear and difficult to interpret especially for smaller
organizations, this will cause chaos and problems with correct implementation of new
requirements.
• Those who could not express themselves clearly stated that the changes in the new edition
are interesting, but the decision to implement it should be supported by an analysis of the
functioning of organizations that already comply with its requirements. Therefore, the
eventual decision of implementation ISO 9001: 2015 will take in the future.
In the next question, respondents were asked to evaluate the specific changes that were introduced in
ISO 9001: 2015 (Fig. 2). Respondents were rated on a 5-point scale from 1 negative to 5 very good (Figure 2
shows average scores).
Figure 2: Evaluation of Specific Changes in ISO 9001: 2015

Formulation of the
knowledge
2,9
requirement

Need to define the
context of the
organization 4,2
4,5
4
3,5
3
Introduction of a risk2,5
based approach
2
2,8
1,5
1
0,5
0
More flexibility with
3,9 regard to
documentation

Changing the norm
structure
3,3
3,9
No obligation to
appoint an attorney

Source: own research results
The need to define the context of an organization is the only change that has been fairly well
evaluated. According to the respondents, this is a significant change, because the very process of identifying,
understanding and incorporating in the organization's strategy many factors affecting the functioning of the
enterprise is a very important step leading to the development of a system closely tied to the specificity and
needs of a particular organization. At this point it is worth noting that the context should be understood
broadly and take account of the external factors (cultural, social, economic, legal, economic, environmental,
etc.) as well as internal (organizational structure, goals, aspirations, division of labor, culture, relationships In
the supply chain, etc.). The perceived context of the organization means that the implementation of this
change will be complicated, but its implementation seems to be a real step towards aligning the requirements
of the standard to the needs of smaller enterprises. At the stage of creating the system, entrepreneurs will
have to recognize their limitations and weaknesses, and look for opportunities that will enable them to
develop a system that actually increases the effectiveness and impact of their actions.
The respondents responded positively to the changes below:
• No obligation to appoint a proxy (3.9): Respondents emphasized that this change was
important as it would stimulate an increase in senior management involvement, which is one
of the basic conditions for creating an effective quality management system. In addition, the
increased involvement of the top management will translate into an increase in crew
involvement and more frequent improvement activities.
• More flexibility with regard to documentation (3.9): The survey found that it is a good idea
to minimize the number of necessary documentation and to waive the obligation to develop a
quality book. This is a good change because the most common shortcomings of standardized
quality management systems are generally the increase in bureaucracy. It is worth noting
that some of the respondents suggested that they were so used to being so accustomed to a
quality book that they would not abandon it.
On the other hand, the respondents considered the least significant changes:
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Introduction of a risk-based approach (2.8): which, according to the surveyed, limits the
flexibility of smaller organizations, and is difficult to develop and implement without the use
of ISO 31000. This change, according to the vast majority of respondents, will generate
problems and make it difficult to implement rapid changes in response to the needs of
counterparties, which may contribute to the decline of the competitiveness of smaller
enterprises.
• Formulation of knowledge management requirements (2.9): respondents considered this
change in most cases superfluous and did not pay much attention to it.
• Changing the norm structure (3.3): The researchers said that although it is a fair change that
facilitates the process of integrating standardized management systems, smaller
organizations that usually stay with one system do not seem to matter much.
Next, respondents were asked whether they would choose to implement and certify the ISO 9001:
2015 quality management system in their company. The distribution of responses is presented on Fig. 3.
Figure 3: Will you Choose to Implement ISO 9001: 2015 (Opinion of all Respondents)?
70%
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60%
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41%

40%
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0%
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Probably no

Source: own research results
The analysis of the distribution of responses shows that most representatives of small and medium
organizations do not recognize for the time being that there is a need to implement the requirements of ISO
9001: 2015. In the open-ended question, respondents emphasized, however, that due to the relatively long
transition period, this decision will still be considered, because although the changes from the point of view
of small and medium-sized organizations have not proved to be significant, however, the use of certified
quality management system is still regarded as a guarantee for the production of products for specific and
predictable for customers and contractors level. In turn, respondents who choose to implement the
requirements of ISO 9001: 2015 recognize that, despite the decline in importance of ISO standards, the
certificate is worthwhile and changes in the new edition of the standard are interesting and worth to be tested
in business practice.
At the end of the research process, the relationship between the position held and the desire to
implement the requirements of ISO 9001: 2015 (Tab. 1).
Table 1: Distribution of Answers Regarding the Willingness to Implement ISO 9001: 2015
Board
%
Manager
%
All
%

Will you implement a new standard?
Yes
13
17.11%
18
23.68%
31
41%

Will you implement a new standard?
No
10
13.16%
35
46.05%
45
59%

All
23
30.26%
53
69.74%
76
100.00%

Source: own research results
Based on the analysis results shown in Table 1, it can be seen that 57% of the surveyed enterprises board
(13/23 people) plans to implement a new edition of ISO 9001: 2015. It is worth noting that the decision to
implement a quality management system shall take the board's representatives, on this basis, it can be
assumed that more than half of the surveyed organizations will try to adjust your current system to the
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requirements of the new edition of ISO 9001. In turn, only 34% of managers (18/53) surveyed intend to
implement the new ISO 9001: 2015 standard. The discrepancy between the two study groups may be due to
the function they perform in the system (as practice shows representatives of the board routinely transmit
their duties in the system of mid-level managers) and the access to information (management representatives
have a greater understanding of how standardized quality management systems affect the efficiency and
effectiveness of the processes).

4. Conclusion
Small and medium-sized organizations undoubtedly are forced to look for new solutions and ideas to
improve their functioning. Based on the study and analysis of the literature is difficult to answer the question
of whether the quality management system according to ISO 9001:2015 is recommendable to small and
medium-sized enterprises? However, the research process has allowed the following conclusions, which may
affect the decision stuff in implementation of the requirements of ISO 9001:
• According to a majority of the respondents, the changes introduced in ISO 9001: 2015 are
not revolutionary enough to be considered as a response to the needs of small and mediumsized organizations,
• The respondents considered the need for defining the context of the organization as the
highest rated change,
• Changes to the standard structure and references to knowledge management were considered
the least necessary changes for smaller organizations,
• A risk-based approach can be problematic for small and medium-sized organizations to
implement,
• At this moment only 41% of respondents are convinced to make the decision to implement
and certify the requirements of ISO 9001: 2015.
The process also allowed to validate accepted research hypotheses:
• The first one can be considered true because almost half of the respondents (48%) did not
recognize the changes introduced in ISO 9001: 2015 as beneficial, In addition, only 36% of
respondents say that changes in the new edition of the standard take into account the needs
of smaller organizations,
• The second hypothesis was confirmed as 57% of the board members are determined to
implement the ISO 9001: 2015 standards. It is worth emphasizing, however, that the
representatives of managers and plenipotentiaries are skeptical about the implementation of
the requirements of ISO 9001: 2015. Only 34% of them would have opted for the new
edition of the standard.
It should be stressed that the research conducted has some limitations to the basic can be counted:
• Quite a small test that does not allow for more complex analysis,
• To classify small and medium organizations into one group, interpreting the results of the
research should therefore take into account that medium organizations have more potential
and opportunities at the stage of implementing and improving standardized quality
management systems.
Despite these limitations, the results of research could be useful for smaller organizations considering the
implementation of the requirements of ISO 9001: 2015. It should however be borne in mind that systems
based on ISO standards are relatively flexible and any decision should be preceded by a detailed analysis of
the current functioning of the system and take into account the specificities of a particular organization. The
benefits of implementing systems depend largely on the involvement of employees and company
management in the process of system development and skillful development of system documentation.
To sum up, it must be stated that the research process conducted did not allow us to clearly state
whether the changes introduced in ISO 9001: 2015 would facilitate quality management processes in small
and medium-sized organizations. Certainly research in this area should continue especially in the coming
years, where this new standard will gradually replace the ISO 9001: 2008 standard.
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